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Declaration of Gerald F. Uelman



DECLARATION OF GERALD F. UELMEN

I, Gerald F. Uelmen, declare as follows:

l. I am a Professor of Law at Santa Clara University School of Law, Santa Clara,

California, where I served as Dean of the Law School from 1986 to 1994. Prior to that, I was a

Professor of Law at Loyola Law School, Los Angeles, California from 1970 to 1986.

Throughout my 39 year teaching career, I have taught courses in Criminal Law and Criminal

Procedure, and have closely followed the death penalty law and jurisprudence of California.

From 2004 to 2008, I served as Executive Director of the California Commission on the Fair

Administration of Justice, and drafted the Commission’s Report on the California Death

Penalty Law. I have conducted research and written law review articles on the administration

of the death penalty law in California, spoken at numerous seminars on this topic, and offered

testimony as an expert in several death penalty cases.

2. My curriculum vita is attached to this declaration as Appendix A.

3. I provide this declaration at the request of counsel for Mr. Troy Ashmus

regarding the salient legislative history of California’s death penalty procedures since 1972. In

the course of preparing this declaration, I have reviewed substantial legal, legislative, and

historical material. A list of the material that I consulted is attached to this declaration as

Appendix B.

4. Prior to 1972, all rst-degree murders codied in former California Penal Code

section 1891 were punishable by death under California law.2 Former Cal. Penal Code § 190

(West 1970); People v. Anderson, 6 Cal. 3d 628, 652 (1972).

1 All further statutory references are to the California Penal Code unless otherwise specified.
In addition to first-degree murder, the following crimes were also punishable by death at this

time: treason (Pen. Code § 37), perjury in capital cases (Pen. Code § 128), kidnaping for ransom or
robbery with bodily harm to the victim (Pen. Code, § 209), train wrecking (Pen. Code, § 219), malicious
assault by life prisoner (Pen. Code, § 4500), explosion of destructive devices causing great bodily injury
(Pen. Code § 12310), and sabotage resulting in death or great bodily injury (Mil. & Vet. Code § 1672,
subd. (a)). The death penalty was mandatory for the treason and perjury offenses and for malicious
assault by a life prisoner if a non-inmate victim died and discretionary for rst—degree murder and the
other offenses. People v. Anderson, 6 Cal. 3d 628, 652 (1972).
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5. In 1972, the California Supreme Court invalidated the California death penalty

scheme, holding that it violated the state constitution’s prohibition against cruel or unusual

punishments. People v. Anderson, 6 Cal. 3d 628 (1972). California voters swiftly reacted by

passing Proposition 17 in November 1972, which amended the California Constitution to

provide that capital punishment is not unconstitutional, overturning the Anderson decision.

Meanwhile, in June 1972, the United States Supreme Court announced several opinions in

Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), collectively interpreted as holding that the death

penalty may not be imposed under sentencing procedures that create a substantial risk that it

will be inicted in an arbitrary and capricious manner, thus the statute must provide a

“meaningful basis for distinguishing the few cases in which it is imposed from the many cases

in which it is not.” Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 188 (1976) (quoting Furman v. Georgia,

408 U.S. at 313 (White, J., concurring)).

6. In response to Proposition 17 and Furman, the California Legislature enacted a

death penalty statute in 1973 that mandated imposition of the death penalty for individuals

found guilty of rst-degree murder when one of ten special circumstances were present.3 In

1976, the California Supreme Court invalidated this mandatory statute in light of the

intervening United States Supreme Court ruling in Woodson v. North Carolina, 428 U.S. 280

(1976), which held that mandatory death penalty schemes violate the Eighth Amendment of the

United States Constitution. Rockwell v. Superior Court, 18 Cal. 3d 420 (1976).

7. In 1977, the California Legislature again responded to the decisions of the

United States Supreme Court by enacting a new death penalty statute with the passage of

Senate Bill 155, introduced on January 19, 1977, by then-Senator George Deukmejian.4 Then-

Senator John Briggs was a co-author of this legislations On May 27, 1977, Senate Bill 155 as

3 Petitioner’s Exhibit (Exh.) 139 at 7—12 (1973 Ca1. Stat. c. 719, §§ 1— 5 (sB. 450)).
4 Exh. 139 at 82-95 (1977 Cal. Stat. c. 316, §9 (S.B. 155), effective August 11, 1977); Exh. 139 at
96-97 (Senate Final History, 1977 Cal. Stat. c. 316, §9 (S.B. 155), effective August 11, 1977).
5 Exh. 139 at 96—97.

2
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subsequently amended, was enrolled and transmitted to then-Governor Edmund G. Brown Jr.

for his signature.6

8. The 1977 death penalty bill was drafted to restore discretion to the sentencer to

impose death upon a nding of rst-degree murder when one of twelve legislatively drawn

special circumstances was present.7 In enacting Senate Bill 155, the California Legislature

expressly considered the constitutional parameters of a valid death penalty statute as dened by

United States Supreme Court jurisprudenceg In preparation for considering Senate Bill 155

and other capital punishment bills before it in early 1977, the Legislature called upon

constitutional law experts to educate its members about the recent United States Supreme Court

decisions addressing the constitutionality of the death penalty, including concerning the Eighth

Amendment narrowing requirement.9

9. On May 27, 1977, Governor Brown vetoed Senate Bill 155 basedupon his

moral opposition to the death penalty.” Although the Legislature ultimately overrode

Governor Brown’s veto and Senate Bill 155 went into effect on August 11, 1977,“ the veto

override process was highly controversial, driven in many respects by the political aspirations

of Senator John Briggs, an announced candidate for Republican nomination for Governor of

California for the June 1978 primary election.

10. Although Senator Briggs supported capital punishment, helped introduce Senate

Bill 155, and had voted for its passage initially, he ultimately attempted to block its enactment,

ostensibly to use capital punishment as a political issue during the 1978 gubernatorial race.”

Prior to the bill’s enactment, Senator Briggs threatened to uphold the governor’s promised veto,

6 Exh. 139 at 97—97.
7 Exh. 139 at 82—95.
8 See e.g. Exh. 139 at 15-79 (Constitutional Issues Relative to the Death Penalty: Special Hearing
ofthe California Assembly Committee on Criminal Justice, January 24, 1977 (transcript)).
9 See e.g. Exh. 139 at 19—23, 57—63.
10 Exh. 139 at 96-97; Exh. 139 at 81 (Press Release, Ofce of Governor Edmund G. Brown (May
27, 1977)); Exh. 140 at 4-6 (Death Penalty Poll Casts Doubt On Veto Override, L.A. Daily Journal,
March 29, 1977, at l, 4).“ Exh. 139 at 96-97.
12 Exh. 140 at 4—‘6; Exh. 140 at 18—19 (Override Vote Set Today on Death Penalty Vote, L.A.
Daily Journal, June 23, 1977, at 1).
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admitting that he would be “delighted” to see a death penalty proposition on the November

1978 ballot,” and thus preventing the incumbent Governor Brown from “duck[ing] th[e] issue”

of capital punishment in the election.” After the governor vetoed Senate Bill 155, Senator

Briggs reportedly announced that he would abstain from voting in the override proceedings

even if his was the crucial vote, and that regardless of the outcome of the override proceedings,

he would attempt to qualify an “even tougher” death penalty initiative for the November 1978

ballot.” Senator Briggs, then the only announced Republican candidate for governor,

explained his strategy concerning his planned initiative: “When you have a law on the books

you remove it as an issue . . . I don’t want to remove it as an issue.”16 Senator Briggs had also

announced his desire to “send [Governor Brown] out naked in November” on the issue of

capital punishment.”

ll. Political leaders distanced themselves from Senator Briggs and his strategy

during the override process, accusing Briggs of grandstanding, and dismissing him as a “fellow

who is seeking publicity.”18 Senator Briggs was publically criticized for his attempts to thwart

the veto override. For example, former Governor Ronald Reagan warned that attempts to

bypass the override process “could bring on charges of opportunism later.”19 Then-L05

Angeles County Sheriff Peter Pitchess released a letter to Senator Briggs stating: “I am shocked

that you, or any other human being, would try to make a cheap partisan show out of a matter of

such grave consequence. I do not intend to stand idly by while you allow the death penalty

issue, a matter of critical importance to the safety of our citizens, to degenerate into a sideshow

‘3 Exh. 140 at 6.
14 Exh. 140 at 12 (Briggs Nixes Death Penalty Vote Override, The Recorder, June 2, 1977, at 1,
7).
‘5 Exh. 140 at 12.
‘6 Exh. 14o at 12—14.
17 Exh. 140 at 7 (Death Bill Passed Bv Senate on Slender Two—Vote Margin, L.A. Daily Journal,
April 1, 1977, at 1).
‘8 Exh. 140 at 12.
19 Exh. 140 at 15, 17 (Reagan Backs Override Of Death Veto, The Recorder, June 16, 1977, at 1,
6).

4
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to dramatize your own political ambitions.”20 As threatened and arguing that Senate Bill 155

was not sufciently tough, Senator Briggs abstained from voting in the override proceeding,

temporarily resulting in the override being one vote short of passage in the Senate.21 The

passing vote was ultimately cast by another member of the Senate, and the veto override passed

in the Assembly soon thereafter.”

12. Fear of a “far broader” death penalty ballot initiative lacking the constitutional

protections of Senate Bill 155 drove pivotal votes in the process of legislatively enacting Senate

Bill 155.23 Assemblyman Henry Mello, who cast the necessary “aye” vote after the bill

initially fell one vote short in the Assembly, reported that although he was “philosophically

opposed” to capital punishment, he feared a death penalty initiative drafted by law enforcement

groups would be “far broader and far worse” than the legislatively drawn Senate Bill 155.24

Similarly, concerning his “difcult and painful vote” to enact Senate Bill 155, Assemblyman

Tom Bane explained that “I believe if this bill is not enacted the eventual result will be far

worse. The people of California will support an initiative which will not have the protections

of SB 1553’25

13. In November 1977, approximately three months after Senate Bill 155 went into

effect, Senator Briggs and the law enforcement-dominated group he co-chaired, Citizens for an

Effective Death Penalty, launched a ballot initiative campaign in order to enact “the nation’s

”26
toughest, most effective death penalty law through Proposition 7, which became known as

the “Briggs Initiative?” Senator Briggs hired Donald Heller, a former Assistant United States

20 Exh. 140 at 22 (Pitchess Scores Solon On Move To Defeat Death Bill, L.A. Daily Journal, June
28, 1977, at 4).
21 Exh. 140 at 20-21 (Close Senate Override On Death Penalty, The Recorder, June 24, 1977, at 1,
6).
22 Exh. 139 at 96-97; Exh. 140 at 21.
23 Exh. 140 at 9 (Assemblv Passes Death Penalty Bill, The Recorder, May 17, 1977, at 1, 6).
7-“ Exh. 14o at 9.
25 Exh. 139 at 80 (Letter from Tom Bane, Assemblyman, California Assembly, to Mark Waldman,
Legislative Counsel, American Civil Liberties Union (May 23, 1977)).
26 Exh. 139 at 102 (California Voters Pamphlet, General Election, Nov. 7, 1978, at 32-46).
27 See Exh. 140 at 24 (‘Insurance Death Penal’ Drive Planned, The Recorder, Nov. 3, 1977, at
1); Exh. 140 at 26 (George Skelton, Briggs Launches Death Penalty Initiative Drive, L.A. Times, Nov.
10, 1977, at 3, 20).

5
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Attorney who had never tried a capital case, to draft the proposed statute.” The Briggs

Initiative included 27 special circumstances, more than double the number included in the 1977

law; substantially broadened the denitions of special circumstances that were included in the

1977 law; eliminated the across-the—board intent to kill requirement of the 1977 law; and

expanded death-eligibility for accomplices. See Steven F. Shatz & Nina Rivkind, T_he

California Death Penalty Scheme: Requiem for Furman 72 N.Y.U.L. Rev. 1283, 1311-13

(1997); Cal. Penal Code § 190.2 (West 1988).

14. Senator Briggs admitted that he intended to use his death penalty initiative to

further his own political career.” At a press conference announcing the unveiling of the

initiative campaign, Senator Briggs announced: “I intend to make this a very big part of my
”30

gubernatorial campaign, I don’t mind telling you and reportedly stated that he planned to

seek necessary petition signatures on campaign stops.“ In promoting his initiative, Senator

Briggs charged that the death penalty bill enacted by the Legislature in 1977 was “weak and

3
unconstitutional,”32 contained “ridiculous” limitations on its application} and did not

adequately protect “the average citizen” from murderers.“ Senator Briggs said of the initiative

”35 andmeasure “This is the peoples’ death penalty bill . . . [t]he other was the Legislature’s,

that the people of California had been “. . . fooled one more time by the politicians into
V

thinking they have death penalty protection when in fact they don’t.”36 The Briggs-chaired

28 Exh. 140 at 27 (New Death Penalty Proposal Unveiled, The Recorder, November 10, 1977, at
1); Exh. 140 at 49 (Dan Morain, California Debate: Agony Over Resuming Executions, L.A. Times,
Aug. 18, 1985 at 1).
29 Exh. 14o at 26.
3° Exh. 140 at 26.
31 Exh. 140 at 27.
32 Exh. 140 at 26.
33 Exh. 140 at 29 (Richard Bergholz, Briggs Hits ‘Weak’ Death Penalty Law, L.A. Times, Feb. 14,
1978, at A21).
34 Exh. 140 at 26.
35 Exh. 14o at 27.
36 Exh. 140 at 26.
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sponsoring group of the initiative claimed that Senate Bill 155 did not go far enough, reserving

capital punishment only in some circumstances surrounding the crime ofmurder.”

15. Senator Briggs’ ballot petition materials targeted the fears of Californians. In a

mailing sent to the state’s citizens seeking petition signatures for the Briggs Initiative, Senator

Briggs informed voters that: “Your life is being threatened by the hardened, violent criminals

who are stalking the streets of your community . . .” and that “If a bloodthirs criminal like

Charles Mason had you or mur family brutally murdered, that criminal would not face the

death penalty under current California law. In fact, he could be back on the streets in 7 years!”

and promised that his law would “give Californians the protection of a tough, effective death

penalty through the initiative process?”

l6. The campaign and ballot materials generated for California voters by Senator

Briggs and the Briggs Initiative sponsors state that the proposed death penalty statute was

intended to expand the death penalty to apply to “every murderer?” In the argument in favor

of Proposition 7 in the ballot pamphlet, voters were told that “the death penalty law passed by

the State Legislature was as weak and ineffective as possible,” listing certain types ofmurders

not covered by the 1977 law that would be covered by the Briggs Initiative, and that if passed,
the Briggs Initiative would “give every Californian the protection of the nation’s toughest, most

effective death penalty law.”40 The ballot argument also stated that

. if you were to be killed on your way home tonight simply
because the murderer was high on dope and wanted the thrill, that
criminal would not received the death penalty. Why? Because the
Legislature’s weak death

penaltry law does not apply t0 every
murderer. Proposition 7 would.4

17. Members of the law enforcement community and those charged with

prosecuting offenders of the laws of California expressed constitutional concerns about the

37 Exh. 140 at 24; Exh. 139 at 98 (Letter from Senator John V. Briggs, Co—Chairman, Citizens for
an Effective Death Penalty, to Concerned Citizen (undated)).
38 Exh. 139 at 98 (emphasis in original); see also Exh. 140 at 30 (W.E. Barnes, Sen. Briggs: ‘Your
Life is in Danger’, S.F. Examiner & Chronicle, April 2, 1978, at A10).
39 Exh. 139 at 102.
4° Exh. 139 at 102.
41 Exh. 139 at 102. (Emphasis added).

7
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breath of the proposed initiative, with its expansive list of death-eligible crimes. Lowell

Jensen, then-Alameda County District Attorney, stated that the Legislature’s 1977 death

penalty bill “is about as far as you can go in line with Supreme Court decisions’z and thus

Proposition 7 is “vulnerable to legal attack.”43 William O’Malley, then-Contra Costa County

District Attorney, stated that “Prop. 7 is too broad to stand a court test. It tries to cover all the

bases and that’s where the trouble is.”44 Joseph Freitas Jr., then-San Francisco County District

Attorney, warned that “Proposition 7 has not been carefully prepared”45 and that “California

voters should understand that they are being cruelly manipulated by a man for whom the issue -

of life and death itself is just so much fuel for his political machine.”46 In urging defeat of

Proposition 7, the California State Bar Conference of Delegates described the Briggs Initiative

as “unnecessary, unlawyerlike and irrational.”47 Citing that the proposition would “radically

expand” the types ofmurder punishable by death, the Board ofDirectors of the Barristers Club

of San Francisco unanimously voted to oppose Prop. 7, calling it “unnecessary, poorly drafted

and irrational?“

18. The Briggs Initiative was approved by California voters on November 7, 1978,

and went into effect on November 8, 1978, supplanting the 1977 death penalty statute enacted

by the Legislature. Proposition 7, § 6, approved Nov. 7, 1978, eff. Nov. 8, 1978. The statute
‘

enacted by the Briggs Initiative signicantly expanded both the number of death-eligible

crimes, or special circumstances, as well as the scope of existing special circumstances. As

acknowledged by the California Supreme Court, the special circumstances set forth in Penal

Code section 190.2 are intended to serve the constitutionally required narrowing function in the

42 Exh. 140 at 37 (Gayle Montgomery, District Attorneys Troubled by Prop. 7, Oakland Tribune,
Oct. 24, 1978, at C1 1-12).
43 Exh. 140 at 41 (Editorial, We Oppose Proposition 7, Oakland Tribune, Oct. 28, 1978, at 20).
4“ Exh. 140 at 41.
45 Exh. 140 at 40 (Maior S.F. Opponents ofProp. 7, S.F. Chronicle, Oct. 26, 1978, at 6).
46

_ Exh. 140 at 42 (District Attorney Freitas Comes Out Against Prop. 7, L.A. Daily Journal, Nov.
2, 1978, atl).
47 Exh. 140 at 31 (Bob de Carteret and C. Wong, State Bar Delegates Urge Defeat of Prop. 7
Initiative, L.A. Daily Journal, Sept. 17, 1978, at 1).
48 Exh. 140 at 32 (Barristers Vote ‘No’ 0n Prop. 7, The Recorder, Oct. 10, 1978, at 1, 11).

8
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California death penalty scheme. People v. Viscz'otti, 2 Cal. 4th 1, 74 (1992); People v.

Bacigalupo, 6 Cal. 4th 457, 467-68 (1993).

19. The Briggs Initiative contained typographical or other errors, as well as legal

ambiguities and unconstitutional provisions. According to then-California Supreme Court

Justice Cruz Reynoso, “(Briggs) had bragged he would have the toughest death penalty law in

the world, and he did not pay any attention to the guidelines set down by the U.S. Supreme

Court,” resulting in the California Supreme Court being “forced to overturn cases to clarify the

law.”49 Former California Supreme Court Justice Joseph Grodin explained that in light of the

Briggs Initiative, the Court’s role in addressing death penalty cases had been “rendered

particularly difcult by ambiguities in the death penalty statute.”50 Acknowledging the drafting

errors contained in the death penalty law he enacted, such as inclusion of the felony murder

special circumstance of killing in the commission of arson in violation of Penal Code section

447, which had been repealed in 1929 (1929 Cal. Stat. c. 25, 47, § 6), Senator Briggs himself

introduced legislation during the 1979—1980 Legislative Regular Session to “correct” several

drafting errors in the statute in an effort to “clean up the death penalty initiative?“ Opponents

of this proposed legislation pointed out the “irony” of Senator Briggs” proposed bill, which

requested that the Legislature make changes in the initiative measure Senator Briggs sponsored

“in order to avoid the legislative process,” noting that many of the errors contained in the

initiative “undoubtedly” would not have occurred had Senator Briggs not sought to ignore that

process.52

20. In the years following the enactment of the Briggs Initiative, the California

judiciary was required to resolve ambiguities in the death penalty statute. In People v. Engert,

49 Exh. 140 at 53 (‘Blame Briggs, Not High Court’ For Reversals, The Recorder, Aug. 19, 1986, at
3).
5° Exh. 140 at 49.
51 Exh. 139 at 110—15 (California Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Bill Analysis, Senate
Bill No. 2054 (1979—80 Reg. Sess.) as amended May 6, 1980; Senate Committee on Judiciary, Bill
Analysis, Senate Bill No. 2054 (1979-80 Reg. Sess.) as introduced).
52 Exh. 139 at 116 (Letter to John Briggs, Senator, California Legislature, from James R. Tucker,
Legislative Advocate, American Civil Liberties Union (June l3, 1980)).
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31 Cal. 3d 797 (1982), the California Supreme Court declared that the special circumstance

dened in former Penal Code section 190.2(a)(14) that the murder was “especially heinous,

atrocious, or cruel manifesting exceptional depravity” was unconstitutionally vague and thus

struck the provision. In Carlos v. Superior Court, 35 Cal. 3d 131 (1983), the California

Supreme Court construed Penal Code section 190.2(b) to require a nding of intent to kill

before a defendant could be subject to a felony murder special circumstance under former Penal

Code section 190.2(a)(17), resolving ambiguity in the statute concerning the fundamental issue

of death-qualifying mental state culpability to avoid potential constitutional concerns. In

People v. Turner, 37 Cal. 3d 302 (1984), the Court claried that under Carlos, the intent to kill

requirements in former Penal Code section 190.2(b) applied to both actual killers and

accomplices and applied to all special circumstances set forth in 190.2(a) other than the prior

murder special circumstance (§ 190.2(a)(2)). In People v. Bigelow, 37 Cal. 3d 731, 750 (1984),

citing to the “vague and broad generalities” of the language of the Briggs Initiative generally

and the financial gain special circumstance (§ 190.2(a)(l)) specically, the Court adopted a

limiting construction requiring that the victim’s death be an essential pre—requisite to the

financial gain sought by the defendant for this special circumstance to apply. The Bigelow

Court also held that the conjunctive language of the kidnap felony murder special circumstance

in former section 190.2(a)(17)(ii) as drafted, specifying “[k]idnapping in violation of Sections

207 and 209,” was a careless drafting error and that the intent of the provision should be

construed to permit a special circumstance nding if the defendant was convicted of

kidnapping under either section 207 or 209. Id. at 755-56. In People v. Davenport, 41 Cal. 3d

247 (1985), the Court narrowly construed the torture murder special circumstance (former §

190.2(a)(18)) to save it from constitutional inrmity, by holding that the special circumstance

required proof of the intent to inict torture. In People v. Weidert, 39 Cal. 3d 836 (1985), the

Court limited the witness killing special circumstance as enacted (former § 190.2(a)(10)) to

apply only to witnesses in criminal proceedings, to the exclusion of juvenile proceedings.

During the initial period following the enactment of the statute, the California Supreme Court

10
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issued several other rulings concerning the application of the Briggs Initiative on issues other

than those directly pertaining to the special circumstances.

21. By the mid 1980s, the California Supreme Court had reversed the vast majority

of death sentences in the cases that came before it.53 California District Attorneys, Sheriffs,

Chiefs of Police, and politicians who supported capital punishment harnessed their collective

outrage at the California Supreme Court’s failure to afrm death sentences obtained under the

Briggs Initiative by campaigning to oust Supreme Court Chief Justice Rose Bird and Associate

Justices Cruz Reynoso and Joseph Grodin in the 1986 judicial retention elections.“ This

coalition joined forces under the name “Californians to Defeat Rose Bird,”55 and made claims

in the highly publicized campaign such as that “The majority of the Bird Court will not allow

anyone in California to be executed regardless how perfect the trial”56 and that because these

justices are “largely responsible for overturning 39 of 42 death sentences which they have

decided,” voters were encouraged to “think about brutal killers who live to celebrate another

Christmas because the Rose Bird Court has allowed them to escape their just punishment?”

This unprecedented election, the results of which were driven by the perception that these

justices were soft on crime and did not adequately enforce the death penalty, resulted in the

three challenged justices being removed from the California Supreme Court.

22. With newly—installed justices on the bench headed by former Chief Justice

Malcolm Lucas, the California Supreme Court overruled Carlos v. Superior Court, which

narrowly construed intent to kill requirements of the Briggs Initiative, in People v. Anderson,

43 Cal. 3d 1104 (1987). The newly comprised Court otherwise broadly interpreted issues that

came before it concerning the application of the special circumstances and the statute generally,

and paved the way for continued expansion of the death penalty. For example, the Court

53 See Exh. 139 at 117—18, 131—33 (Miscellaneous Campaign Materials: Californians to Defeat
Rose Bird (1985—1986)).
54 See Exh. 139 at 117-33.
55 Exh. 139 at 123—26.
56 Exh. at 129.
57 Exh. at 133.
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broadly interpreted the lying in wait special circumstance by holding that the “concealment”

element of lying in wait can be satised by a defendant’s “concealment of purpose” even when

there is no attempted or actual physical concealment involved. People v. Morales, 48 Cal. 3d

527, 554-55 (1989). Prior to 1981, the Court consistently applied lying in wait to cases in

which the defendant physically concealed him or herself for some period of time before

attacking the victim. See Webster v. Woodford, 369 F.3d 1062, 1073 (9th Cir. 2004). Soon

after Rose Bird and her colleagues were removed om the California Supreme Court, the

Court’s afrmance rate in capital cases shifted dramatically. The California Supreme Court

reversed fty-eight death sentences and upheld just four during Rose Bird’s decade on the

bench, while under her successor, Chief Justice Lucas, the Court afrmed sixty-four of the

eighty—nine capital appeals it reviewed in three years.“

23. Since passage of the Briggs Initiative in 1978, the denition of rst-degree

murder and the special circumstances have continually been expanded, further broadening the

pool of death-eligible crimes in California. In 1983, Penal Code section 189 was amended to

add murder perpetrated by means of knowing use of armor piercing bullets to the list of

statutory first—degree murders. 1982 Cal. Stat. c. 950, 3440, § 1 (S.B. 1342), eff. Sept. 13,

1982.

24. The denition of rst-degree murder and the special circumstances were further

expanded in 1990 with the passage of Proposition 115, effective June 6, 1990, known as the

“Crime Victims’ Justice Reform Act,” a central purpose of which was to “clarify, restore, and

overturn various Bird [C]ourt decisions which affect potential capital cases,”59 including those

that judicially narrowed or otherwise limited the application of the Briggs Initiative.“ The

voter ballot arguments in favor of Proposition 115 explained that Proposition’s 115’s “’Bird

58 Exh. 140 at 55 (Rebecca LaVally, The Death Penalty in California - Closing in on the First
Execution, California Journal, July l, 1990).
59 Exh. 139 at 314 (Joint Hearing on Crime Victims Justice Reform Act, Proposition 115 on the
June 1990 Ballot: California Senate Committee on Judiciary and Assembly Committee on Public Safety,
December 11, 1989 (transcript, staff analysis, written testimony in support of and opposition to

initiative».
6° See Exh. 139 at 617-36 (1990 Crime Victims Justice Reform Initiative, Proposition 115
Manual: State of California Department of Justice (1990)).
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Court’ death penalty provisions improve our death penalty law and overturn decisions by Rose

3:61Bird and her allies which made it nearly inoperative. Proposition 115 was intended and

served to “expand” the denition of rst-degree murder and the list of special circumstances.62

25. Proposition 115 added the following types of rst-degree felony murders Penal

Code section 189: kidnapping, sodomy, oral copulation, rape with a foreign object, and train

wrecking.63 It also added the mayhem felony murder and rape with a foreign object felony

murder special circumstances to Penal Code section l90.2(a)(17).64 Proponents of these

expansions noted that prior to Proposition 115, the rst-degree felony murders in section 189

and the felony murder special circumstances in section 190.2(a)(l7) were “not the same” and

thus the measure was necessary to “conform” the list of rst-degree felony murders and the

65
According to the State of California Ofce of thefelony murder special circumstances.

Attorney General, the result of these expansions accomplished by Proposition 115 was to

“make all types of rst degree felony murders subject to capital punishment?“

26. Proposition 115 also broadened some existing special circumstances. The

witness killing special circumstance dened in Penal Code section 190.2(a)(10) was expanded

to apply to witnesses in juvenile proceeding, nullifying the California Supreme Court’s ruling

to the contrary in People v. Weidert, 39 Cal. 3d 836 (1985).“ The torture murder special

circumstance was expanded by eliminating the requirement of “proof of the iniction of

extreme physical pain no matter how long its duration” previously required by that special

circumstance.“ The drafters of Proposition 115 apparently attempted to revive the “heinous,

atrocious, or cruel” special circumstance (former Penal Code section 190.2(a)(14)) held to be

6‘ Exh. 139 at 650 (California Banot Pamphiet, Primary Election (June 5, 1990), Fun Text of
Proposition 115).
62 Exh. 139 at 648.
63 Exh. 139 at 658.
6“ Exh. 139 at 660.
65 Exh. 139 at 285.
66 Exh. 139 at616,630-31.
67 Exh. 139 at 275; Exh. 139 at 659.
68 Exh. 139 at 66o.
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unconstitutional in People v. Engert, by including it in the proposed new law and afrmatively

making non-substantive amendments to the provision.69 Proposition 115 codied the

California Supreme Court’s holding in People v. Anderson, that as to actual killers, intent to kill

is not a required element for any of the special circumstances unless explicitly made so by the

70
According. to the Senate Committee on Judiciary and Assembly Public Safetystatute.

Committee analysis of Proposition 115, the proponents of the Proposition desired this

amendment to preclude any future judicial re-imposition of intent to kill beyond the holdings of

Anderson.“ The Proposition also expanded the liability of felony murder accomplices,

eliminating the intent to kill element and requiring only that the accomplice act with “reckless

indifference to human life and as a major participant” for the felony murder special

circumstances to apply.72 Proposition 115 also corrected drafting errors included in the Briggs

Initiative, including to the kidnapping and arson felony murder special circumstances.”

27. Along with Proposition 115, Proposition 114 was also approved by California

voters on June 5, 1990, effective June 6, 1990, and served to expand the denition of “peace

ofcer” for purposes of the peace ofcer special circumstance in Penal Code section

190.2(a)(7), and other areas of the Penal Code.”

28. The denition of rst-degree murder was again expanded in 1993 with the

addition of felony murder carjacking and murder perpetrated by means discharging a rearm

from a motor vehicle to the list of statutory rst-degree murders in Penal Code section 189.

1993 Cal. Stat. c. 611 (S.B.60), § 4, eff. Oct. 1, 1993; 1993 Cal. Stat. c. 611 (S.B.60), § 4.5, eff.

Oct. l, 1993; 1993 Cal. Stat. chap. 611, § 4.5, effective October l, 1993. According to the

Assembly Committee on Public Safety’s analysis of Senate Bill 60, which enacted the

carjacking felony murder theory of rst-degree murder, this additional type of rst-degree

69 Exh. 139 at 660.
7° Exh. 139 at661.
7‘ Exh. 139 at 279.
72 Exh. 139 at661.
73 Exh. 139 at 660.
74

‘
Exh. 139 at 671-74 (California Ballot Pamphlet, Primary Election (June 5, 1990), Full Text of

Proposition 114).
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murder was necessary because it was “difcult to prove” this crime under the robbery felony

murder theory.” According to a Senate Committee analysis of Senate Bill 310, which enacted

the drive—by murder theory rst—degree murder, this amendment to Penal Code section 189 was

designed to “change the elements of rst degree murder to make it easier to obtain a rst-

degree murder conviction for a drive-by shooting murder.”76 According to the author and

sponsor of Senate Bill 310, those convicted of drive-by killings should be subject to the death

penalty, and then—current law did not “adequately punish” this type ofmurder.”

29. Despite that the special circumstances are supposed to narrow death—eligibility

om rst-degree murder, the Legislature and electorate continued to remove differences

between rst-degree murder and the special circumstances by enacting subsequent amendments

to the list of special circumstances deemed necessary when it was discovered that a type of

rst-degree murder was not punishable by death. Soon after felony murder carjacking and

drive-by killings were added to the list of statutory rst-degree murders in Penal Code section

189, the Legislature acted to ensure that this same criminal conduct also constituted special

circumstance liability, thus, was punishable by death. 1995 Cal. Stat. c. 477 § l (S.B. 32);

1995 Cal. Stat. c. 478 (SB. 9).
30. With the passage iof Senate Bill 32, which was approved by California voters on

March 26, 1996 by Proposition 195, the felony murder carjacking special circumstance and the

juror killing special circumstance were added to the Penal Code as sections 190.2(a)(17)(L) and

190.2(a)(20), and the felony murder kidnapping special circumstance was expanded to include

murders resulting from carjacking kidnap (Penal Code section l90.2(a)(17)(B)). 1995 Cal.

Stat. c. 477 § l (S.B. 32) and Proposition 195, approved March 26, 1996, effective March 27,

1996.78 Urging passage of Senate Bill 32, the author, then-Senator Steve Peace, asserted that

75 Exh. 139 at 679-80 (California Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Bill Analysis, July 13,
1993 Hearing, Senate Bill No. 60 (1993—94 Reg. Sess.), as proposed to be amended).
76 Exh. 139 at 677 (California Senate Committee, Bill Analysis, March 30, 1993 Hearing, Senate
Bill No. 3 10 (1993-94 Reg. Sess.), as amended March 29, 1993).
77 Exh. 139 at 676.
78 See Exh. 139 at 712-24 (California Ballot Pamphlet, Primary Election (March 26, 1996), Full
Text of Proposition 195).
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felony murder carjacking and felony murder kidnap carjacking were “the only crimes that are

subject to the rst degree felony murder rule that are n_ot special circumstances under law”79

and thus, according to the argument in favor of Proposition 195 in the voter pamphlet, the

addition of these two new special circumstances would “conform” the list of special

circumstances to the list of rst-degree felony murdersgo In urging passage of his bill, Senator

Peace on the one hand took the position that the carjacking felony murder and the kidnap-

carjacking felony murder special circumstances were “merely ‘clean—up’ provisions since a

carjacking is essentially a robbery and robbery is already a special circumstance and

kidnapping is also a special circumstance?“ He also acknowledged, however, that carjacking

rst—degree murders “cannot easily be prosecuted” under the robbery felony murder special

circumstance, rather, securing such a conviction required “a series of procedural hoops,” but

that the proposed legislation “gm the problem by directly making carjacking related rst

degree murders a special circumstance?”

31. The juror killing special circumstance was added to the Penal Code as section

l90.2(a)(20) by this same legislation, despite law enforcement ofcials’ apparent inability to

identify any case in California involving the murder of a juror.83 The bill’s author argued that

this additional special circumstance was necessary since “It is obvious given the central role

that jurors play in the administration of justice, killing a juror because of his or her ofcial

actions is just as much an outrage as killing a judge or a witness.”84 The bill’s author also

referenced the need to “legislatively rectify drafting errors and other problems with the [] 1978

79 Exh. 139 at 706 (Letter to Governor Pete Wilson, from Senator Steve Peace, California State
Senate (Sept. 15, 1995) (emphasis in original).
3° Exh. 139 at 714.
81 Exh. 139 at 706.
82 Exh. 140 at 69—70 (Letter to the Editor, Sacramento Bee, from Senator Steve Peace, California
State Senate (March 4, 1996) (emphasis in original); Exh. 140 at 156—57 (Editorial, Letters, Sacramento
Bee, March 19, 1996, at B7).
83 See Exh. 140 at 75 (State Propositions at a Glance, S.F. Chronicle, March 24, 1996, at 6/Zl).
84 Exh. 139 at 690 (California Senate Committee on Criminal Procedure, Analysis, March 7, 1995
Hearing, Senate Bill No. 32 (1995—96 Reg. Sess.), as proposed to be amended); Exh. 139 at 157; Exh.
139 at 714.
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death penalty law” as being behind the need to add the juror killing special circumstance to

Penal Code section 190.2.85

32. At the same time Senate Bill 32 and corresponding Proposition 195 went into

effect, Senate Bill 9 was passed and approved by California voters by Proposition 196, which

added the drive—by murder special circumstance to Penal Code section 190.2 (§ 190.2(a)(2l)).

1995 Cal. Stat. c. 478 (S.B. 9), § 2 (Prop. 196, approved March 26, 1996) effective March 27,

1996.86 The legislation was enacted in recognition that drive-by shooting murder “is rst

7: 87
degree murder, but is not one of the enumerated special circumstances and thus the voter

ballot for Proposition 196 informed voters that the measure simply “adds first-degree murder

resulting from a drive-by shooting to the list of special circumstances . . 3’88 According to

proponents of this expansion of the death penalty, drive—by shootings were “no longer confined

”89to the inner city, rather, drive-by shootings, thought largely to be gang-related, were

”90
“spreading like wildre to the suburbs and even rural California, thus, the sentence for rst-

degree murder without special circumstances was thought to be “too lenient?”

33. The drafters of Senate Bills 32 and 9 and the corresponding propositions again

included the “heinous, atrocious, cruel” special circumstance (§ 190.2(a)(14)) in the proposed

amended law, again making non-substantive amendments to this unconstitutional special

circumstance.”

34. Concerns have been raised that political considerations played a signicant role

in these more recent expansions of the California death penalty. Because rst—degree felony

murder carjacking and kidnap-carjacking, as well as drive-by first-degree murder were

85 Exh. 140 at 69—70.
86 see Exh. 139 at 725—37 (California Ballot Pamphlet, Primary Election (March 26, 1996), Full
Text of Proposition 196).
87 Exh. 139 at 703 (California Senate Committee on Criminal Procedure, Analysis, March 7, 1995
Hearing, Senate Bill No. 9 (1995—96 Reg. Sess.), as introduced).
38 Exh. 139 at 726.
89 Exh. 139 at 726.
9° Exh. 139 at 728.
9‘ Exh. 139 at 702. a

92 Exh. 139 at718;Exh. 139 at731.
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potentially already covered by existing special circumstances, these death penalty bills were

criticized as being “grandstanding” political bills93 and a waste of time utilized to gain political

mileage out ofhigh prole types of crime.“

35. In 2000, both the denition of rst—degree murder and the special circumstances

were once again expanded. The rst-degree murder statute was expanded by the addition of

torture felony murder to the list of rst-degree felony murders in Penal Code section 189. 1999

Cal. Stat. lc. 694, §l, (AB 1574) effective January l, 2000. The purpose of adding torture

felony murder to section 189 was to ease the prosecution’s burden in securing a rst-degree

murder conviction when the crime of torture is involved.95 Specically, the purpose of the bill

was to “eliminate” the prosecution’s burden of proving that the torture of the victim was

willful, deliberate and premeditated, as is required by the murder by means of torture theory of

rst-degree, and require only proof that the defendant intended to torture.96 According to the

Assembly Committee of Public Safety’s analysis of Assembly Bill 1574, which enacted this

amendment, this addition to section 189 would “signicantly affect the way a prosecutor would

go about charging” torture—related killings.” The inability of the Los Angeles County District

Attorney’s Ofce to obtain a rst-degree murder conviction in a specic case apparently gave

rise to the need for this expansion of the rst-degree murder statute. According to the Los

Angeles District Attorney’s Ofce, the “source” of Assembly Bill 1574, a “miscarriage of

justice” had occurred in a then—recent case, when the jury convicted the defendant of torturing a

child to death, “but nevertheless found that there was no ‘premeditation or deliberation’ and

93 Exh. 140 at 62 (Mike Lewis, Expansion of Capital Crimes Nears Passage, Sonoma County
Herald-Recorder, Sept. 19, 1995, at 8, 15).
94 See Exh. 140 at 64 (Pamela Martineau, Wilson Signs Bill Allowing Death Penalty for
Murdering Carjackers, Metropolitan News Enterprise, Los Angeles, California, Sept. 27, 1995, at 9).
95 Exh. 139 at 783-84 (California Assembly, Third Reading, Assembly Bill No. 1574 (1999—2000
Reg. Sess.), as introduced Feb. 26, 1999); Exh. 139 at 785—89 (California Assembly Committee on
Public Safety, Analysis, April 13, 1999 Hearing, Assembly Bill No. 1574 (1999-2000 Reg. Sess.), as
introduced Feb. 26, 1999).
96 Exh. 139 at 786—87.
97 Exh. 139 at 786.
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”98
According to the bill sponsor,returned a verdict of second not rst degree murder.

Assembly Bill 1574 “corrects this anomaly” and “ensures” that when a murder occurs during

the crime of torture, the crime is treated as rst-degree felony murder.”

36. The death penalty was also expanded in several respects in 2000. Senate Bill

1878 and corresponding Proposition l8, which became effective March 8, 2000, expanded the

kidnap and arson felony murder special circumstances (Penal Code §§ 190.2(a)(l7)(B), (H),

(M)) as well as the lying in wait special circumstance (Penal Code § l90.2(a)(15)). 1998 Cal.

Stat. c. 629, § 2 (S.B. 1878), Proposition 18, approved by California voters on March 7,

effective March 8, 2000.100 The purpose of this bill was to “overturn specic court cases

regarding the death penalty by changing the language regarding lying in wait, and to eliminate

the distinction between committing a murder during the commission of an arson or kidnapping

and committing an arson or kidnapping to facilitate a murder”101
_

“for purposes of expanding
the death penalty.”1°2 Specically, according to the bill sponsor, Senate Bill 1878 was “clearly

designed to abrogate” California Supreme Court precedent set forth in People v. Green, 27 Cal.

3d l (1980), People v. Weidert, 39 Cal. 3d 836 (1985) and Domino v. Superior Court, 129 Cal.

App. 3d 1000 (1982)}03

37. Senate Bill 1878 and corresponding Proposition 18 amended the lying in wait

special circumstance by expanding the former statutory language requiring that the defendant

intentionally killed the victim “while lying in wait,” which had been interpreted in Domino to

require proof that no cognizable interruption separate the period of lying in wait from the

98 Exh. 139 at 807 (California Senate Rules Committee, Third Reading, Analysis, Assembly Bill
No. 1574 (1999-2000 Reg. Sess.), as introduced (Sept. 2, 1999)).
99 Exh. 139 at 807.
10° See Exh. 139 at 809—17 (California Ballot Pamphlet, General Election (March 7, 2000), Full
Text ofProposition l8).
101 Exh. 139 at 742 (California Senate Committee on Public Safety, Analysis, April 21, 1998
Hearing, Senate Bill No. 1878 (1997-98 Reg. Sess.), as introduced as reected by proposed
amendments).
102 Exh. 139 at 780 (California Assembly Committee on Appropriations, Analysis, July 29, 1998
Hearing, Senate Bill No. 1878 (1997—98 Reg. Sess.), as amended July 16, 1998).
103 Exh. 139 at 755 (Letter to The Honorable Quentin L. Kopp, California State Senate, from
Gregory D. Totten, Chief Deputy District Attorney and Peter D. Kossoris, Senior Deputy District
Attorney, Office of the District Attorney, Ventura County, California (April 23, 1998)).
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period during which the killing takes place, to “by means of lying in wait,” language identical

to the rst-degree murder theory of lying in wait, which does not include this additional

temporal requirementm As explained by the bill sponsor, the statutory language of the lying

in wait special circumstance prior to this amendment required “more rigorous proof’ than the

rst-degree murder theory of lying in wait, a distinction the sponsor felt was “not a fair or just

one” and in need of eliminationlos This distinction was apparently perceived as problematic

because it “allows some persons to satisfy the requirements for rst degree murder without

satisfying the requirements to limit their sentence options to death or [life without the

possibility of parole].”1°6 In other words, the “more rigorous proof” required by the special

circumstance that provided some statutory narrowing from rst-degree murder by means of

lying in wait was eliminated because of the narrowing function it provided. In order to

eliminate this narrowing distinction, the purpose of this amendment was “to conform” the

narrower denition of lying in wait as used in the special circumstance to the broader rst-

degree murder denitionm

38. Also as a result of Senate Bill 1878 and Proposition l8, the kidnap and arson

felony murder special circumstances were expanded t0 apply to cases in which the felony of

kidnapping or arson was committed primarily or solely for the purpose of facilitating murder

when intent to kill is present, thereby expressly exempting these two special circumstance from

the “independent felonious purpose” doctrine, as set forth in the longstanding California

Supreme Court decisions of People v. Green, 27 Cal. 3d 1 (1980), and People v. Weidert, 39

Cal. 3d 836 (1985), which was the Legislature’s stated intent in amending these two special

“’4 Exh. 139 at 744—45, 752; Exh. 139 at 809-10.
105 Exh. 139 at 739—40 (Letter to Mr. Charles Fennessey, Deputy Legislative Secretary, Governor’s
Ofce, from Gregory D. Totten, Chief Deputy District Attorney, Ofce of the District Attorney,
Ventura County, California (Dec. 4, 1997)).
106 Exh. 139 at 757 (California Department of Finance, Bill Analysis, Senate Bill No. 1878 (1997-
98 Reg. Sess.), as amended April 28, 1998 (May 13, 1998)).
107 Exh. 139 at 752-73; Exh. 139 at 759—60 (California Assembly Republican Bill Analysis, Senate
Bill No. 1878 (1997—98 Reg. Sess.), as amended July 16, 1998); Exh. 138 at 769 (California Assembly
Committee on Public Safety, Analysis, June 23, 1998 Hearing, Senate Bill No. 1878 (1997-98 Reg.
Sess.), as proposed to be amended).
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circumstances.108 The “independent purpose” doctrine limitations the California Supreme

Court applied to the felony murder special circumstances were judicially enacted out of

constitutional necessity; according to the California Supreme Court, without this narrowing

construction, the special circumstance would run afoul of the narrowing requirements of

Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972), and Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153 (1976). People

v. Green, 27 Cal. 3d l, 59-63 (1980). In urging passage of Proposition l8, however, these

judicial decisions were described to voters in the ballot pamphlet arguments as “unjust, illogical

, remnants of the Rose Bird court” in need of abrogation in order to “restore logic, fairness and

justice to our death penalty laws.”1°9

39. The expansions of the California death penalty enacted by Senate Bill 1878 and

Proposition 18 were enacted “as a result of’uo a single 1997 trial in Ventura County,

California, in which the jury rejected the lying in wait special circumstance as to one of two

defendants, and the facts ofwhich “unfortunately” did not support charging the kidnap felony
m

Although the jurymurder special circumstance (as it then existed) against either defendant.

found the nancial gain special circumstance (Penal Code § 190.2(a)(1)) to be true as to both

defendants in that case,ll2 the prosecution of these defendants apparently was not sufciently

extensive for the Ventura County Deputy District Attomey’s Ofce, who sponsored Senate Bill

1878 and corresponding Proposition l8 following this trial in order to “correct two separate

problems with the law of special circumstances” which limited the applicability of the lying in

wait special circumstance and prevented application of the kidnap felony murder special -

circumstance in their casem The bill’s sponsor explained that it was “Because of some bizarre

Rose Bird court decisions from the 19805,” that the two defendants could not be charged with a

“’3 Exh. 139 at 818 (1998 Cat Stat. c. 629, § 2 (s.B. 1878) as chaptered Sept. 21 1998, approved
by Proposition 18 on March 7, 2000, effective March 8, 2000).
“’9 Exh. 139 a1811.
”0 Exh. 140 at 144 (Editorial, Letters: Help Our Children, Vote for Prop. 18 . . ., Ventura County
Star, Feb. 29, 2000, at B09).
1” Exh. 139 at 767—68.
“2 Exh. 139 at 767—68.
”3 Exh. 139 at 744, 767—68.
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kidnap special circumstance and one could not be found guilty of the lying in wait special

circumstance, but that “Proposition 18 Will correct the tortured interpretations of the law these

19803 decisions represent, as well as a similar misinterpretation regarding the arson special

circumstances.”1 14

40. The most recent expansion to the California death penalty statute came as a

result of the passage of Proposition 21, which added the criminal street gang killing special

circumstance to Penal Code section 190.2 (§190.2(a) (22)), effective March 8, 2000. The

argument in favor of Proposition 21 in the ballot pamphlet informed voters that “Prop 21 ends

the ‘slap on the wrist’ of current law by imposing real consequences for GANG MEMBERS,

RAPISTS AND MURDERES who cannot be reached through prevention or education?”

The roots of Proposition 21 can be traced to former Governor Pete Wilson. In 1998, then-

Governor Wilson, along with several law enforcement organizations, attempted to pass a

legislative crime package designed to overhaul the juvenile justice system and increase

punishments for juvenile offenders. When the legislation was defeated, Wilson and the bill’s

sponsors put their plan, referred to as “The Gang Violence and Juvenile Crime Prevention Act,”

on the ballot as_ Proposition 21.116 Reportedly, then-Governor Wilson put this issue on the

ballot at a time when he planned to run for President of the United States in order to advance

his standing in the March 2000 primary election]
17

41. The drafters of Senate Bill 1878 and corresponding Proposition l8, and of

Proposition 21 again included the unconstitutional “heinous, atrocious, cruel” special

circumstance (§ 190.2(a)(14)) in the proposed amended laws.”

“4 Exh. 14o at 144—45.
“5 Exh. 139 at 829 (California Ballot Pamphlet, General Election (March 7, 2000), Full Text of
Proposition 21).
“6 Exh. 139 at 831; Exh. 140 at 96—97 (Propositions, CaIifomia JournaI, Feb. 1, 2000); and see
Robert L. v. Superior Court, 109 Cal. Rptr. 2d 716, 721 (2001) superseded by Robert L. v. Superior
Court, 30 Cal. 4th 894 (2003).
“7 Exh. 140 at 135 (Endorsements, L.A. Weekly, Feb. 25, 2000, at 24).
“8 Exh. 139 at 815; Exh. 139 at 842.
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42. In 2002, the denition of rst-degree murder was once again expanded by the

addition ofmurder by means of a weapon ofmass destruction to the list of rst-degree murders

in Penal Code section 189. 2002 Cal. Stat. c. 606 (A.B.1838), § 1, eff. Sept. 17, 2002.

According to the Senate Committee on Public Safety’s analysis of Assembly Bill 1838, which

enacted this amendment, the rationale for the amendment was that destructive devices, already

a type of rst-degree murder listed in Penal Code section 189, and weapons ofmass destruction

(“WMD”) are “very similar” and that “the most important consequence of designating a murder

as murder in the rst-degree is that such crimes may be punished by the death penalty if the

prosecutor proves specied special circumstances.””9 The Legislature acknowledged that

“The list of special circumstances is long. It is very likely that defendants convicted ofmurders

by means of a WMD would be eligible for the death penalty in many, ifnot most, cases.”120

43. As the categories of death—eligible offenses have been increasingly broadened,

growing concerns have been raised about whether California is “pushing the envelope” with

respect to the continued expansion of the special circumstancesm Around the time the death

penalty statute was expanded to include the felony murder carjacking, felony murder kidnap

carjacking, drive-by killing, and the juror killing special circumstances, representatives of the

California Attorney General’s Ofce acknowledged that those who seek to further expand the

California death penalty “could run out of legal territory to carve out”m and that “[i]n the

abstract, you could toss a bunch more crap in there, but you have to know your constitutional

limits . . . [y]ou have to be very carell.”123 At the time Senate Bill 1878 was making its way

through the legislative process in the late 19905, Dane R. Gillette, then a Senior Assistant

Attorney General and currently the Chief Assistant Attorney General, noted that a

constitutional challenge for failing to adequately narrow the death penalty in California is not

”9 Exh. 139 at 890 (California Senate Committee on Public Safety, Analysis, June 18, 2002
Hearing, Assembly Bill No. 1838 (2001-2002 Reg. Sess.), as amended March 7, 2002).
12° Exh. 139 at 89o.
m see e.g Exh 139 at 763.
m Exh. 140 at 72—73 (Mike Lewis, Death Penalty Quietly Moves Into Broader Territory, S.F.
Daily Journal, March 20, 1996, at1, 7).
”3 Exh. 140 at 62.
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an argument he felt would be successful, but is one his ofce would “want to avoid if at all

possible,” acknowledging that it is “a concern.”124 In connection with its analysis of Senate

Bill 1878 in 1998, the Assembly Committee on Public Safety noted that United States Supreme

Court justices had warned the California Attorney General’s Ofce against expanding

California” s death penalty.
125

44. In 1999, the California Legislature acknowledged that “Adding More Special

Circumstances Raises Constitutional Concerns,” and that “At some point, the courts will likely

announce that the ‘special circumstances” list contains too many crimes and sweeps too

broadly, striking it down on constitutional grounds and the Legislature will be required to

rewrite the special circumstances law to return it to a judicially acceptable dimension.”126 The

Legislature has also acknowledged that “California’s statute is so broad that a high percentage

of all rst-degree murders are death eligible, thereby eliminating the narrowing function that its

special circumstances are supposed to provide.”127

45. The California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice was created by

Senate Resolution No. 44 of the 2003-04 Session of the California State Senate, adopted on

August 27, 2004. The Commission examined many facets of California’s criminal justice

system, including California Death Penalty procedures. Two of the Commission’s ndings,

agreed to by all or a majority of the Commissioners, are relevant here.

46. The Commission unanimously recommended that “all District Attorney Ofces

in California formulate and disseminate a written Ofce Policy describing how decisions to

seek the death penalty are made, who participates in the decisions, and what criteria are

applied.” California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice, Final Report 155

124 Exh. 140 at 86 (Peter Blumberg, Expanding Capital Punishment: Making More Crimes Death-
Eligible Has Public Appeal but Major Constitutional Problems, S.F. Daily Journal, May 26, 1998, at 1,
9).
125 Exh. 139 at 763.
126 Exh. 139 at 794-95 (California Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis, April 13, 1999
Hearing, Assembly Bill No. 3 (1999-2000 Reg. Sess.), as introduced Dec. 7, 1999).
127 Exh. 139 at 801 (California Assembly Committee on Public Safety, Analysis, April 13, 1999
Hearing, Assembly Bill N0. 625 (1999-2000 Reg. Sess.), as amended April 7, 1999).
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(2008). The impetus for this recommendation was “the great variation in the practices for

charging specials circumstances.” Id. Indeed, not only are there not any statewide, uniform

capital charging policies, most county district attorney ofces lack coherent policies for making

such decisions. Because the vast majority of rst-degree murders are death—eligible under

California’s death penalty statute, county District Attorney’s ofces and individual prosecutors

have been forced to develop their own policies or practices, formal and informal, for

determining which, of all death—eligible murders, actually deserve to be and are charged as

death penalty cases.

47. For example, in 2003, the Alameda County District Attorney described how his

ofce decided who, among those who were death eligible under the statute, would ultimately

be charged with death in Alameda County: “I plug everything in, and I make an evaluation of

whether a jury may reasonably come back with death . . . [t]hat's kind of the bottom-line test.

All murders are bad. How bad is this one?” This District Attorney reportedly estimated that

his ofce sought capital punishment in about a quarter of eligible casesm Concerning the

reason behind the ultimate decision to seek the death penalty in eligible cases, the then-

Alameda County District Attorney said, “Basically, it can be anything.”129

48. The Los Angeles County Assistant District Attorney who in 1994 made the nal

decision on whether to seek the death penalty in cases that were death-eligible after an eight-

member committee considered penalty options, reported that the defendant’s criminal history

was “major, major factor” in deciding whether to seek death by that ofce at that time.13°

49. Concerning whether to seek the death penalty in a highly publicized case

involving multiple murder, the presiding District Attorney of Stanislaus County stated in 2003

that he “intend[ed] to give the [victim’s] family’s opinions a lot of weight.”131 Local

128 Exh. 140 at 152 (Harriet Chiang, How Prosecutors Choose Death Penalty; Stanislaus D.A. Says
Laci Case Meets Most ofHis Criteria, S.F. Chronicle, April 24, 2003, at A1).

Exh. 140 at 152.
13° Exh. 140 at 58 (Beth Barrett, Simpson Isn’t Seen as Likely Candidate for Death Sentence, Daily
News ofLos Angeles, July 24, 1994, at N1).
13‘ Exh. 140 at 151.
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prosecutors interviewed at this time reportedly stated that they pursue capital punishment only

in a fraction of the eligible casesm

50. In 2002, the Riverside County District Attorney reportedly stated that his test for

What makes a death penalty case is to ask “Is the death penalty appropriate, given all the

circumstances, and would a jury be likely to return a death verdict?”133 This District Attorney

reportedly stated that his approach in determining when to charge death in death-eligible crimes

had changed through the years; for example, he has learned that juries in his county are less

likely to return death verdicts when the defendant is young or the crime is committed among

family members and thus, explained that “We understand the costs and other issues. We

obviously do not want to go forward on cases where there's no reasonable likelihood a jury will

return a verdict of death.”134 In 2008, the Riverside County District Attorney stated that he

recently “changed the approach” from that of his predecessor in determining whether to seek

the death penalty, including by “open[ing] up the process . . . to law enforcement and to the

victim's family,” to ask whether they have a recommendationm

51. In 2003, a Santa Clara County Assistant District Attorney who oversaw

homicide cases reportedly statedthat prosecutors in her county do not seek the death penalty in

the majority of eligible cases and that it is a “very fact-specic decision.”l36 In 2003, a Chief

Deputy District Attorney in San Mateo County stated that, “The manner in which the murder is

carried out is probably one of the most —~ if not the most -— important factor for the prosecution

in assessing whether to seek the death penalty.”137

52. The second nding made by a majority of the Commissioners was the

recommendation to either correct the numerous deciencies in California “dysfunctional” death

‘32 Exh. 140 at 151-52.
133 Exh. 140 at 149 (Stuart Pfeifer, California Courts Sentencing Fewer Killers to Death Row;
Justice: The Decline Comes as Violent Crime Falls, D.A.s are More Selective in Capital Cases, L.A.
Times, June 10, 2002, at Part 1, Metro Desk, p.1).
134 Exh 140 at 149.
135 Exh. 140 at 155 (Interactive Map: See Where Murderers Most Often get the Death Penalty,
Sacramento Bee, July 1, 2009).
‘36 Exh. 140 at 152.
”7 Exh. 140 at 153.
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penalty scheme or adopt either a much narrower death penalty statute or replace the death

penalty with the maximum penalty at lifetime incarceration. The evidence before the

Commission for the rst alternative came from several witnesses who testied that “the

primary reason that the California Death Penalty Law is dysfunctional is because it is too

broad, and simply permits too many murder cases to be prosecuted as death penalty cases. The

expansion of the list of special circumstances in the Briggs Initiative and in subsequent

legislation, they suggest, has opened the oodgates beyond the capacity of our judicial system

to absor .” (Final Report at 138.) As former Florida Supreme Court Chief Justice Gerald

Kogan told the Commission having 21 special circumstances is “unfathomable.” Id.

53. After following and studying the enactment, amendment, litigation and

interpretation of the California death penalty law for the past 39 years, I have concluded that

the California death penalty law imposes no meaningful limitations on the broad discretion of

prosecutors and juries to seek and impose the death penalty for rst degree murders in

California. There is nothing “special” about the special circumstances in California’s death

penalty law; they have been deliberately designed to encompass nearly all rst degree murders.

This has resulted in widespread geographic and racial disparity in the administration of

California’s death penalty law.

The foregoing is true and correct and executed under penalty of perjury under the laws

of the United States and the State of California on October 30, 2009.

GERALD F. UELMEN
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I. Educational Background

1965-66 Georgetown University School of Law,
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J.D. Degree.
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II. Academic Experience
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Law School Courses Taught: Evidence, Trial Advocacy, Advanced Trial
Advocacy, Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure, Advanced Criminal Procedure,
Drug Abuse Law, Lawyering Skills, Legal Ethics, Civil Procedure.

III. Legal Experience

1965-66: Representation of indigent defendants in
criminal cases in District of Columbia.

1966—70: Assistant U. S. Attorney,
Central District of California, Los Angeles, California.
Prosecution of organized crime cases from
grand jury stage through trial and appeal.
Chief, Special Prosecutions Division, 1970;
Sustained Superior Performance Award, 1968.

1971—Present: Occasional representation of defendants in
criminal cases in federal and state courts,principal|y on appeals.

Of Counsel to Law Offices of Douglas Dalton, Los Angeles (1983—1986).

Of Counsel to Law Offices of Ephraim Margolin, San Francisco (1993—present).

Admitted to Practice: District of Columbia (1966);
California (1967); U.S. Supreme Court (1974);
Certified Specialist, Criminal Law, California Board of Legal Specialization (1973—1983).

Significant Cases:
United States v. Friedman, 432 F.2d 879 (1970).
Prosecution and appeal of organized crime conspiracy to cheat in high—stakes gin rummy games at
Friars Club.

United States v. Daniel Ellsberg, U.S.D.C., C.D.Cal. (1972).
Preparation and argument of motions and jury instructions in defense of Ellsberg's release of
"Pentagon Papers."

United States v. Drebin, 557 F.2d 1316, 572 F.2d 215 (9th Cir. 1978).
Defense and appeal of first criminal copyright charges for "film piracy."

In Re Gordon Castillo Hall, 3O Cal.3d 408 (1981).
Successful habeas corpus challenge to first degree murder conviction based on new evidence of
innocence.

Yarbrough v. Superior Court, 39 Cal.3d 197 (1985).
Amicus brief challenging power of courts to appoint attorneys to represent civil defendants without
compensation or reimbursement of expenses.

People v. Christian Brando, L.A.Sup.Ct., 2nd D.C.A. (1991-92).
Pretrial Motions, Preliminary Hearing, sentencing hearing and appeal in manslaughter conviction of
Marlon Brando's son.

People v. O.J. Simpson, L.A. Sup.Ct.
(1994—95)
Preparation and presentation of Suppression
and Evidentiary Motions and Jury Instructions in televised murder trial.

Eslaminia v. White, 136 F.3d 1234 (9th Cir. 1997).
Appeal of Habeas Corpus Petition Challenging Murder conviction arising from "Billionaire Boys Club"
case.
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H People v. Peter Baez, 78 CaI.App.4th 403 (2000); 79 Ca|.App.4th 1177 (2000).
Defense of Founder of Santa Clara Medical Cannabis Center.

United States v. Oakland Cannabis Buyers' Cooperative, 190 F.3d 1109 (9th Cir. 1999);
——— U.S. ———(2001).
Defense against effort to close down medical
marijuana facility by federal injunction.

Wo/Mens Alliance for Medical Marijuana v. United States, Pending appeal to 9th Circuit;
Motion for return of medical marijuana seized in D.E.A. raid.

County of Santa Cruz v. John Ashcroft, Pending in U.S. District Court for Northern District of California.
Suit for injunctive and declaratory relief on behalf of terminally ill patients
who are members of Wo/Mens Alliance for Medical Marijuana.

IV. Professional Activity

Judicial Council of California, Task Force on the Quality Of Justice,
Committee on Alternative Dispute Resolution and the Judicial System, 1998-99.

California Attorneys for Criminal Justice: Board of Governors, 1976-Present; President, 1982—1983.

California Academy of Appellate Lawyers: 1981-Present; President, 1990-91.

State Bar of California: Special Investigator in disciplinary investigation, 1975-1976; Ad Hoc
Committee to Consider an Appellate Justices Evaluation Commission, 1983—1984; Ad Hoc Committee
to Study the Crisis in the Representation of Indigents in Criminal Appeals, 1983— 1984; Executive
Committee, Criminal Law Section, 1987-92, Chair, 1991—92; Editorial Board, California Litigation
(journal of Litigation Section), 1990-99.

Sixth District Appellate Project: Board of DirectOrs, 1988-Present; Treasurer, 1988—Present.

U.S. Court of Appeals, Ninth Circuit: Co-Chair, Rules Advisory Committee, 1984—1992; Delegate,
Circuit Conference, 1983-84.

Los Angeles County Bar Association: Vice Chair, Law Schools Committee, 1981—1983; Executive
Committee, Criminal Justice Section, 1981-1986; Vice Chair, Federal Courts Committee, 1974-1977;
Chair, Special Committee on Defense of the Courts, 1982; Trustee, 1983-1985.

Markkula Center for Applied Ethics, Santa Clara University: Steering Committee, 1992—1999; Scholar.

National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers:
Editorial Advisory Board, Champion Magazine.

California Habeas Resource Center: Board of Directors,
1998—Present.

California Lawyer Magazine, Editorial Advisory Board,
1990-Present; Chair, 1997-Present.

Board of Directors, California Supreme Court Historical Society, 2001—Present.

V. Charitable, Civic and Community Activity

Law Foundation of Santa Clara County Bar Association: Board of Directors, 1987—1990; President,
1988.

Suicide Prevention Center, Los Angeles: Board of Directors, 1984—1986.

Public Interest Clearinghouse, San Francisco: Board of Directors, 1986-1995.
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Death Penalty Focus: Board of Directors, 1987—1992.

City of San Jose, Citizen Task Force for Campaign Reform: Chair, 1992—93.

Santa Clara County Bench and Bar Historical Society: Director, Court of Historical Review, 1988—
Present.

Ascension Catholic Church, Saratoga: Eucharistic Minister, 1986—1990; Marriage Preparation
Instructor, 1987—1994.

VI. Honors and Awards

1983 Richard A. Vachon Memorial Award for
Community Service, presented by Loyola
Law School.

1984 Winner of Ross Essay Prize, American Bar
Association.

1990 Justice Byrl R. Salsman Award for Contributions to Community and Profession, Presented by
Santa Clara County Bar Association.

1993 La Raza Law Students Association Award "In Recognition of Outstanding Dedication and
Commitment to Minority Admissions and Success in Law School"

1993 Santa Clara County Black Lawyers Association Award "For Setting the Standard of Excellence in

Achieving Diversity in the Legal Community"

1994 Recognition Award, Death Penalty Focus of California.

1996 St. Thomas More Award, St. Thomas More Society of Santa Clara County. (Co—recipient
With Martha A. Uelmen).

1997 Owens Lawyer of the Year, Santa Clara University School of Law Alumni Association.

2002 California Lawyer Attorney of the Year Award. See California Lawyer, March, 2003 at p. 18.
VII. Consulting Activity

Workshop Leader for 1976 Cornell Institute on Organized Crime, Ithaca, New York.

Special Review Committee to make recommendations concerning organization and operations of the
Los Angeles County District Attorney's Bureau of Investigation, 1975—1976.

Adjunct Professor for National Institute of Trial Advocacy in Reno, Nevada (1974) and Boulder,
Colorado (1975).

Consultant to the Rand Corporation from 1974-1976 in a study of methods to measure performance in
the criminal justice system. The results of this study were published in June, 1976 as "Indicators of
Justice: Measuring the Performance of Prosecution, Defense, and Court Agencies Involved in Felony
Proceeding" (R—1917-DOJ).

Consultant to Drug Abuse Council, Inc., Washington D.C., in assessing impact of proposals for
experimental heroin maintenance programs (1976).

Consultant to California Law Revision Commission on revising felony statutes of limitations (1982-
1984), and
impact of court consolidation on criminal procedure (1999-Present).

Testimony before the Criminal Justice Committee of the California State Assembly in Hearings on Use
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of Deadly Force by Police Officers (1974), Hearings on Reform of the Controlled Substances Act
(1976), Hearings on Prosecutorial Discovery (1982), and Hearings on Statute of Limitations (1984).
Testimony before the Committee on the Judiciary of the California Senate on Administration of Death
Penalty Laws (1986) and workload of California Supreme Court (1998). Testimony before the
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, on Reform of the Grand Jury System (1976) and the
Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Crime, U.S. House of Representatives, on Police Use of
Deadly Force (1980).

Gerald Uelmen’s Publications

A. CALIFORNIA SUPREME COURT

Opinion: Dissent, "Supreme Court Reform: Diversion Instead of Division," 11 Pepperdine L.Rev. 5
(1983).

"Death Penalty Laws and the California Supreme Court: A Ten Year Perspective," 25 Crime and Social
Justice 78 (1987).

"The Know-Nothing Justices on the California Supreme Court," Western Legal History, Vol. 2 No. 1

Winter/Spring (1989).

"Review of Death Penalty Judgments by the Supreme Courts of California: A Tale of Two Courts," 23
Loy. of L.A. L.Rev. 237 (Nov., 1989).

"Depublication," Los Angeles Lawyer (magazine of L.A. Co. Bar Assoc.) Aug./Sept., 1990.

"Judicial Reform and Insanity in California — A Bridge Too Far," Prosecutor's Brief (magazine of
California District Attorneys Assoc.), May/June, 1979.

“Three—strikes Decision: State Supreme Court Shows that it's Tough on Legislative Sloppiness," San
Jose Mercury—News, June 23, 1996.

"Tracking the Splits: Fault Lines on the George Court," California Litigation, Winter, 1998.

"Sizing Up Justice Moreno," California Litigation, Fall, 2003.

California Lawyer Magazine

"Lucas Court: First Year Report," June, 1988, p. 30.
"Mainstream Justice: A Review of the Second Year of the Lucas Court," July 1989, p. 37.
"Losing Steam; California Supreme Court: The Year in Review," June, 1990, p. 33.
"The Disappearing Dissenters," June, 1991, p. 34.
"Plunging Into the Political Thicket," June, 1992, p. 31.
"Waiting for Thunderclaps,“ June, 1993, p. 29.
"The Lucas Legacy," May, 1996, p. 29.
"Seizing the Center," July, 1997, p. 34.
"Playing Center," July, 1998, p.45.
"Mosk's Top Ten Opinions," April, 1999, p. 46.
"Shifting the Balance," July, 1999, p. 54.
"Taming the Initiative," August, 2000, p.46.
"Friends of the Court," December,2000, p. 21.
"Courtly Manners," July, 2001, p. 37.
"All in the Family," November, 2001, p. 21.
"After Mosk," July, 2002.
"The Seven Year Itch," July, 2003, p. 22.

Los Angeles Times Op—Ed Page:
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"A Shift in Style or an Ominous Warning?," December 16, 1985.
"Color Our New Court Bland," January 7, 1987.
"When Law Is in Doubt, Bring out the Canons," March 9, 1988.
”The Lucas Court is Suffocating," May 9, 1988.
"Will 'Judiciai Restraint’ Court Defer on Minimum Wage?" September 7, 1988.
"Depubiication: The Court Makes Un—Cases," September 12, 1989.
"A Cure for the Court's Death Row Burnout" November 29, 1989.
"Does Laming the Legislature Upset the Constitution?," November 13, 1990.
"California, of all States, Needs a Court in Full Color," June 5, 1991.
"At the Highest Level, the Bar Could Use Civility Lessons," May 10, 1996.
"Bigger Court Won't Be Speedier," July 12, 1998.

Los Angeles and San Francisco Daily Journal:

"The Agony and the Irony: The Political Decisions of The Lucas Court," Daily Journal Report, June,
1992.
"How the Justices Stack Up," Daily Journal Report, June 4, 1993.
"Trashing the Chief Justice," Open Forum, Nov. 24, 1993.
"FAX From the Future," Open Forum, Jan. 12, 1994.
"The Lucas Court's Seventh Year: Achieving a Balanced Menu," Daily Journal Report, June 8, 1994.
"The Lucas Court's Eighth Year: Coming Back to Life," Daily Journal Report, June 14, 1995.
"Term of Transition: An Analysis of the Ninth and Final Year of the Lucas Court," May 13, 1996.
"Record Numbers," July 22, 1998.
"Capital Expenditure," July 30, 1998.
“Runs and Hits but No Errors," Sept. 13, 1999.
"He Was No Roger Maris," Oct. 18, 1999.

B. CRIMINAL LAW AND PROCEDURE

The Preliminary Hearing in the District of Columbia, Lerner Law Book Co., Wash., D.C., 1967 (Co-
author).

Criminal Defense Techniques, Matthew Bender, 1979.
Authored the following chapters of this six volume treatise:Chapter 17: "Competency to Stand Trial"
Chapter 26: "Prior Conviction Impeachment"
Chapter 46: "Vacation of Illegal Sentences"

"Federal Sentencing Reform: The Emerging Constitutional Issues," in Constitutional Government in
America, Carolina Academic Press, 1979.

"Post—Conviction Relief for Federal Prisoners Under 28 U.S.C.," 2255, 69 W.Va.L. Rev. 277 (1967).

"Varieties of Police Policy: A Study of Police Policy Regarding the Use of Deadly Force in Los Angeles
County," 6 Loy. (L.A.) L.Rev 1 (1973).

"Proof of Aggravation Under the California Uniform Determinate Sentencing Act: The Constitutional
Issues," 10 Loy. (L.A.) L.Rev 725 (1977). (Also published as "Article of Special Interest" in West's
California Reporter Advance Sheets, 140 Cal. Rptr. No. 5, Oct. 10, 1977).

"Testing the Assumptions of Neil v. Biggers: A Classroom Experiment in Eye—Witness Identification,"
16 Crim. Law Bull. 358 (July, 1980).

"The Psychiatrist, the Sociopath and the Courts: New Lines for an Old Battle," 14 Loy. (L.A.) L.Rev. 1

(1980)

"Searches of Business Offices for Intermingled Documents," Criminal Defense (Magazine of Natl.
College for Crim. Defense), Nov./Dec., 1981.
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"Prop. 8 Casts Uncertainty Over Vast Areas of Criminal Law," California Lawyer, July/Aug., 1982, p.
43.

"Making Sense out of the California Criminal Statute of Limitations," 15 Pacific L.J. 35 (1983).

"The Good Faith Exception to the Exclusionary Rule," 6 Whittier L.Rev. 979 (1984).

"Striking Jurors Under Batson v. Kentucky," ABA Criminal Justice, Fall, 1987.

“Litigating Retroactivity Issues Under Proposition 115," Calif. Crim. Def. Practice Reporter, July, 1990,
Vol. 10, No. 7, p. 217.

"The California Constitution After Proposition 115," 3 Emerg. Issues in State Const. Law 33 (1990).

"Replacing the Exclusionary Rule with No Fault Insurance," Calif. Crim. Def. Practice Reporter, March,
1992, Vol. 12, No. 3, p. 81.

"Federal Sentencing Guidelines: A Cure Worse than the Disease," 29 Am.Crim.L.Rev. 899 (1992).

"Victim's Rights in California," 8 St.John's J. Of Legal Commentary 197 (1992).

"2001: A Train Ride: A Guided Tour for the Sixth Amendment Right to Counsel," 58 Law & Contemp.
Probs. 13 (1995).

"The Anonymous Jury: Jury Tampering by Another Name?", A.B.A. Criminal Justice, Fall, 1994.

"Do Lawbreakers Have Too Many Rights?: Gaining Convictions Is Actually Easier Today," Syndicated
Column for Catholic News Service, June, 1996.

Los Angeles Times Op—Ed Page:

"The State Must Never 'Search or Seize' Our Private Thoughts," July 1, 1984.
"Preliminary Hearings, Tainted Juries and Public Rights," February 26, 1986.
"The Nincompoops Aren't in the Jury Box," October 19, 1991.
“Three Strikes and a Balk: Beneficial Statutory Clinker,“ April 25, 1994.
“Why Some Juries Judge the System," Jan. 24, 1996.
"What's a Fair Price for a Fair Trial?," March 18, 1998.
"Starr's Legacy May Include a New Privilege," April 23, 1998.
"Be Careful of a Wolf in Sheep's Clothing," March 3, 2000.
"Ghost of a Tribunal Should Haunt Ashcroft," Dec. 17, 2001.

C. DEATH PENALTY

"The Hanging Judge of Arkansas," National Law Journal, October 19, 1981, p. 11.

"A Concise History of Capital Punishment in California," Forum (Magazine of Calif. Attys. for Crim.
Justice) Sept./Oct., 1981.

"Capital Punishment," in Encyclopedia of the American Presidency (Simon and Schuster, 1994).

"The California Habeas Corpus Resource Center: Defining The Goal," 26 C.A.C.J. Forum, No. 1, p.47
(1999).

"Landmark Study Reveals a 'Broken' Justice System," San Francisco Daily Journal, July 21, 2000.

Los Angeles Times Op—Ed Page:
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”The Death Penalty Costs Too Much," July 27, 1983.
"Death Penalty Issue is Alive and Well," May 15, 1985.
"Death Penalty: Blame Briggs, Not Court, April 22, 1986.
"If Defendant Concedes Guilt, Why Delay Death Penalty?" July 16, 1986.
"Finding the Fair Interval Between Sentencing, Death," May 17, 1990.
"Oops! Three Strikes, Death Penalty Out," March 4, 1994.

D. DRUG ABUSE

Drug Abuse and the Law, West Pub. Co., 1982 (2nd Edition). (Co-authored with Dr. Victor Haddox.)
(Updated Annually). [Click here to order this book].

"Should Heroin Use Be Decriminalized?" in Critical Issues in Criminal Justice, Carolina Academic Press,
1979.

"Controlled Substance Abuse," Encyclopedia of the American Constitution (Macmillan Publishing Co.,
1990).

"California's New Marijuana Law: A Sailing Guide for Unchartered Waters," Calif. St. Bar Jrnl.
(California Lawyer) Jan./Feb., 1976 (51:27).

"Providing Legal Services to the Addict: An Experimental Law School Clinical Program," 6 Contemp.
Drug Probs. 3 (1977). Co-authored with Jane Wolf—Eldridge.

"Sentencing Narcotics Offenders in Great Britain and the United States: A Comparison," 9 J. of Drug
Issues 491 (Fall, 1979).

"Prescribing Narcotics to Habitual and Addicted Narcotic Users," 133 Western J. of Medicine 539 (Dec.
1980). Co—authored with Dr. Forest S. Tennant, Jr.

"Cultivation of Marijuana Under the Uniform Controlled Substances Act: Shallow—Rooted Weeds," 13 J.
of Psychedelic Drugs, 247 (Fall, 1981).

"Narcotic Maintenance for Chronic Pain Relief: Medical and Legal Guidelines," 73 Postgraduate
Medicine 81 (Jan. 1983). Co—authored with Dr. Forest S. Tennant, Jr.

“Symposium, Punishing Drug Offenders: International and Comparative Perspectives," 13 J. Drug
Issues, No. 3 (Summer, 1983). Guest Editor

"The Impact of Drugs Upon Sentencing Policy," 44 St. Louis Univ. L. J.359 (Spring, 2000).

"A Defense Lawyer's Guide to Proposition 39," CACJ Forum, Vol. 28, No. 1, p. 37 (2001).

"Formulating Rational Drug Policy in California," 33 McGeorge Law Review 769 (Summer 2002).

"Compassion and Common Sense," San Jose Mercury—News, July 23, 1999.

"High Court Ignores Suffering," San Francisco Chronicle, May 20, 2001.

Los Angeles Times Op—Ed Page:
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EXHIBIT 4O

Declaration of Steven F. Shatz



DECLARATION 0F STEVEN F. SHATZ

I, STEVEN F. SHATZ, declare as follows:

‘1. I am the Philip and Muriel Barnett Professor of Trial

Advocacy at,the University of San Francisco Schoolzof Law, where I

have been employed on a full—time basis since 1972. During that

time, I have regularly taught the required courses in Criminal Law

and Criminal Procedure at'U.S.F., and, in 1993 and 1994, I was.a

Lecturer at Boalt Hall, teaching Criminal Law; I practiced
criminal law in California before joining the faculty at U.S.F.,
and I joined the faculty to help create and, for one year, co—

direct, the U.S.F. Criminal Law Clinic. During the period 1986f92,
I was the director of the-UVS.F. Law Clinic, the successor to the

Criminal Law Clinic and supervised~students handling civil rights
cases and criminal appeals. In 199l, I was Visiting Professor at

Hastings College of Law, where, in addition to teaching a Criminal

Practice course, I established Hastings's criminal law clinical

programr I am the author of a casebook on California criminal law,

California Criminal Law: Cases and Problems (1“ and 2m’eds) (Lexis

Publishing, 1999, 2004) and a co—author of a casebook on the death

penalty, Cases and Materials-on the Death Penalty_(l“, 2m and 3m

eds) (Thomson/West, 2001, 2005, 2009). I have been qualified, and

have testified as, an expert witness on the California death

penalty in two cases: People v. Erskine, S.D. Sup;Ct. No.

SCD161640, and Ashmus v. Wong, No. C 93—0594 TEH (N.D. Cal.). I

‘was co—counsel for one death—sentenced defendant, Teddy'Sanchez, on

his direct appeal and his petition for habeas corpus in the
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California Supreme Court; I have not been cbunsel in any other

capital case.

2. I am providing this declaration concerning three empirical

studies I have conducted on California murder COnviction cases.

The studies.are described below (ii 10—15). The‘purpose of the

firstlstudy, and one of my purposes in the subsequent two studies

was: (1). to determine the degree to which the special
circumstances listed in California Penal Code § 196.2 limit death—

eligibility for persons convicted.of first degree murder, and (2)

to determineiwhat'percentage of persons convicted of first degree

murder who are statutorily death—eligible are sentenced to death,

i.e., California's death sentence rate. To date, I have published

two law review articles based the studies: The califOrnia Death

Penalty: Requiem for Furman? 72 N.Y.UL L.REV. 1283 (1997) (with

Nina Rivkind) and The Eighth Amendment, the Death Penalty, and

Ordinary Robbery—Burglary MUrderers: A California Case Study, 59

FLA. L.REV. 719 (2007).

3. My attempt to determine the death eligibility and death

sentence rates in all three studies was based on the understanding:

(1) that, under Furman V.‘ Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972) and

subsequent cases, particularly Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. 862, 877~

78 (1983), states must “genuinely narrow” the death—eligible‘class
and. the measure ~of Igenuine narrowing‘ is whether (unlike the

situation at the time of Furman) the death penalty is imposed in a

“substantial portion” of the cases where the defendants are death—
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eligible (Penry V. Lynaugh, 492 U.S. 302, 327 (1989)); and (2) that

California relies upon the special circumstances provisions of

Penal Code § 190.2 to perform the required ”narrowing" function.

People v. Jablonski, 126 P.3d 936, 973 (Cal. 2006),- Peopie v.

Bacigalupo,:862 P.2d 808, 813 (Cal. 1993).1
.

4. My conclusions regarding the constitutionality of the

California scheme are informed by the fact that in Evrman the

justices addressed death.penalty schemes where approximately 15—20%

of those convicted of capital murder were actually being sentenced

to death (see 402 U.S. at 309, n.10 (Stewart, J., concurring); id.

at 386, n.11 (Burger, C.J., 'dissenting); id; at 435—36 n.19
2(Powell, J., dissenting)) and held such schemes created too great

a risk of arbitrariness to‘satisfy the Eighth Amendment.
)

l. Unlike other states (e.g., Louisana, Texas) which have
narrow definitions of capital murder, California has always had a
broad definition of first degree murder which currently includes,
in addition to premeditated killings, killings done with one of
seven‘means or in the commission or attempted cemmission of one
of thirteen felonies. See Cal. Pen. Code § 189. As a
consequence of the felony—murder rule, first degree murder
includes, not only intentional killings, but negligent and '

accidental killings as well.

2. See also Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153,"l82 n.26'“
(plurality); WOodson V. Nbrth Carolina, 428 U.S.‘280, 296,,n.31
(1976) (plurality). The pre—Evrman experience in.California was
consistent with the Court's understanding concerning the death
sentence rate. See Aikens v. California, 406 U.S. 813 (1972)
(Brief for Petitioner, Appendix F, pp. 4f—5f) (citing the
estimate of a former Director of the California Department of
Corrections and statistics from 1967 and 1969).
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HISTORY OF THE 1978 DEATH PENALTY LAW

5. The durrent California death penalty scheme is a product

of the 1973 “Briggs Initiative.”3 This initiative replaced the

Legislatures much narrower 1977 death penalty law and, according

to its author, State Senator John V. Briggs, was intended to “give
Californians the toughest death—penalty law in the country.”“ The

original 1978 law-(“1978 Version”) had 27 separately enumerated

‘special circumstances making a first degree nurderer death—

eligible.5 Under the 1978 Version, a nonekilling accomplice was

deathmeligible only upon proof that the accomplice had the intent

to kill. The 1978 Version was in_effect for murders committed from

November 8, 1978, through June 5, 1990.
r

6. In 1990, the 1978 death penalty law was broadened by

initiative.6 The initiative added two felonyemurder special
circumstances (mayhem and rape by instrument) and broadened death

3. Initiative Measure Proposition 7 (approved Nov. 7,
1978).

4. California Journal Ballot Proposition Analysis, Califr
J., No. 1978, Special Section, at 5. By “toughest death penalty
law,” the proponentsimeant the law “which threatens to inflict
that penalty on the maximum number of defendants.” Carlos V.
Super. Ct.,'672 P.2d 862, 871 n.13 (Cal. 1983).

5. Penal Code § 190.2(a) listed 19 special circumstances,
one of which (felony—murder) had 9 enumerated sub—parts. One of
the special circumstances — the "heinous, atrocious, or cruel"
special Circumstance (Pen. Code § 190.2 (a)(l4)) was subsequently
declared to be unconstitutional in People v. Superior Court
(Engert) (1982) 31 Calu3d 797 and was ignored for purposes of the
three studies. ‘ ‘

~ 6. Initiative Measure Proposition 115 (approved June 5,
1990).
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eligibility for non-killing accomplices by eliminating the intent

to kill requirement and requiring only that the accomplice have

acted with freckless indifference to human lifefand as a major

participant” in a special circumstances felony‘7 This broadened

death penalty scheme (“1990 Versicn”) was in effect for murders

committed from June 6, 1990, through March 26, 1996.

7. In 1996, the,1978 death penalty law was again broadened by

initiative.“ ' lhe' initiative added three more special
circumstances: felony murder carjacking, murder of a juror and

murder by discharging a firearm from a motor vehicle. This version

of the death penalty scheme (“1996 Version”) was in effect for

murders committed from March 27, 1996, through March 7, 2000.

8. Inv2000, for the third time in a decade, the 1978 death

penalty law was expanded by initiative.9 The initiative added a

33w special circumstance to Penal Code § 190.2 — murder to further

the activities of a criminal street gang — expanded the lying in

Wait special circumstance and overturned a limiting construction

the California Supreme had given to two special circumstances,

felony—murder kidnapping and felony—murder arson. This version of

the death penalty scheme (“2000 Version”) was‘in effect for murders

committed from March 8, 2000, through July 1, 2009i

7. Penal Code § 190.2(d);
8. Initiative Measure Proposition l96’(approved Mar. 26,

1996).

9. Initiative Measure Proposition 18 (approved Mar. 7,
2000) ‘
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9. The most recent expansion of the 1978 death penalty law is

not the product of an initiative, but of the California Supreme

Court’s decision in People v. Farley; 210 P.3d 361 (Cal. 2009). In

Farley, the court overturned the burglary “mergeré rule which had

prohibited the application of the felony-murder rule .and the

felony~murder special circumstance when the defendant’s purpose in
a burglary has to commit an aggravated assault or murder.‘ This
decision expanded the size of the death~eligible pool by 2—3% by,
making death~eligible anyone who enters a building, room, etc}

belonging to someone else with the intent to kill or, commit an

aggravated assault against, the victim.” This is the version of

the death penalty scheme (“2009 Version") currently in effect.

DESCRIPTION OF THE STUDIES

The “Appellate Study"

10. The first study I conducted, and the principal study, for

purposes of this declaration was the “Appellate Study.” The

methodology‘of the Appellate Study is described in detail in the
' N.Y.U. Law Review article cited in T2. In summary, the data was

drawn from appellate opinions in first degree murder cases decided

on appeal during the period 1988—92. The study examined all

published decisions during the period and all unpublished decisions

lO. For example, consider People v. Saille, 820 P.2d 588
(Cal. 1991). Saille was thrown out of a bar by a security guard
for being drunk and was subsequently denied re—entrance. Saille
returned with a rifle and entered the bar intending to kill the
security guard, but ultimately killing a patron. Saille would
not have been death—eligible under any of the earlier‘versions of
the law, but would be death—eligible under the current veréion.

_6_
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in the First Appellate District during the period. The study

encompassed 158 death penalty cases, 246 non—death first degree

murder cases and 192 second degree murder cases.f I assumed that

.the distribution of types of first degree murders occurring in

these cases:was representative of the distribution generally in

California.1i With respect to each first degree‘murder case, I

determined whether special circumstances had beenifound, and, if

not, whether, under the facts as stated by the appellate court, a

reasonable juror could have found a special circumstance beyond a

reasonable doubt.” I determined the percentage ofzmurder cases that

were special circumstances cases, and, eliminating a percentage of

cases to account for juvenile murderers, who were not- death—

eligible (estimated at 3.5% of non—death cases), I calculated the

percentage of first degree murderers who were death~eligible. I

then divided the percentage of first degree murderers actually
sentenced to death by the percentage who were death—eligible to

determine the death sentence rate for death—eligible murderers.

ll. Below (If 16—25), I apply each of the five versions of

the death penalty statute to the Appellate Study cases to compare

the death eligibility and death sentence rates for the various

periods.

11. This assumption was tested in part by comparing the
findings with regard to the study cases with appealed second
degree murder cases and with unappealed cases in three counties.

12. This is the test suggested by the Supreme Court in its
decisions in Godfrey v. Georgia, 446 U.S. 420, 428—29 (1980), and
Maynard v. Cartwright, 486 U.S. 356, 364 (1988), for determining
the narrowing effect of individual aggravating circumstances.
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The “Alameda Study"

12. In 2007, I completed the second study, covering murder

conviction cases in Alameda County for murders cOmnitted during the

period November 8, 1978 to November 7, 2001 (“Alameda Study”).”
In the Alameda Study, I'attempted to survey all murder conviction

cases for the study period. Working from five‘lists of cases

created by the Alameda County District. Attorney’s Office in

response to a California Public Records Act request for all murder

filings since 1977, supplemented by three other lists of murder

conviction cases, I surveyed 816 murder conviction cases, including
all death penalty cases (cases in which the defendant was sentenced

to death) for the period.“ The study included 473 first degree

murder cases,.among which were 49 death penalty cases. I believe

that the 767 non~death penalty murder cases in the study comprise

approximately 98% of such cases during the period, and I assume

that they are representative of the missing cases.

13. The data for the study was derived from a review of

trial court casefiles, supplemented with appellate opinions, where

available. Each case was coded in two ways: (l) with reference to

the version of the death penalty statute in effect at the time of

the murder and (2) with reference to the 2000 Version of the law.

13. November 8, 1978 is the effective date of the 1978
death penalty law.

l4. The numbers differ slightly from the numbers reported
in the Florida Law Review article cited in $2 because 13 of the
missing cases were identified and reviewed after the article went
to press.
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The “Current Study"

l4. I recently completed a third study (Current Study”)

based on discovery produced by the California Department of

Corrections and Rehabilitation in response to a:subpoena duces

tecum. The study covers all persons sentenced upon a'conviction

for first degree murder in California during the period 2003—2005.

The data for the Current Study was derived from a review of the

pre—sentence reports (“PSR”S) for 1299 defendants convicted of

first degree murder and sentenced to the California Department of

Correstions and Rehabilitation (“CDCR”) during the three—year

period,” supplemented by appellate opinions in the cases, where

available.

15. As was the case with the Alameda Study, each case was

coded in two ways: (1) with reference to the version of the'death

penalty statute in effect at the time of the murder and (2) with

reference to the 2000 Version of the statute.

THE FINDINGS FOR THE SCHEME AS A WHOLE

The Appellate Study

16. In the calculations for the 1978, 1990 and 1996 Versions

below, I use 33.2 as the average number of death.sentences per year
and 9.6% as the percentage‘of convicted first degree murderers

sentenced to death. These are the figures from the'original study

'15. CDCR produced PSRs for an additional eleven defendants
convicted of first degree murder, but, as to each of these
defendants, the information in the PSR was insufficient to permit
inclusion of the case in the study

HOS-$60614



period (1983—1992) and were used in the N.Y.U. Law Review'article.
In fact, the average number of death sentences.ddring the 21—year

peried encompassing the first three versions of the law (1979~1999)

is 31.3, so the death sentence rates (as a peroentage of first

degree murderers and as a percentage of deathweltgible murderers)

for these versions of the law are somewhat overstated. For the

period 2000~present, encompassing the 2000 and 2009 Versions of the

law, I use the average number of death sentences per year for the

10—year period 2000—2009, which is 21.6; and the average number of

adult convicted first degree murderers per year from the Current

Study (2003—2005), which is 394.

17. 1978 version. Using the Appellate Study cases and the

calculation methods described above (ll 10, l6), I calculate that,
under the 1978 Version, approximately 84% of all convicted first

degree murderers (87.2% of adult convicted first degree murderers)

were deathreligible. If 84% of convicted first degree murdererS‘

were death—eligible and only 916% of convicted first degree

murderers were actually sentenced to death, California's death

sentence rate for death—eligible defendants during the period was.

approximately 11.4%:

18. The above calculations do not take into account that, for

murders occurring during a four—year period, December 12,.1983 to

October l3, 1987, the California Supreme Court interpreted § 190.2

to require proof of the defendant’s intent to kill for a special
circumstances finding. See CarJOS v. Superior Court, 672 P.2d 862

(Cal. 1983), overruled by People v. Anderson, 742 P.2d 1306 (Cal.

._.10_
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1987).

l9. I have reexamined the Appeilate Study cases applying

§ 190.2 as interpreted by Carlos. In the :course of that

reexaminatien, I have resolved all questionable cases against

finding an intent to kill, thus adopting the interpretation most

favorable to the constitutionality of the schemegm Applying the

Carlos interpretation would affect the categorization of 21 cases.

Under § 190.2 as interpreted by Carlos, apprOximately 76.6% of

convicted first degree murderers would have been.death~eligible, and}

the resulting death sentence rate for death~eligible defendants

would have been approximately 12.5%.”
.20. 1990‘Version. Using the Appellate Study cases and the

calculation,methods described above (ll 10, 16), I calculate that,
under the 1990 Version, the death eligibility rate for adult

convicted first degree murderers during this period was 89.1%, and

16. Reliance on facts stated in appellate cases probably
leads to understatement of the number of cases where a jury could
have found intent to kill. Where, in cases not governed by
Carlos, the prosecution did not have to prove intent to kill, it
may not have developed or introduced available evidence on the
issue, and the appellate opinion may not have disCussed evidence
which would have supported such a finding.

l7. This death sentence rate for the period 1983— 1987,
represents the highest statewide death sentence rate under the
1978 death penalty law. In calculating the death sentence rate
for Carlos window cases, I do not mean to suggest»that the
calculations have any bearing on the constitutionality of the
1978 death penalty law. It is my understanding that the Eighth
Amendment requires legislative narrowing of‘the death~eligible
class (see Zant v. Stephens, 462 U.S. 862, 878 (1983)), so that
the California Supreme Court’s erroneous and short lived
narrowing interpretation cannot validate a statute if, as a
whole, it was unconstitutional when passed.
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the hdeath sentence rate for death~eligible defendants was

approximately 11.1%.

21. 1996 Version. Using the Appellate Study cases and the

calculation;methods described above ( 10, 16), I calculate that,
under the 1996 Versionq the death eligibility 'rate for adult

convicted first degree murderers during this peried was 89.9%, and

the ideath sentence rate for (death—eligible gdefendants was

approximately 10.9%,13
‘ V

22. 2000 Version. Using the Appellate Study cases and the

calculation methods described above (Mi 10, 16), I calculate that,
under the 2000 Version, the death eligibility rate for adult

convicted first degree murderers during this period was 91.4%, and

the death Vsentence rate for death—eligible 'defendants was

approximately 6.1%.

23. 2009 version. Using the Appellate Study cases and the

calculation methods described above ( 10, 16), I calculate that,
under the 2009 Version, the death eligibility rate for adult

convicted first degree murderers during this period would be 94.0%,

and the death sentence rate for-death—eligible defendants would be.
1

approximately 5.9%.

l8. The figures given for the 1990 and 1996 Versions are
lower than that given in the N.Y.U. Law Review article for_two
reasons: (l)post—1997 case authority interpreting § 190.2(d)
establishes that, with respect to two cases categorized as not
involving a death—eligible defendant, there were sufficient facts
to justify a special circumstances finding; and (2), at the time
of the article, I treated the published and unpublished case
samples as separate for calculation purposes but have since
concluded that the difference between the tw0‘samples.is not
statistically significant and the samples should be combined.
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24. In addition to overstating the death sentence rates as to

the 1978, 1990 and 1996 Versions of the law because of my use of a

higher average number of death sentences (see $16), the previous

paragraphs almost certainly overstate the true death sentence rates

because of three additional protocol.decisions l made that favored

the constitutionality of California’s scheme: . (l) I did not

consider, in deriving the'death sentence rate, statutorily death-

eligible defendants who (because of plea bargaining or jury
leniency) were convicted only of second degree murder or lesser

crimes; (2) I based the study on initial death sentences and,

therefore, did not take account of defendants who obtained reversals

of their convictions or death sentences and were not resentenced to

death; and (3) I did not take'account-of the_effect of Atkins v.

Virginia, 536 U.s. 304 (2002) (holding unconstitutional the

application of the death penalty to mentally retarded persons),

although apparently‘mentally retarded persons may'be overrepresented
on death row.”

25. In sum, the 1978 death penalty was exceedingly broad when

it was adopted, making death eligible 87.2% of adult first degree.

murderers and producing a death sentence rate for death—eligible
first degree murderers of approximately 11.4%. The. death

eligibility rate has gone up and the death sentence rate has gone

down with each successive expansion, to the point where the 2009

Version of the death penalty statute makes 94.0% of convicted first

l9, See Atkins, 536 U.S. at 346—347 (Scalia, J.,
dissenting). .
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'degree murderers death—eligible and can be expected to produce a

death sentence rate for deathweligible'first degree murderers of

just under 6%.”

The Alameda Study

26. The Alameda Study coveredrcases under the.l978, 1990, 1996

and 2000 Versions of the statute. Overall, during the 23—year

period, the death eligibility rate for adult convioted first degree

murderers‘was 87.0%, and the death sentence rate was 12.7%.

27. Almost half-the adult first degree murder conviction cases

in the study (217/439) involved murders occurring in the period

covered by 1978 Version of the statute. In those cases, 88.9% of

the defendants were death—eligible. The death Sentence rate for

death—eligible defendants was 15.5%. The difference between the

Alameda Study death sentence rate and the lower Appellate Study

death sentence rate is likely a reflection of the fact that Alameda

County has been a relatively “high death” county. See Glenn L.

Pierce & Michael Radelet, The Impact of .Legally' Inappropriate

c Factors on Death Sentencing'for California Homicides, 1990—1999, 46

20. These findings are-entirely consistent with the
findings of Professor David Baldus and his colleagues,twho
recently completed a study of 27,928 cases where defendantslwere
convicted of non~negligent homicide (first degree murder, second
degree murder or voluntary manslaughter), using a stratified
sample of 1618 cases. See Declaration of David C. Baldus'filed
in Ashmus v. Wong,CiV. No. C93~00594—TEH (N.D. Cal.). Professor
Baldus concluded, inter alia, that “the rate of death eligibility
among California homicide cases is the highest in the nation by
every measure” (id. at 25) and that “the post—Furman California
death sentencing rate among death-eligible cases is among the
lowest in the nation and 66% (10/15) lower than the death
sentencing rate in pre—Fvrman Georgia. Id. at 25~26.
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Santa Clara L. Rev. 1, 27 (2005).

28. The other half of the Alameda Study cases (222) involved

adult first degree murders covered by the 1990, 1996 and 2000

Versions of the law. In these cases 85.1% of the defendants were

death~eligible,' and the death sentence rate for death~eligible
defendants was 9.5%.

29. Applying the 2000 Version of the statute to the Alameda

Study cases, 91.5% of the defendants would have been death~eligible,
and the death'sentence rate for death~eligihle defendants would be

5.9%, virtually the same figures produced by the Appellate Study.
The Current Study

30. The Current Study found an overall death'eligibility rate

for adult first degree murderers of 84.6% and a death sentence rate
of 5.5%. Although many of the Current Study cases involved murders

under the 2000 Version of the law, if the 2000 Version were applied
to all the cases, the death eligibility rate would'be 85.7% and,

using the average yearly number of death sentences for the decade,

the death sentence rate for death—eligible defendants would be

6.4%.”

31. Under the’2009 Version of the death penalty statute, the

death eligibility rate'for defendants‘in the Current Study would be

87.6% and the death sentence rate for death—eligible defendants
would be 6.3%.

21. This deathesentencing rate is higher than the actual
rate found in the Current Study because the average yearly number
of defendants sentenced to death was higher for the decade as a
whole than for the three—year period of the‘study.

— 1 —
.
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The State’s Calculations

32. In Frye v. Woodford, CIV 8—99—0628 LKK JFM (E.D. Cal.),
in response to interrogatories, the State analyzed the appellate
first degree murder cases used in the Appellate Study. .The State

agreed that 157 out of 158 death penalty cases were special
circumstances cases. With regard to the other 246:0ases, the State

took the position that in 7 cases the facts contained in the court's

opinion were insufficient to determine the existence of special
circumstances and in 65. of the remaining 239 cases there was

'insuficient evidence of a special circumstance. Thus, the State

found. that in 174 cases special circumstances were proved or

provable.

.33, Assuming, arguendo, that the State was correct in its

characterization of all of the cases, and applying the same

calculation methods described above (including disregarding the 7

cases where the State contended there were insufficient facts), the

State in .effect conceded 'that at least 73.0% of first degree

murderers are factually death—eligible, yielding a corresponding

death sentence rate of 13.2%.

THE FINDINGS FOR PARTICULAR SPECIAL CIRCUMSTANCES

34. It is my understanding that not only does the.Eighth
Amendment require that a death penalty scheme as aiwhole narrow the

death~eligible class, but it also prohibits the imposition of the

death. penalty “when juries generally do not impose the death

_. l6 ._.
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sentence in a certain kind of murder case.”” Accordingly, below I

provide data on the frequency with which six commonly occurring

special circumstances result in a death sentence._

Theft—related felony—murders: Robbery (§ 190.2 (a) (i7) (A)) , Burglary
(§ 190.2(a) (17) (6)) ,23 Carjacking <§ 190.2(a) (17) (m)

35. Using the data from all three studies, I calculated the

death sentence rate for defendants who killed during a robbery, a

(theft—related) burglary or carjacking, where nozmore aggravated

special circumstance was proved or provable. Virtually all the

cases in the Appellate Study arose in the 19805. The death sentence

rate for defendants convicted of first or second degree murder who

were factually death—eligible under one of' these special
circumstances was approximately 5.5%. The Alameda Study cases for

the most part arose during the 1980s and 19903. The death sentence

rate for defendants convicted of first or second degree murder.who

were factually death~eligible under one of. these special
circumstances was approximately 4.5%.“ Most of the Current Study

22. Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.S. 153, 205—206. (1976) (citing
with approval the Georgia’s Supreme Court’s understanding of the
law) '

23. While burglary may‘be committed for purposes other than
theft, e.g., with the intent to commit a sexual assault, only the
more common theft—related burglaries are included'in these
calculations.

24. Of course, calculating the narrowing effect of the
robbery/burglary/carjacking special circumstances by only
examining the pool of convicted murderers (as was done in both
studies) overstates the narrowing effect of the circumstances.
Some portion of robbery/burglary/carjack murderers are allowed to
plead to lesser offenses, while others are given immunity for
testimony against co—defendants, so that the true percentage who
receive the death penalty is below the cited 5.5% and 4.5%.
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cases arose during the late 19908 and early 20003. The Current

Study covered only defendants convicted of first degree murder. The

death sentence rate for adult defendants convicted of first degree”
murder who were factually death~eligible under onefof these special
circumstances was less than 2%.” The death sentence rate for

defendants who are made death~eligible by these theft—related

special circumstances has always been far lower than the death

sentence rate :xr the statute as ea whole, and ii: has steadily
declined over time.

Lying.in'Wait (§ 190.2(a)(15)) and.Drive—by Killing (§ 190.2(a)(21))
36. The lying in wait special circumstance has been part of

the death penalty statute in all yersions of the statute. The

drive—by -killing special circumstance was added in 1996 and,

therefore, is applicable for the-1996, 2000 and 2009 Versions of the

statute. Both'have the effect of making death—eligible intentional
killers whose'killings are not connected‘to felonies. In the

Appellate Study, only one of the 157 death sentences was based on.

the finding:of a lying in wait special circumstance alone. The

death sentence rate for the lying in wait special circumstance alone?

was .45%. In the Alameda Study, none of the 49 death sentences was

based only on a finding of a lying in wait special circumstance, a

drive—by shooting special circumstance or both lying in wait and

drive~by shooting special circumstances. In the Current Study, one

25. Since the study covers only defendants Convicted of
first degree murder and since many‘robbery/burglary murderers are
convicted of second degree murder or lesser charges (see n.24),
even a figure this low overstates the death sentence rate.

.. 18 ._
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of the 55 death sentences was based on a’finding of a lying in wait

special circumstace alone. None was based on a drive—by shooting

special circumstance alone or combined with a lying in wait special
circumstance. The death sentence rate for cases-where the lying in

wait and/or drive—by shooting special circumstances were the only

proved or provable special circumstances is .7l%.

Gang Motive~<§ 190.2(a)(22))
37. The “gang motive” special circumstance was added to Penal

Code § 190.2 in 2000, so only the Current Study contains data on the

death sentence rate for such killings. In that study, among the

1,000 death—eligible first degree murderers, 339, more than ones

third, had a proved or provable gang motive special circumstance.

None of the 55 defendants sentenced to death was sentenced on the

basis of a gang notive special circumstance alone, and only six of

the 339 defendants with a proved or prOvable gang motive special

circumstance (1.8%) were sentenced to death. In five of the six

cases, the defendant nmrdered multiple victims,'and a nmltiple
- murder special circumstance was found. Thus, in the singleevictim

gang motive murder cases, there was only one defendant sentenced to‘
death (0.3%), and that case~was altogether atypical because the

defendant was found to have intentionally killed a police officer
to effect an escape from custody.

CONCLUS IONS

38. A statutory scheme in which death eligibility is so

broadly defined. that it has. never produced a statewide death

sentence rate even approaching the 15—20% death sentence rate

__ l ..

'
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produced by the schemes held unconstitutional in Furman and that in

2003—2005 produced a death sentence rate of no more than 5.5% does

not "genuinely narrow" and creates too great a risk of arbitrary
application to be constitutional under the Eighth Amendment.

39. When special circumstances rarely result ijl a death

sentence, their use in any given case is a violation of the Eighth
Amendment. That is the case for the following special
circumstances: the‘theft-related.felony—murder special circumstances
~ robbery, burglary and carjacking — which currently result in a

death sentence less than 2% of the time; lying in wait and drive—by

shooting, which result in a death sentence less than 1% of the time;

and “gang motive” which, in the period 2003—2005, never resulted in

a death sentence.

I declare under the penalty of perjury under the laws of the

United States and the State of California that I have read the

foregoing declaration, and it is true and correct.

Executed this 18th day of April, 2011, in San Francisco,
California.

1722111 (W
STEVEN F. SHATZ
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AMENDED DECLARATION OF GEORGE WOODWORTH, PH.D.

I, George Woodworth, Ph.D., declare as follows:

1. From 1971 until June 2010, I was employed at the University of Iowa, rst as an

Associate Professor from 1971 until 1996 and then as a Professor of Statistics and Actuarial

Science from 1996 until my retirement earlier this year.

2. I received a bachelor’s degree from Carlton College in 1962 and a doctorate in

Statistics from the University ofMinnesota in 1966. My resume is attached at Appendix A of

this declaration.

3. My areas of research interest are Bayesian Statistical Methodology and

Applications. Areas in which I have done collaborative research are Clinical (medical) Trials,

Employment Discrimination, and Capital Charging and Sentencing.

4. I have applied statistical methods to Capital Charging and Sentencing systems

for many years. I am the co-author of Equal Justice And The Death Penalty: A Legal And

Empirical Analysis (1990) (with David Baldus and Charles A. Pulaski Jr.). I have co-authored

numerous research papers on death penalty sentencing, including Race Discrimination In

America's Capital Punishment System Since Furman v. Georgia (1972): The Evidence Of Race

Disparities And The Record Of Our Courts And Legatures In Addressinhe Issue, Report

To American Bar Association, Section Of Individual Rights And Responsibilities (July 25,

1997) (with David Baldus); and Arbitrariness and Discrimination in the Administration of the

Death Penalty: A Legal and Emnirical Analysis of the Nebraska Experience (1973—1999). 81

Neb. L. Rev. 486 (2002) (with David Baldus, Catherine Grosso, and Aaron Christ).

5. I have qualied as an expert witness and testied in state and federal court

proceedings, including McCleskey v. Kemp, Case No. CIV C81-2434A (N.D. Ga.).

6. Our study in this case reports the ndings of an empirical study of 27,453

California homicide cases with a date of offense between January 1, 1978, and June 30, 2002,

that resulted in a rst or second degree murder or voluntary manslaughter conviction. The

ndings of the study are based on a stratied sample of 1,900 cases drawn from the 27,453

case universe.

l
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7. Professor Baldus and I documented the rates of death eligibility under post-

Furman law among several categories of legally relevant homicide cases. We also compared

post-Furman California death eligibility rates with post—Furman death eligibility rates in other

states based on different research methodologies. One of these methods is based on the Federal

Bureau of Investigation’s Supplementary Homicide Reports (SHR) reported in a recently

published paper by Jeffery Fagan and colleaguesl The results of their analysis of death

eligibility rates are presented in Table 1.2 It lists the states in increasing order of their rates of

death eligibility with California leading all states with a death eligibility rate of 37.8%.

8. The purpose of this declaration is to document the extent to which the reported

California estimate of a 37.8% death eligibility rate reported in Table l underestimates the

actual rate. The reason is that the SHR-based methodology on which the Table 1 estimates are

based reects only a minor “lying in wait” type aggravating circumstance — “sniper killings,”

the only species of “lying in wait” that is included in the FBI’s SHR database. The broad scope

of California’s lying-in—wait special circumstance (California Penal Code section 190.2(a)(15))

(LIW) is simply not reected in the SHR—based estimates of death eligibility.

9. When I adjust the California SHR data for the wide prevalence of the LIW

special circumstance cases under California law, the death eligibility rate for California based

on the SHR data is 50.3%. The underlying data for each state on which the Fagan, et. al.

1

Jeffrey Fagan, Franklin E. Zimring, & Amanda Geller, Capital Punishment and Capital
Murder: Market Share and the Deterrent Effects of the Death Penalty, 84 Tex. L. Rev. 1803,
1816—17 (2006) describe their methodology as follows. “The SHR has the unique advantage of
providing detailed, case-level information about the context and circumstances of each homicide
event known to the police. This allows us to identify the presence of factors that map onto the
statutory framework of the Texas murder statutes and more broadly onto the Model Penal Code
aggravating factors.” To generate a death eligibility estimate for each state, the authors classified
a murder or non-negligent homicide as death eligible if it included any of “the following
elements that are part of the recurrent language of capital-eligible homicides across the states: (a)
killings during the commission of robbery, burglary, rape or sexual assault, arson, and
kidnapping; (b) killing of children below age six: (c) multiple-Victim killings; (d) ‘gangland’
killing involving organized crime of street gangs; (e) institution killings where the offender was
confined in a correctional or other governmental institution; (t) sniper killings... (g) killings in
the course of drug business.” They also dened a law enforcement ofcer victim as a qualifying
aggravating factor. When the defendant’s age was known cases were classied as not death
eligible if the defendant was under 16 years of age at the time of the offense.
2 This Table contains the same information as Table 4, Part II in the Baldus declaration.

2
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TABLE 1

State Death-Eligibility Rates Rank Ordered From Low (Alabama) to High (California) (1978-2003)1

A B C
State Percent ofHomicides that 95% Condence Interval for

are Death Eligible Estimate in Column B
Alabama 13.1 12%, 15%

North Carolina 16.8 16%, 18%

Florida 18.2 17%, 20%

Kentucky 18.2 16%, 20%
Louisiana 18.3 17%, 19%

Delaware 18.4 14%, 23%
Tennessee 18.7 17%, 20%

Mississippi 19.7 18%, 22%

Georgia 20.3 18%, 22%
New York 20.4 18%, 22%

Virginia 20.6 20%, 22%
Texas 2 l .7 20%, 23%

Maryland 21 .9 20%, 23%
Ohio 22.0 21%, 23%
Missouri 22.4 21%, 24%
South Carolina 22.5 21%, 24%
Nevada 22.7 21%, 24%
New Mexico 22.9 21%, 25%
Arkansas 23.0 21%, 25%
Connecticut 23.2 21%, 25%
Arizona 23.8 22%, 25%
Kansas 23.9 20%, 28%
Indiana 24.0 22%, 25%

Pennsylvania 25.0 24%, 26%
New Jersey 25.5 24%, 27%
Colorado 26.1 24%, 28%
Montana 26.5 20%, 33%

Wyoming 26.9 22%, 32%
South Dakota 27.4 21%, 34%

Oregon 28.0 25%. 30%

Washington 28.0 26%, 30%
Oklahoma 28.3 25%, 32%
Nebraska 28.9 25%, 32%
Illinois 28.9 27%, 3 1%
Idaho 29.7 25%, 34%
Utah 30.0 27%, 33%
New Hampshire 3 l .9 26%, 38%
California 37.8 36%, 40%

lThe estimates in this table are based on the number of death-eligible homicides reported to the FBI using the Fagan-
Geller-Zimring estimation procedure described in the Amended Declaration ofDavid C. Baldus at page 18, note 35.
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11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

estimates and my California reanalysis are based are presented in Tables 1, 2, and 3.

10. In the balance of this declaration I explain the basis for this adjusted California

rate estimated with the SHR data.

11. According to the SHR data 37.8% of the 76,225 California murder and non-

negligent manslaughter cases reported between 1978 and 20033 were death eligible by Virtue of

possessing one of the special circumstances described in Footnote 1. The SHR population of

reported cases contains the 27,453 First-degree murder (M1), second-degree murder (M2), and

voluntary manslaughter (VM) convictions comprising the universe of our study (hereafter

called the Narrowing Study). The rst adjustment of the 37.8% SHR death eligibility rate

corrected an undercount of lying—in-wait cases; the adjustment consists of deleting the 132

cases (0.2% of the total) in which sniping was the sole special circumstance4 and replacing

them with an estimated 11,411 cases (15.0% of the total) in which lying in wait was the sole

5. This estimate is based on our observation that 15% of the cases in ourspecial circumstance

universe of California’s M1, M2, and VM cases were death eligible solely by virtue of the

lying-in-wait special circumstance and assuming that rate applies to the larger SHR population.

The second adjustment corrects an overcount in the SHR death—eligibility rate; the adjustment

consists of deleting an estimated 1,753cases (2.3% of the total) which were death eligible solely

by virtue of the gang related special circumstance during the period January 1, 1978, through

March 7, 2000, when gang related killing was not a California special circumstance.6 This

adjustment is based on our observation that 2.5% of the cases in our universe described above

would have been death eligible solely by virtue of the gang related special circumstance; we

arrived at the 2.3% adjustment to the SHR by prorating our 2.5% rate to the 90.8% of our study

period during which that circumstance was not applicable. Appendix B presents the basis of

my analysis in more detail.

Table 1, header and last row; Appendix B, part 1, table row 14.

Appendix B, part 1, table row 5.

Appendix B, part l, table row 11.

Appendix B, part l, table row 12.

3
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104.Woodworth, G.G. (1989), "Trials of an Expert Witness," ASA Proceedings ofthe Social
Science Section, American Statistical Association, pp. 143-146.

105.Kirby, R.F., Woodworth, C.H., Woodworth, G.G., Johnson A.K., (1989), "Differential
Cardiovascular Effects of Footshock and Airpuff Stressors in Wistar-Kyoto and
Spontaneously Hypertensive Rats," Societyfor sNeuroscience Abstracts, 15, 274.

106. Woodworth, C.H., Kirby, R.F., Woodworth, G.G., Johnson, A.K. (1989), "Spontaneously
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107. Woodworth, G.G., Mah, Jeng, Breiter, D. “Bayesian Experimental Design of Sequential
and Nonsequential Medical Device Trials. Contributed Talk, Joint Statistical Meeting 2005,
Minneapolis, MN

Unpublished Reports:

108:Baldus, D.C., Woodworth, G.G., Pulaski C.A. (1989). "Procedural Reform Study," Inter—

University Consortium for Political and Social Research: Criminal Justice Archive.

109. Baldus, D.C., Woodworth, G.G., Pulaski C.A. (1989). "Charging and Sentencing Study,"
Inter—University Consortiumfor Political and Social Research: Criminal Justice Archive.

Work in Process:

110. Woodworth, G.G., Statistical Issues in Recent Re—Analyusis ofCapital Charging and
Sentencing Data, read at John Jay College, February 21, 2007.

111. Woodworth, G.G., “Bayesian Experimental Design of Sequential Clinical Trials.” To be
submitted to Statistics in Medicine, 2009.

112. Woodworth, G.G., Biostatistics II: Intermediate Bayesian Analysis, Proposal accepted
by John Wiley, December 2006, completion date May 1, 2009.
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Professional Honors and Awards:

1987 Harry Kalven prize of the Law and Society Association (with David Baldus and Charles
Pulaski).

1987 Iowa Educational Research and Evaluation Association, annual award "For Excellence in
the Field of Educational Research and Evaluation for Best Educational Evaluation
Study," (with Larry Hedges and James Shymansky).

1991 Gustavus Myers Center for the Study ofHuman Rights in the United States, selection of
Equal Justice and the Death Penalty as an outstanding book on the subject of human
rights (with David Baldus and Charles Pulaski).

1996 Elected Fellow of the American Statistical Association

Service Activities

Departmental Service:

University of Iowa Statistical Consulting Center:
Founder, Associate Director, Director (1973-1980)
Acting Director (1982-3)
Member of Steering Committee and Adviser (1984-present).

University Service:

Outside member of over thirty Ph.D. dissertation committees, 1973-present.

Woodworth, G.G., Lenth, R.V.L. (1982) “A Stratied Sampling Plan for Estimating
Departmental and University-Wide Administration Effort.”

University of Iowa, Basic Mathematics Committee, January 1983-84.

Statistics Advisor to the University orowa Journal of Corporation Law, 1984-85.

University of Iowa, Research Council, 1984-87, Chairman 1986-87.

University House Advisory Committee, 1986—87.

Chairman, Political Science Review Committee, 1988—89.

Interdisciplinary PhD. Program in Applied Mathematical Sciences, 1988-present.

University orowa, Judicial Commission, 1979-81, 1990—93.

University orowa, Liberal Arts Faculty Assembly, 1985-87, 1995—6.

Professional Service:

NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund, 1980-3: Statistical Analysis of the Georgia
Charging and Sentencing Study, Expert testimony inMcCleskey vs. Zant (decided in the
U.S. Supreme Court).

ASA Law and Justice Statistics Committee, 1982-1987: Member oftwo methodological review
panels in Washington, DC. Organizer oftwo—day Workshop on Law and Justice Statistics,
August 1985.

ASA Visiting Lecturer Program, 1984—1 988.
1984 Invited talk at Culver-Stockton College
1986 Invited talk at Moorhead State University
1988 Invited talk at Grinnell College
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Invited Participant, 1984, Planning Sessionfor Florida Capital Charging and Sentencing Study,
Florida Ofce ofPublic Defender, Richard H. Burr, Esq.

Editor, Proceedings ofthe Third Workshop on Law and Justice Statistics, American Statistical
Association, 1985.

Invited Panelist, 1986 Law and Society Association Annual Meeting, Panel discussion of
current state of capital sentencing research.

Invited Speaker, 1987 Seminar-Workshop on Meta-Analysis in Research, University of Puerto
Rico, San Juan, Faculty of Education, Department of Graduate Studies.

Associate Editor, Evaluation Review, 1983-1986.

Baldus, D., Woodworth, G.G., Pulaski, C.A. (1989). Oral Testimony before the U.S. Senate
Judiciary Committee (presented by D. Baldus).

Invited Participant, ASA Media Experts Program (1989).
Statistical Consultant to Special Master, David Baldus. State ofNew Jersey, Administrative

Ofce of Courts -- Proportionality Review System. 1989-present.

ASA Law and Justice Statistics Committee, second appointment, 1993—95.

Baldus, D., Woodworth, G.G. (1993), “An Iowa Death Penalty System in the 1990’s and
Beyond: What Would it Bring?” Report submitted to the Senate Judiciary Committee, Iowa
Legislature, February 24, 1993.

Baldus, D., MacQueen, J.C., Woodworth, G.G. (1993), “An Empirically—Based Methodology
for Additur/Remittitur Review and Alternative Strategies for Rationalizing Jury Verdicts,”
Report prepared for the Research Conference on Civil Justice Reform in the 1990’s.

Baldus, D.C., Woodworth G.G. (1995), “Proportionality Review and Capital Charging and
Sentencing: A Proposal for a Pilot Study,” Commonwealth ofPennsylvania, Administrative
Ofce of Courts.

Session Chair, Joint Statistical Meeting, Minneapolis, 2005.

Session Discussant, 2006 FDA/Industry Statistics Workshop, Washington, DC, September 2006

Invited Speaker at a one-day conference on Race and Death Penalty Research, at John Jay
College of Criminal Justice, CUNY, February 21, 2007.

Refereeing (since I980):
1980: Journal of the American Statistical Association
1982: Journal of Educational Statistics
1983: Journal of Statistical Computation and Simulation

Annals ofMathematical Statistics
Evaluation Review (associate editor)

1984: Transportation Research
Law and Society Review
American Journal ofMathematical and Management Sciences
Journal of Educational Statistics
Evaluation Review (associate editor)

1985: Edited Proceedings of 3rd Workshop on Law and Justice Statistics
Evaluation Review (associate editor)

1986: PsychologicalBulletin
National Science Foundation
Evaluation Review (associate editor)

1987: J. Amer. Statist. Assoc.
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1988:
1990:

1991:
1993:
1994:
1995:

1996:
1998:
2001:
2002:
2004:
2005

Science (ca. 1988)
Annals ofOtology, Rhinology & Laryngology
American Speech-Language-Hearing Association
Macmillan Publishing Company
Survey Methodology Journal
International Journal ofMethods in Psychiatric Research
Multivariate Behavioral Research
International Journal ofMethods in Psychiatric Research
SIAM Review
Duxbury Press
Acta Applicandae Mathematicae
American Journal of Speech-Language Pathology
Duxbury Press
John Wiley and Sons, Inc.
Addison—Wesley
J. Amer. Statist. Assoc.
J. Amer. Statist. Assoc.
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Extramural Consulting and Pro Bono Work:
American College Testing
Allergan
Beling Consultants, Moline IL
Bettendorf Iowa AEA
Coerr Environmental, Chapel Hill
Defender Association ofPhiladelphia
Death Penalty Information Center
Florida State Public Defender's Ofce
Gas Research Institute.
Hoechst Marion Roussel / Aventis
Guidant Corporation
HON Corporation
Legal Services Corporation orowa
Iowa State Attorney General’s Ofce

Intramural Consulting:

Kaiser Aluminum
Electric Power Research Institute
NAACP Legal Defense and Education Fund
National Research Council
Supreme Court ofNebraska
Pittsburgh Plate Glass
Rhone-Poullenc
Stanford Law School
StarForms
Supreme Court ofNew Jersey
Vigertone Ag Products
Westinghouse Learning Corporation
WMT news department

I consult almost on a weekly basis with colleagues and students throughout the University,
including at one time or another (but not limited to): Audiology, Biology, Exercise Physiology,
Geology, Law, Marketing, Nursing, Otolaryngology, Physics, Psychology, Psychiatry, Science
Education, the Iowa Driving Simulator, and the National Advanced Driving Simulator.

Expert testimony / depositions:

Robert R. Lang, Esq. (Legal Services Corporation of Iowa)
1982 Ruby vs. Deere (gender discrimination)

Mark R. Schuling, Iowa Assistant Attorney General.
1984 Burlington Northern Railroad Co. vs. Gerald D. Bair, Director (taxation)

Teresa Baustian (Iowa Asst. Atty. General - Civil Rights Division)
1988 Howard vs. Van Diest Supply Co. (age discrimination)

Walter Braud, Esq.
1988 Hollars et. a1. vs. Deere & Co. et. a1. (gender discrimination)

Mark W. Schwickerath, Esq.
1988 Schwickerath vs. Dome Pipeline, Inc. (effects of chemical spill)

Richard Burr, Esq.
1990 Selvage vs. State of Florida (capital sentencing)

Amanda Pottereld, Esq.
1990 Reed vs. Fox Pool Corporation (product liability)
1994 State of Iowa vs. Dalley (forensic identication via DNA)

Jerry Zimmerman, Esq.
1991 George Volk Case (age discrimination)
1993 Rasmussen vs. Rockwell (age discrimination)
1994 Hans vs. Courtaulds (age discrimination)

Thomas Diehl, Esq.
1992 State of Iowa vs. William Albert Harris (jury composition)

Diane Kutzko, Esq. (Iowa State Bar Association)
1995 Consultation on the validity of the Iowa bar exam.

John Allen, Esq.
1995 Buchholz vs. Rockwell (age discrimination)

Michael M. Lindeman, Esq.
1995 Beck vs. Koehring (age discrimination)

Timothy C. Boller, Esq.
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I

1995 Larh vs. Koehring (age discrimination, see refereed publications, item 68)
Thomas C. Verhulst

1995 Carr vs. J.C. Penny (racial discrimination)
J. Nick Badgerow, Esq.

1995 Zapata et. a1., vs. IBP, Inc. (racial/national origin discrimination)
David J. Goldstein, Esq., Faegre and Benson, Minneapolis

1999 Payless Cashways, Inc. Partners v. Payless Cashways (age discrimination)
Catherine Ankenbarndt, Deputy First Assistant Wisconsin State Public Defender

2001 Civil commitment hearing ofKeith Rivas (Prediction of Sexual Recidivism)
Michael B. McDonald, Assistant Florida Public Defender

2001 Frye hearing in re Actuarial Prediction of Sexual Recidivisim (see refereed
publications, item 69).

Greg Bal, Assistant Iowa Public Defender
2001 Civil commitment hearing ofLanny Taute (Prediction of Sexual Recidivism,

Harley C. Erbe, Esq. Walker Law Firm, Des Moines
2002 Campbell et a1. v. Amana Company (Age Discrimination)

Texas State Counsel for Offenders, Huntsville, TX
2002 Daubert hearing in re Actuarial Prediction of Sexual Recidivisim

Michael H. Bloom, Assistant Wisconsin Public Defender
2002 Detention ofMorris F. Clement, Forest County Case No. 00 CI 01

(Prediction of Sexual Recidivism)
Federal Court Division, Defender Association ofPhiladelphia, Capital Habeas Corpus Unit

2002 Petitioner Reginald Lewis (racial discrimination)
2006 Commonwealth v. Baker Gury composition)

Stephen Snyder, Esq., Grey PlantMooty Mooty and Bennett.
2006-7 (with Jay Kadane)
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Appendix B: Tabulations of Special Circumstances.

Part 1. Analysis of California Supplementary Homicide Reports Data

1 SHR Data Sole SC or wI other(s) Sole Special Circ. CalculationsCount Percent7 Count Percent
2 Felony Murder 11055 14.5 10007 13.1

3 Multiple Vics. 6458, 8.5 4143 5.4 Typical: (felony murder)
4 Police Vic. 141 0.2 141 0.2

1105: 33390
X

5 Sniping 190 0.3 132 0.2 10007‘ = 28790 X
6 Gang Related 11231 14.7 10284 13.5 034769
7 Child Killing 251 9 3.3 2061 2.7
8 Other < 286 < 0.4 < 230 < 0.3
9 an Capital 287901" 37.8

minus sole _ 1110
Sniping

132 0.2 132 — 28790X0.0046

11 plus sole LlW 11411 15.0 11411 = 76225x0.1512
minus sole gang _ 1a

12 related, 01Jan98 1753 2.3 gslzfgég'ggggto 07Mar00
_ '

equals adjusted13
Capital

38316 50.3

14 Total 76225 76225 = 28790/3377“

Part 2. Analysis of the Narrowing Study of California M1, M2, and VM Convictions
Sole SC or wI other(s) Sole SC15 M1, M2, VM Convictions
Count Percent Count Percent

16 Felony Murder 6488 23.6
r

3640 13.3
17 Multiple Victims 1602 5.8 559 2.0
18 Police Victim 0 0.0 0 0.0

19 Lying in Wait 8020 29.2 4129 15.0

20 Gang related 2607 9.5
p

691 2.5
21 Other 4769 17.4 1822 6.6

22 any SC 16417 59.8 10841 39.5

23 Total 27453

Percent oftotal SHR cases (76225)
Table 2, row 6, Percent Felony Murder

Table 3, row 6, Percent Felony Murder Only
Table 2, row 6, Total N ofCapital Homicides

Table 3, row 6, Percent Sniper Only

Appendix B, part 2, table row 19, Sole SC Percent

0.906 = (days between 01Jan78 and 08Mar00)/(days between 01Jan78 and 30Jun02) = 8102/8946

Table 1, last row, Percent ofUCR Homicides that are Death Eligible (Capital)

Amended Declaration ofGeorgeWoodwwmm@4@ 0 corrections)
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INTRODUCTION: CHARGE AND NATURE OF INQUIRY.

The California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice was

established in 2004 by California State Senate Resolution No. 44 to carry out

the following charges:

(1) To study and review the administration of criminal justice in
California to determine the extent to which that process has failed in
the past, resulting in wrongful executions or the wrongful conviction -

of innocent persons;

(2) To examine ways ofproviding safeguards andmaking
improvements in the way the criminal justice system mctions;

(3) To make any recommendations and proposalsdesigned to thher
ensure that the application and administration of criminal justice in
California is just, fair, and accurate.

In carrying out these charges, the Commission has undertaken a thorough

review and analysis of the administration of the death penalty in California. "

lis is {he isi'tlfne' s'ihbe'liié' ballrofia dé'atiieiiéiityiéw‘waswie'gis1ative1y

enacted in 1977 that any ofcial body has undertaken a comprehensive

review of its operation. The Commission funded a feasibility study by the

Rand Corporation, and independent research by professors at California law

schools, to examine particular aspects of death penalty administration in

Califomia.l A recent analysis ofCalifornia’s death row deadlock by Senior

' Professors Harry Caldwell, Carol Chase and Chris Chambers ofPepperdine University School ofLaw
conducted research to identify the processes by which California District Attorneys decide to proceed with
a homicide prosecution as a death penalty case; Professor Ellen Kreitzberg of Santa Clara University
School of Law conducted research to identify which special circumstances were utilized in all cases
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Judge Arthur Alarcon of the United States Court ofAppeals for the Ninth

Circuit was especially helpful to the Commission.2 The Commissioners also

considered the research and recommendations ofnumerous other academics

and organizations who have studied the operation of California’s death

penalty law, as well as the laws of other states.

The Commission convened three public hearings, in Sacramento, Los

Angeles and santa Clara, and heard the views of 72 Witnesses. The

witnesses described a system that is close to collapse. The elapsed time

between judgment and execution in California exceeds that of every other

death penalty state.3 California now has the largest death row in the nation,

with 670 awaiting execution.4

The initial witnesses before the Commission offered thoughtful

ib’posais’t'd address {e 'pibiéfs‘bf’js‘éé; aimless glad aécuiaéy ix} the

administration ofCalifornia’s death penalty law. Based upon their

resulting in a death judgment in California since 1977; and Professors Linda E. Carter and Mary Beth
Moylan ofthe University of the Pacic, McGeorge School of Law conducted research regarding the use of
commutation in California death penalty cases. The results of this research are available on the
Commission’s website, wmvccfaicrg, andwill be summarized in this Report.

2 Arthur L. Alarcon, Remediesfbr California ’s Death RowDeadlock, 80 U.S.C.L. Rev. 697 (2007).
3 Latzer & Cauthem, Justice Delayed? Time Consumption in Capital Appeals: A Multistate Study (John
Jay College of Criminal Justice, 2006).

4 The Death Penalty Information Center tracks the population of each State’s death row based upon
information 'om ofcial prison sources. As ofFebruary, 2008, there were a total of 3,263 men and
women on the nationfs death rows.
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presentations, subsequent Witnesses were asked to respond to eleven “focus

questions” compiled by the Commissions

Commissioners heard the testimony ofjudges, prosecutors, and

defense lawyers actively engaged in the administration and operation of

California’s death penalty law, as well as academics, Victims of crime,

concerned citizens and representatives of advocacy organizations. A total of

66 written submissions addressing these questions were also received.

The Commission does not View its charge in Senate Resolution No. 44

as calling for a judgment on the morality of the death penalty. The

Commissioners hold _a broad spectrum of divergent views on the death

penalty, some ofwhich are reected in individual statements attached to this

. report.
m

Ké'r" ééfefi's'tdy'ftiié'comiééiéh d'sl’t'séif‘i'iii égiééréai‘vviih
" " "

California Chief Justice Ronald M. George in his conclusion that

California’s death penalty system is dysfunctional.6

The system is plagued with excessive delay in the appointments of

counsel for direct appeals and habeas corpus petitions, and a severe backlog

in the review of appeals and habeas petitions before the California Supreme

Court. Ineffective assistance of counsel and other claims of constitutional.
5 The “focus questions” are attach ed to this report as Appendix I.

6
Testimony of California Chief Justice RonaldM. George, January 10, 2008.
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violations are succeeding in federal courts at a very high rate. Thus far,

federal courts have rendered nal judgment in 54 habeas corpus challenges

to California death penalty judgments. Relief in the form of a new guilt trial

or a new penalty hearing was granted in 38 ofthe cases, or 70%.7

The Chief Justice told the Commission that ifnothing is done, the

backlogs in post conviction proceedings will continue to grow “until the

system falls of its own weight.” While some opponents of the death penalty

might welcome such a prospect, the members of this Commission believe

that doing nothing would be the worst possible course. The failures in the

administration of California’s death penalty law create cynicism and

disrespect for the rule of law, increase the duration and costs of
conning

death row inmates, weaken any possible deterrent benets of capital

punishment} increasetheemotionaltraumaexperiencedby murder viCtirns"

families, and delay the resolution ofmeritorious capital appeals.

7 See Appendix II, in'a. If a case is remanded for a new trial or a new penalty hearing, the defendant is
removed from death row. The case is returned to the State courts to start over. At that point, theremay be
a disposition by a plea admitting to lesser criminal culpability or accepting a sentence of life without the
possibility of parole (LAOP), a dismissal of charges or the death sentence, or a new guilt trial or penalty
hearing before another jury. If it results in another death sentence, the process of direct appeal and habeas
corpus petitions begins anew.

3 Whether the death penalty has a deterrent effect is a hotly contested issue. Compare Dr. Paul Rubin,
Testimony Before the Subcommittee on the Constitution, Civil Rights, and Property Rights of the
Committee on the Judiciary, U.S. Senate, Feb. 1, 2006, with Donohue & Wolfers, Uses andAbuses of
Empirical Evidence in the Death Penalty Debate, 58 Stan. L. Rev. 791 (2005), and see Shepard, Murders of
Passion, Execution Delays, and the Deterrence ofCapitaI Punishment, 33 J. Legal Studies 283 (2004). If
there is a deterrent value, however, it is certainly dissipated by long intervals between judgment of death
and its execution. '
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The Commission heard moving testimony from the parents and other

relatives ofmurder Victims who await the execution of the perpetraton

Some described the anger and frustration they experience over continuing

delays in the adniinistration of the death penalty. Several have waited

twenty-ve or thirty years for the execution of the perpetrator of a Vicious

murder of a son or a daughter. Many others expressed‘opposition to the

death penalty, arguing that they will receive no consolation from the

execution of someone who murdered a family member. Both views received

the respectful consideration of the Commission.

SUMMARY 0F RECOMMENDATIONS

This report is divided into
three parts. In Part A, the Commission

g

identies i‘v'iz'é‘i'' California‘s'death'péalty'system—that render it
' ' i

dysfunctional, and remedies we unanimously recommend to repair it. .

Repairing the system would enable California to achieve the national

average of a twelve year delay between pronouncement of sentence and the

completion of all judicial review of the sentence. In Part B, the Commission

offers the Legislature, the Governori and the voters ofCalifornia information

regarding alternatives available to California’s present death penalty law. -

J,

The Commission makes no recommendation regarding these alternatives. In
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Part C, the Commission presents recommendations relating to miscellaneous

aspects of the administration ofCalifornia’s death penalty law. We were not

able to reach unanimous agreement upon all ofthese recommendations, and

dissents are noted where applicable. Commissioner Jerry Brown, Attorney

General of California, agrees in principle with some ofthe Commission’s

recommendations as set forth in his separate statement. Commissioner

William Bratton, Chief ofPolice for the City ofLos Angeles, ahstains from

the specic recommendations in this Report, and Will issue a separate

explanatory statement.

PartA: Why the system is broken, and what it will take tox it.

In 1978, the people of the State of California expressed their support

for the death penalty and, accordingly, the death penalty is the law of this

State. Hoyvever, it is the layVin‘name onlyyand not in reality.
t

We currently have a dysfunctional system. The lapse of time from

sentence of death to execution averages over two decades in California. Just

to keep cases moving at this snail’s pace, we spend large amounts of

itaxpayers’ money each year: by conservative estimates, well over one

hundred million dollars annually. The families ofmurder victims are cruelly

deluded into believing that justice will be delivered with nality during their -

lifetimes. Those condemned to death in violation of lawmust wait years
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until the courts determine they are entitled to a new tal or penelty hearing.

The strain placed by these cases on our justice system, intenns of the time

and attention taken away from other business that the courts must conduct

for our citizens, is heavy. To reduce the average lapse of time from sentence

to execution by half, to the national average of 12 years, we will have to

spend nearly twice what we are spending now.

The time has come to address death penalty reform in a frank and

honest way. To function effectively, the death penalty must be carried out

with reasonable dispatch, but at the same time in amanner that assures

fairness, accuracy and non—discrimination. The California Commission on

the Fair Administration of Justice unanimously recommends the following

steps to achieve the goals ofCalifornia’s death penalty law:

"'1"; The Commissibn fécéiniédéiihét‘ ié cilifoiié Législét'uf'é'

immediately address the unavailability of qualied, competent attorneys

to accept appointments to handle direct appeals and habeas corpus

proceedings in California death penalty cases:

A; The Commission recommends that the backlog of cases awaiting

appointment of counsel to handle'direct appeals in death penalty cases

be eliminated by expanding the Ofce of the State Public Defender to an
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authorized strength of 78 lawyers. This will require a 33% increase in

the OSPD Budget, to be phased in over a three year period?

B. The Commission recommends that the backlog of cases awaiting -

appointment of counsel to handle habeas corpus proceedings in death

penalty cases be eliminated by expanding the California Habeas Corpus

Resource Center to an authorized strength of 150 lawyers. This will

require a 500% increase in the CHCRC Budget, to be phased in over a

ve year period.”

C. The Commission recommends that the stafng of the Ofces of the

Attorney General which handle death penalty appeals and habeas

corpus proceedings be increased as needed to respOnd to the increased

staff of the Ofce of the State Public Defender and the California
'

Héb‘éés'ccirpus'Ra's'drce'cénier'f 1

"

D. The Commission recommends that funds be made available to the

California Supreme Court to ensure that all appointments of private

counsel to represent death row inmates on direct appeals and habeas

corpus proceedings comply with ABA Guidelines 4.1(A), and are fully

compensated at rates that are commensurate with the provision ofhigh

quality legal representation and reect the extraordinary

9 Commissioner Hersek abstains from this recommendation. '

m Commissioner Laurence abstains 'om this recommendation.

8
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responsibilities in death penalty representation. Flat fee contracts

should not be utilized unless an hourly alternative is available, and any

'

potential conicts of interest between the lawyer maximizing his or her

return and spending for necessary investigation, and expert assistance

and other expenses are eliminated.

2. The Commission recommends that funds be appropriated to fully

reimburse counties for payments for defense services pursuant to

California Penal Code Section 987.9.

3. The Commission recommends that the California Legislature

reexamine the current limitations on reimbursement to counties for the

- expenses ofhomicide trials contained in Government Code Sections

15200-15204.
‘

4.7m" coi'n'ss'i'bn Eécééh’éé'tha Hanging; ‘coiili’ties' lbv'id'e heiiua't'e
W

funding for the appointment and performance of trial counsel in death '

penalty cases in full compliance with ABA'Guidelines 9.1(B)(1), 3.1(B), and

. 4.1(A)(2). Flat fee contracts that do not separately reimburse investigative

and litigation expenses should not be permitted. Such contracts should not be

utilized unless an hourly alternative'exists.- In all cases, attorneys must be

fully compensated at rates that are commensurate with the provision of high
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quality legal representation and reect the extraordinary responsibilities in

death penalty representation.

PartB: Available Alternatives.

The remedies which the Commission has proposed in PartA will require the

new investment of at least $95 million dollars per year. We recogiize that

we call for this investment in the face of a budget crisis of greatmagnitude

for California. The Commission has examined two alternatives available to

California to reduce the costs imposed by California’s death penalty law.

First, to reduce the number of death penalty cases in the system by

narrowing the list of special circumstances that make one eligible for the

death penalty, and second, to replace the death penalty with a

maximum penalty of lifetime incarceration Without the possibility of

parole;

Using conservative rough projections, the Commission estimates the

annual costs of the present system ($137 million per year), the present

system after implementation of the reforms recommended in Part A ($232.7

million per year), a system in which signicant narrowing of special

circumstances has been implemented ($130million per year), and a system

which imposes a maximum penalty of lifetime incarceration instead of the

death penalty ($1 l .5 million). There may be additional alternatives or

10
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variations which the Commission has not considered. While the

Commission makes no recommendations regarding these alternatives, we

believe they should be presented so the public debate over the future of the

death penalty in California will be fully informed.

Whether to do nothing, to make the investments needed to x

the current system, to replace the current system with a narrower death

penalty law, or to replace capital punishment with lifetime incarceration are

ultimately choices thatmust be made by the California electorate, balancing

the perceived advantages gained by each alternative against the potential

costs. and foreseeable consequences. We hope the balancing required can

take place in a climate of civility and calm discourse. Public debate about

the death penalty arouses deeply felt passions on both sides. The time has
i

come-for arat1onalcons1derat10n of allalternatives based uponiiobjlective

H

information and realistic assessments. As U.S. Supreme Court Justice John

Paul Stevens observed in his recent concurrence in the judgment upholding

execution by lethal injection:

The time for a dispassionate, impartial comparison of the enormous
costs that death penalty litigation1mposes on society with the benets
that it produces has certainly arrived.

” Baze v. Rees, No. 07-5439, U.S. Supreme Court (Stevens, J. concurring) (April 16, 2008). Justice
Stevens tookparticular note of Califomia’s death penalty stalemate:

Some argue that these costs are the consequence ofjudicial insistence on unnecessarily elaborate
and lengthy appellate procedures. To the contrary, they result“in large part from the States’
failure to apply constitutionally sufcient procedures at the time of initial [conviction or]
sentencing.

” Knight v. Florida, 528 U.S. 990, 998 (1999) (Breyer, J, dissenting 'om denial of

ll
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Part C: Administrative Reforms.

In the course of its work, the Commission examinedmany aspects, ef

the administration ofCalifornia’s death penalty law, including the California

Supreme Court backlog ofundecided cases, racial and geographic disparities

in employment of the death penalty, the unavailability of accurate

information regarding the administration of the death penalty, the

transparency ofprosecutorial decision—making, and the implementation of

the Governor’s clemency power. We were not able to achieve unanimous

agreement with respect. to some of these issues, but a majority of the

Commission concurs in all of the following recommendations:

1. The Commission recommends that upon the implementation of the

Recommendations in Part A of this Report, serious consideration be

given toiaproposediconstitutional amendment to permit the California

Supreme Court to transfer fully briefed pending death penalty appeals
‘

from the Supreme Courtito the Courts of Appeal. This amendment

should not be adopted without-the provision of adequate staff and -

certiorari). They may also result from a general reluctance by States to put large numbers of
defendants to death, even aer a sentence of death is imposed. Cf. Tempest, Death Row Oen
Means Long Life: California condemns many murderers, but few are ever executed, L.A. Times,
Mar. 6, 2006, p. Bl (noting that California death row inmates account for about 20% of the
Nation’s death row population, but that the State accounts for only 1% of the Nation’s executions).
1n any event, they most certainly are not the fault ofjudges who do nothing more than ensure
compliance with constitutional guarantees prior to imposing the irrevocable punishment of death.-

12
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resources for the Courts ofAppeal, and provisions for ongoing

monitoring by- the Supreme Court.”
F

2. The Commission recommends that upon the implementation of the
k

Recommendations in Part A of this Report, changes to California

statutes, rules and policies be seriously considered to encourage more - K»

factual hearings and ndings in state habeas proceedings in death

penalty cases, including a proposal to require petitions be led in the
,g

Superior Court, with right of appeal to the Courts ofAppeal and

discretionary review by the California Supreme Court.

3. The Commission recommends the establishment of a California
{A

Death Penalty Review Panel, to-be composed ofjndges, prosecutors,

rdefense lawyers, lawenforcement representatives and victim advocates
i

appointedby the-Governor: and theLeglslatule It shouldbe the duty of
i

this Panel to issue an annual report to the Legislature, the Governor

and the courts, gauging the progress of the courts in reducing delays,

analyzing the costs of and monitoring the implementation of the

recommendations of this COmmission, and examining ways ofproviding

‘2 Commissioners Bellas, Cottingham, Hill, Hing, Moulds, Ridol and Totten oppose-this recommendabn.

l3
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safeguards and making improvements in the way tha California death

penalty law functions..13

4. The Commission recommends that reporting requirements be

imposed to systematically collect and make public cumulative data

regarding all“ decisions by prosecutors in murder cases whether or not

to charge special circumstances and/or seek the death penalty, as well as

the disposition of such cases by dismissal, plea or verdict in the trial

courts. The Legislature should impose a requirement upon courts,

. prosecutors and defense counsel to collect and report any data other

than privileged material designated by the California Death Penalty

Review Panel which may be necessary: (1) to determine Whether

demographics affect decisions to implement the death penalty, and if so,
"
howgt'zft'd detenié th’a'iliiété‘iéiés to sea; tile deal} én'l't'y'

N

have upon the costs of trials and post-conviction review; and (3) to track

the progress ofpotential and pending death penalty cases to predict the

future impact upon the cOurts and correctional needs. The information

should be reported to the California Department of Justice and the

‘3 Commissioners Hill, Mayorkas and Tottcn oppose this recommendation.

14
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California Death Penalty Review Panei. The information reported

should be fully accessible to the public and to researchers. 14

5. The Commission recommends that each District’Attorney Ofce in

California formulate a written Ofce Policy describing when and how

decisions to seek the death penalty are made, such as who participates in the

I decisions, and what criteria are applied. Such policies should also provide for

input from the defense before the decision to seek the death penalty is made.

6. The Commission recommends that Article V, Section 8(a) of the California

constitution be amended to read as follows:

Art. V, Section 8(a). Subject to application procedures provided
f

by statute, the Governor, on conditions the Governor deems
proper, may grant a reprieve, pardon, and commutation, after
sentence, except in case of impeachment. The Governor shall
report to the Legislature each reprieve, pardon, and commutation

. .grantedor denied_
granting-it—

7. The Commission recommends that Penal Code Section 4813 be

, amended to make it discretionary rather than mandatory that requests

for clemency by a twice convicted felon be referred to the Board of

Prison Terms for a written recommendation.

‘4 Commissioners Boscovich, Cottingham, Dunbar, Hill, Mayorkas, Fox and Totten oppose this
recommendation.

‘15
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PART A: WHY THE SYSTEM IS BROKEN, ANDWHAT ITWILL

TAKE TO FIX IT.
1. California’s Death Penalty Law.

The current California'death penalty law was adopted by popular

initiative in 1978, after the United States Slupreme Court declared that

providing guidance to fact—nders to narrow the exercise of their sentencing

discretion was required by the Eighth Amendment prohibition of crliel and

unusual punishment, incorporated by the due process clause of the

Fourteenth Amendment to the United States Constitution.”

California law requires three separate ndings before a sentence of

death may be imposed. First, the fact-nder (normally ajury, unless the

right to jury trial has been waived) must determine that the defendant is
'

giy of ’fsiic‘l‘égr‘ee murder; 1‘" ‘s‘éESé, t'h‘e'"fabildéi‘ihgt‘déieié {bar

one or more of twenty—one separately enumerated “special circumstances” is

true. 17 Both of these ndings require proofbeyond a reasonable doubt

'5 Funnan v. Georgia, 408 Us. 238 (1972); Gregg v. Georgia, 428 U.s. 153 (1976).

‘5 California Penal Code Section 189 denes rst degree murder to include “all murder which is
perpetrated by means of a destructive device or explosive, a weapon ofmass destmction, lmowing use of
ammunition designed primarily to penetrate metalor armor, poison, lying in wait, torture, or by any other
kind ofwillful, deliberate, and premeditated killing,” murder committed in the perpetration of any of
thirteen enumerated felonies [arson, rape, caijacking, robbery, burglary, mayhem, kidnapping, train
wrecking, torture, sodomy, lewd acts against a child, unlawful oral copulation, and unlawful sexual
penenation], and murder perpetrated “by means of diseharging a rearm from a motor vehicle,
intentionally at another person outside of the vehicle with the intent to inict death.”

'7 California Penal Code Section 190.2 (a) denes twenty-two special circumstances. The special
circumstance enumerated in Section 190.2(a)(14) (the murderwas “especially heinous, atrocious or cruel”)

l6
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during the initial “guilt phase” of the trial. If the defendant is convicted of

rst—degree murder and a special circumstance is found true, a “penalty

phase” trial follows, at which the fact—nder considers evidence of “any

matter relevant to aggravation, mitigation, and sentence?” At the

conclusion of the penalty phase, the jury is instructed as follows:

Determine which penalty is appropriate and justied by
considering all the evidence and the totality of any aggravating
andmitigating circumstances. Even withoutmitigating
circumstances, y'ou may decide that the aggravating circumstances,
are not substantial enough to warrant death. To return a judgment '

of death, each ofyou must be persuaded that the aggravating
circumstances both outweigh the mitigating circumstances and are
also so substantial in comparison to themitigating circumstances
that a sentence of death is appropriate and justied.”

California’s denition of special circumstances gives broad discretion

to prosecutors .to decide whether a homicide should be prosecuted as a death

penalty case. A narrower death penalty law was initially enacted by the

California Legislature in 1977; the enactment of the Briggs Initiative one

year latermore than doubled the number of special circumstances itemized

under Penal Code Section 190.2, by adding ve more “victim”

circumstances, four more “felony murder” circumstances, and two more

“motive” circumstances. In addition, the initiative removed the

was declared unconstutional by the California Supreme Court in People v. Superior Court (Engert), 3‘1
‘ Ca].3dv797 (1982).

'

“‘ Califomia Penal Code Section 190.3.

'9 CAL. CRIM. Jury instruction No. 766 (2008).

17
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X

requirements in the pre—Bn'ggs statufe that the state had to prove that a

tnurderer possessed the intent to kill before he or she could be eligible for

the death penalty, and that an accomplice was personally present and

physically aided the death-causing acts before he could be eligible for the

death penalty. Under the death penalty statute now in effect, 87% of

California’s rst degree murders are “death eligible,” and could be

prosecuted as death cases.” '

In 1978, under the pre—Briggs statute enacted by the Legislature, only

seven death sentences were handed down in California. The number tripled

to 20 in 1979, then climbed to an average of 32 new death judgments per

year during the twenty—one year period from 1980 to 2000. Since 2000, the

number ofnew death judgments has declined to an aVerage of 20 per year.

"l'he following chart shows thegrowth of California-isndeath row from 1978
l

t

through 2007.

2° Steven F. Shatz andNina Rivkind, The California Death Penalty Scheme: Requiemfor Furman ?, 72
N.Y.U. L. Rev. 1283, 1331 (December, I997).

18
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CALIFORNIA DEATH JUDGMENTS AND DEATH ROW POPULATION21

1978-2007

New Death JuSdgments Death Row Population

1978 . 7 7
1979 20 25
1980 23 42
1981 39 80
1982

'

, 39 113
1983 35

‘

‘
143

1984 27 - ‘ 161
1985 16 159
1986 _

21 .179
1987 25 203
1988 34 . 223-
1989 33 247
1990 , 33 279
1991 26 305
1992 - 4O 345
1993 34 374
1994 . 21 '

391
.1995" ., .. 38_H ..426u
1996 ' 40 461
1997 4O 493
1998

'

32 518
1999 42 558
2000 33 589
2001 25

_

610
2002 17 618
2003 22 639
2004 12 642'
2005 ' 22 654
2006 22 ‘

662
2007

I

20 670

2] California Dept. ofJustice, Criminal Justice Statistics Center, Homicide in Calzfomia, 2005, Table 35.
2006 and 2007 statistics courtesy ofCalifornia Appellate Project.

19
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The death row population does not precisely correspond with the

cumulative number ofnew death judgments rendered each year. This is

because death sentences may be set aside by the courts, personsmay die in

prison Without being executed, be re—sentenced to death,'removed pending

retrial, re-sentenced to apenalty less than death, or freed.

The Commission’s researchers identied 822 sentences of death

imposed in Califomia from 1977 through 2007, upon 813 different

defendants. (Nine defendants had sentences of death in more thanone

county). The difference between the 8 13 individuals sentenced to death and

the 2007 population of California’s death row (670) is attributable to deaths

by natural causes (3 8), suicides (14), executions (13), and death judgments

i

which have been reversed by the courts and not reinstated on remand (98).”
’

The 'n'm'ber 'ar'p'er‘s‘ons oil cart-“6515’; death rowis‘ alas-ts" dril'eii

by factors over which we have no direct control. If the current average of 20

new death judgments per year is maintained, full implementation of the

. Connnission’s recommendations could begin to reduce the size. But the

backlog is now so severe that California would have to execute ve

22
Many ofthe reversals occurred from 1979 through 1986, when the California Supreme Court reversed 59

of 64 judgments of death it reviewed. Since the removal of three Justices in the election of 1986 and their
subsequent replacement, the afrmance rate of the California Supreme Court for death judgments has
exceeded 90%. See Uelmen, Review ofDeath Penalty Judgments By the Supreme Courts ofCalifornia: A
Tale ofTwo Courts, 23 Loyola (L.A.) L. Rev. 237 (1989). In recent years, 32 California death judgments
have been set aside by federal courts in habeas corpus proceedings. Of the federal habeas petitions of
California death row inmates decided by federal courts since 1978, some relief has been granted in 70% of
the cases.

20
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prisoners per.month for the next twelve years just to carry out the sentences

of those currently on death row.

2. Excessive Delay in California.

A defendant sentenced to death in California has a right to three stages

of review of the conviction and sentence: an automatic appeal directly to the

California Supreme Court; a petition for a writ of habeas eorpus led in the

California Supreme Court; and a federal habeas corpus petition led in the

Federal District Court.”

At each of these three stages, the defendant is entitled to the

appointment of counsel ifhe or she is indigent. All of the 670 inmates on

California’s death row qualify as indigents, although counsel has been

retainedin one case (Scott Peterson). Review ofthe California Supreme

court’s decisic'm Ignite direct 5§§é51";&'{h2'ét;le' héiééés'léfs ééiiién‘éa‘"

i

be sought in the United States Supreme Court by petition for a writ of .

certiorari. A liederal District Court ruling on a federal habeas corpus

petition can be appealed to the United States Court ofAppeals for the Ninth

Circuit, and review of that Court’s decision can be sought in the United

23
Habeas corpus petitions provide a vital means of determining whether constitutional standards have been -

met and a defendant received effective assistance of counsel at the guilt and penalty phases ofthe trial. An
independent investigation is required, and it oen uncovers mitigating evidence thatwas available but was
not presented at trial. The leading ground for reversal of death verdicts in California in both state and ‘

federal habeas proceedings is a denial of the constitutional right to effective assistance of counsel.

21
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States Supreme Court. A defendant can also petition the Governor for

clemency prior to his or her execution.

The United States Department of Justice has tracked the elapsed time

from sentence to execution for all defendants who have been executed in the

United States since 1978. The average lapse of time has grown steadily

throughout the United States, from an average of 4.25 years during the

period of 1977 to 1983, to an average of 12.25 years in 2005.24 The average

lapse of time between pronouncement of a judgment of death and execution

in California is 17.2 years, but using an “average” numbermay be

misleading since only thirteen have been executed.2.5

While it is widely assumed that delays benet those conned on death

row by prolonging their lives, it should be noted that California inmates with

meatbridas’cia'iré 'are' Aiscs achi'ea'pioit‘aispséiiibh'ariiése'dang. in"
'

cases where the judgment of guilt and/or the sentence were vacated between

1987 and 2005, the average delay was 11 years. California death row

inmates whose convictions or sentences were vacated by a federal court

waited an average of 16.75 years.”

24 U.S. Bureau of Justice Statistics, 2006:1 l, tabl'e ll.
25 Two of the California executions have been of “volunteers,” who withdrew their appeals and habeas
petitions and requested execution.

26
Alarcon, Remediesfor California ’s Death Row Deadlock, supra n 2.
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A recent study by Senior Judge Arthur Alarcon of the U.S. Court of

Appeals for the Ninth Circuit identied the critical periods of delay that

contribute to California exceeding the national average.”

First is the delay in appointing counsel to handle the direct appeal.

There are currently 79 defendants on death row who have not yet had

counsel appointed to handle their direct appeal to the California Supreme
'

Court. There is now a wait of 3 to 5 years before appellate counsel is

appointed. Delay in appointing appellate counsel also delays certication of

the accuracy of the record, since the accuracy of the record cannot be

certied until appellate counsel is appointed.”

Second is the delay in scheduling the case for a hearing before the

- California Supreme Court after all of the briefs have been submitted. The
A

California Supreme Court now has la backlog of 80fully briefed automatic
V

appeals in death cases avyaiting argument. The Court ordinarily hears 20—25

of these cases each year, so the wait for an oral argument now averages 2.25

years.

I

Third is the delay in appointing counsel for the state habeas corpus

petition. There are now 291 inmates on California’s death rowwho do not

27 Id.

23 California Penal Code Section 190.8(g) requires the trial court to certify the record for accuracy no later
than 120 days after the record has been delivered to appellate counsel. Certication of the record for
completeness ordinme takes place within 90 days of the imposition of the death sentence.
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have counsel appointed to handle their habeas corpus petitions. Delays of 8—

10 years after sentence in appointing habeas counsel mean that investigation

and preparation ofhabeas petitions is usually delayed until after the direct

appeal is decided. Prompt appointment ofhabeas counsel would permit the

habeas petition to be prepared while the appellate brieng is being prepared,

so it can be promptly led shortly aer the direct appeal is decided, if the

death sentence is afrmed.

Fourth is the delay in deciding state habeas corpus petitions. The

California Supreme Court currently has 100 fully briefed habeas corpus

petitions awaiting decision. While these cases are rarely decided by

published opinions, there is now an average delay of 22 months between the.

filing of the petition and the decision of the California Supreme Court.
' 4 i

Fifth is‘ the delayiii 'dééidig'rédéiai 'haiieas corpus petitians. The
'

average delay from the-ling of a habeas petition to the grant or denial by a
a

federal district court is 6.2 years in Califomia cases.” Another 2.2 years are

consumed by appeals to the Ninth Circuit. Much of this delay'is attributable

to the absence of a published opinion and/or an evidentiary hearing in the

state courts. Often, the federal courts cannot ascertain why state reliefwas

denied. While the Antiterrorism and Effective Death Penalty Act

29
Alarcon, supra n.2 at, 707-708 .
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(AEDPA)3° requires federal deference to" state factual ndings arid iegal

conclusions, the typical denial of a habeas petition in a death
ease by the "

California Supreme Court contains neither.

The following chart summarizes the lapse of time at each of the

various stages as the system currently operates in California. The total

lapsed time from judgment of death to execution is 20—25 years.
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3° In Williams v. Taylor, 529 U.S. 362 (2000), the Supreme Court held that the Antiteirorism and Effective
Death Penalty Act (AEDPA) imposes a deferential standard of review that precludes a federal habeas court
from granting relief based simply on its independent assessment of federal law. Under AEDPA, federal
habeas courts must defer to a state court’s rejection of a petitioner's constitutional claim unless the state
court’s decision is either contrary to or involves an unreasonable application of established federal law.
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The Commission recommends a series of related reforms that have the

potential to reduce the Califomia delay to the national average of 11—14

years. The following chart summarizes the potential effects of these

proposed reforms:
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Delays grow worse every year. As the population ofCalifornia’s

death row has grown, the length of the delay between sentence and

disposition of appellate reviews has grown as well. Thirty persons have

been on Califomia’s death row for more than 25 years; 119 have been on

death row for more than 20 years; and 240 have been on death row formore
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than 15 years.“ The delay between sentence and execution in California is

the longest of any of the death penalty states.”

3. Ineffective Assistance of Counsel.

Delay in post—conviction review is not the only dysfi'mction in

California’s death penalty law. Federal courts are granting relief in 70% of

the California death judgments they review, most often because of

ineffective assistance of counsel at the trial level.” Thus, the appointment

and performance of qualified tn'al counsel, and the resources availableto

counsel to adequately investigate and prepare the case, are subjects of

serious concern in the administration ofCalifornia’s death penalty law.

For counties without a public defender, the appointment of trial

counsel for death penalty cases is left to the discretion of the trial court,

31 Alarcon, supra n.'2 at p. 748.

32 One might fairly ask, why can’t California be as efcient as Florida, Texas or Virginia? The next two
largest death rows after California are Flon'da with 397 and Texas with 393. Florida has carried out 64
executions since 1978, Texas has executed 405, and Virginia has executed 94. Virginia is the most
expeditious in disposing of death penalty direct appeals, averaging less than one year compared to the
national average of four years. No one has been on Virginia’s death row longer than ten years. In Texas,
the average delay for the direct appeal is three years. The average time on death row before execution in
Texas is 10.26 years. The average in Florida is 14 years. Virginia now has a backlog of only 23 cases. It
should also be noted, however, that Florida, Virginia and Texas have high rates of exonerations of innocent
persons, including death row inmates. Florida has had 22 death row exonerations, more than any other
state. Since 1989, there have been 33 exonerations in Texas by DNA. Eight death row inmates have been
exonerated. Virginia has recorded eight exonerations, all but one byDNA. Two of the exonerees were
sentenced to death. It is also worth notin'g that none of these states have experienced the serious backlog
that has affected the California Supreme Court. The Virginia Supreme Court receives an average of three
new death judgments a year. In Texas, death penalty appeals are not heard by the State Supreme Court, but

'

by a special Court of Criminal Appeals that does not have the responsibility of determining state law in
other than criminal cases. The Florida Supreme Court reviews all death sentences for proportionality, and
has the highest reversal rate in the nation for death penalty cases.

33 See Appendix II, in ra.
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subject to Califomia Rules of Court, Rule 4.1 17, which denes the

minimum qualications for appointed trial counsel in capital cases. In most

cases, two attorneys are appointed, one to act as lead counsel, and one to

serve as associate counsel.“ Some counties appoint a single lawyer.35 The

American Bar Association Guidelines recommend that the defense team for

capital cases should consist ofno fewer than two lawyers, an investigator,

and a mitigation specialist from the outset of representation.36 Typically,

associate counsel directs an intensive investigation of the defendant’s social

history and background, to develop‘potential evidence ofmitigation for the

penalty phase.

i

In Los Angeles County, approximately half of the ongoing death

penalty cases are handled by the Public Defender, and half are handled by'
'

34 Lead counsel must haVe ten years of criminal litigation experience, including at least two murder cases
. tried to conclusion. Associate counsel must have three years of criminal litigation experience, including

three serious felony cases tried to conclusion. The courtmay appoint an attorney who does notmeet all
required qualications if it makes a nding that “the attorney demonstrates the ability to provide competent
representation to the defendant.” California Rule of Court Rule 4.1 17(i) requires the ling of an order of
appointment which certies that appointed counsel meets the necessary qualications. A recent survey
found that 42 of Califomia’s 58 County Superior Courts had no such orders on le. Testimony ofProf.
Elisabeth Semel, Director ofDeath Penalty Clinic, University of California Law School at Berkeley, Feb.
20, 2008.

35
Testimony of Prof. Semel, February 20, 2008, at pp. l4~15.

36 American Bar Association, Guidelinesfor the Appointment and Performance ofDefense Counsel'm
Death Penalty Cases, Guidelinesfor the Appointment andPerformance ofDefense Counsel'm Death
Penalty Cases, Guideline 4. 1 (A)(l) (Revised Edition Feb. 2003):
4. 1 A. The Legal Representation plan should provide for the assembly of a defense team that will provide
high quality legal representation.
l. The defense team should consist ofno fewer th at two attorneys qualied in accordance with Guideline
5. l, an investigator, and amitigation specialist.
2. The defense team should contain at least one member qualied by training and experience to screen'

individuals for the presence ofmental or psychological disorders or impairments.
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the Alternate Public. Defender or appointed counsel. Under Rule 4.1 17(g),

public defender ofces are supposed to assign deputies who otherwise meet

the requisite qualications for direct appointment, but no certication of

those qualications is required. Many county public defender ofces assign

two counsel to every death eligible case when the appointment is initially

accepted. Where private counsel. is appointed, however, only one lawyer is

ordinarily appointed until the decision is made to le the case as a death

case, which will not occur until after the preliminary hearing, as much as one

year later. This may delay the mitigation investigation to the prejudice of

the. defendant. The results ofmitigation investigations are frequently

employed to persuade the district attorney not to seek the death penalty. If

the investigation is delayed until second counsel is appointed, the decision to

Qééic'tiiéde'a Isaiah} iag'aiféady beesmagi"
H ' H '

The payment of appointed counsel varies from one county to another.

At least four counties use at—fee contracts negotiated on a case-by—case

basis.37 The at fee typically includes" investigative and paralegal expenses,

creating a conict of interest for the lawyer when these services will reduce

.
his or her return on the contract. The bids for at-fee contracts must be

submitted before the lawyer has fully investigated the case, which creates a

37
Testimony of Prof. Elisabeth Semel, Feb. 20, 2008, at pp. 19-23.
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sk ofunderbidding. The Committee learned that there is a declining pool

of competent expen'enced criminal defense lawyers wh’o are willing to

accept employment to handle death penalty trials, because they are not

supplied sufcient funding to provide competent representation.”

4. The Risk ofWrongful Executions, Wrongful Convictions and
Wrongful Death Sentences.

The Commission has learned ofno credible evidence that the State of

California has ever executed an innocent person. Nonetheless, the
'

Commission cannot conclude with condence that the administration of the

death penalty in California eliminates the risk that innocent persons might be

convicted and sentenced to death. All of the factors previously identied by

the Commission as enhancing the risk ofwrongful convictions are equally

t

present, in capital and non:capital.trials.. . Nationally, there were 205.

h

exonerations of defendants convicted ofmurder from 1989 through 2003.

Seventy—four of them had been sentenced to death. Fourteen of these 205

murder cases took place in California.” Since lé79, six defendants

sentenced to death, whose convictions were reversed and remanded, were

subsequently acquitted or had theirmurder charges dismissed for lack of

3“
Testimony ofClifford Gardner, Feb. 20, 2008.

’9
Gross, Jacoby, Matheson, Montgomery & Patil, Exonerations in the United States, 1989 Through 2003,

95 J. ofCrim. Law & Criminology 523 (2005).
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evidence.“ While DNA testing was not available and these defendants were

not ofcially exonerated, the reversal of their convictions freed tlrem. A

subsequent acquittal or dismissal of charges renders them legally not guilty,

although there was no determination of “factual innocence” pursuant to

California Penal Code Section 851.8 in these cases.

Nationally, erroneous eye—witness identications have been identied

as a factor in 80% of exonerations, and false confessions were a factor in

15%.“ Cahfomia State Public Defender Michae1 Hersek reported to the

Commission that of the 117 death penalty appeals currently pending in his

ofce, seventeen featured testimony by in—custody informants, and another

4° In 1979, the California Supreme Court reversed the 1976 conviction and death sentence of Ernest
Graham for the murder of a state correctional ofcer because prosecutors improperly excluded prospective
African—American jurors. The defendants were convicted of violating Penal Code section 4500 aggravated
assault by a life" prisoner. At the time the offense was committed, section 4500 prescribed the death penalty
_.a$ the automatic mandatory punishment whenever the assault was directedagainst anon—prisoner. and, _ .

resulted in the victim's death within a year and a day. People v. Allen, 23 Cal.3d 286 (1979). Aer his
fourth trial on remand, Graham was acquitted by the jury. In 1984, the California Supreme Court reversed
the 1980 conviction and death sentence of Jerry Bigelow for the murder of a kidnap victim. People v.

Bigelow, 37 Ca1.3d 731 (1 984). In a 1988 retrial, Bigelow was acquitted. Morain, Inmate Walks Away
From Death Row AfterHis Acquz'ttal, Los Angeles Times, July 6, 1989. In 1985, the California Supreme
Court reversed the 1979 conviction and death sentence ofPatrick Croy for the murder of a police ofcer in
Placer County, although the Court upheld a conspiracy conviction. In a 1990 retrial, Croy was acquitted of
the murder, but placed on probation for the conspiracy charge. After Croy was returned to prison in 1997
for a probation violation, the conspiracy charge was vacated in-federal court, and Croy was released in
2005. ln 1996, the California Supreme Court vacated the 1981 conviction and death sentence of Troy Lee
Jones for murder. The Fresno County District Attorney dismissed all charges against Jones in November,
1996. In 1988, the California Supreme Court vacated the 1983 death sentence ofOscar Lee Morris for
murder, for prosecutorial misconduct in not revealing leniency granted to a witness in exchange for his
testimony. People v. Morris, 46 Cal.3d 1 (1988). Ten years later, his conviction was vacated, when the
witness admitted he had fabricated the entire case against Morris. Morris was released in 2000, when the
Los Angeles County District Attorney declined to retry him. In 1989, the California Supreme Court
overturned the 1981 death sentence of Lee Perry Farmer, Jr. formurder. People v. Farmer, 47 Cal.3d 888

(1989). A 1991 penalty phase retrial resulted in a life sentence. In 1997, the Ninth Circuit Court ofAppeals .

overturned his conviction because of ineffective assistance of counsel. At a 1999 retrial, Farmer was

acquitted of the murder.

4'
Supra n. 39 at p. 544.
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six included testimony by informants who were in constructive custody.“

The Commission’s recommendations to reduce the risks ofwrongful

convictions resulting from erroneous eye—witness identications, false

confessions, and testimony by in—custody informants, although enacted by

the Legislature, we're all vetoed by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.

These factors remain as risks in all criminal cases in California, including

death penalty cases.

Identifying “wrongful” death sentences presents greater complexity,

since 87% ofthose charged with murder in California are eligible for the '

death penalty, but fewer than 10%'0f these defendants are sentenced to

death.“ By denition, these death sentences Would not be “wrongful” in the

same sense that convictions would be “wrongful,” if the defendant were

properly convicted of the underlying murder. Yet if the defendant were

inappropriately singled out for a death sentence, or ifhis lack of economic

resources increased the probability ofhis death sentence, or ifhis lawyer

failed to presentmitigating evidence that might have convinced a jury to opt

for a life sentence, or if the prosecutor suppressed exculpatory evidence, we

42 California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice, Report and Recommendations Regarding
Informant Testimony, p. 2 (2007).

43 Steven F. Shatz and Nina Rivkind, The California Death Penalty Scheme: Requiemfor FurmanP, 72
N.Y.U. L.” Rev. 1283, 1331 (December, 1997).
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would ceftainly conclude that his death sentence was “wrongful.” An

illustrative example can be found in the recent ruling of the California

Supreme Court in the case of In Re Adam Miranda, No. 3058528 &

$060781 (May 5, 2008). The defendant was convicted of a robbery-murder

in Los Angeles in 1982. His convictioniwas afrmed in 1987, and three

prior petitions for habeas corpus were denied. Yet, after 26 years on death

row, the unanimous Court vacated his death sentence and remanded for a

possible new penalty tn'al. The only evidence in aggravation offered atMr.

Miranda’s penalty trial was the testimony of Joe Saucedo that the defendant

had also murdered another individual two weeks before the capital crime,

after an argument over drugs. Saucedo hadhimselfbeen charged with that

murder, but aer- he testified againstMiranda, the charge was reduced and

ii; 'waIs giaiiad'rstsaaéjmiii 'i'éé'é'it'wéé 'aigéis'séa lairiiahéié‘ra} {llama
'

time that the prosecutor had a handwritten letter from a fellow prisoner of

Saucedo’s, recounting in detail how Saucedo described committing the -

murder himself. ,The Court concluded this was a clear violation 'of the

prosecutor’s obligations to disclose exculpatory evidence under Brady v.

,Marylaizd, 373 U.S. 83 (1963).“ Miranda'is not “innOCent,” nor was he

44 See California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice, REPORT AND
RBCOMWNDATIONS ON COMPLIANCEWITH THE PROSECUTORIAL DUTY TO DISCLOSE
BXCULPATORY EVIDENCE. (March 6, 2008).
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“wrongfully convicted,” but we would certainly conclude his death sentence

was “wrongful.”

A national study of all death sentences imposed from 1973 to 1995

revealed that 82% (247 out of
3-01)

of the capital judgments that were

reversed and returned for a retrial or a new penalty hearing were replaced

with a sentence less than death, or no sentence at all. In the latter regard, 7%

(22/301) of the reversals for serious error resulted in a determination on

retrial that the defendant was not guilty of the capital offense.“

5. Recommendations for the Trial ofDeath Penalty Cases.

The decision to seekithe death penalty in a pending murder

prosecution triggers a number of consequences that affect the duration,

complexity and cost of the trial proceedings. Death penalty trials clearly

Italic—e longer and cost more" than murder trials in which the death penalty is

not sought.

Unfortunately, we have only a rough estimate ofhowmany death

penalty trials are taking place each year in California. The trials that result

in a judgment of death and put an additional inmate on death row are a 4

fraction of the cases that are actually tried, and an even smaller fraction of

the cases that are death-eligible. During a ve-year period in the early

45 Liebman et al., A Broken System: Error“Rates in Capital Cases, 1973-1995 (Columbia Law School,
2000).
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1980’s, the Sfate Public Defender was systematically collecting data about

ongoing death cases. At that time, for every 100 cases that were charged as

capital cases, 4O actually went to trial on the guilt phase, 20 went to penalty

phase, and 10 resulted in a judgment ofdeath.“ The rate ofjuries returning

verdicts of death may have declined since then, but the Commission could

not ascertain this rate because no one is keeping track.“ If the rate is still

the same, the twenty annual death judgments we currently see are the -

product of 200 cases per year in which special circumstances are charged, of

which 80 cases proceed to trial, and 4O cases pro’Ceed to penalty phase.

When California’s death penalty law was originally enacted, the

legislature recognized that the trial of death penalty cases would impose

serious nancial burdens upon counties. Section 987.9 was added to the

‘caiforiépééi cad}, {o p'raviide 'tiigt'd'erégeieégei in'iéagaitai ageinmay

request the'court for funds for the specic payment of investigators, experts,

and others for the preparation or presentation of the defense,” and further

provides “the Controllermay reimburse extraordinary costs in unusual cases

“Califomia Appellate Project, RECAP REICAPITAL LITIGATION, Issue 10, June 17, 1985. Collecting
all statewide special circumstance lings ‘om August 11, 1977 through December 31, 1984, CAP
reported 2,219 lings, 960 guilty trials, 394 penalty trials, and 190 death verdicts, with 372 cases still
pending.

47 The Los Angeles County Public Defender’s Ofce reports that they normally have 60 cases at a time in
their ofce that are death-eligible, but only 10-12 of those cases will typically go to trial as death cases.

Testimony of Greg Fisher, Deputy Public Defender; Special Circumstance Case Coordinator, Los Angeles
County Public Defender’s Ofce, Feb. 20, 2008.
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if the County provides sufcient documentation of the need for those

expenditures.” In fact, no funds haVe been appropriated for such

reimbursement for more than fteen years, leaving counties to foot the bill.

As a result, the willingness of courts to grant Section 987.9 requests varies

signicantly from county to county, with greater reluctance to grant requests

in cash—strapped counties. Access to investigators and experts necessary for

the defense of death penalty cases should not depend upon the vagaries of

county budgets. The State of California should meet the obligation

undertaken as part of the original death penalty law, to reimburse counties

for lnds awarded pursuant to California Penal Code Section 987.9. The

Commission recommends that counties be fully reimbursed for payments for

defense services pursuant to California Penal Code Section 987.9. The

estimated annuAi asst or seeiioiésié payments; for deal; jaéa'lty‘eésés in
'

Los Ang'eles County in 2007 was $4.5 million.“ Los Angeles County

accounts for approximately one-third of California’s death sentences. Thus,

this recommendation will require an annual shi of roughly $13.5 million of

the current cost of death penalty trials in California from the counties to the

State.

“a Email to Commission from Robert B. Kalunian, ChiefDeputy Public Defender, Los Angeles County,
May 14, 2008.
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Another-device for the State to reimburse smaller counties for the

costs incurred in connection with homicide trials is piovided by California

Government Code Section 15200—15204. This provides that costs incurred

by the district attorney, sheriff and public defender or court-appointed

attorneys, except normal salaries and expenses, can be reimbursed by the

State “if such costs will seriously impair the nances of the county.” There

are two limitations upon these provisions that should be revisited by the

Legislature, however. Reimbursement is limited to costsr“in eXcess ofthe

amount ofmoney derived by the county‘om a tax of 0.0125 of 1 percent of

the full value ofproperty assessed for purposes of taxation within the

county.” Section 15202(b). This formula will subject both the State and

smaller Counties to unpredictable uctuations as property assessments rise
i

andfall in today’snhousmgmarket
i

Such factors have no relationship to the‘

need for reimbursement ofunpredictable costs ofhomicide trials.

Second, Sections 15202(b) and 15202.1(a) require advance approval

of the Attorney General to reimburse costs of travel in excess of 1,000 miles.
I

Insofar as it applies to travel by defense counsel in homicide cases, this is an

inappropriate limitation. The Attorney General will be opposing counsel in

any appeals, creating _a conict of interest. The Commission recommends

that the California Legislature reexamine the limitations on reimbursement
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to counties for the expenses ofhomicide trials contained in Government

code sections 15200-15204.

In an effort to identify the costs of death penalty trials, the ACLU of

Northern California, through a series ofPublic Records Act requests,

obtained all documents pertaining to reimbursements to smaller counties for

homicide trials for a ten year period, 1996 through 2005. The records

encompass claims submitted by 20 counties in 21 identiable homicide trials

and 317 unidentied trials and hearings. The state paid $45.8 million to

reimburse
countiesduring

this ten—year period. The request yielded

relatively comprehensive accounting for ten trials each involving a single

defendant. Eight of these trials were death penalty cases, and two were not.

The three most expensivecases were the Charles Ng trial ($10.9 million to

céiévera's Cbn'tyjfg themnéiiaidédvééit (gage—("ss'iiiiiiiéh t0 sis-Riyad—

County),5° and the Scott Peterson case ($3.2 million to Stanislaus County).51

Comparing the least expensive death penalty trial to the most expensive non-

death trial yielded a difference of $1 .1 millionmore for the death case, but it

”The Ng trial costs included $1 .24 million for Comt expenses, $2.2 million for Prosecution expenses, and
$6.42 million for Defense expenses.

5° The Bowcutt reimbursement was an advance payment of $5 million for anticipated costs. Actual costs
were not documented.

51 The Peterson reimbursement included $1.4million for prosecution expenses and $1 .4 million to the City
ofModesto for police expenses. Defense expenses were not reimbursed, since Peterson had retained
counsel.
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is impossible to project this difference to all death penalty trials. As the

author of this study concedes, “Because there is no consistent or

comprehensive tracking of trial level costs across the state and so many costs

are hidden, it is impossible to say for certain how much more counties are

spending in pursuit of execution.”52 It'can certainly be said that death

penalty trials take longer and cost considerably more than non-death murder

trials. The records reviewed also conrm that it is feasible to track the trial

level costs in death penalty cases, if a uniform system of reporting data is

imposed.

During the penalty phase, it is the obligation of defense counsel to

present all availablemitigating evidence whichmight persuade the jury to

.rsisstwssalltxsfdeath;.Ihalsadiaassssstsfrsxersal.9t§9athisés2§sis _

in California is the failure of counsel to adequately investigate potential

mitigating evidence. In- subsequent habeas corpus proceedings, in which

funds are made available for a complete investigation of the defendant’s

background, evidence is uncovered which, ifpresented at the penalty phase,

might have persuaded a jury to reject a death sentence. In Wiggins v. Smith,

539 Us. 510 (2003), the U. s. Supreme Court held that teal counsel’s

52 Natasha Minsker, The Hidden Death Tax: The Secret Costs ofSee/a'ng Execution in Califomia, A Report
by the ACLU ofNorthem California, p.32 (2008).
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failure to iyestigate the defendant’s backgrbund and to present evidence of

the defendant’s unfortunate life history at the penalty phase ofhis trial was a

Violation of defendant’s Sixth Amendment right to counsel, because his

_

failure had fallen below the standard of reasonableness under prevailing
'

professiOnal norms. In dening prevailing professional norms, the Court

relied upon the guidelines for capital defense work articulated by the

American Bar Association (ABA Guidelines), “standards to which we long

have referred as ‘guides to determining what is reasonable.” Id. at 524. The

Court cited the “well—dened norm” of Section 11.4.1 (C), which provides

that investigations intomitigating evidence “should comprise efforts to

discover all reasonably available mitigating evidence and evidence to rebut

any aggravating evidencethat may be introduced by the proSecutor.”53

In a number of cases, the California Supreme Court has concluded

that defense counsel’s investigation ofmitigating circumstances was

inadequate, requiring reversal of the jury’s penalty determination in a death

case.“ Most recently, in In Re Lucas, 33 Cal. 4m 682 (2004), the California

Supreme Court followed the Wiggins case in nding defense counsel’s

53 In the February, 2003 Revised Edition ofthe Guidelines, portions ofGuideline 11.4.l(C) were moved to
Guidelines 10.5 and 10.7. Guideline 10.7 (A) now provides: “Counsel at every stage have an obligation to

'

conduct thorough and independent investigations relating to the issues ofboth guilt and penalty.” The
commentary to the Guideline lists all of the elements of an appropriate investigation.

5“ In ReMarquez, 1'
Cal. 4m 584 (1992); In Re Jae/son, 3 Cal. 4* 578 (1992).
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representation at the penalty phase constitutionally defective, beCause his

tactical decisions were not infomed by an adequate inyestigation of

available mitigating evidence. The Court concluded:

Lead counsel’s failure to investigate petitioner’s early social history
Was not consistent with established norms prevailing in California at
the time of trial, norms that directed counsel-in death penalty cases to
conduct a reasonably thorough independent investigation of the
defendant’s social history — as agreed by respondent’s own expert and
as reected in the'Amerz'can BarAssociation standards relied upon by
the court in the Wiggins case.”

The Wiggins and Lucas rulings clearly recognize the ABA Guidelines for the

Appointment and Performance ofDefense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases

as establishing norms for competent representation in death penalty cases.

The Commission has learned that in a number of important instances, the

provisions for appointment of trial counsel in California death penalty cases

do not meet the- standards of the ABA Guidelines:

1. The ABA Guidelines provide that at fees, caps on compensation,

and lump-sum contracts are improper in death penalty cases.

Guideline 9.1 (B)(1).56 In a number ofCalifornia counties, at fee

55 33 Cal. 4'“ at 725 (emphasis supplied).

55 ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance ofDefense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases,
Guideline 9.].B: . _

Counsel in death penalty cases should be fully compensated at a rate that is commensurate with the

provision ofhigh quality legal representation and reects the extraordinary responsibilities in death penalty
representation.

1. Flat fees, caps on compensation, and lump-sum contracts are improper in death penalty cases.
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contracts have become the prevailing method of appointment of

counsel in death oases.

- 2. The ABA Guidelines recommend that the selection of lawyers for

particular cases should be by a responsible agency that is

"‘independent of the judiciary.” Guideline 3.1 (B).57 In many

California counties, appointments of trial counsel in death penalty

cases are made by the courts.

3. The ABA Guidelines recommend that the defense team consist of

“no fewer than two attorneys. . ., an investigator, and a mitigation

specialist.” Guideline 4.1 (A)(2).58 In some California cases, a

single lawyer is appointed, or the appointment of a second lawyer

is delayed.

The Commissionrecommends thatCalifornia counties proyide adecluate funding
I

for the appointment and performance of trial counsel in death penalty cases in full

2. Attorneys employed by defender organizations should be compensated according to a salary scale
.

- that is commensurate with the salary scale of the prosecutor’s ofce in thatjurisdiction.
3. Appointed counsel should be fully compensated for actual time and service performed at an hourly

rate commensurate with the prevailing rates for similar services performed by retained counsel in
the jurisdiction, with no distinction between rates for services performed in or out of court.
Periodic billing and payment should be available.

57 ABA Guidelines for the Appointment and Performance ofDefense Counsel in Death Penalty Cases,
Guideline 3.1 (B) provides:
The responsible agency should be independent of the judiciary and it, not the judiciary or elected ofcials,
should select lawyers for specic cases.
Under Guideline 3.! (C), the Responsible Agency must be either a defender organization or an independent
authority run by defense attorneys with demonsu'ated knowledge and expertise in capital representation.

”See fn. 36, supra.
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compliance with ABA Guidelines 10.7 (A), 9.1(B)(1), 3. 1(B), and 4.1(A)(2). Flat

fee contracts that do not separately reimburse investigative and litigation expenses

should not be permitted. Such contracts should not be utilized unless an hourly

alternative exists. 'In‘ all cases, attorneysmust be fully compensated at rates that

are commensurate with the provision ofhigh quality legal representation and

reect the extraordinary responsibilities in death penalty representation.

The cost ofmeeting the standards of the Guidelines is very difcult to

estimate, but it will be substantial. The Guidelines should be met in every

potential capital case from the outset. Thus, two qualied counsel as well as

an investigator andmitigation specialist should be appointed for as many as

200 cases each year, even though only 20 of them may end in a judgment of

death. The breadth of our death penalty law requires amuch heavier
'

invesuneht'at the that iévdiiféilié Aééissr' habéas'
pr'oeée‘diag'g,

since

in nine out of ten cases, a case in which the investment has been made will

not result in a death judgment. Adequate representation by a full

complement of two attorneys, an investigator and amitigation specialist at

the outset of the case may save money in the long run, however, if it results

in a decision by the prosecutor not to seek the death penalty.
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6. Recommendations for the Direct Appeal 0fDeath Penalty Cases.

The Cah'fdrnia Supreme Court has exclusive jurisdiction to consider

appeals from a judgment of death in California. Since 1935, appeal has been

automatic inpall death cases}? Aer the ling of the trial record in the

California Supreme Court,6° indigent death row inmates must await the

appointment of counsel to handle the appeal. Currently, a delay of three to

ve years elapses before counsel is appointed. Once counsel is appointed,

he or she must read the record which averages in excess of 9,000 pages of

Reporter's and Clerk's transcripts, research the law, and then le an opening

briefwith the Court. The average delay between appointment of counsel

and the ling of the opening brief is 2.74 years. The prosecution,

represented by the California Attorney General, then files a responsive brief,

ordinarily-Within six months. The defendantis then permitted to le a reply

brief, again ordinarily within six months. The case then awaits the

scheduling of an oral argument before the Supreme Court. Currently, the

Court has 80 fully—briefed death appeals awaiting oral argument. Since the

59 California Penal Code Section 1239. Section 1239 was enacted when a defendant was executed while his
appeal was still pending, due to confusion whether he had led a notice of appeal. See Alarcon, Remedies
for California ’s Death Row Deadlock, supra n.2 at 714—,15 .

6°
Delays in the certication of the record by the trial court have been substantially reduced by the 1996

enactment of California Penal Code Section 190.8 (d), which requires the trial court to certify the record for
completeness and for incorporation of all corrections no later than 9O days aer imposition of a death
sentence, unless good cause is shown. Certication ofthe accuracy ofthe record, however, must await the
appointment of appellate counsel.
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Court ordinarily hears only 20—25 of these cases per year, the wait for oral

argument will be 2-3 years. A decision is announced within 90 days after

the case is argued and submitted.- Thus, the average delay between judgment

of death and
nal disposition of the automatic appeal is currently between

11.7 and 13.7 years. The duration ofthis delay has steadily increased. For

condernned prisoners convicted between 1978 and 1989, the average delay

was 6.6 years. For condemned prisoners convicted betWeen 1990 and 1996,

the average delay was 10.7 years. The Supreme Court has issued only one

opinion disposing of an automatic appeal of a prisoner convicted after

1997.61

Delays in the appointment of counsel to handle direct appeals are

attributable to the small pool of qualied California lawyers.willing to

Agassi geii'éssigiéis'. M553; Erin; éiééééé Aeiiaté'iasyels an;
i

have handled California death cases are retiring or decline to take new cases

thatWill tie them up for ten or twelve years. The requisite qualications for

appointment to handle death penalty appeals before the California Supreme

Court appear in _Rule 8.605(d) of the California Rules of Court. A lawyer

must have four years of active practice of law, including service as counsel

of record in seven completed felony appeals, including at least one murder

51 Alarcon, supra n. 2 at 722-23.
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case, or service as counsel of record in ve completed felony appeals and as

supervised counsel in two deathpenalty appeals. Completion of training and

demonstrated prociency in appellate skills is also required. The State

Public Defender can accept appointment, butmust assign deputies who meet

these minimum qualications.

The State Public Defenderwas created in 1976 to handle indigent

appellants in all criminal cases. In the early 1990’s, under a gubernatorial

directive, the ofce was asked to focus on capital cases only. In 1997, the

ofce was expanded to 128 funded positions, which somewhat alleviated the

backlog of 170 death row inmates then awaiting appointment of counsel to

handle their direct appeal. That backlog has now been reduced to 79

inmates. But by 2003, budget cuts reduced the staffof the State Public.

Defenderby41 positions,more than half'ofwhichwereattomeys With an
H

annual budget of approximately $12 million, the ofce is currently handling

125' automatic appeals for death row inmates, and cannot accept additional

appointments. The ofce is facing another 10% cut in next year’s budget,

which will result in the loss of additional attorney positions.

There is no dearth of lawyers 'who want to make a career of death

penalty defense within the security of an agency setting. The Ofce of State
'

Public Defender has a pool of 150 applicants for attorney positions. These
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positions provide excellent training fo‘r those Who will ll the ranks of

appointed lawyers in the inture. The most direct and efcient way to reduce

the Backlog of death row inmates awaiting appointment of appellate counsel

would be to again expand the Ofce of the State Public Defender. Instead,

California is cutting its budget and reducing its staff.

Currently, private lawyers who accept an appointment to handle death

row appeals are compensated at a rate of $145 per allowable hour.62 In

determining howmany hours are allowable for a given task, the Court sets

benchmarks, which create presumptions ofwhat will and whatwill not be

paid. Lawyers handing death penalty appeals in California complain that the

benchmarks are set too low, and the hassle of challenging them is demeaning

and time—consuming. The Commission learned that at least twenty of the
r

lawyers handling Californiadeathpenaltyiapp'eals can no longer affordto
U r r

live in California, and are currently residing in other states. For the level of

experience required and the rigorous demand of death appeals, the low level

of income is certainly a signicant factor in the decline of the pool of

attorneys available to handle death penalty appeals.

The payment of appointed laWyers to handle death penalty appeals in

California does notmeet the standard established by the federal courts for

6-2 See http J/www.courtinfo.ca.gov/courts/supreme/dcomments/SupremeCourtBrochure2008.pdf.
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lawyers appointed to handle federal habeas corpus proceedings in death

cases. The Ninth Circuit rate varies from $135 to $170 per hour, depending

upon the level of experience. Judge Alarcon concludes:

The California legislature must provide sufcient-funds to compensate
qualied lawyers who are Willing to accept an appointment to
represent death row inmates in their automatic appeals. There is no

justication for the Legislature’s failure to address the longstanding
'

shortage of qualied counsel. Private practitioners who can bear the
nancial sacrice of accepting court-appointment at the present
hourly rates are scarce.

Chief Justice Ronald M; George expressed his full agreement with Judge

Alarcon’s call for more funding for counsel.“ The California Supreme

Court has an annual budgetof $15,406,000 to compensate and reimburse

expenses for appointed lawyers doing both direct appeals and habeas corpus

cases for death row inmates. $5.585 million of that is allocated to the

Caiirona ApeiiatéP—r'oje'ét (cAP),iwiiiciimaint5ins§ amen—1411 aine. stair—or 4O

(1 8 attorneys) in San Francisco to supervise and assist private lawyers who

accept appointments to handle death penalty appeals. Currently, 188 private

lawyers have contracted with the Court to handle direct appeals, and 141

have accepted appointment to provide representation in habeas corpus

proceedings. The Commission recommends that the remaining backlog of

cases awaiting appointment of counsel to handle direct appeals in death

63
Alarcon,supra n. 2 at 734.

6°
Testimony ofChiefJustice Ronald M. George, p. 7.
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penalty cases be eliminated by expanding the Ofce of the State Public

Defender. This will require increasing the OSPD budget to $16 milliOn per

year, a one-third increase over its current budget. The increase could be

phased in over a four year period.

The existing appointments ofprivate lawyers should, of course, be

continued, and the budget ofCAP should be maintained. With enhanced

stafng, OSPD would be able to take on 18—20 new appointments per year to

handle death penalty appeals. The current backlog of 79 unrepresented

death row inmates could be reduced to a one year wait if the number ofnew

death judgments does not begin to increase again. The Commission

recommends that, to the extent appointments ofprivate counsel are utilized,
I

such appointments should comply with ABA Guideline 4. 1(A)(2),65 and

should be fully compensated at ratesthat are commensurate with the

provision ofhigh duality legal representation and reect the extraordinary

responsibilities in death penalty representation; Flat fee contracts should not .

be utilized unless an hourly alternative is available, and any potential

conicts of interest between the lawyer maximizing his or her return and

spending for necessary investigation, and expert assistance and other

expenses are eliminated.

55 See fn. 36, supra.
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7. Recommendations for State Habeas Corpus Review ofDeath
Judgments.

I

In addition to the direct appeal, a defendant sentencedto death is also

permitted to le a petition for a writ ofhabeas corpus in the California

Supreme Court. A habeas corpus petition challenges the legality of a

prisoner’s connement based upon factual issues that nonnally cannot be

determined by the appellate record, such as whether the defendant received

effective assistance of counsel, or the availability ofnew evidence of

innocence that was not available at trial. Frequently, a claim of ineffective

assistance of counsel requires a reinvestigation of the case, to demonstrate

that additional evidence was available that could have been presented to

mitigate the sentence, but was not due to the inadequacy of counsel’s pretrial

. investigation.“ Representationof.theprisoner.in.habeas corpusproceedings

includes the duty to review the trial records; conduct an investigation of
i

potential constitutional and statutory defects in the judgment of conviction

or death sentence; prepare and le a petition for a writ ofhabeas corpus;

represent the prisoner at the hearing to set'an execution date pursuant to

Penal Code section 1227; and prepare a request for executive clemency from

the Governor of California.

Currently, 291 California death row inmates do not have habeas

counsel. The average wait to have habeas counsel appointed is eight to ten
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years. after the imposition of sentence. Attorneys representing death row

inmates in state habeas proceedings have three years om the date of their

appointment to le a state habeas petition. If counsel is appointed while the

direct appeal is still pending, the investigation can be concluded and the

petition led shortly after the appeal is decided, if the death sentence is

afrmed. The average delay between the ling of a state petition for a writ

ofhabeas corpus and the. ling of the California Supreme Court’s decision is

22 months. In the vastmajority of cases, the California Supreme Court

decides the case on the basis of an informal responseifrom the Attorney

General. Out of 689 state habeas corpus proceedings filed in the Supreme

Court since 1978, the Court has issued orders to show cause, requiring the

Attorney General-to respond to the petition, in only 57 cases, and held

evidentiary hearings only 31 times.“

Initially, the California Supreme Court attempted to consolidate its

consideration of the direct appeal and the habeas petition, appointing the
I

same lawyer to handle both. That proved impractical for a variety-of

reasons.“ California Government Code Section 68663 now provides for

65 Alarcon, supra n. 2, at p. 741.

67
Representing death'row inmates on direct appeal and representing them on habeas corpus call for

different skill sets that are rarely found in the same lawyer. By experience, training and inclination,
appellate lawyers are rarely interested in aSSuming reSponsibility for habeas representation, and vice versa.
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separate counsel to be appointed unless the-prisoner and counsel request

representation by the same attorney in both aspects of the capital case.

While the Court now appoints separate lawyers to handle the direct

appeal and the habeas petition, the appointment of the habeas lawyer lags far

behind the appointment of the appellate lawyer, creating a variety of

problems. First, the factual investigation ofhabeas claims is delayed for

many years. Inevitably, records are lost, witnesses become unavailable, and

memories fade. Second, the one-year statute of limitations upon federal

habeas claims begins to run when the State direct appeal proceedings have

concluded. If a state habeas claim is not led within that period, federal

habeas review may be unavailable. Speeding up the disposition of death

penalty appeals and addressing the delays in appointment ofhabeas counsel
'

gahaa‘ihaad, since iamatégm's't have; ragga; ‘canée'ii‘vmle't'h'e '0'ka i5

running on their federal habeas rights.
i

Those that have lawyers for their habeas proceedings are represented

by private attorneys who accept appointment from the California Supreme

Court, or lawyers employed by the California Habeas Corpus Resource

Center [HCRC]. Established in 1998, HCRC is authorized to employ up to

34 attorneys to handle death penalty habeas petitions in state and federal
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t
court. With an Annual budget of $14.9 million,” it has provided .

representation thatmeets the ABA Guidelines for 70 clients in state habeas

corpus proceedings. A total of 141 habeas cases are now being handled by

private court appointed counsel.

l

Private lawyers appointed to handle habeas claims mustmeet

qualications similar to those required for appointment to handle direct

appeals.” In addition, if an evidentiary hearing is ordered, the lawyermust

have trial experience, or engage an attorney who has such experience.”

Like the attorneys handling appeals, appointed habeas counsel are paid $145

per hour. In addition, a recently increased maximum of $50,000 is available

to cover expenses. The expenses for a habeas investigation and the retaining

ofnecessary experts can easily exceed this maximum. Frequently, volunteer

counsel handling habeas proceedings pay out ofpocket expenses far in

excess of available reimbursement, on a pro bono basis.“ Currently, the

State Supreme Court allocates approximately halfof its $15.4million annual

68 The HCRC receives $13.9 million om the State’s General Fund, and is authorized to receive up to $1
million from the federal government in reimbursements for work done in federal court. Given the backlog
of death-row inmates needing appointment of state habeas corpus counsel, the HCRC has focused its
efforts on state appointments, and accepted only nine federal appointments.

59 Rule 8.605 (e), California Ruies of court.

7° Rule 8.605 (g), California Rules of Court.

7‘ For the successful habeas petition in In Re Lucas, 33 Cal.4"' 682 (2004), the law rm ofCooley Godward
LLP provided 8,000 hours ofpro bono attorney time, 7,000 hours ofparalegal time, and litigation expenses
of $328,000. Testimony ofElisabeth Semel, February 28, 2008.
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capital defense budget to habeas counsel. At this level of funding, there is

little prospect that appointed private lawyers can ever meet the needs of the

284 unrepresented death row inmates for habeas counsel. California

Appellate Defense Counsel, an organization of lawyers who accept

appointments in'capital cases, recently surveyed its membership to identify

lawyers willing to accept habeas cases if expense reimbursement were

increased to the current $50,000 level. They received one positive

responsen

Representation by appointed private lawyers does not currently meet

ABA Guidelines. Just as in the case of trial counsel, lump sum contracts are

sometimes utilized, payment is lower than federal rates, and two counsel are

not always appointed. Private lawyers are reluctant to accept appointments,

knowing the client-would receive better representation from HCRC. As one

such lawyer told the Commission:

Ifyou 'want private counsel to shoulder-the burden, you have to fund
them at the level you would fund a public agency so that we have
investigators, paralegals, etc. so that when we le a petition, ifyou
don’t win in State Court, at least you don’t hurt the clients by ling a

petition that doesn’t have all the claims and facts that need to be in
- that petition.”

72
Testimony of Clay Seaman, February 28, 2008.

7’
Testimony of Cliffoaxdner, February 28, 2008.
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The Commission recommends that the need‘for additional habeas

counsel be immediately. met by expanding the California Habeas Corpus

Resource Center to an authorized strength of 150 lawyers, phased in over a

ve year period. This will require a ve—fold increase over the current $14.9

million annual budget ofHCRC. The Commission also recommends that, to

the extent they are available for conicts, such appointments include

qualied lawyers employed by the State Public Defender as well as private

lawyers. Such appointments should comply with ABA Guideline

4. 1(A)(2),74 and should be fully compensated at rates that are commensurate

with the provision ofhigh quality legal representation and reect the

extraordinary responsibilities-in death penalty representation. Flat fee

contracts should not be utilized unless an hourly alternative is available, and-

any potential conicts ofinterestbetweenthe lawyerrnaximizing his or her-

return and spending for necessary investigation, and expert aSsistance and

other expenses are eliminated.~

74 See fn. 36, supra
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8. Recommendations for Federal Habeas Corpus Review of California
Death Judgments.

A state prisoner, including one. under sentence of death, may le an

application for a writ ofhabeas corpus in federal court “on the ground that

he is in custody in violation of the Constitution or laws or treaties of the

United States?” Federal courts can grant a request for the appointment of

counsel, who can be paid and reimbursed for expenses from federal funds.76

A federal application for habeas corpus cannot be granted “unless it appears

that . . . the applicant has exhausted the remedies available in the courts of

the State.”77 Thus, a federal application would be led after the direct

appeal and habeas petition in state court have been denied or rejected. The

federal petition must be led within one year of the conclusion of the state

direct appeal,.but this‘period isstayedwhilea state habeaspetitionis .

pending.

AcCess to federal habeas review is a crucial step for death row

inmates, especially in states with a high rate of death penalty afnnance. A

national study conducted by Columbia University researchers examined the

review of all death judgments from. 1973—1995, and found that 59% were

75 28 U.s.c. Section 2254 (a).

7° 18 U,s.c. Section 3599 (a)(2).

77 28 U.s.c. Section 2254 (b)(1)(A).
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afrmed by state supreme courts.” Amore recent study of fourteen death

penalty states from 1992 throngh 2002 reported an afrmance rate of'73.7%

in death appeals.” The California Supreme Court has afrmed death

judgments at a rate in excess of 90% sinee 1987, and denied state habeas

relief at an even higher rate. The Liebman study found that 40% ofdeath

judgments reviewed on federal habeas corpus were set aside, and this

number increased where the state courts had a higher afrmance rate than

the national average. In California, 70% of habeas petitioners in death cases
l

have achieved relief in the federal courts, even though reliefwas denied

When the same claims were asserted in state courts. Theremay be a number

of explanations for this, including the availability of sufcient funds for

investigation of the defendant’s claims in. federal court, the opportunity to

develop amore comprehensive record atafederal evidentiary hearing, and

the greater independence of federal judges with lifetime appointments.

The average delay fromthe ling of an application for federal habeas

relief in a California-death
case until the grant or denial of reliefby a federal

district judge is 6.2 years. If the federal petition includes claims that have

not been exhausted in state court, the court can stay the proceedings while

78 Liebman et al., A Broken System? Error Rates in Capital Cases, 1973—1995 (June, 2000).

79 Latzer 8L Cauthen, Justice Delayed? Time Consumption in Capital Appeals: A Multistate Study, p. 23

(2005).
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the defendant returns to state court to exhaust the remedies available in the

state courtsgo This increases the delay in disposing of the federal habeas

petition by two years. Because California does not provide adequate

resources to lawyers handling state habeas claims, 74% of federal habeas '

applications filed by California death row inmates are stayed for the

exhaustion of state remedies.“ Thus, the under-nding of state habeas

proceedings in California increases the burden on federal courts and delays

the administration ofjustice:

The failure of the California legislature to provide sufcient funding
to permit state habeas counsel to investigate each death row inmate’s
federal constitutional claims cannot be understated. It shifts to the
federal government the burden ofproviding sufcient funds to permit
federal habeas counsel to discover evidence to demonstrate additional
federal constitutional violationsgz

The grantor. denial. ofhabeasreliefby the federal. district court can. then-be.-

appealed to the U.S. Court ofAppeals f0r the Ninth Circuit. The average

delay for appellate review, including a petition for en banc review and a

petition fer certiorari to the U..S. Supreme Court is 4.2 years.“

Continuity of representation by the same lawyer in both state and

federal habeas corpus proceedings helps to reduce many ofthe delays that

3° Rose v. Lundy, 455 Us. 509 (1982).

I" Alarcon, supra n. 2, at p. 749.

“2
1d. at p. 748.

8’
1d. at p. 749.
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now ocpur in state and federal habeas proceedings, especially Where

exhaustion of claims in state court is a problem. With private appointed

lawyers, however, continuity cannot be assured. The appointment authority

of the California Supreme Court only extends to state habeas proceedings.

Representation by HCRC, on the other hand, assures continuity of

representation, since the agency is available to accept federal appointments

after the state proceedings are concluded, and seeks to investigate and

present all federal constitutional claims in state court before a federal.

petition is led. Thus, a return to state court for exhaustion of claimsmay

be obviated. Currently, only 7.3% of the habeas appointments ofHCRC are

for purposes of exhaustion, while 23.7% of the habeas appointments of

private attorneys are for exhaustion purposes. The Commission

recommends that continuity of representation by the same-attorney for state

and federal habeas claims be encouraged. The Commission’s

recommendation that the unmet need for habeas counsel be met by

expandingHCRC, rather than expanding the number of appointments of

private counsel, would address the need for continuity of counsel between

.
state and federal habeas proceedings.
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PART B: AVAILABLE ALTERNATIVES.

In addition to the chéices presented in Part A, to leave the presen't

broken system in place, or to provide the recommended resources to enable

California to achieve the national average in death penalty delays, the

Commission examined two other available alternatives: a signicant

narrowing of special circumstances to reduce the number of death penalty

cases coming into the system, or replacing the
death penalty with a

maximum sentence of lifetime incarceration. The Commission makes no

recommendation regarding these alternatives, but presents information

regarding them to assure a fully informed debate. An effort is made to

compare the costs for all four of these alternatives, but the gures presented

are only rough estimates, due to the unavailability of accurate data.

1. The Alternative ofNarrowing the List of Special Circumstances.

Several of the Witnesses who testied before the Commission suggest

the primary reason that the California Death Penalty Law is dysfunctional is

because it is too broad, and simply permits too many murder cases to be

prosecuted as death penalty cases. The expansion of the list of special

circumstances in the Briggs Initiative and in subsequent legislation, they

suggest, has opened the oodgates beyond the capacity of our judicial

system to absorb. As former Florida Supreme Court Chief Justice Gerald
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Kogan- told the Commission, having 21 special circumstances is

“unfathomable. The problem is the front-end of the system. There are too

marry people eligible to receive the death penalty.”84 A number of research

projects have concluded that the narrower the category of those eligible for

the death penalty, the less the risk of error, and the lower the rate ofracial or

geographic variation.85

An initiative of the Constitution Project, based inWashington, .D.C.,

established a blue—ribbon bipartisan commission ofjudges, prosecutors,

defense lawyers, elected ofcials, FBI and police ofcials, professors and

civic and religious leaders to examine the administration of the death penalty

throughout the United States. The Constitution Project achieved broad

consensus on two key recommendations to reserve capital punishment for

the most aggravated offenses andmost culpable offenders:

5. Death Penalty Eligibility Should Be Limited to Five Factors:
The murder of a peace ofcer killed in the performance ofhis or her
ofcial duties when done to preVent or retaliate for that performance;
The murder of any person (including but not limited to inmates, staff,
and visitors) occurring at a correctional facility;
The murder of two or more persons regardless ofwhether the deaths
occurred as the result of the same act or of several related or unrelated
acts, as long as either (a) the deaths were the result of an intent to kill
more than one person, or (b) the defendant knew the act or acts would

8‘
Testimony of Gerald Kogan, at p. 30.

35 See Liebman & Marshall, Less Is Better: Justice Stevens and the NarrowedDeath Penalty, 74 Fordham
L. Rev. 1607 (2006).
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cause death or create a strong probability of death or great bodily
harm to the murdered individuals or others;
The intentional murder of a person involving the iniction of torture.
In this context, torture means the intentional and depraved iniction
of extreme physical pain for a prolonged period of time before the
victim’s death; and depraved means that the defendant relished the
iniction of extreme physical pain upon the victim, evidencing
debasement or perversion, or that the defendant evidenced a sense of
pleasure in the iniction of extreme physical pain;
The murder by a person who is under investigation for, .or Who has
been charged with or has been convicted of, a crime that would be a

felony, or the murder of anyone inVOIVed in the investigation,
prosecution, or defense of that crime, including, but not limited to,
witnesses, jurors, judges, proSecutors, and investigators.

6. Felony Murder Should Be Excluded as the Basis for Death
Penalty Eligibility.
Th'e ve eligibility factors1n Recommendation 5, which are intended
to be an exhaustive list of the only factors thatmay render amurderer
eligible for capital punishment, do not include felonymurder as a
basis for imposing the death penalty. To ensure that the death penalty
is reserved for the most culpable offenders and to make the imposition
of the death penaltymore proportional, jurisdictions that nevertheless

. .chooseto. gobeyond theseve.eligibility—factors.should still—exclude ~

from death eligibility those cases in which eligibility is based solely
upon felony murder. Any jurisdiction that chooses to retain felony
murder as a death penalty eligibility criterion should not

permitéusing
felony murder as an aggravating circumstance. (2005 Update)“

Similarly, the Illinois Governor’s Commission on Capital Punishment,

a bipartisan group of seventeen current or former prosecutors, defense

lawyers, judges and civic leaders established to determine what reforms

would ensure that the Illinois capital punishment system is fair, just and

35 The Constitution Project,Mandatory Justice: The Death Penalty Revisited, p. xxiv-xxv (2001; 2005 .
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accurate, unanimously concluded that the Illinois death penalty law be

narrowed to the functional equivalent of the Constitution Project

recommendation:

The Commission unanimously concluded that the current list of 20
factual circumstances under which a defendant is eligible for a death
sentence should be eliminated in favor of a simpler and narrower
group of eligibility criteria. Amajority of the Commission agreed that
the death penalty should be applied only in cases Where the defendant
has murdered two or more persons, or where the victim was either a
police ofcer or a reghter; or an ofcer or inmate of a correctional
institution; or was murdered to obstruct the justice system; or was
tortured in the course ofmurder.“

Hon. Alex Kozinski, now presiding judge of the U.S. Court ofAppeals for
I

the Ninth Circuit, suggested thirteen years ago that narrowing of the death

penalty laws was the most appropriate way to address the “illusory” nature

of the death penalty. Noting the growing gap between the numbers of

people sentenced to death and the numbers we were actually willing to

execute, he suggested decreasing the number of crimes punishable by death

and the circumstances under which deathmay be imposed so that we only

sentence to death “the number ofpeople we truly have themeans and the

will to execute?” The goal ofnarrowing, then, is to limit the numbers of

87 State ofIllinois, Report ofthe Govemor’s Commission on Capital Punishment (April 2002).

as Hon. Alex Kozinski & Sean Gallager: Death: The Ultimate Run-on Sentence, 46 CaseW. Res. L. Rev.
1,3 (1995). .
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death row inmates to those whom we truly have the means and the will to

execute.

Our Commission undertook a comprehensive review to determine

which snecial circumstances were found in all oases in which the death

penalty was imposed in California from 1978 through 2007. Despite the

difculties in gathering data because of the lack of a systematic data

reporting requirement in California, the researchers, led by ProfeSsor Ellen

Kreitzberg of Santa Clara University School ofLaw, were able to locate 822

death penalty judgments, and identify the special circumstances utilized in
'

all but 26 of these cases. They concluded that since 1978, one of the ve

special circumstances identied by the Constitution Project was found'in

55% ofCalifornia death cases, or a total of 451 of the cases examined. This
'

ganglia" ifthe‘caiifofia' hath-154515with {imga'it‘s‘aifiélhe “wast.

, of the worst” as identied by the Constitution Project and the Illinois

Commission, we would have approximately 368 on death row, rather than

670. The researchers also analyzed trends in the use ofCalifornia’s special

circumstances over time. They found that there is a growing trend to narrow

the use of special circumstances to the ve which were identied in the

Mandatory Justice report of the Constitution Project:

Our analysis of the. special circumstances found by juries in California
death penalty cases shows a growing trend in the percentage of_cases
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where at least oneMandatory Justice factor is found. Compare 1980,
Where only 37% of the cases that year had at least oneMandatory
Justice factor, with 2007, Where 79% of the cases had at least one
factor. Since 1998, aMandatory Justice factor has been found in at
least 59% of the cases each year — most years over 65% ofthe total
cases. HOWever, there is signicant disparity from county to county
with several counties falling farbelow the state average. California
needs to determine how to eliminate these geographic disparities in
the imposition of the death penalty.”

Thus, a narrowing of the California special circumstances to the ve factors

recommended by Mandatory Justice and the Illinois Commission could

largely eliminate the geographic variation in use of the death penalty which

the Commissionnotes below.9° The following chart illustrates the.

percentage of death penalty cases which included at least- oneMandatory

Justice factor for 1978 through 2007 from each of the fourteen counties

which most frequently utilize the death penalty:

39
Kreitzberg, et al., A Review ofSpecz'aZ Circumstances in California Death Penalty Cases, p. 8 (2008).

9° See Section C-2 ofthis Report, in'a
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PERCENTAGE OF CALIFORNIA DEATH CASES WITH AT LEAST
ONEMANDATORYJUSTICE FACTOR BY COUNTY”

County Total Death Sentences
'

PercentageWith At
I

Least One Factor
Alameda 55 S 1%
Contra Costa 20 65%
Fresno 18 50%
Kern 29 55%
Los Angeles 247 64%
Orange 60 38%
Riverside 65 - 48%
Sacramento 43

'

37%
. San Bernardino 46

_
52%

San Diego 43 63%
San Mateo

_

18 78%
Santa Clara 30 . 57%
Tulare l7

_
41%

Ventura 17. 41%

The Kreitzberg study was also critical of the use of felony murder as a

special circumstance: -

The use of felony murder as a special circumstance should be
reviewed. Over the years felonymurder (robbery) was either the rst
or second most frequently used special circumstancel Whilemany
felony murders are among the most intentional and aggravated
killings, the felony murder circumstance fails to differentiate between
these aggravated murders and aminimally culpable defendant who
would still qualify under this factor.”

Some of the gravest concerns about the faimess of the death penaltymight

be alleviated or eliminated if its use'were limited to the most aggravated

cases. The current list of 21 factual circumstances under which a defendant '

9‘ Id. atpp.4546.
92 Id. at p. s.
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is eligible for a death sentence could be eliminated in favor of a simpler and

narrower group of eligibility criteria.

The useof the Mandatory Justice faetors is not the only option

available to narrow the use ofCalifornia’s death penalty. Other alternatives

could be considered as well. Commissioner Jon Streeter suggests adding to

theMandatory Justice factors the further limitation that the crime in

question must be found to have “legally affected all citizens of the-State of

California” According to this approach, any killing of a peace ofcer, a

correctional ofcer, or a participant in the justice system would be presumed

to have the requisite “citizen impact,” since those crimes are, in effect,

attacks on the State itself and on the State's ability to mete out justice on

behalf of all of its citizens. For multiple murder and murder involving

torture, there would be no such presumption; it would talce more than a

simple allegation of “murder ofmore than two persons” or “inictic'm of

torture” to justify a capital charge. In those cases, “citizen impact” would

have to be proved by the prosecution.93 Unquestionably, some case-by-case

line-drawing.would be required, but the courts already do that kind of line-

93
By way of illustration, mass murderers (e.g. the Oklahoma City bomber, the September 11 assassins) and

serial murderers whose crimes are notorious for their depravity and the widespread fear they create (e.g. the
Zebra killings, the D.C. sniper killings) are examples of cases in which a state—wide “citizen impac

” seems
readily apparent and readily provable.
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drawing in interpreting and applying our current death penalty special

circumstances. As Commissioner Streeter puts it:

The overall idea behind this approach would be to impose a limitation
that distinguishes between purely local crimes (where the costs of
prosecutionWill be bome largely by county taxpayers) from crimes of
state—Wide import (where the costs ofprosecution will be borne
largely by all taxpayers ofthe state). Not only does this approach
directly address the issue of geographical disparity, but, by
introducing the principle that no crime may qualify for the death

penalty unless it is amatter of some state-Wide consequence, it also
minimizes the need to draw potentially arbitrary distinctions between
different types ofheinous crimes. Most importantly, because the
number of capital-eligible crimes would shrink dramatically — yet
leave open the option ofusing capital punishment in cases that are
often used as examples for why we should haVe the death penalty ~
this approach accomplishes a substantial narrowing of death-
eligibility, yet does so in a way that acknowledges and respects the
strongly—felt Views ofmany citizens that the ultimate punishment is
appropriate in some cases. In effect, we would propose to 'right size'
the death penalty in the State so that the citizens. end up with a
workable, yet fair, system that we can afford.

‘

The 'Cbiiirhié'sioh‘is' indi'su'g'g‘e‘st'ingény particular formula or list to
" '

narrow California’s death penalty law. This judgment is best left to the

legislative process. Other criteria, such as the murder of children, could be

included on the list. But the list must be carefullymeasured to actually

achieve the benefits ofnarrowing that have been identied. However the list

of special circumstances is narrowed, this narrowed list would only be

applied in death penalty cases. The current list of special circumstances
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could still be utilized to impose sentences of life without possibility of

parole.

If California’s death penalty lawwere narrowed, it would be unwise

to proceed with the execution of defendants whose death judgment was not

based upon one of the identied special circumstances. With respect to the

thirteen executions conducted by California since 1978, ten of them would

have met the recommended special circumstance formultiple murders. Only

the executions ofThomas M. Thompson, Manuel Babbitt and Stephen

Wayne Anderson would nothave resulted in a
death

sentence using the

Mandatory Justice factors. The death sentence of any death row inmate

whose conviction did not include a nding of one ormore of the enumerated

special circumstances could be commuted to a sentence of life without

psalms; arming] Thai; éié"stép'§&31d géagii‘yliée'taeragga” f0}
'

the death row imnates involved. Most of themwill never be executed, but

will die in prison. Changing their sentence to one of lifetime incarceration

would only change. the location in which they will serve their sentence. But

just that change could save the State ofCalifornia $27 million dollars each

year over the current cost of conning these prisoners on death row.

The additional cost of conning an inmate to death row, as compared
'

to the maximum security prisons Where those sentenced to life without
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possibility ofparole ordinarily serve their sentences, is $90,000 per year per

inmate.94 With California’s current death row population of 670, that

accounts for $63.3 million annually. Reducing the death row population to

those whose death judgment is based upon one ormore of the ve special

circumstances recommended by the Constitution Project would immediately

reduce the size ofCalifornia’s death row to 368, who could be' conned on

death row at an annual cost of $35 million. With respect to those no longer

subject to the death penalty, millions more would be saved by eliminating

the need to litigate their appeals and habeas petitions.

In terms of the future growth of California’s death row, the Kreitzberg

study suggests that for the past four years, 70% of the new death judgments

in California have included at least one of the recommended circumstances.

Thus, an average of 11 or 12 new death judgments could be anticipated, if

prosecutors seek the death penalty at the same rate. The numbers, both in

terms ofbacklog and new judgments, could be managed with substantially

less resources than we currently devote to our death penalty system. The

cost of implementingmany of the reforms recommended by this

Commission to x the current system would be reduced by 30 to 40%.

94
Tempest, Death Row Oen Means a Long Life, Los Angeles Times, Mar. 6, 2005, quoting Corrections

Department Spokeswoman Margot Bloch.
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A 45% reduction in the size'ofdeath row would also reduce the otherwise

necessary expansion, of the State Public Defender, the Habeas Corpus

Resource Center, and the Court stafng needed.

2. The Alternative ofEstablishing the Maximum Penalty at Lifetime
Incarceration.

'

After a comprehensive review of the costs and benets of the death

penalty, the New AJersey Death Penalty Connnission reached the following

conclusions: 95
I

1. There is no compelling evidence that the death penalty rationally serves a
"

legitimate penological purpose;

I

2. The costs of the death penalty are greater than the-costs of life in prison

without parole;

I

- —3-. There is increasing evidence that- the death penalty—isinconsistent-With-

evolving standards of decency;

4. The penological interest in executing a small number ofpersons is not

sufciently compelling to justify the risk oi‘making an hreversible mistake;

5. The alternative of life imprisonment in amaximum security institution f
without the possibility ofparole would sufciently ensure public safety and

address other legitimate social and penological interests, including the

interests of the families ofmurder victims;

95 Final Report, New JerseyDeath Penalty Study Commission Report, p. 1 (January, 2007).
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6. Abolition would make sufcient funds aVailable to ensure adequate

services and advocacy for the families ofmurder Victims.

These considerations led the State ofNeW‘Jersey to abolish the death penalty

this year, in favor of the alternative of life imprisonment without parole.

(LWOP). We have the same alternative available in California.

California has had a sentence o'f life imprisonment without possibility

ofparole available since 1978. According to the California Department of

Corrections, as of January 1, 2008, 3,622 defendants are serving LWOP

sentences, including some who were initially charged in'death penalty cases.

Thus, throughout the past thirty years,- we have increased our LWOP

population at an average rate of 120 defendants per year. It is appropriate to

label these as cases of lifetime incarceration. The term of imprisonment is

the defendant’s life; ‘He is being sentence-d-to-die'in'prison. Not only are
i

the costs of connement signicantly reduced, compared to the cost of

connement on death row, many of the costs of trial and appellate review

for death cases are eliminated.
I

At the trial level, substantial savings would result om the elimination

of the necessity for death-qualied juries. Among the increased costs

necessitated by death penalty trials are the heavier burdens imposed upon

potential jurors than non—death cases. ‘In Los Angeles County, 800 potential
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jurors may be summoned for a death penalty case. California jury

commissioners rely solely upon voter registralion and DMV lists to summon

jurors,'although state law permits expansion of source liSts.96 Seventy—ve

percent ofpotential jurors will be excused for nancial hardship because of

the length of the trial. California courts pay jurors at a rate of $15 per day.97

Many employers do not pay employees for jury service, and those who do

frequently limit the payment to no more than two weeks. The remaining

jurors must undergo individual questioning to determine 'whether they have

opinions about the death penalty that would preclude their serving in a death

case. This process of “death qualication” has resulted inlarger numbers of

potential jurors being excused as public opinion against the death penalty

has grown.

I

mire; jurygiggling gagged it} 012195; Riv-(glitzy; in inost' feisty
N

cases, the selection of a death-qualied jury normally takes 8-10 days of

court time. The use of limited source lists, the exclusion of a higher

proportion ofpotential jurors for economic hardship, together with the

exclusion of those who disapprove of the death penalty, results in juries that

96 California Code ofCivil Procedure, Section 197(a). In contrast, New York uses ve source lists,
including state income taxpayers, state unemployment, and welfare rolls. Testimony ofLois Heaney,
March 28, 2008.

97 At least 3 l ' states and the Federal Courts pay jurors more than California. In Federal Courts, jurors
receive $50 per day. Testimony ofLois Heaney, March 28, 2008.
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do nc;t reect a crosS—seétion of the community to the extent that non~death

juries do.

Upon conviction of rst-degree murder and a nding of _at least

one special circumstance, the same jury is required to return for a second

trial, the penalty phase in which the jury decides between a sentence of death

or a sentence of life imprisonment without possibility ofparole. This is a

full trial, with opening statements, presentation of evidence by both sides,

closing arguments and jury instructions. The jury is asked to weigh

aggravating and mitigating circumstances, and impose a sentence of death if

aggravating circumstances outweigh mitigating cirCumstances, or a sentence

of life imprisonment without possibility ofparole ifmitigating

circumstances outweigh aggravating circumstances. The jury must

unanimously agree as to the penalty; if they are unable to achieve unanimity,

another jury must be impaneled to decide the penalty.98

The expenses for trial and appellate counsel would also be

substantially reduced if lifetime incarceration became the maximum penalty

in California. Only one defense lawyer would have to be appointed fer the

trial. There would be no automatic appeal to the California Supreme Court,

so appeals would be handled much more expeditiously by the Courts of

-

98 California Penal Code Section 190.4 (b).
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Appeal. Between June 2905 and Jue 2006 the California Courts oprpeal

decided 100 LWOP appeals after an average delay of 18.6 months.” While

habe'as corpus petitions are available, there is no right to appointed counsel;

as there is for appeals and for habeas petitions in death cases. And since

there is no discretion in the exercise of the sentencing function, there is no

issue regarding the adequacy of investigation ofmitigating evidence or the

effective assistance of counsel at a sentencing trial. Finally, although the

risks ofwrongful convictions remain, there.would be no wrongful

executions. New trials could be ordered ifnecessary, and the exonerated

would be released.

If the New Jersey approach were used in California, the death penalty r

backlog would immediately disappear. The issues being litigated in direct

515155—519; and staggers—113'@535 i'aia'gé; hazel; i); decreed59 iii;
i

California Supreme Court. Penalty issues would-not have to be decided at

all. The forty death penalty trials each year would simply be added t'o the

existing schedule ofLWOP cases; instead of 120 LWOP cases per year, we

would have 160. - With a dysfunctional death penalty law, the reality is that

most California death sentences are actually sentences of lifetime

incarceration. The defendant will die in prison before he or she is ever
'

'

«j

99
Alarcon, supra n. 2 at p. 73 1 .

‘1
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executed. The same result can be achieved at a savings ofwell over one

hundred million dollars By sentencing the defendant to lifetime incarceration

without possibility ofparole.

A signicant one—time savings is also available to California under

this option. According to the California State Auditor Report for 2006, the

current condemned—inmate facilities at San Quentin do notmeetmany of the

Department of Corrections standards formaximum security facilities. The

Department received spending authority of $220 million to build a new

condemned-inmate complex, but the audit found the analysis of alternative

locations and costs was incompleteloo Governor Schwarzenegger has set

aside $ 136 million to proceed with construction of a new death row at San

Quentin. The Department of Corrections estimate for completion of the

projectis $35-6‘r-nill‘iion, up $15 million from the year beforejdl The
.—

I

California State Auditor reported in June, 2008 that this estimate is too low:

Analyses by our consultant suggest that the cost to construct the CIC

will exceed Corrections’ recent estimate. Although Corrections

reasonably estimated construction costs, it was precludedom .

applying realistic escalation rates, and delays from the anticipated-

‘°° California State Auditor Report 2006—406, p.281 .

'°'
Halstead, $136Million Requestedfor New Death Row at San Quentin, Marin Independent Journal, April

3o, 2008. -
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start date will add to project costs. Additionally, Corrections did not

include the costs to activate and operate the CIC in its estimated costs.

Our consultant estimates the cost to construct the CIC will exceed

Corrections’ estimate of $356 million by $39.3 million and that the.

cost to activate the new CIC will reach $7.3 million. Furthermore, our

consultant estimates that the average new stafng costs to operate the

.
new CIC will average $58.8 million per year, for a total of ',

approximately $1 .2 billion over the next 20 yearslm

3. Estimating and Comparing the Annual Costs ofAvailable
Alternatives.

As we have previously noted, it is impossible to ascertain the precise

costs of the administration of California’s death penalty law at this time.

But—the choices that- California—faces require-some comparison- ofprojected--- r

costs; for this purpose, rough estimates 'will have to do.

In recent years, a number of states have attempted to compare the

costs imposed by a death penalty trial to a murder trial where the death

penalty is not sought, with quite consistent results. A performance audit N

report prepared for-the State ofKansas in 2003 compared the average cost of

cases in which a death sentence was imposed ($1 .2 million) with the average

'02 California State Auditor, California Department ofCorrections and Rehabilitation: Building a
Condemned Inmate Complex at San Quentin May CostMore Than Expected, June 2008 Letter Report
2007—] 20. 1.

'
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cost ofmurder cases in which the death penalty was not sought ($.7 million)

and concluded that seeking the death penalty adds 70% to the cost of a

murder case. 103 A report by the Comptroller of the Treasury for the State of

Tennessee concluded that seeking the death penalty in murder trials adds an

average of48% to the cost of the tn'al. 104 A study'of Indiana death penalty

trials concluded that the cost of a death penalty trial and direct appeal alone

is more than ve times the cost of a life without parole trial and direct

appeal, Including the relative costs of incarceration, the study concluded that

obtaining the death penaltyIincreases the cost by 38%.105 Michael Ebert of

the George Mason University School of Public Policy evaluated these

studies, and concluded that “the Indiana analysis may well be the new ‘
gold

standard’ in this unique area of capital vs. non—capital cost assessments. The-

American Bar Association (ABA) eiamined the Indiana study and has

commented very favorably on its techniques.”1°6

"’3 Performance Audit Report: Costs Incurred for Death Penalty Cases, A Report to the Legislative Post
Audit Committee, State ofKansas, December 2003.

'04 Wilson, Doss & Phillips, Tennessee’s Death Penalty: Costs and Consequences, State ofTennessee, July
2004.

'05 Janeway, TheApplication ofIndiamz 's Capital SentencingLaw: Findings ofrhe Indiana Criminal Law
Study Commission (2002).

'

‘06
Ebert, Weighing the Cosis ofCapital Punishment v. Life in Prison Without Parole: An Evaluation of

Three States ’ Studies andMethodologies, Volume I, New Voices in Public Policy (Spring 2007).
_
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A recent report for the Washington State. Bar Association elicited

estimates from prosecutors and public defenders of the costs added to trials

when the death penalty was sought. The report concluded “that the

prosecutor’s average estimate of $217,000 and the public defenders ailerage

estimate of $246,000 were realistic estimates of the cost difference for death

penalty cases at the trial level.”1°7

Not surprisingly, California estimates for trial costs have been

somewhat higher. A U.C. Berkeley School ofPublic Policy researcher in

1093 reported that a capital murder trial cost $1 .9 million, compared to

$630,000 for a non-capital murder case, a difference of $1 .27 millionfog

The ACLU comparison of death penalty cases and non—death penalty cases

in which counties were reimbursed by the state found the difference between
‘

the least expensiye“ die—athpenalt'y trial withthemost expensiye non—death

penalty trial was $1.1 million.1°9

For comparative purposes, the Commission adopted a very

conservative estimate that seeking the death penalty adds $500,000 to the

m7
Washington State Bar Association, Final Report of the Death Penalty Subcommittee on the Committee

on Public Defense, December 2006, at p. 18.
'

'05
Tempest, Death Row Oen Means a Long Life, Los Angeles Times, March 6, 2005 at p. B1. Based on

Erickson, Capital Punishment at What Price?, available at
http ://death.live.radicaldesignsorz/ldownloads/Erickson 1 993COSTSTUDY.pdf

"’9
Minsker, The Hidden Death Tax: The Secret Costs of Seeking Execution in California, March 2008, at

p. 32.
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cost of a murder tn'al in California. The costs of a second defense lawyer,

the background investigation for the penalty phase, and the added duration
r

and expense of the tn'al for jury selection and penalty trial alone would

easily add up to $500,000 in most cases. The current rate of 20 death

sentences per year would require 40 death penalty trials per year, for a total

added cost of $20 million. The Commission’s recommendations for

'

adequate mding of defense costs for death penalty trials, especially the

necessary investigation ofmitigation, will easily increase this cost

differential by 50%. If the same pace of 40 death penalty trials were

maintained, the needed reforms would then require an annual expenditure of

$30 million, rather than $20million. This expenditure would be at the

county level, but $13.5 million of it would be‘reimbursed by the State

pursuan't’t‘o'réal Code secii‘dhm9‘8'7'9.
' H ’

If California’s death penalty law were narrowed to amore selective

list of special circumstances, the number of death penalty trials would be

reduced to 24, requiring the expenditure of $18 million including the

recommended reforms. IfCalifornia opted in favor of terminal connement

[LWOP] as the maximum penalty, there would no longer be the enhanced ~

costs of death penalty trials, but the number of LWOP trials would probably
'

increase. In some cases, the risk of facing the death penalty provides an
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incentive to plead guilty and accept an LWOP sentence. If the incentive is

removed, more LWOP cases may have. to be tried. And ifmore LWOP cases

are trieti, more will be appealed. California currently processes

approximately 120 LWOP cases each year, but fewer than 5% of them are

disposed ofby a plea of guilty. 11° Even if all'cases formerly charged as

death cases become LWOP cases and all of those cases go to trial, that

would add approximately $5 million to the cost ofLWOP trials and $3

million to the cost of LWOP appeals. Both the trials and appeals would be

considerably less expensive than death cases, because there would be no

penalty phase, and no right to counsel for a habeas petitione

The costs of appellate and habeas corpus review for death cases can

be estimated with somewhatmore precision. The current budgets of the

’caiifbinia Supieine Cori far the app'diritinét' 6f trivia iawye‘réksrsa

i '

million), of the State Public Defender for death penalty appeals ($12.1

million) and the California Habeas Corpus Resource Center for habeas

representation ($14.9 million) total $42.4million. Former Attorney General

Bill Lockyer estimated that 15% ofhis criminal division budget is devoted

to capital cases. That currently amounts to $12 million per year. Thus, at

least $54.4 million is currently devoted'to post-trial review of death cases in '

f

"o This estimate is based upon a 2008 survey of the California Appellate Projects.
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California. The recommended budget increases proposed by the

Commission in PartA would increase this gure by $85 million. The added

charges to the State general lnd would include $6 million for the State

Public Defender, $70 million
for

the California Habeas Corpus Resource

Center, $6 million to the Attorney General, and $3 million to the State

Supreme Court for appointed counsel. The reduction of the backlog by

adopting the narrowing proposal would reduce these enhanced budgets by

45%, to a total of $68 million.

The costs of connement can also be estimated with some precision,

' based upon the Department of Corrections estimate that connement on

death row adds $90,000 per year to the cost of connement beyond the
’

normal cost of $34,150. Thus, just the enhanced connement costs for the

670' Canaan}? 6i; oaroiiai’swcieah ring} toting $63i3'mj11ion'. Thié figure

increases each year as the population of California’s death row grows.

The needed reforms recommended by the Commission would reduce'the

delays and eventually lead to reductions in the death row population. The
t

alternative ofnarrowing the death penalty law could result in a 45%

reduction in the size of death row, and a corresponding 45% reduction in the

costs of connement to $35 million per year. This number would also

decline as the backlog was reduced. The alternative ofterminal connement
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would not reduce connement costs to zero, since current death row inmates

who might have been executed will be conned for their full life expectancy,"

although at the lower connement rate of $34,150 per year. Assuming 100

inmates might otherwise have been executed, the cost of their continued

connement would amount to $3.5 million per year.

Thus, using conservative, rough estimates, the total cost of the

available alternatives would be (1) to continue spending at least $137.7

million per year to maintain our dysfunctional system; (2) to spend $216.8

million to reduce delays in resolving cases from 20-25 years down to the

national average of 12 years; (3) to spend $121 million per year for a

narrowed death penalty producing 10—12 new death sentences per year; (4)

or to adopt a policy of terminal connement at an annual cost of $1 1.5

manor];

These estimates make no effort to measure opportunity costs or

savings. For example, the California Supreme Court currently devotes 20—

25% of its time and resources to processing death penalty appeals and

habeas petitions. If California’s death penalty law were signicantly

narrowed, the Supreme Court caseload would be correspondingly lighter.

The reduction would be even more dramatic with the alternative of lifetime

incarceration as the maximum penalty.
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The following chart summarizes the additional annual charges to the

California state budget which each of four alternatives would impose: the

present system, the present System with the reforms recommended in Part A

of this Report, a signicantly narrowed death penalty law, and a maximum

punishment of lifetime incarceration without possibility ofparole.

ESTIMATING THE ANNUAL COSTS OF FOUR ALTERNATIVES

HCP-000746

CURRENT CURRENT NARROWED MAXIMUM 0F
SYSTEM SYSTEMWITH DEATH LIFETIME

~PART A PENALTY LAW INCARCERATION
ADDITIONS WITH PARTA [LWOP]

ADDITIONS '

ADDITIONAL . . . . . . . .‘
COST OF TRIALS $20 Million $30 M11110n $18 Million $5 Million

ADDITIONAL

ggfDTlngI’sE“ $54.4Minion $139.4Million $77Million $3 Million
_
PROCEEDINGS

$3313?“ $63.3Million $63.3Million $35 Million . $3.5Million
CONFINEMENT [Increasing] [Declining] [Declining]

TOTAL $137.7Million $232.7Million $130 Million $11.5 Million
[Increasing] [Declining] [Declining]
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PART C: ADMINISTRATIVE REFORMS.

1. Reducing the California Supreme Court Backlog.

Despite extraordinary efforts and the investment of substantial

resources, the California Supreme Court has been unable to stay abreast of

the rising tide of death cases arriving at its door. As already noted, the

delays in appointment of counsel for both direct appeals and state habeas

proceedings are attributable to lack of adequate mding rather than any

failure on the part of the Court. The Court has no control over the number of

death verdicts returned each year, and the numbers have far surpassed the

capacity of the court to promptly process and decide the cases. The Court

has added attorneys to the staff of each Justice’s chambers, and created a

central staffof ten attorneys dedicated to death penalty motions, appeals and

ihabeas proceedings. These cases arrive with lengthy records, and the

opinions issued by the Court addressing the issues raised on appeal are

lengthy and complex. Ordinarily, the Court will issue published opinions

deciding 20 to 25 death appeals each year, and an additional 3O

memorandum opinions deciding habeas petitions. There is now a delay of as

much as two or three years from the time a death case is fully briefed until it

is set for oral argument. The Court has 8O direct appeals fully briefed and
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]

awaiting oral argument. Another 100 fully briefed habeas petitions are

before the Court.

According to Chief Justice RonaldM. George, the Court now faces a

crisis, in which the death penalty backlog is threatening the Court’s ability to

resolve other statewide issues of law and settle conicts at the appellate

level, which is its primary duty and responsibility.. The California Supreme

Court has formulated a proposal to address the delay in deciding fully

briefed death penalty appeals by amending the California constitution to

give the Supreme Court discretion to transfer fully briefed cases to the

lllintermediate Courts oprpeal for decision. The Supreme Court would

_ review the Court ofAppeals judgment and could summarily afrm it, or

hold oral argument and issue its own decision with reasons stated,

aaare'ssmg' 'aiiar'paa Stale cauaaraaaearg ae'c‘iéiaa “‘2" on Maireaé'sg
'

2008, the Chief Justice announced that in View of the budget situation, the

Court is not asking that the proposal be advanced at this time. The

Commission recommends that this proposal be advanced only in conjunction

with implementation of recommendations it is presenting in this report to

h m A constitutional amendment would be required because the California constitution gives the Supreme
Court exclusive jurisdiction over appeals involvingjudgments ofdeath. Cal. Const., art. VI, Section 12.

“2 News Release, Supreme Court Proposes Amendments to Constitution in Death Penalty Appeals, Nov.
19, 2007.
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adequately fund the appointment ofboth appellate and habeas counsel in

death cases, and the provision of adequate stafng for the Courts of Appeal.

Witnesses before the Commission have addressed a number of other

concerns regarding the implementation of this proposal. Concern has been

expressed that transferring as many as thirty death appeals each year to the

nineteen different divisions and districts of the Court ofAppeal will result in

inconsistent rulings, especially in resolving issues such as harmless error.

The lack of formal proportionality review in California, coupled with the

patterns of geographic disparity, give added weight to concerns regarding

the consistency of death penalty review.

The assurance of the Supreme Court that Court ofAppeal rulings

wouldbe carefully scrutinized should be accepted. An annual evaluation of

the effects. of thisproposal couldbe assured bythelmplementatlon ofthe

Commission’s recommendation to establish a California Death Penalty

Review Panel (infra, pp. 102-103). The Commissionmajority recommends

adoption of the proposed constitutional amendment if the recommendations

contained in Part A of this Report are implemented.

While the California Supreme Court is also considering proposals to

address the backlog of state habeas cases, Senior Judge Arthur Alarcon of ‘

f:

the U.S. Court ofAppeals for the Ninth Circuit has suggested that California
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law be changed to permit original habeas petitions in death cases to be led

in the Superior Courts, with ght of appeal to the Courts oprpeal and

discretionary review by the Supreme Court.‘
13 He suggests:

The potential forreducing the delay ofnally adjudicating a sentence-
of death by having the original habeas corpus petition led in the

superior court is tremendous. There are 1499 superior court judges in
California. An average of thirty—eight state habeas corpus petitions in
death penalty cases are led each year in the California Supreme
Court. Spreading these state habeas corpus petitions among the trial
courts would dramatically reduce the Supreme Court’s caseload While
having a minimal impact on the superior courts. Trial court judges are
uniquely qualied to hear original habeas corpus claims because they
are already familiar with the evidence presented at trial. And in order
to facilitate appellate review, the superior courtjudge hearing the
petition should be required to issue a written order

explaining
the

reasons for granting or denying habeascorpus relief.
l4

The Alarcon proposalmay not require amendment of the California

constitution. The
Supreme

Court, the Courts oprpeal and Superior Courts

share original Jurisdiction overhabeascorpusproceedings. “5 The reason

habeas cases are led directly in the Supreme Court is because only the

Supreme Court is authorized to pay counsel. The California Supreme Court

has adopted a policy which declares:

Absent prior authorization by this court, this court will not
compensate counsel for the ling of any other motion, petition or
pleadingin any other California or federal court or court of another

”3
Alarcon, supra n. 2, at 743-49.

“4 1d. at p. 743.

“5 Cal. Const., art. VI, Section 10.
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state. Counsel who seek compensation for representation in another
court should secure appointment by, and compensation from, that
court. l 16

.

Adoption of the Alarcon proposal could also expedite the consideration of a

subsequent habeas corpus petition in federal court; Under the existing

system, federal courts do not have the benet, in most cases, of a prior

evidentiary hearing or a
written order from the Supreme Court explaining

the reasons for its decision. After the California Supreme Court rejected

requests from the judges of the Ninth Circuit Court ofAppeals that the Court

spell out its reasons for denying petitions for habeas corpus, due to lack of

time and resources, Senator Dianne Feinstein wrote to Governor Arnold

Schwarzenegger requesting assistance in addressing this problem. She

concluded that “[t]he absence of a thorough explanation of the [California ”W

Supreme] Court’s reasons for its habeas corpus decisions often requires

federal courts to essentially start each federal habeas death penalty appeal r
from scratch, wasting enormous time and resources.”m

'The Commission majority recommends that changes to California

statutes, rules and policies be seriously considered to encourage more

hearings and formal ndings in considering state habeas corpus petitions in

f
I

”6
Supreme Court Policies Arising From Judgments ofDeath, at Policy 3, 2-1 (1989).

”7'Alarcon, supra n. 2, at 742-43.
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death penalty cases. The California Supreme Court’s summary denial of

habeas petitions without evide’ntiary hearings and without any explanation of

the reasons] 18 does not save time, since it adds to the delay in resolution of

the inevitable subsequent federal habeas corpus claim. Simply adopting the

Alarcon proposal to shift the initial consideration ofhabeas petitions to the

. Superior Courts, however, would only add to the delays if the Superior

Courts summarily deny the petitions at the same rate, competency standards

for the appointment of counsel are not ensured, or additional resources are

not provided fOr all development of the facts necessary to resolve claims for

relief. Among the statutory changes
to be considered should be a

reexamination of the standards for‘requiring the Attorney General to le a

return, and the standards for requiring- an evidentiary hearing. Written

”ndings should also be required.

2. Explaining Racial and Geographic Disparities.

The decision to pursue the death penalty for a death eligible defendant is the

responsibility of the elected District Attorney in each California county.

Although there is no current data to show what proportion ofCalifornia

homicides are charged as rst degree murder and/or death penalty cases;

”a The California Supreme Court issues an order to show cause requiring the Attorney General to respond
in only 8% of death penalty habeas corpus petitions, and orders an evidentiary hearing before a referee in
only 4.5% of the cases.
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there has been research focused upon the cases that actually result in a

sentence of death. Professors Glen Pierce andMichael Radelet examined

the racial, ethnic and geographical variation in the imposition of the death

penalty based on an analysis ofhomicides that occurred in California

between January 1, 1990 and December} 1, 1999.119 They found that for the

33,9 14 homicides occurring in California during this period, 302 defendants

were sentenced to death. The statewide ratio for this ten—year period was .89

death sentences for every 100 homicide victims. The authors then examined

variations in this ratio based upon the race of the victim and the geographical

location of the homicide. They found the ratio varied substantially among

- California counties. Excluding counties in which fewer than ve death

sentences were imposed,12° death sentencing ratios varied om .58 for each

100 homicidesm ratesnearlytentlmeshlgher
- l

These ratios do not take into consideration variations in arrest rates

across counties. Larger urban counties may have higher proportions of

stranger—to—stranger homicides, which often remain unsolved and produce

correspondingly lower arrest rates. Pierce and Radelet adjusted for variance

”9 Pierce & Radelet, The Impact ofLegalIy Inappropriate Factors on Death Sentencingfor California
Homicides, 1990-1999, 46 Santa Clara L. Rev. 1 (2005).

m In almost half the counties, 28 of the 58, no death sentences were imposed during the 1990’s, although
1, 1 60 homicides took place in these counties. The current District Attorney for San Fran cisco, Kamala
Harris, and her predecessor, Terrence Hallinan, pledged never to seek the death penalty. Since 1979, only
two defendants have been sentenced to death for murders in San Francisco. Id. at 26, n.l 28.
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in alrest rates by counting homicides in which an offender was identied

(ordinarily by making an arrest), and then comparing the death sentencing

rate to the urban character of the county as measured by population density,

and the proportion of the county’s population that were non—Hispanic whites.

. This comparison strongly suggested that those counties with the-highest

death sentencing rates tend to have the highest proportion ofnon-Hispanic

whites in their population, and the lowest population density. The more

white andmore sparsely populated the county, the higher the death

sentencing rate.

.
Pierce and Radelet also subjected their data to logistic regression

analysis to ascertain whether the race and ethnicity of homicide victims is

associated with imposition of the death penalty in California. Overall,

,cotibiiiiig foriali
ether} predictor—y'ariébiés, they roiliidia'n it—h—o'siewho-kin“

African Americans, regardless of the ethnicity or race of the perpetrator, are

59.3% less likely to be sentenced to death than those who kill non-Hispanic

whites. This disparity increases to 67% when comparing the death

sentencing rates of those who kill whites with those who kill Hispanics,

again without regard to the ethnicity or race of the perpetrator.

It should be clearly understood that this data does not establish that

prosecutorial discretion is affected by race and class b'ias, unconscious or'
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otherwise. There are many other plausible explanations for the consistent

patterns based 0n race ofVictim that appear in every death penalty state.

Similar patterns have been found in other states in recent studies, including

Florida, Illinois, Nebraska, Arizona, Maryland, North Carolina and

Pennsylvania, as well as in studies of death sentencing in federal casesm

More detailed analysis ofmore data is necessary to identify the reasons for

patterns of disparity based upon the race of the victims.m

Professors Pierce and Radelet noted broad concerns about data quality

and availability in California:

Such issues raise crucial questions about the interest, and, more
fundamentally, the ability of the State to monitor its death sentencing
process. A comprehensive and effective monitoring program needs to t

track all homicide cases from arrest through appeal. To accurately
assess the full range of factors thatmay ormay not affect criminal
justicedecisions, alllinks. and actors. in the. decision-making process
must bemonitored. This necessitates collecting information om the
Very-start of the process, including information on the character of
police investigations and prosecutorial charging decisionsm

m Pierce and Radelet, supra n. 119, at 38-39.

m
Analysis ofracial data should include all cases in which the death penalty was sought and those in

which it was rejected as well as those in which it was imposed. Data from San Mateo County illustrates the
difculty ofdrawing any conclusions from a simple comparison ofthe race of the defendant and the race of
the victim in cases where the death penalty was imposed. Since 1983, 26 capital cases were tried to penalty
phase to a jury. 13 of the defendants were white, and 13 were persons ofcolor. There were a total of 42
victims: 27were white and 15 Were persons of color. Death verdicts we're returned in 14 of the cases, 8‘
against white defendants, and 6 against defendants of color. In those 14 cases, there were 27 victims, 16
white and 11 persons of color. In the twelve cases where the jury rejected a death verdict, 5 defendants
were white and 7 were persons of color. There were 15 victims in those 12 cases: 11 were white, and 4
were persons of color.

m
Supra, n. 119 atp. 37.
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The systematic collection and monitoring ofmore comprehensive data

about how homicide cases are selected for prosecution as death cases could

yield valuable insights into the impact of the race of the victim. This data

.should be regularly collected and analyzed.

Prosecutors suggest that geographical variation in utilizing the death

penalty is not a problem, because locally elected District Attorneys are

responding to the demandstof the electorate which they represent. The

California Supreme Court has consistently rejected claims that the discretion

conferred on the district attorney'of each county to seek the death‘penalty

results in a county—by—county disparity in capital prosecutions, causing

arbitrariness forbidden by the federal Constitutionm Others suggest that

since the death penalty is administered in thename of the State, there should

be aunifonn statevvide standardapplied to determine if the death penalty

should be employed.
125 A local decision to seek the death penaltymay

impose tremendous costs thatwill be borne by the Statezas a whole,

including the costs of subsequent appeal and habeas proceedings and the

costs of connement on death row.

'

’2‘
See, e.g., People v. Ayala, 23 Ca1.4“' 225 (2000); People v. Holt, 15 Ca1.4"' 629, 702 (1997); People v

Ochoa, 19 Ca1.4“‘ 353, 479 (1998).

‘25
See, e.g., the suggestion ofCommissioner Jon Streeter, pp. 67—68 supra.
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Many states address the problem of geographical variation by

imposing a requirement of comparative proportionality in death sentences.

The United States Supreme Court has ruled that the Eighth Amendment of

the U.S. Constitution does not require comparative proportionality review in

death penalty cases, concluding that disparities in death sentences cannot be

labeled as cruel and unusual punishment. The Court also held that death

penalty statutes without proportionality review do not violate the Fourteenth

Amendment’s guarantee of equal protection. Indeed, these rulings came in a

case challenging California’s death penalty statute for failing to provide

proportionality review.
126

Nevertheless, the majority of states which provide

for the death penalty do require comparative proportionality review to

achieve a consistent statewide standardm Gerald Kogan, former Chief

lustice of the Florida Supreme Court, told the Commission that Florida has

one of the highest rates of state Supreme Court reversal of death penalties in

the nation, because of its employment ofproportionality review. 128

The Commissionmajority has concluded that geographical and

racial variation should be subjected to further study and analysis in

‘2‘
Pulley v. Ham's, 465 U.s. 37 (1934).

”7
Kaufman—Osbom, Capital Punishment, Proportionality Review, and Claims pfFaimess (With Lessons

From Washington State), 79 Wash. L. Rev. 775, 790-92 (2004) (21 ofthe 39 states with death penalty laws"
impose a requirement of comparative proportionality review).

'28
Testimony ofHon. Gerald Kogan, p. 34.
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California. Evidenpe ofdisparities in the administration of the death penalty

undennines public condence in our criminal justice system generally.

California is the most diverse state in the country. It is our duty to ensure

that every aspect of the criminal justice system is administered fairly an'd

evenly, and that all residents of the state are'accorded equal treatment under

the law. This is especially true when the state chooses to take a life in the
t

name of the people. The Commissioners are unwilling to recommend a

requirement of comparative proportionality or approval of local death

penalty decisions by a statewide body, however, without additional data and

research.

3. Comprehensive Data Collection and'Monitoring.

The Commission made a concerted effort to identify the process by

which decisions aremade by California District Attorneys to proceed with a

homicide prosecution as a death penalty case. After completing preliminary

research, Professors Harry Caldwell, Carol Chase and Chris Chambers of

Pepperdine University School ofLaw prepared a survey form which was '

I
sent'to the District Attorneys in each ofCalifornia’s 58 counties. The survey

sought information concerning the process by which each ofce determines

whether to le a homicide as a capital case, as well as information designed
'

to reveal whether certain types of special circumstances aremore likely than
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others to be led as capital cases, and Whether certain characteristics of

defendants, Victims, or the crimes alleged were more likely to result in a

capital charge. Despite extensive folloiN—up contacts, twerrty counties never

responded to the survey, and another fourteen responded by declining to
i

participate in the surVey. The non-cooperating counties included ve of the

top ten death—sentencing counties in Californiam

With respect to the counties that completed the survey, most indicated

that a panel or committee ofprosecutors was utilized to make a

recommendation to the District Attorney whether the death penalty should

be sought. Very few counties indicated they had written policies or

guidelines, and only one was willing to provide a copy of their written

policy. The responding offices differed as to their use of information from

the defense inmaking their decisions.“ In most counties, the decision is not

made until the information is led, after the preliminary hearing.

The survey did not yield enough statistical information to draw any

conclusions with regard to the decision—making process. The Pepperdine

researchers concluded:

Of all the decisions that a gOVernment canmake, the decision to seek
to end the life of another human beingmust be the most important and

'29 The non-cooperating counties included Riverside, Orange, Alameda, San Diego and Kem. The top ten

death-sentencing counties in California, measured by the number of inmates on death row in January, 2004,
were: 1. Los Angeles (1 94), 2. Riverside (54), 3. Orange (49), 4. Alameda (43), 5. Sacramento (34); 6. San
Bemardino (34); 7. San Diego (32), 8. Santa Clara (27), 9. Kem (23), 10. San Mateo (16).
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sobering. These decisions should be made only after careful
consideration of specied factors aer a clearly dened process
designed to ensure fairness and to avoid arbitrary results. As the
ultimate decision for each county rests with an elected ofcial, the
District Attorney, one would hope that the District Attorney would
value transparency in his/her decision—making process, both to insure
that these important decisions are beingmade as evenhandedly as

possible and to give the electorate the opportunity to voice its
approval or disapproval of the process by which the District Attorney
makes those decisions. Unfortunately, our experience has revealed a
wariness about disclosing information about the death penalty
decision—making process on the part ofmany district attorneys ofces.
While some ofces — including the ofce of themost populous county
(Los Angeles), have been very forthcoming — a record of 15 relatively
complete responses out of 58 countiesm paints a distressing picture of

- the Willingness of those who tinker with the machinery of the death
penalty to expose their decision—making process to the electorate. 131

Regrettably, a similar experience ofwariness was reported by the Rand

Corporation, which was retained by the Commission to determine the

feasibility of amajor study of the administration and the administrative costs

of the death penalty in California:

At the outset of our conversations with representatives ofparticipating
agencies, the relevance of the underlying political dynamic became
undeniably apparent. Namely, that many (ifnotmost) of the
participants inthe death penalty process have strongly held views
about the death penalty, and that those Views have implications for our
ability to gather the necessary data for the proposed study. The

'

representatives on the defense side with whom we spoke tended to see
it as their responsibility to prevent or delay the application of capital
punishment. Therefore, not surprisingly, they appear to fall largely

13° In addition to Los Angeles County, relatively complete responses were received from Butte, Calaveras,
Imperial, Inyo, Kings, Lake, Mendocino, Nevada, San Bernardino, San Mateo, Santa Clara, Shasta,
Tehama and 'Iuolurrme Counties.

m Caldwell, Chase & Goodman, Death Penalty Survey Repo, p. 7 (Nov. 7, 2007).
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within the group of those opposed to the use of the death penalty.
And the representatives on the prosecution side, especially at the local
level, showed an interest inmaintaining all possible sentencing
options for any given crime, which allovvs for the widest discretion in
determining how to handle their oases, as well as providing leverage
for plea—bargaining. Thus, the two groups ofkey stakeholders not
only play adversarial roles in individual caSes, but they also largely
disagree when it comes to the death penalty.

It is perhaps not surprising then, thatmany of the stakeholders
in the current death penalty process are wary of the kind of
independent study we have proposed, for fear that it could end up
swaying opinion in a direction contrary to their own convictions. This
wariness was expressed to us directly by some, as well as indirectly
(e.g.,,difculties we encountered getting connected in a timely fashion
to the right people). In our experience, such ambivalence about a
study canmake data collection extremely difcult — if not effectively
impossiblem

Providing the public with reliable information about how the death penalty is

being administered in California should not depend upon the discretion of

those who are chargedwith its administration. The Commissionmajority

recommends that reporting requirements be imposed to systematically

collect and make public data regarding all decisions by prosecutors in

murder cases whether or not to charge special circumstances and/or seek the

death penalty, as well as the disposition of such cases by dismissal, plea or

verdict in the trial courts. The Legislature should impose a requirement

- upon courts, prosecutors and defense counsel to collect and report all data

needed to determine the extent to which race of the defendant, the race of the
m

Everingham, Ridgley, Reardon & Anderson, Feasibility Study: Characterizing the Administration and
Assessing theAdministrative Costs ofthe Death Penalty in California, p. 11 (Rand Corp., August 2007).
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victim, geographic location and other factors affect decisions to implement

the death penalty, to accurately determine the costs, and to track the progress

ofpotential death penalty cases. This recommendation was among the most

vigorously debated by the Commission, with some Commissioners believing

that data collection is useless without a carefully dened purpose for the

'data. The Commissionmajority concluded that a newly created Death

Penalty Review Panel would play a vital .role in dening what data is

necessary to carry out itsmonitoring and advising functions.

The Commission received a recommendation from Professors Ellen

. Kreitzberg, Michael Radelet and Steven Shatz describing a comprehensive

system of data collection modeled on the system implemented by the

Supreme Court ofNew Yorl{.133 Some counties, such as Alameda County,

aniéaay willingly éa’iiea‘anal aria; a'atatriatiwoid be flamed; The

Commission recommends that reporting requirements be imposed to

systematically collect and make public cumulative data regarding all

decisions by prosecutors in murder cases whether or not to charge special

circumstances and/or seek the death penalty, as well as the disposition of

such cases by dismissal, plea or verdict in the trial courts.

”3
Kreitzberg, Radelet & Shatz, Response to Questions on Proportionality Review and Data Collection,

March 12, 2008. (Available on Commission’s Website). _
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The Legislature should impose a requirement upon courts, prosecutors

and defense co'unsel to collect and report any data other th’an privileged

material designated by the California Death Penalty Review Panel which

may be necessary: (l) to determine whether demographics affect decisions

to implement the death penalty, and if so, how; (2) to determine what impact

decisions to seek'the death penalty have upon the costs of trials and post—

conviction review; and (3) to track the progress ofpotential and pending

death penalty cases to predict the future impact upon the courts and

correctional needs. The information should be reported to the California

Department of Justice and the California Death Penalty Review Panel. The

information reported should be fully accessible to the public and to

researchers.

The eirperienceof this Commissmn in undertaking avcomprehensive

review of the administration ofCalifornia’s death penalty law conrms the

need for more comprehensive collection of data and the continual

monitoring and analysis of that data, to identify and address the problems of

delay, chronic under—funding, and the potential risk ofwrongful convictions

and executions, and to assure ourselves that racial and geographic variations

do not reect the inappropriate exercise of discretion.
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The Commission majority recommends the establishment of a

California Death Penalty Review Panel, to be composed ofjudges,

prosecutors, defense lawyers, law enforcement representatives and victim

advocates appointed by the Governor and the Legislature. It should be the

duty of this Panel to issue an annual report to the Legislature, the Governor

and the courts, gauging the progress of the courts in reducing delays in death

penalty cases, analyzing the costs of and monitoring the implementation of

the recommendations of this Commission, and examining, ways ofproviding

safeguards and making improvements in the way the California death

penalty law mctions.

4. The Need for Greater Transparency in the Exercise of
Prosecutorial Discretion t0 Pursue the Death Penalty.

. Although the Commissionfs attemptto survey prosecutors was. largely-

unsuccessful, the ACLU ofNorthern California conducted a survey of

defense attorneys to ascertain the death penalty charging procedures in their

counties. 134 They received information regarding the practices in fteen

active death penalty counties,135 in most cases from the ChiefPublic

Defender or a deputy. The data obtained was entirely consistent with that

”4
Natasha L. Minsker, Charging Practices ofCA DA 's in Death Penalty Cases, Survey Responses, Letter

to the Commission dated Feb. 15, 2008 (Available on Commission’s Website). '

‘35
Responses were obtained for Alameda, Contra Costa, Fresno, Kern, Los Angeles, Orange, Riverside,

Sacramento, San Bemardino, San Diego; San Mateo, Santa Clara, Solano, Tulare and Ventura Counties.
Thus, all of the top ten death-sentencing counties Were included. See n. 96, supra.
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collected by the Pepper_dine researchers. It demonstrated great variation in

the practices for charging special circumstances, a lack of racial diversity

among the individuals who made the decision, great variation in when the

decision was made, and signicant variation in the involvement of the

defense in the process. In all but three of the responding counties (Kern,

Sacramento and Solano) review panels or Committees ofprosecutors were

utilized to make arecommendation to the District Attorney. Only two

responses indicated the review committees were racially diverse. In three of

the counties, the defense is not regularly consulted before a decision is

made. 136 Five of the counties permit written submissions by the defensem

Seven'of the counties permit the defense to actuallymeet with the

committee. 138

There was also signicant variation in when the decision to seek the

death penalty was made. Most counties made the decision after the

preliminary hearing, but there was signicant variation in how long after the

preliminary hearing a decision was made. In one recent case, the.

”6
Kern, Riverside and San Bernardino.

.m Alameda, Contra Costa, Fresno, Los Angeles and Solano.

m
Orange, San Diego, San Mateo, Sacramento, Santa Clara, Tulare and Ventura.
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prosecution declared for the rst time that it was seeking a sentence of death

on the rst day of tria1.'39

The Commission recently recommended that all DistrictAttorney Ofces in

California formulate and disseminate a written Ofce Policy to govern compliance

with the constitutional obligation to disclose exculpatory evidence. Report and

Recommendations on Compliance With the ProsecutorialDuty to Disclose

Exculpatory Evidence (March 6, 2008). We believe it is equally important that the

policy governing the decision to seek the death penalty be in writing and publicly .

available. The Commission therefore unanimously recommends that all District

Attorney Ofces in California formulate and disseminate a written Ofce Policy

describing how decisions to seek the. death penalty are made, who-participates in

the decisions, and what criteria are applied. Such policies should also provide for

input from the defense before the decision is made.
u

5. The Governor’s Clemency Power in Death Penalty Cases.

The California constitution vests the power to commute or pardon a

'

person condemned to death in the Governor:

Art. V, Section 8(a). Subject to application procedures provided by
statute, the Governor, on conditions theGovernor deems proper, may
grant a reprieve, pardon, and commutation, after sentence, except in
case of impeachment. The Governor shall report to the legislature
each reprieve, pardon, and commutation granted, stating the pertinent

’39 Dan B‘emstein,A Late Penalty, Riverside Press—Enterprise, Oct. 9, 2007.
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facts and the reasons for granting it. The Governormay not grant a
pardon or commutation to a person twice convicted of a felony except
on recommendation of the Supreme Court, 4 judges concurring.

At the request of the Commission, Professors Linda E. Carter andMary-

BethMoylan of the University of the Pacic, McGeorge School ofLaw

undertook a comprehensive study of the use of commutation in California

death penalty cases. 14° Historically, they found substantial variation in the

rates atwhich California Governors exercised clemency in death penalty

cases. Governor Culbert Olson (1939—1942) commuted 16 death sentences

While overseeing 29 ekecutions.141 Governor Earl Warren'(1943—1953)
.

commuted 7 death sentences while overseeing 80 executionsm Governor

Edmund G. “Pat” Brown commuted 20 death sentences while presiding over

20 executions. 143 The last commutation of a death sentence in California was
i

lay-Governor RonaldReagan in 1967. Governor Reagan. also presided over-

one execution. Since the enactment of the current California death penalty

law in 1978, there have been 13 executions; Clemency was denied in all 13

14° Carter andMoylan, Clemency in Capital Cases (2008) (Available on the Commission’s Website).

l‘“ Governor Olson’s Clemency Secretary was Stanley Mosk, who later served as California Attorney
General and as a Justice ofthe California Supreme Court for 37 years.

”2 Governor Warren later served as Chief Justice of the United States Supreme Court- for 15 years;

”3 One ofGovernor Brown’s Clemency Secretaries was Arthur Alarcon, now a Senior Judge ofthe U.S.
Court ofAppeals for the Ninth Circuit. Governor Brown authored a book describing his experiences in
considering death penalty commutations. Edmund (Pat) Brown with Dick Adler, Public Justice, Private
Mercy: A Governor ’s Education on Death Row (1 989).
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cases: ve by Govemor Pete Wilson, ve by Governor Gray Davis, and

three by Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger.

Professors Carterrand Moylan cOnclude’that executive clemency

cannot and should not function as a device to review procedural errors or

legal challenges to execution. Its purpose is to provide a safety valve, and

its unregulated nature furthers that purpose. They do make two

recommendations to amend Article V, Section 8(a) of the California

constitution, however, and the Commission unanimously supports these

recommendations:

1. Decisions denying clemency in death cases should be preserved in

the records of the Legislature as well as decisions granting clemency. All of

the last thirteen denials of clemency resulted in the issuance ofwritten

East-(gas; tt'i-Sga'regsféis' bite-24m M59155"egotérlgd‘diicit'y in

locating all of those decisions. The second sentence of Section 8(a) should

be amended to read: “The Governor shall report to the Legislature each

reprieve, pardon, and commutation granted or denied.”

2. The requirement of Supreme Court concurrence in the grant of

executive clemency to a twice-convicted felon should be removed.

Involving the Supreme Court in the clemency process intertwines the

judicial branch in a power that is exclusively vested in the executive branch
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by the Cafomi'a constitution. No other state has a process that gives the

judiciel branch this type ofveto power over the executive’s decision. The

concept of grantingmercy is an extra-judicial function that is not within the

purview or function of a court.

The Commission is also in agreement with the suggestion of ’7:

Professors Carter and Moylan that Penal Code Section 4813 be amended to

make it discretionary rather than mandatory that requests for clemency by a

twice convicted felon be referred to the Board ofPrison Terms for a written

recommendation. This proposed amendmentwill bring the statute into

conformity with the actual practice of recent Governors and alleviate a

possible conict with the California constitution and its requirement of the

separation ofpowers. . f”
V n

Finally, the” Commission suggests-that the Covernor receive

information om the attorneys for the accused, and should consider in each'

case meeting personally with the attorneys for each side beforemaking a

decision regarding commutation in a death penalty case. As the only _

decision maker, the Governor should hear evidence and arguments in person

as much as possible.
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CONCLUSION

Ifwe are to achieve the goals ofjusce, fairness and accuracy in the
,

administration of the death penalty in California, and reduce delays at least

to the national average, there is urgent need td increase inding at every

level: trials, direct appeals and habeas corpus review. Once increased

funding has been achieved, serious consideration should be given to both a

proposed constitutional amendment to permit the California Supreme Court

to transfer fully briefed pending death penalty appeals from the Supreme

Court to the Courts oprpeal, and changes to California statutes, rules and r

policies to encourage more factual hearings and findings in state habeas

proceedings in death penalty cases.

'

Reporting requirements should be imposed to systematically collect

and make public cumulative data regarding all decisions by prosecutors in

murder casesiwhether or not to charge special circumstances and/or seek the

death penalty, as well as the disposition of such cases by dismissal, plea or

verdict in the trial courts.

A Death Penalty Review Panel should be established to issue an

annual report to the Legislature,the Governor and the courts, gauging the

progress of the courts in reducing delays, analyzing the costs of and

monitoring the implementation of the recommendations of this Commission,
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and examining ways ofproviding safeguards and making improvements in

the way the California death penalty law mctions.

Each‘District Attorney Ofce in California should formulate a written

Ofce Policy describing when and how decisions to seek the death penalty

are made.

The constitutional and statutory provisions goveming Gubernatorial

clemency should be modied to maintain consistent records and eliminate

unnecessary procedural steps.

This report sets forth an ambitious and expensive agenda of reform.

The failure to implement it, however will be evenmore costly. The death

penaltywill remain a hollow promise to the people ofCalifornia.

Respectfully submitted,
'

canton}: Cogéiaa an' {nasal-if Aaéaaari 6falgae;

John K. Van de Kamp, Chair

Jon Street'er, Vice Chair*

Diane Bellas, Alameda County Public Defender

Harold O. Boscovich, Jr., Danville
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Jerry Brown; California Attorney General (Represented by Scott Thorpe,
Janet Gaard, and Donald DeNicola)*
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ChiefPete Dunbar, Pleasant Hill Police Department

Jim Fox, San Mateo County District Attorney

Rabbi Allen Freehling, Los Angeles
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*See separate statement attached to this report.
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APPENDIX I: ‘

DEATH PENALTY FOCUS QUESTIONS

1. Should reporting requirements be imposed to systematically collect and
make public data regarding all decisions by prosecutors in murder cases
whether or not to charge special circumstances and/or seek the death
penalty, as well as the disposition

of such cases by dismissal, plea or verdict
in the trial courts?

2. Should the California constitution be amended to permit the transfer of
jurisdiction over pending death penalty appeals from the Supreme Court

to
the Courts oprpeal?

3. Should California law be changed to require state habeas corpus petitions
in death penalty cases be led in the Superior Courts?

4. Should California law be changed to narrow the special circumstances
that would make a defendant eligible for the death penalty?A Should death penalty eligibility be limited to cases in which the

defendant was the actual killer?
_

B. Should death penalty eligibility be limited to cases in which the
defendant formed the intent to kill?

- C.— Should felonymurder special circumstances.be-retained-‘2— — «

D. Should special circumstances be limited to the “worst of the
worst’? If so, which special circumstances dene the “worst of the
worst”?

5. Whatmeasures should be taken to assure the prompt appointment of
qualied lawyers to provide competent representation for the defendant in
death penalty cases at the trial stage, on direct appeal, and for habeas corpus
challenges? -

6. Should consistency of representation be provided for state and federal
habeas corpus proceedings in death penalty cases?

7. Are funding and support services for the defense of capital cases adequate.
to assure competent representation by qualified lawyers?
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8. Are there signicant racial disparities associated with the race of the
Victim or the defendant in imposing the death penalty in California? If so, r

What remedies are available to minimize or eliminate the problem?

9. Are there signicant geographical disparities from county to county in
utilizing the death penalty in California? Is this a problem? If so, what
remedies are available to minimize or eliminate the problem?

10. Is there a need for proportionality review of death penalty sentences in
California? If so, how should such a review process be incorporated into

California’s death penalty law?

11. Are clemency procedures used by California governors consistent from
one administration to the next? Are they consistent with the procedures
utilized by other states? Are they adequate to assure a fair opportunity to be
heard by all interested parties, and to assure a principled decision on the
merits?
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Appendix II

HABEAS CORPUS RESOURCE CENTER
303 Second Sh‘eet, Suite 400 Soufh

San Francisco, CA 94107
Tel 415-348—3800 0 Fax 415—348—3878

www.hcrc.ca.gov

.TEDERAL GRANTS OFRELIEF IN CALIFORNIA CAPITAL CASES
JUDGMENTS AREFINAL) (N=38)

1.
I

‘Xéél‘la, éééy
'

"éénéci" ‘di 'Az'c‘a'zéz J. 'obdfo; 3’34 F.3d 862 (93h Cir. 2063)
Ainsworth, ‘ Ainsworth v. Woodford, 268 F.3d 868 (9th Cir.

i 2.
Steven

Granted
. Penalty 2001)

'
. Bean v. Calderon, 163 F.3d 1073 (9th Cir. 1998),3. Bean, Anthony Granted Gut cert denied, 528 U-S' 922 (1999)
. Bloom v. Calderon, 132 F.3d 1267 (9th Cir. 1997),

1' _
B1°°m’ R0136“ Granted Gm“ cert denied, 523 Us. 1145 (1998)

1'
Caro v. Woodford, 280 F.3d 1247 (9th Cir.), cert.

5'- 931°? .1383???_ 933184 _ . _ ._P_e‘a_1'fy__ ._ _ .dem'ed;535Us-951 (2002)___ _ .

. . Guilt (Special Clark v. Brown, 442 F.3d 708 (9th Cir.), cert.6' Cla‘k’ Wham Grime“ Circumstance) denied, 127 s. Ct. 555 (2006)
Coleman, Granted Penal

. Coleman v. Calderon, 210 F.3d 1047 (9th Cir.
Russell ty 2000)

.
'

. Daniels v. Woodford, 428 F.3d 1181 (9th Cir.
8‘ ' Damels’ Jacks?”

Granted Gm“
2005), cert. dented, 127 s. Ct. 2876 (2007)
Douglas v. Woodford, 316 F.3d 1079 (9th Cir),9' Dwglas’ Fred Granted Penalty cert. denied, 540 U.s. 810 (2003)

'

. Dyer v. Calderon, 151 F.3d 970 (9th Cir.), cert.
~

10. Dyer, Alfred Granted Gullt
denied, 525 US- 1033 (1 998)

. Frierson v. Woodford, 463 F.3d 982 (9th Cir. 2006),11. Fnerson, Lavell Granted Penalty cert. denied, 127 S. Ct. 297.6 (2007)
. Guilt (Special

12. Ghent, David Granted Circnmstance) Ghent v. Woodford, 279 F .3d 1121 (9th Cir. 2002)

Grated in Grant v Brown order Civ 3—90—0779 (E D call3. Grant, Richard District Court Penalty
' ’ ’ ' ' ' ‘

. . Jan. 12, 2006)
@etinoner
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appealed denial

20

L)

of guilt relief;
Warden did not

appeal grant of
penalty relief)

Hamilton,
' '

_ Hamilton v. Vasquez, l7 F.3d 1149 (9th Cir.), cert.
~

14'
Bernard Granted Penalty denied, 512U.s. 1220 (2000)

l 5. Hayes, Blufford Granted Guilt gags
v.
Brown,‘399

F.3d 972 (9th Cir. en bane

16 Hendricks, Gra ted Penalty
Hendricks v. Calderon, 70 F.3d 1032 (9th" Cir.'

Edgar .

n
1995), cert. denied, 517 us. 1111 (1996)

17. Hovey, Richard Granted Penalty Hovey v. Ayers, 458 F.3d 892 (9th,Cir. 2006)
Granted in

'

District Court .

(Parties Howard v. Calderon, Order, CV 88-7240 (CD. Cal.18'
Howard’gary stipulated to Penalty

Sept. 26, 1996)
dismissal of '

appeal)
Granted in

. District Court Hunter v. Vasquez, Order, C 90-3275 (ND. Cal.19' Hunter’ Whom? (Neither party Dec. 9, 1998)
'

appealed) -
'

l

Jackson, Earl Granted Penalty Jackson v. Brown, 513 F.3d 1057 (9th Cir. 200E
:- . Jackson v. Calderon, 211 F.3d 1148 (9th Cir. 2000),
21: .Jackson,.M1chael. .Granted.._._ . .. _ . . .Penalty. .

,,_c.e7t:de_ie_d;531.U.S. 1.072 (2001),.
_ . . . ._ _ _

Jennings, - . Jennings v. Woodford, 290 F.3d 1006 (9th Cir.22‘ Michael Granted Gm”
2002), cert. denied, 539 Us. 958 (200;)

. ~ Karl's v. Calderon, 283 F.3d 1117 (9th Cir. 2002),23. Kans, James Granted Penalty cert. denied, 539 U'S' 958 (2003)
Granted in
District Court
(Petitioner .

1 . appealed denial Keenan v. Woodford, 2001 WL 835856 (Dec. 21,24. Keenan, Maurice of guilt relief; Penalty
1999)

.

Warden did not

appeal grant of
penalty relief)
Granted in

.

. District Court Malone v. Vasquez, Order, 96-4040-WJR, (C.D. Cal25' Malone’ Kelvm
(Executed in Penalty Jan. l1, 1999)
Missouri)

Mayeld,
‘

.26.
Demete

Granted Penalty Mayeld v. Woodford, 270 F.3d 915 (9th C1r. 2001)
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nu .u k u-

IZ I
[Mclsgwe

G t d Pena] vmcDowell viCalderon,13OF.3d 833 (9th Cu. en
I

'
Charles [an e ty bane 1991), cert denied, 523 U.s 1103 (1998)

'
. McLaz'n v. Calderon, 134 F.3d 1383 (9th Cir.), cert28. McLam, Robert Granted Penalty denied 525 US 942 (1998)

Granted in .

I

District Court . Melton v. Vasquez, Order, CV 89—4182 (CD. Cal.29. Melton, James
(Neither party

Gullt Jan. 19, 2007)
appealed)

'

. Moore v. Calderon, 108 F.3d 261 (9th Cit), cert.30. Moore, Charles Granted Gmlt
denied, 521 U'SI 1111 (1997)

. Morris v. Woodford, 273 F.3d 826 (9th Cir.), cert.31. Moms, Bruce Granted Penalty
denied, 537 U‘S' 941 (20021

’ Murtishaw, Murtz’shaw v. Woodford, 255 F.3d 926 (9th Cir.32' David Granted Penalty 2001), cert. denied, 535 U.s. 935 (2002)
. Odle v. Woodford, 238 F.3d 1084 (9th Gin), cert.33. Odle, James Granted Gullt

denied, 534 U'S. 888 (2001)
Granted in

.1 34 Ramirez, District Court Guilt Ramirez v. Vasquez, Order, 91-CV—03802 (CD.' Richard (Warden did not Cal. Feb. 5, 2008)
appeal)

Sandoval v. Calderon, 241 F.3d 765 (9th Cir), cert.35. Sandoval, Alfred Granted Penalty denied, 534U'S' 847 (2001)
3‘ Silva, Benjamin Granted Guilt Silva v. Woodford, 416 F.3d 980 (9th Cir. 2005) .

I
'

. Wade v Calderon, 29 F3d 1312 (9th Cir. 1994),3;. Wade, Me1v1n. , .Granted _ .Penalty . be”-dented- 513US 1120 (1995)
._ . .

Granted in
District Court

.

38 Williams, (Parties Penalty
Williams v. Vasquez, Order, 90—1212R (SD. Cal.

-

'
Michael stipulated to Sept. 9, 1993)

dismissal of
appeal)
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FEDERAL DENIALS 0F RELIEF 1N CALIFORNIA CAPITAL CASES
(IUDGMENTS ARE FINAL) (N=16) ”4

1 Allen Clarence
Denied by Ninth Allen v. Woodford, 395 F.3d 979 (9th Cir.), cert.' ’ Circuit Denied denied, 546 U.S. 858 (2005)

2 Anderson, Denied by Ninth Certiorari Anderson v. Calderon, 232 F.3d 1053 (9th Cir.'
Steghen Circuit Denied 2000), cert. denied 534 U.S. 1036 (20041)

3 Babbitt Manuel
Denied by Ninth Certiorari Babbitt v. Calderon, 151 F.3d 1170 (9th Cir. 1998), .' ’ Circuit ' Denied cert. denied, 525 U.S. 1159 (1999)

4 Beardslee, Denied by Ninth Certiorari Beardslee v. Woodford, 358 F.3d 560 (9th Cir.),'
Donald Circuit Denied cert. denied, 543 U.S. 842 (2004)

5 Bonin William Denied by Ninth Certiorari Bonin v. Calderon, 59 F.3d 815 (9th Cir. 1995),' ’ Circuit Denied cert. denied, 516 U.S. 105 1 (1996)
6 Davis Larry

Denied by Ninth Certioran' Davis. v. Wooaford, 384 F.3d 628 (9th Cir. 2004),' ’ Circuit Dismissed cert. dismissed, 545 U.S. 1165 (2005)
7 Fields Stevie Denied by Ninth Certiorari Fields v. Woodford, 503 F.3d 755 (9th Cir. 2007),' ’ Circuit Denied cert. denied 128 S.Ct. 1875 (2008)

. Grantb Ninth Harris v. Pulle , 692 F.2d 1189, 9th Cir.1982 ,8" Hams’ Rm“ Circuit
y Reversed

rev'd, 465 U.S.y37 (198:1)
( )

9 Morales, Denied by Ninth Certiorari Morales v. Calderon, 388 F.3d 1159 (9th Cir.
'

' Michael Circuit Denied 2004), cert. denied,546 U.S. 935 (2005)
. Denied b Ninth Certiorari Ra l v. Ylst, 470 F.3d 792 9th Cir. 2006 , cert.10' Raley’ Dav‘d Circuit

y
Denied dell-Z, 128 s. Ct. 59 (2007)(

)

1‘ Rich Darrell, Denied by Ninth Certiorari Rich v. Calderon, 187 F.3d 1064 (9th Cir. 1999),
‘- -

’ - Circuit Denied cert. denied, 528 U.S. 1092 (2000)
‘12— Eggs— Mgtchen

' A

"De—niEd'by'Ninth".
_ w

_CEit_io-r§riw “Sinis'iZ—Bwrcwn, 430 F.3d—1220 (9th—Cir. 2005—),mc‘ert:' ’ Circuit Denied denied, 127 S. Ct. 62 (2006)
13 Siripongs, Denied by Ninth Certiorari Siripongs v. Calderon, 133 F.3d 732 (9th Cir.),'

Jaturun Circuit Denied 'cert. denied, 52 U.S. 839 (1 998)
14 Thompson, i Grant by Ninth Reversed Thompson v. Calderon, 120 F.3d 1045 (9th Cir.'

Thomas Circuit 1997), rev’d, 523 U.S. 538 (1998)
1 5 Williams Keith Denied by Ninth Certiorari Williams v. Calderon, 83 F.3d 281 (9th Cir.), cert.' ’ Circuit Denied denied, 517 U.S. 1183 (1996)
1 6 'Williams, Denied by Ninth Certiorari Williams v. Woodford, 384 F.3d 567 (9th Cir.

A;

'
Stanley Circuit '

Denied 2004), cert. denied, 546 U.S. 934 (2005)-

144 The table includes four cases ofCalifornia inmates (Mr. Morales, Mr. Fields, Mr. Raley, and Mr.
Sims) whose first federal petition is nal, but for whom successor litigation may invalidate their
convictions or sentences. Similarly,Mr. Davis died pn'or to a decision regarding his petition for certiorari
and thus his case was not a nal decision on the merits. Nonetheless, Ihave included the cases out of an
abundance of caution.
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FEDERAL DENIALS 0F RELIEF 1N CALIEORNIA CAPITAL CASES
(IUDGMENTS ARE NOT FINAL) (N=3)

Brown Albert Denied by Ninth Céiom Brown v. Ornoskz', 503 F.3d 1006 (9th Cir. 2007,’ Circuit Pending cert. pending (petition led kgy 1, 20%
. Denied by Ninth Cooper v. Brown, 510 F.3d 870 (9th Cir. 2007),Cooper, Kevm . . . . . .

Clrcu1t etmon for reheanngBendmg
. Denied by Ninth Pinholster v. Ayers, 525 F.3d 742 (9th Cir. 2008),thOlSter’ scat Circuit etition for rehearing to be led
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STATE 0F CALIFORNIA

OFFICE OF THE ATTORNEY GENERAL
EDMUND G. BROWN JR.

lime 30, 2008

John Van de Kamp, Chairman
Members of the Commission
California Commission on the

Fair Administration of Justice
900 Lafayette Street, Suite 608
Santa Clara, CA 95050

Dear Chairman Van de Kamp and Commission Members:

I appreciate the hard work that went into this report. There are many issues involved in
the application of the death penalty in California and I know commission members strove to

achieve cppsetlsu? .021. meetings}! termini “Regretfslly; this gqal still 9199198.. 9a

Capital litigation constitutes a substantial portion ofmy ofce’s workload. Our lawyers
work every day to defend death penalty judgments consistent with fairness, due process and
constitutional requirements. Currently, we are handling some 343 capital cases at various stages
of direct appeal to the California Supreme Court, 103 capital cases on habeas corpus in the state
courts, 121 capital cases on habeas corpus in the federal district courts, and 16 capital cases in-the
United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit. _Four condemned inmates have exhausted
all challenges to their judgments and await the setting of their execution dates once the status of
California’s lethal-injection protocol is resolved by the state and federal courts. I know ofno
defendant facing execution who is innocent of the crime forwhich he was convicted and
sentenced.

I share the Commission’s concerns about the high costs associated with capital litigation
and about the difculty in nding and appointing qualied counsel to represent defendants in
these cases. I am also concerned about needless delay in reviewing capital judgments, which has
a number of causes. While death penalty proceedings warrant exceptionally careful review and-
cannot be rushed, multiple rounds of repetitive litigation can cause unnecessary delay, increase
costs, and undermine respect for the criminal justice system.

1300 1 STREET o Sun-g 1740 .n SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA 95814'o PHONE (916)-324—5437 ° FAX (916) 445-6749
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John Van de Kamp, Chairman
June 30, 2008
Page 2

I agree with the Commission that consideration should be given to seeking a
constitutional amendment to permit transferring some death-penalty appeals from the California

~ Supreme Court to the courts of appeal. lalso agree that consideration should be given to seeking
authorization to allow initiating state capital habeas corpus cases in the trial court, with appellate
review in the courts of appeal. I believe that we should promptly begin to work on these

proposals, even though their specic features need to be worked out.

I ask that this letter be included with the Commission’s report.

Sincerely,

. gas/Mme.
EDMUND G. BROWN JR.
Attorney General
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STATEMENT OF CHIEFWILLIAM J. BRATTON

Ibelieve that the imposition of the Death Penalty is an appropriate remedy. I further believe that

.
the imposition of the penalty should be imposed within a reasonable time and not unduly

delayed. There must be an assurance that those convicted ofmurder and sentenced to death have

received adequate representation, a full review of the legal issues involved and that they are in

fact guilty ofthe crimes charged. The improvements in technology and its increased use in the

determination of these cases has given me condence that those who will be convicted and

sentenced to death will be guilty of the crimes charged. Ihave supported the previous

recommendations of the Commission regarding eyewitness identication, use ofjailhouse

'v informants, confessions, scientic evidence, the professional responsibility and accountability of

prosecutors and defense lawyers to lrther ensure that this occurs.

I support the position that California has a dysmctional system. A lapse of time ofover two

desadeSfbstWeen sentence. and_ir_np_c>§ition..9f sentences unacceptable Torcquirv the family/pf,
the victims to have to wait over to 20 years to have the promised punishment imposed only adds

to their pain and suffering and renders it an illusory punishment. The legislature and the people
of the State of California should undertake a meaningful debate to determine how to correct this

problem. I realize correcting the problem Will require a large expenditure of funds, at a time

when we are facing a budget crisis, andmay only result in the imposition of the penalty within
ten years rather than 20 years. However, ifwe are to impose the penalty we should do it as

expeditiously as possible, while ensuring that each‘ defendant has received a fair trial and ll]
'

review of all legal and factual issues.

I do not join in any proposal to limit the ultimate punishment to life without the possibility of 4

parole or in narrowing the list of special circumstances.
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DISSENT TO CALIFORNIA
COMMISSION ON THE FAIR ADMINISTRATION OF JUSTICE

REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE ADMINISTRATION
OF THE DEATH PENALTY 1N CALIFORNIA

June 30, 2008

We respectfully dissent from the Report and Recomméndations on the Administration of the
Death Penalty in California, which was issued today by the California Commission on the Fair
Administration of Justice. Regrettably, we believe the majority report indirectly assaults
California’s death penalty by seeking to undermine public condence in our capital punishment
law and procedure. While the majority refrains from making specic recommendations to
weaken this voter approved law, the tone and unbalanced discussion of potential reform is
anything but neutral By doing so, the majority exceeds the scope of its original charge

and
unfortunately, diminishes the value of other worthwhile recommendations.

The duties of the Commission were to make recommendations as to the application and
administration of the criminal justice system in California, not to advocate for or against the

'

public policy issue of whether California should have a death penalty. Although the report
purports to he neutral as to capital punishment, it unmistakably reveals a personal bias against
the death penalty. The report does not reect the views of those Commissioners joining this
dissent, or those of the majority of Californians.

At the outset, it is important to note two themes in the report with which we wholeheartedly
agree. First, delay on appeal and1n habeas corpus in state and federal court is excessive and .

‘frTtrates theeffective administranonofthedeath penalty. Second, additiimalresources should
be expended to address a major source of that delay, the availability of sufcient competent
appellate counsel, coupled with an increase in the number of attorney general deputies to respond
to the appeals and writs. Additional funding for appellate counsel is a realistic measure that
could signicantly reduce the backlog and the delays that currently plague the administration of
the death penalty in California. The Commission has performed an important service in
quantifying how much these changes would cost, and the expected benets from those
expenditures While the tetal gure of $95 million is a signicant amount ofmoney, it is a small

. proportion of our state’s $140 billion annual budget, or of our state judicial branch’s $35 billion
budget

Unfortunately, the Commission did not limit itself to fact-based recommendations, but added
discussion motivated by the personal philosophies of the Commissioners. For example, the
majority repeatedly

uses the statement that “California’ s Death Penalty system is
dysfunctional.

” This broad indictment of a criminal sanction that was overwhelmingly
approved by voters and still enjoys the Californian’s support by a 2 to l margin is not simply

1 See majority report, pp. 3, 6 and 60.
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improper —— it is highly misleading.2 The report quotes California Chief Justice RonaldM.
George as stating that the death penalty system in California is “dysfunctional.” However, a
careful reading of the Chief Justice’s comments and writings makes clear that he is referring only
to the overburdened capital appellate process, and not to the entire death penalty system.3 By
completely disregarding this context, the majority effectively bootstraps this comment into a
broader indictment ofentire death penalty system and law.

The report discusses two “available alternatives” toincreased funding: narrowing the list of
special circumstances that would make a murder case eligible for the death penalty, and
eliminating the 'death penalty altogether. The Commission purports to “make[] .no
recommendation regarding these alternatives” and claims that it merely “presents information
regarding them to assure a fully informed debate.” But the lengthy discussion of these proposals
consists entirely of arguments in favor of these alternatives and excludes any discussion against
them. A “fully informed debate” should include both sides of an issue, not just one side.

Reducing the number of special circumstances would exclude some of California’s most brutal
murderers from death row. The report goes so far as to suggest that these changes be retroactive
to killers already on death row, even though the death penalty was lawllly imposed in those
cases at the time. A few examples will illustrate how reducing the number of special
circumstances would exclude om the death penalty some of California’s most heinous murders:

I! Gregory Scott
Smith4'

ls on death row for the murder of an 8—year—old boy for whom he
was a teacher’ s aide.4 He had previously been mean to the victim, and on two occasions
had tied him up. WithJump ropes. Angry that the victim had asked that Smith be red,
Smith gagged the victim with a cloth gag and duct tape, forcibly sodomized him, and
strangled him. He poured re accelerant on the body and set the body on re, where it
was discovered bumin'g by reghters. Smith was convicted of murder in the
commission of a kidnapping, a-lewd act— upon—a- child-,Iand- an- act- of~sodomy: None- of— -

these special circumstances would warrant the death penalty under the Commission’s
proposal.

I! The Commission’s proposal would also exclude Mitchell Sims, known as the Domino’s
Pizza Killer, who is on death row with all state and federal review completed.5 Aer
ordering pizza to be delivered to his motel room, Sims robbed the delivery driver, tied
him up, strangled him with a rope, and fully submerged him in a bathtub with a gag tied
into his mouth. After killing the driver, Sims went to Domino’s, robbed two other

I

employees at gunpoint, and forced them into the cooler, suspended with nooses around

2 The current death penalty law, Proposition 7, was an initiative approved at the General Election of November 7,
1978, by 72 percent of the voters. (People v. Teron (1979) 23 Cal.3d 103, 124-125.) A recent poll shows 63% of
adults'm favor of the death penalty, 32% opposed, and 5% with no opinion. (Field Poll, March 3, 2006.) For
registered voters, the gures were 67%in favor, 29% opposed, and 4% no opinion. (16171.)
3Califomia Supreme Court Chief Justice Ronald M. George used the term “dysfunctional”1n the narrow context of
death penalty appeal delays. In a January 7, 2008 article he wrote. “The existing system for handling capital appeals
in California is dysfunctional and needs reform. The state has more than 650 inmates on death row, and the backlog
is growing](Ronald M. George, Refonn Death Penalty Appeals, Los Angeles Times, January 7, 2008.)

:People v. Smith (2005) 35 Cal.4th 334.
sPeople v. Sims (1993) 5 Cal .4th 405; Sims v Brown (9th Cir. 2005) 425 F.3d 560.
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their necks. When one employee warned that the delivery driver was due back, Sims
took 'off his sweater to reveal a Domino’s shirt with the driver’s name tag and chuckled,
“No, I don’t think so.” Sims was found guilty ofmurder with special circumstances of
murder while lying in wait and during the commission of a robbery, as well as attempted

‘

murder and robbery of the other employees. These special circumstances would not
warrant the death penalty under the Commission’s proposal.

m Stevie Lamar Fields is also on death row, with state and federal review completed.6
Shortly aer being released from prison fo'r a previous manslaughter, Fields became what
the California Supreme Court described as “a one-man crime wave.” Sitting in a car with
a victim, he red ve shots and told the driver to keep on driving. He said that the victim
was not dead and he needed to be sure she was, so he hit her in the head with a blunt
object and dumped her body into an alley. He was convicted of robbery-murder with the

special circumstance of murder during the commission of a robbery, as well as

kidnapping for robbery and forced oral copulation of several other women. Under the
Commission’s proposal to limit special circumstances, Fields would escape the death

penalty.

=1 The Commission advocates eliminating the death penalty in felony-murder cases. One
_

such case this proposal would exclude1s Vicente
Benavides,

who was sentenced to death
for the murder of a 21-month-old girl he was babysitting? The victim died of an acute
blunt force penetrating injury of the anus. The anus was expanded to seven or eight times
its normal size, and multiple internal organs were injured. The Victim’s upper lip was
torn, consistent with a hand being held over her mouth, and there was evidence of
previous rib fractures. The Special circumstances were felony-murder rape, felony-
murder rape, and felony—murder sodomy, all of which the proposal would eliminate as

_
bases for the death penalty.

: .__..

These are but a few examples of special circumstances that voters, prosecutors, and'Juries have
rightly determined to warrant death The Commission’ s proposal to eliminate these and many
other special circumstances is not a mere efciency measure, but would seriously weaken-
California’s death penalty law.

‘

The credibility of the report is irther damaged by giving serious consideration to a proposal that
in order to obtain the death penalty, the prosecution be required to prove that the crime has
“legally impacted all citizens of the State of California,” an articial concept that has no

precedent in the law and is totally unworkable.

A signicant portion of the report is devoted to promising various purported benets of
eliminating the death penalty altogether, including cost savings, shorter periods of jury service,
and freeing the Supreme Court to hear more ’cases of other types. This section makes no attempt
to even mention a single argument in favor of the death penalty such as deterrence that will save
lives, the community’ s sense of justice, or upholding the will of the People who enacted the

6
People v. Fields (1983) 35 Cal.3d 329; Fields v. Brown (9th Cir. 2007) 503 F.3d 755.

7
People v. Benevides (2005) 35 Cal.4th 69.
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death penalty.8 One of. the most important reasons for maintaining the death penalty, its
deterrent effect, is quickly dismissed in a footnote earlier in the report as a “contested issue.”9

Some of the commissioners came to the project with the unfounded assumption that the death

penalty is being administered in a discriminatory manner againstminorities, and that prosecutors
must be considering some undisclosed improper factors to make decisions. The report engages
in a circular logic that bemoans the lack of evidence to support these assumptions, and then

proposes establishing another commission, the California Death Penalty Review Panel, to study
whether there is any evidence to support these suspicions. In fact, during the 30~year history of
California’s death penalty law, there is never been even a single nding ofprosecutorial abuse in
this decision making process. We oppose the creation of a California Death Penalty Review
Panel as an unnecessary creation of another level ofbureaucracy.

'

The report’s apprehension regarding the process utilized by district attorneys to make death

penalty decisions is similarly without factual basis. The report begins with the assumption that
87% of rst degree murders are eligible for the death penalty, a gure that we cannot accept as
accurate. For example, in Ventura County, the District Attorney has sought death in only 4% of
the murder cases led, reserving this decision for the worst of the worst. Statewide, only 2% of
“cleared” murder cases have resulted in death verdicts. The formulation of formal written
policies as to how prosecutorial discretion will be exercised is not required by law and would
serve primarily to create new grounds for condemned prisoners to challenge their convictions.
The factors to be considered are already laid out in the statutory enumeration of factors in
aggravation and factors inmitigation.

Most puzzling is the lengthy discussion and the call for further study on the issue of “geographic
disparity” between the counties, even though the law is clear that.uniformity between different
jurisdictions is not required. This entire discussion is inappropriate in light of the Commission’s -

acknowledgement— that— the “data— does-not establish?- that- prosecutorial— discretion is- affected—by"
race and class bias, unconscious or otherwise.” The voters of each county select a District
Attorney to enforce the law, including the death penalty, according to his or her exercise of
discretion. Uniformity is not mandated and should not have been the subject of the
Commission’s agenda.

The Commission discusses the proposal of Ninth Circuit Senior Judge Arthur Alarcon to

encourage hearing habeas corpus petitions in Superior Court. The" report also discusses the '

proposal of Chief Justice Ronald M. George to transfer capital appeals from the California
Supreme Court to the Courts of Appeal. These are thoughtil proposals from distinguished
jurists that merited additional discussion and study before an endorsement by the Commission
should have been made. Additional ideas, such as establishing a court of criminal appeals
similar to that used in Texas, also warrant discussion, and should have been addressed by the
Commission.

8 See Baze v. Rees (2008) 128 S.Ct. 1520, 1547, 170 L.Ed.2d 420, 450, r. l3 (Stevens, 1., conc.), and 128 S.Ct. at
1553, 170 L.Ed.2d at 456 (Scalia, 1., conc.).
9
Majority report, p. 4, n. 8.
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The report’s introduction correctly notes that the commissioners hold a diverse spectrum of
divergent views on the death penalty. We respect the diversity of opinion on this issue in our
democratic society and have never doubted the sincerity of any of the commissioners in their
views. The problem is that the nal report is entirely unbalanced. It gives weight only to those
who seek to limit or eliminate the death penalty, and ignores views in favor.

We fear that the important accomplishments of the Commission addressing improvements in the
administration in the death penalty will be overshadowed by the report’s obvious bias against
capital punishment. The Commission’s report will rightly expose the Commission to extensive
criticism where the horric facts of hundreds of cases impacted by such a policy will be cited in
detail. Such recommendations create the likelihood that the Cemmission will be marginalized
and identied as an anti~death penalty body. Under no circumstances can we support or be a
silent partner to such a fundamentally awed effort to weaken our existing death penalty law.

Respectllly submitted,

GREGORY D. TOTTEN
District Attorney
County ofVentura

I join in the dissent:

HAROLD BOSCOVICH
Retired, Director Victim/Witness
County ofAlameda

i

RON COTTINGHAM
. President, PeaceOfcers ResearchAssociation of California u .

PETE DUNBAR
Chief ofPolice, PleasantHill
California Police Chiefs Association Representative

CURTIS HILL
Sheriff
County of San Benito

'
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STATEMENT OF COMMISSIONER ALEJANDROMAYORKAS
IN RESPONSE TO REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE DEATH PENALTY 1N CALIFORNIA

June 30, 2008

‘
The charge of our Commission has been to assess the administration of criminal justice in

California and to recommend improvements, In the last phase of our Work as a Commission, we
have focused our attention on the administration of the death penalty in particular. Iappreciate
the strong feelings the death penalty engenders, and understand there are divergent views of the
appropriateness of the death penalty itself. However, I do not believe it has been our
Commission’s charge to opine on whether or not the death penalty should be available as the

' ultimate sentence, or whether the crimes that qualifyfor its-imposition should be limited in any
_ fashion; Igjheextentour Commission’s nal reportrenders any such opinions, .explicitly.or,_ __ _ .

implicitly, I respectfully dissent. The decision whether to have a death penalty in California, and
to what extent, is within the province of the People'of this State, and our charge as a Commission
has been to make recommendations we believe will enhance the fair administration of it.

Respectfully submitted,

ALEJANDRO N. MAYORKAS
Commissioner
California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice
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Supplemental Statement on Repealing the Death Penalty

by the following Commissioners:
Diane Bellas, Alameda County Public Defender

Rabbi Allen I. Freehling, Executive Director, City of Los Angeles Human
Relations Commission

Michael Hersek, California State Public Defender
Bill Ong Hing, Professor, U.C. Davis School of Law '

Michael P. Judge, Los Angeles County Public Defender
Michael Laurence, Executive Director, Habeas Corpus Resource Center

Hon. John Moulds, Magistrate Judge, U.S. District Court — Eastern District
Douglas Ring, Businessman, The Ring Group

June 30, 2008

Introduction

We support the recommendations of the Commission if Californians elect
to continue the death penalty. However, we write separatelybecause, after
carefully considering all the information and evidence put before the
Commission, we believe that the death penalty should be repealed. The death .

penalty is too costly, the possibility is high that a person who has been wrongfully
convictedwill be put to death, capital punishment inordinately affects
communities of color, the imposition of the death penalty varies greatly from
county to county, a low income defendant faces a troubling disadvantage when
chargedwith a capital offense, the death penalty forecloses any possibility of
healing and redemption, the death qualication juror requirement inherently and

.
_ unjustlybiasesthe process against the defendant, and California should follow
the lead of other civilized societieswho have concluded that the death penalty‘be—

'

f
abolished.

The Commission’s report is the product of serious deliberations over the
fairness of the death penalty in California. All members took their responsibilities
seriously, with a deep commitment to justice.We are convinced thatwhen it
comes to the death penalty (and indeed punishment for any crime) every member
ofthe Commission wants to make surethat the convicted person is the actual
perpetrator, in otherwords, that no innocent person is convicted of a crime. .

We submit this separate statementwith the greatest respectfor our co-
commissioners who have chosen not to commentmore broadly. However, we
present these additional views out of a sense personal 'duty to the public for
whomwe pledged responsibilitywhen we agreed to serve. The Commission
report is the result ofhard, collaborative work aimed at outlininghow the death
penalty can be administered in a fair and just manner; in short, the
recommendations address how to make the system functional. However, as we
listened to testimony, readwritten submissions and research, and participated in
Commission discussions, it became clear to us that the question ofwhether to
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continue the death penalty at all had to be considered; we felt that the public
should know that there are good reasons to consider abolishing the death penalty
beyond the system’s dysfunctionality.

Summary ofReasons

Here is a brief summary of the reasons that have convinced us that the
people of California ought to repeal the death penalty.

Costs. The resources that go into a death penalty case are enormous. The‘
pursuit of execution adds millions at each-phase of the process, from trial, to
appeal, and habeas proceedings. For example, a death penalty trial costs counties
at least $1.1 million more than a conventionalmurder trial. The state spends at
least an additional $117million a year on capital punishment, about half of it on
prison expenses that exceed the usual costs ofhousing inmates and the rest on
arguing and judging death penalty appeals. The costs mount because death
penalty trials and appeals take far longer than others, involve more lawyers,
investigators and expert witnesses, and displace other cases from courtrooms. In
contrast, adopting amaximum penalty of life without possibility ofparole (for
which there is growing sentiment) would incur only a fraction of the death
penalty costs, including prison expenses. Our personal view is that funds spent
administering the death penaltywould be better spent on other California
prionties like health, education, and infrastructure, or for providing direct
nancial and soCial services to the relatives of crime victims.

Racial and geographic variation. The Commission considered research by
Professors Glenn Pierce andMichael Radelet on variations in the death penalty
related to race and geographical location The counties with the highest death
penaltysentencing rates tend to havethe highestproportionOfwhites1n their
population and are more rural. Also, those who kill African Americans and
Latinos are less likely to be sentenced to death than those who lull whites. The
Commission was notwilling to recommend comparative proportionality review
in death penalty cases, as required in some states, and thought that the racial.
datawas insufcient on which to base recommendations. In otherwords, the
good faith of local prosecutors should be given deference. In our view, the Pierce

.
and Radelet data and similar research are good cause to recommend temu'nation
of the death penalty. The data are troubling, and leaving these important
determinations to the good faith of local prosecutors, who are subject to political
winds, is fraught with potential inconsistency and danger. The Commission came
across no evidence of intentional racialmotivation on the part of prosecutors who
seek the death penalty. Yet, persons of. color have been sentenced to death at
rates far exceeding their numbers in the population. Why? Our society has not
reached the point where unconscious racism and institutional bias based on past
processes and beliefs have been eliminated. We fool ourselves ifwe believe that
we have evolved beyond institutional racism in our state and country. Consider
the fact that the homicide rate for black and Lano victims is much higher than
white victims. Violent crime in low-income Southeast Asian communities is on
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the increase as well. Poverty and' socioeconomic challenges in those communities
create racial impactwhether we like it or ‘.not The correlation between poor
communities (that are comprised ofmany blacks, Latinos, and Southeast Asians)
and crime and inadequate representation is just too high to accept capital
punishment as a potential penalty.

Economic disadvantage. Another regrettable feature of the death penalty is
that it disproportionately punishes the poor. In Furman v. Georgia, Supreme
Court JusticeWilliam Douglas noted, “One searches our chronicles1n vain for the
execution of anymember of the afuent strata1n this society. ” 1 Economically
deprived, marginalized Californians are particularly vulnerable'1n society and
within the judicial system. Over 90 percent of defendants chargedwith capital
crimes are indigent, and as a result the vastmajority of death row inmates in
California are poor. In our view and experience, a poor defendant initiallymay be
at a”disadvantage primarily because poverty fractures his or her past. How can a
picture be painted of such an individualwho rarelywent to school or saw a
doctor, whose own parents might be unknown to him or her, whose illiteracy
compromises the ability to participate fully as amember of the defense team,
Whose "neighbors" were transient? A jury can be made aware of these things, but
they do not "mitigate" in the common sense of thatword. A personWho can
nance a death penalty defense will have no trouble establishing history as a
student, familymember, patient, neighbor, employee or even employer. Thus,
poverty creates serious disparities in the administration of justice as well. A
person ofmeans can afford to employ forensic experts with themost impressive
resumeswho may have access to nationally acclaimed labs. In contrast, those of
modestmeans are often limited to experts on a court-appointed listwho have
agreed to work at the lowest end of the compensation scale who are likely to lose

.
the battle 0f currisulaVitae. Esshsrtoraithsjaéigsat ageless!maynotbe
fortunate enough to be represented by an institutional Public Defender team with
the experience, skills, and resources to provide high quality, zealous advocacy.
Instead, such an indigentmay be saddledwith an appointed lawyerwho lacks
those essential qualities. Such a defendant lacks the sophistication to know
whether the appointed laWyer is properly preparing the guilt and penalty
defenses and no one is monitoring the preparation. A person ofmeans can afford
to hire a team and, withmoney as leverage, is in a better position to insist that
the entire team explain all the alternatives and strategies that are available. The
person who can hire a ten—person defense team is an aberration. Themore likely
scenario involves the middle class defendantwho pools all the family resources
and puts up the house to pay an attorney who, it turns out, has never tried a
capital case. In those cases, the clientmay have been better off in a California
countywith a Public Defender ofce where death penalty cases generally are well
handled (with the defendant assigned two attorneys at the outset, unlike court—

appointed systems where second chair is appointed after the preliminaryhearing
and after the district attorney has made the nal decision regarding whether to
seek death). Most county Public Defender ofces have defense investigators and

1 408Us. 238 (1972).
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in—house expertise on a myriad of issues and topics. The problem is that
depending on where the crime occurs in California, the defendant could have all
of this or none of it, and thatis the travesty causedby poverty. In Short, the death
penalty has a troubling, disparate impact on the poor.

Risk of error. While the Commission found no conclusive evidence that
anywrongfuy convicted person has ever been executed in California since 1977,
the risk is unmistakable. Many jurists and researchers are convinced that the
likelihood ofwrongly convicted defendants having been executed in the United
States is high. Unfortunately, in our criminal justice system, wrongful
convictions arising from such factors as faulty eyewitness identication, false
confessions, police mistake ormisconduct, and prosecution mistake or
misconduct occur with unacceptable frequency. Inept defense representation,

' lack of defense resources, and shoddy investigations also increase the risk of
error. Many individuals on death row have been exonerated or otherwise have
had their convictions set aside. That means that now or in the future, a person
improperly sentenced to death will likely be sitting on California’s death row. We
have experienced advances in DNA science, but the problem is that in the vast
majority of criminal cases, DNA evidence is not available. This all raises the grim -

prospect that someday amistakewill be made (if one has not already been made
ofwhich we are unaware), and an innocent person or one wrongfully sentenced
will be put to death in California. There is good reason why experienced Supreme
Court justices from Douglas and Blackmun to O’Conner and Ginsburg, as well as
other jurists across the country, have expressed great skepticism about the
accuracy and fairness of the implementation of the'death penalty.

Closing off other options .Anothermajor concern that the death penalty
raises for us is that it closes the door on any possibility of redemptlon and
healing,somethmgthatweShould all care about as a civilsociety.We heard
testimony from relatives ofmurder victims who had the opportunity to meet with
the murderers of their loved ones. Several were convinced of the sincerity of
remorse that the perpetrators expressed and believed in their redemption. Those
experiences have convincedmany-such relatives that capital punishmentmust be
abolished. Loved ones ofmurdered victims have shared with us their poignant
experiences of nding a comforting balm, produced by extolling life over death by
virtue of their advocacy of a sentence of imprisonment until deathwithout
execution, for. those convicted of such'crimes. Moreover, some of those who have
lost familymembers report they have beneted as a result ofparticipating in
what are essentially strength-based therapeutic sessions together with prisoners
who demonstrated honest remorse. In addition, iere are some loved ones who
receive spiritual validation and fulllment by assisting those convicted who
genuinely pursue redemption in their own penitential journey toward the
ultimate judgment of their savior. Are some individuals beyond redemption or
rehabilitation? Probably. But being sentenced to life without the possibility of
parole addresses that problem. A civil and compassionate society should embrace
the opportunity to develop the humanity in these individuals through our own
humanity, but the death penalty forecloses that option.
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Death qualication. We are also deeply troubled by the death qualication
requirement for jurors. As the Commission report points out, during jury
selection, potential jurors in capital cases are quesoned about their Views
regarding capital punishment in order to determine whether theywill be able to
follow the law in deciding what sentence to impose. In order to be "death—

qualied" to serve on a capital jury, a person must be willing to consider all of the
sentencing options - usually death and life imprisonmentWithout parole. If their

' opinions would prevent them from considering any of the sentencing options,
then they are not “death—qualied" and are barred from serving on the jury. This
culling ofpotential jurors based on theirmoral views may produce a jury that
looks quite different from the community at large and also, as some studiesshow,
may bias thejury toward a verdict of guilt for the defendant. Capitaljuries tend to
be less representativewith respect to gender and race because women and
African Americans are more opposed to the death penalty thanwhite men.
Researchers have found that the jury in capital trials is more biased toward the
prosecution and a guilty verdict as compared to the juries in robbery trials or
non-capital-murder trials. There is evidence that death qualication biases the
jury in two differentways. First, it tends to select jurymembers who are
“conviction prone ’,Second the very process of death qualication may further
bias thejurors. A credible argument can bemade that questioning thejurors
intensively about punishment, before the trial even starts ,suggests that therewill
be a sentencing phase of the capital trial— implying that the defendant"ls
probably guilty. Death qualied juries deliberate less thoroughly and possibly less
accurately than juries that better represent the whole population. This is born out
‘by a study that reported that over 4o percent ofjurors in capital cases surveyed

’

admitted theyhad already decided on the penalty before the guilt phase had
concluded. Thus, the requirement of a death qualied jury in itself causes
unfairness.

Evolving standards in other countries. Capital punishment has been
abandonedby amajority of the countries of the w'orld. The list includes allies and
manywithwhomwe share a common heritage like the United Kingdom,
Germany, France, Spain, Mexico, Ireland, the Philippines, and Canada. Even
countries like Russia andMyanmar have a de facto ban on the death penalty. In
Israel, capital punishment is illegal in almost all circumstances; the death penalty
was abolished there in 1954with the exceptions of conviction for genocide, war
crimes, crimes against humanity, crimes against the Jewish people, and treason
in wartime. As "a death penaltyjurisdiction, California is in the company of such
countries as North Korea, China, Iran, Saudi Arabia, Libya, Kuwait, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Cuba, and Egypt.

The Commission report points out that New Jersey abolished the death
penalty this past December. In doing so, New Jerseyjoined thirteen other states .

'

(Alaska, Hawaii, Iowa, Maine,Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, New York,
North Dakota, Rhode Island, Vermont, West Virginia,Wisconsin), plus the
District of Columbia and Puerto Rico, to ban capital punishment. Illinois has had
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a moratorium on the death penalty for several years. New Jersey’s ban came on
the heels of a state Death Penalty Study Commission report that concluded that
the death penalty did not t with evolving standards of decency, was more costly

l

to the state than life in prison, did not effectively prevent violent crime, and could
lead to innocent people being executed. The commission— comprised of
prosecutors, law—enforcement, victims, religious groups, and individuals— also
reported that the death penalty lawhad not resulted1n an execution since 1963
and was unfair for victims' families seeking swift justice.

Voices ofRelatives ofVictims

We can understand the desire of relatives ofmurder victims to see the
murderers put to death by the state. Revenge, retaliation, and retribution are
natural responses formany human beings. The Commission received some
testimony to this effect. But in the words of formerMissouri Supreme Court
Justice Charles B. Blackmar, “The relatives of the victim have the right to demand
swift and sure punishment, but they do not have the right to demand death when .

the process is so severely awed.
”2 We sincerelywish that victims’ families who

are looking for revenge or closure through the death penalty could nd peace for
their pain and agony through some other means.

In contrast, the Commission heard the words of other relatives ofvictims
who are opposed to the death penalty. We admire all of the courageous relatives
ofvictims who came before the Commission (both for and against the death
penalty) to testify. However, we were particularlymoved by those who spoke in
opposition to the death penalty; we honestly do not know ifwe would have the
ability to nd forgiveness and compassion in our hearts under the same
circumstances Itwould be somucheasier to_ha_t_e and to_la_sh_ _out _at the
perpetrator. But knowingWhat we now know about the death penalty andwhywe
think it should be repealed, we pray that we would have the ability and capacity
to choose forgiveness over retribution if a loved one were murdered. Here are
examples of those relatives ofvictims who demonstrated such remarkable
capacity:

e Aba Gayle spoke ofher twelve years of anger and rage, until shewrote to
the murderer ofher daughter. She now has visited the man in‘ San Quentin
many times, and she has forgiven him. He has expressed deep remorse
and has weptwhile he apologizes. The man who murderedAba’s daughter
no longer exists in her opinion. She feels that state-sanctioned capital
punishment would tarnish the memory ofher daughter.

a Dawn Spears’ daughterwas murdered, leaving three children. Dawn does
not want the children growing up with hate in their hearts. She feels that if
she wanted death for the murderer, the message she would be conveying

2 Charles B. Blackmar, Death Penalty Process is Full ofFataI Flaws (Letter'to the Editor), ST.
PETERSBURG TiMEs, Feb. 15, '2003, available at:

http://www.sptimes.com/2003/02/15/Opinion/Death_penalty_process.shtml
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to the children is that it’s okay to react violently. She cannot livewith that
in her heart, and she does notwant her grandchildren to live with that in
their hearts.

o Themurderers of Barbara Zerbe Macnab’s fatherwere executed even
though hermother pleaded with the court to spare their lives. Barbara
testied that capital punishment does not lessen the pain of the victim’s
family. Revenge is not benecial to those who have lost a loved one.

o The daughter ofAmanda andNickWilcoxwasmurdered by a deranged
gunmanwho went on a rampage. Mr. andMrs.Wilcox urged the
prosecutor not to seek the death penalty. They knew that their daughter
would not havewanted the broken, expensive, and violent practice of
capital punishment administered in her name. They believe that life
without possibility ofparoleis appropriate for holdingmurderers
accountable and keeping society safe

o Aundre Herron’s brother wasmurdered, Herron rst had a violent
reaction to seek revenge. But she then realized that doing so would have
forever tied thememory ofher brother to an act that was antithetical to
whom shewas. Herron testied that if the state really cared about relatives
ofvictims, thenmoney should be spent on grief counseling, funeral
expenses, loss of'income, and other resources thatwill actuallyhelp them
heal.

o Lorrain Taylor’s twin boys were gunned down1n Oakland. She knows that
her sons would notwant any other mothers to feel the pain that she feltby
imposing the death penalty on the perpetrators. She feels that revenge is
not justice. , .

These individuals mirror the sentiment of Coretta Scott King, widow ofDr.
Martin Luther King, Jr. :_“As, onewhosehusband andmother:in_~law have died.
victims ofmurder assassination, I stand rmly and unequivocally opposed to the
death penalty for those convicted of capital offenses. An evil deed is not redeemed
by an evil deed of retaliation Justiceis never advanced1n the taking of ahuman
life. Moralityls never upheld by a legalizedmurder. ”3

Closing

Why consider the repeal of the death penalty? No government action taken
against an individual is more serious than the imposition of the death penalty.
Nothing is more severe. Nothing is more nal. Our position on the deathpenalty
says much about us as a people.

After full consideration of the information that has been brought to the
attention of the Commission, we are compelled to conclude that the death penalty
should be repealed in California. Its. process and administration are inherently
awed. Its costs are too high.

3 See Archbishop 0 'Mazley: Death Penalty, ins PILOT, May 7, 2004, at
http://www.rcab.org/Pi]ot/2004/ps040507/0Ma11eyhtml
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SEPARATE STATEMEMNT OF COMMISSIONERS JON STREETER,‘
KATHLEEN (COOKIE) RIDOLFI,MICHAEL HERSEK, ANDMICHAEL
LAURENCE ACCOMPANYING REPORT AND RECOMMENDATIONS

ON THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE DEATH PENALTY IN CALIFONIA

June 30, 2008

I. INTRODUCTION

We write separately to address alternatives to this Commission’s recommendations for death
penalty reform. Although the Commission’s Report is complex and lengthy, it documents one

simple reality. The death penalty as it is currently structured in California is vastly overbroad
and cannot be sustained in its present form at a price that anyone Would nd even remotely
reasonable. To any fair-minded reader, what follows is unavoidablez‘ Our state’s death penalty
law must be either downsized or eliminated.

No member of the Commission disputed the death penalty’s massive nancial burden on
taxpayers. Some, however, declined to address what should be done if the Commission’s
recommendations are not adopted. That is why the Report takes a neutral stance on the issue of
alternatives. Commissioner Totten’s dissent contends that the views of death penalty supporters
were ignored in our deliberations, but our collective silence on the issue of alternatives evidences
a respectful accommodation of those Commissioners who did not wish to appear to say anything
thatmight somehow undermine the death penalty as it currently exists. Beyond that, we did not
consider whether any Cemmissioner’ s views were‘ ‘-pro-death penalty“ or “anti—death penalty.

”
We looked solely to the fairness and

lnction of
our

capitalpunishment system and what
itwill

taketo x themany aws thatwe found

Given our charge, we feel duty bound to comment on what should be done if our reform
recommendations are not adopted. Clearly, abolition of the death penalty is one option. The time
may be right to put that issue to a statewide vote. Although current polls show continuing public
support for the death penalty, whether those polls truly reect what the voters would choose after '

being fully informed of the death penalty’s costs is open to question. Every judge, every
prosecutor, every witness who testied before the Commission gave the same answer to the
question of cost; itwill take tens ofmillions ofadditional taxpayer dollars to create a fair and
mctional capital punishment system. The harsh but incontrovertible reality that we must spend
far more just to attain an acceptable level ofmdamental fairnessls bound to have a profound
impact on voters. What we now know about these extraordinary costs fundamentally alters the
terms of the public debate andmay alone justify returning the death penalty to the ballot by
legislative referendum for afully infomed up—or—down vote.

1 Commissioner Streeter, the Vice Chairman of the Commission, is the principal author of this
Statement
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The more modest alternative, and the more pragmatic approach, is a ballot referendum designed
'

to narrow the scope of the death penalty. In describing various approaches to narrowing, the
Commission’s Report does not, in our View, sufciently emphasize how much the death penalty
needs to be cut back to address its mounting costs. To bring aboutmeaningll reform, any
narrowing proposal must be designed to reduce the universe of capital-eligible rst~degree
homicides om 87% to something less than 10%. Only by reducing the sheer volume of cases in
the system can we address the root cause ofthe dysfunction that Chief Justice George described
to us. Focusing on the front end by limiting the number of cases eligible for capital charging is
crucial. We must be explicit about this goal. Anything less will amount to nothing more than
rearranging the deck chairs on the Titanic.

If-the recommendations of this Commission are not adopted and if the death penalty is not
abolished or narrowed, another option, in theory, is to do nothing. We could just continue to
muddle along with our current broken system. That is not a viable option, in our view. To
continue spending massive amounts ofmoney at current levels each year only to see the backlog
of cases in the system continue to grow larger, rendering the death penalty system increasingly
ineffective and increasing prone to the ultimate risk — the execution of innocent people — is
impossible to justify. Given the many other critical budget priorities in this State, the fact that we
spend well over a hundred million dollars a year to pay for a dysfunctional death penalty system
will come as a surprise to voters; the notion of doubling that spend rate to repair it is likely to be
taken as an outrage. Something must be done. Set forth are what we see as the only reasonable
options.

II. ABOLITION 0F THE DEATH PENALTY

In broad terms, we embrace the conclusions reached by Commissioner Hing in his Separate
Statement calling for abolition of the death penalty. Most basically, we believe that the risk of

- - wrongful conviction and punishment--- a problem-that plagues our- criminaljustice system-to a» -

degree that is little known tomost citizens -- simply cannot be tolerated when life is at stake.

Commissioner Hing justies his call for abolition on broader grounds. He is in good company.
Many of the reasons he cites may be found in the published opinions of six Justices of the United
States Supreme Court who have opined on different occasions since 1970 that the death penalty
is unconstitutional, either facially or as applied? CommissionerHing is not the rst to cite the

2 See Baze v. Rees,_ U.S. _, 2008 LEXIS 3476 (2008) (Stevens, J., concurring in the
judgment) (death penalty unconstitutional in all circumstances); Callins v. Collins, 510 U.S.
1141 (1 994) (Blackmun, I. dissenting from denial of certiorari) (death penalty unconstitutional in
all circumstances); Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. 238 (1972) (separate opinions ofBrennan, J.
and Marshall, J.) (death penalty unconstitutional in all circumstances); z'd. (separate opinions of
Douglas, J., White, J. and Stewart, J.) (death penalty statutes ofGeorgia and Texas
unconstitutional as applied). One other Justice expressed this View following retirement. See

h

John C. Jeffries, Lewis Powell: A Biography, at 451 (1994) (reporting Justice Powell’s view that
the one vote he regretted casting was his tie-breaking vote to sustain the death penalty in
McCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. 279 (1986)).

i
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exorbitant costs of the death penaltyf the statistics suggesting racial discrimination, the
disproportionate impact of the death penalty or; the poor and the disadvantaged; the biasing
effect of death qualicationf and most

importantly,
the heightened risk of error in capital cases

coupledwith the irrevocability of the penalty.

The concerns that Commission Hing so eloquently articulates call into question Whether our
criminal justice system ~— as ne as i't is --is e_ver capable ofmaking life—or—death decisions with
the fairness, objectivity, and reliability that we expect of it. The Supreme Court Justices who
have cited these same concerns all served as the ultimate custodians ofprocess integrity and
fairness for court systems across the country; they sat atop our country’s judicial apex, and for
them to question whether the courts they oversaw are up to the task in death cases is very
signicant. Indeed, it is striking that several Justices changed their views with experience and
aer long reection. At least three of the Justices who are now on record opposing the death
penalty began as death penalty supporters on the Court, ultimately concluding, after decades of
attempting to address its many aws, that capital punishment1s unworkable1n practice);

In California, we have reached a similar tipping point. Based on the extensive record compiled
by this Commission, one can fairly conclude, as Justice Blaclmiun once put it explaining his own
views, that the “death penalty experiment has failed.

”9 We nd this to be true in California.

3 See Baze v. Rees, 2008 LEXIS at ***83 (“The time for a dispassionate, impartial comparison of
the enormous costs that death penalty litigation imposes on society with the benets that it
produces has surely come”) (Stevens, J., concurring in the judgment).
4 See Callins v. Collins, 510 U.S. at 1153 (“Even under the most sophisticated death penalty
statutes, race continues to play a major role in determiningWho shall live and who sh'all die.”)
(Blaclcmun, J. dissenting from the denial of certiorari) see alsoMcCles/cey v. Kemp, 481 U.S.
.279 (1.986) (Brennan, dissenting)“
See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at 369 (“It is. . .evident that the burden of capital punishment
falls upon the poor, the ignorant, and the underprivileged members of society. It is the poor, and
the members ofminority groups, who are least able to voice their complaints against capital

- punishment”) (separate op. ofMarshall, J.). -

6 See Baze v. Rees, 2008 LEXIS at ***88 (“Of special concern to me are rules that deprive a
defendant of a trial by jurors representing a fair cross—section of the community.”) (Stevens,
concurring in the judgment).
7 See Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at 288 (“The unusual severity of death is manifested most
clearly in its nality and enormity”) (Douglas, J. concurring in the judgment); see also Brian
Bakst, .“O'Connor Questions Death Penalty,” Associated Press (July 2, 2001) (quoting a speech
by Justice O’Connor in which she stated “[i]f_ statistics are any indication, the systemmay well
be allowing some innocent defendants to be executed").
8 See Baze v. Rees, 2008 LEXIS at ***63 (Stevens, J. concurring in the judgment); Callins v. _

Collins, 510 U.S. at 1153 (Blackmun, dissenting from the denial of certiorari); John C. Jeffries,
Lewis Powell: A Biography. at 451 (1994).
See Collins v. Collins, 510 U.S. at 1130 (Blackmun, J. dissenting from the denial of certiorari).
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III. NARROWING 0F THE DEATH PENALTY

Although outright abolition would be the cleanest, most defmive approach to death penalty
reform if our recommendations are not adopted, we recognize that, ultimately, a political
judgmentmust be made about whether the time is right to seek a esh electoral choice on
whether California ought to have a death penalty. The new information generated by our Report
about the dysmctional state ofthe death penalty, the massive costs ofmaintaining it, and the
even more massive costs of xing it, will pave the way to a changed public debate on that topic.
Whether the time is right to seek a statewide vote on abolition is debatable. A.more modest and

pragmatic approach would be to propose a modication ofthe death penalty that narrows its

scope.

A. The Problem of Overbreadth

One of the most significant ndings in our Report is that the death penalty encompasses 87% of
all rst degree murders committed in this state. Commissioner Totten’s dissent takes issue with
that nding, but the thrust ofhis criticism is that only 'a tiny percentage of capital-eligible crimes
are charged in most counties. Whether that is the case or not, it begs the question. The gross
numbers speak for themselves. There are now 670 condemned inmates on death row. On
average, we had 20 new death judgments entering the appellate system annually in the last eight
years. We have an accumulated backlog in the Supreme Court of 180 illy briefs direct appeals
and habeas cases awaiting decision, and the Court cannot process more than 30 — 40 of these
cases a year.

The sheer volume, statewide, is overwhelming the appellate system. Against this backdrop, local
prosecutors may have the perception that they are charging death cases rarely and infrequently,

. but on a combined basis the rate at which they are charging these cases is clogging the Supreme

. Court’s docket and creating d'elaysthat were unimaginable-When-the death penalty- was adopted.
To make matters worse, there is no statewide scal accountability to capital charging. District
Attorneys often point out that they are accountable at the ballot box, and if their capital charging
policies raise questions, theywill be held accountable at election time. But the reality is that,

' with each capital charging decision, IOCal prosecutors are forcing taxpayers across the state to
subsidize their cases, often formany years into the iture after the cases pass into the hands of
the Attorney General at the appellate and collateral review stages. As a result, the vastmajority
of taxpayers who are actually footing the bill have no say inwhat these prosecutors are deciding
when they make “local” decisions to initiate capital litigation.

'

B.
t

Carrying OutNarrowing

To address the problem ofoverbreadth, two basic approaches can be taken: (l) We can addmore

lawyers and other resources in an effort to beef up the overall litigation capacity of the death

penalty system (which is the approach reected inmost ofour recommendations), or (2) we. can
narrow the scope of the death penalty and try to reduce the number of cases thatmay be charged
capitally.

If the Commission’s recommendations are not adopted, and ifpolicymakers decline to spend the

-4-
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amounts needed to repair the dysfunction in the system, there will remain only one possible way
to address the problem of excessive capital case volume short ofoutright abolition —— and that is
to narrow capital case eligibility.m Sufce it to say that we support the idea ofreducing the
number of special circumstances to ve in accordance with the Constitution Project’s Mandatory
Justice factors. We are concerned, however, that reducing the number of special circumstances in
that fashion will be insufcient to effect a material decrease in the number of capital-eligible
cases. To achieve meaningful reform, it is important to constrain aggressively the number of
capital cases entering the system on the front end. The goal ought to be that less than 10% of rst
degree murders qualies for the death penalty, rather than the current 87%. And whatever new
guidelines are adopted, we should be explicit about our objectiVe. The rules governing death
penalty eligibility must be designed to reduce dramatically the number of capital cases entering
the system. Tinkering around the edges will not do.

The proposal made by Commissioner Streeter to supplement the Mandatory Justice factors with
a statewide “citizen impact” requirementmay be one way to achieve the kind of dramatic
reduction that we envision. H The dissent by Commission Totten expresses skepticism about this
proposal on the grounds that it purportedly has “no precedent in law” and would be “totally
unworkable.” In fact, what has “no precedent in law” is our California death penalty system as it
is currently administered. No other state has as many special circumstances as we do in
California; no other state sentences to death as many people as we do in California; no other state
and probably no other country in the world has anything close to the number of imnates we have
on death row; no other state has the combined appellate and post—conviction delays that we do in
California; and no other state spends the amounts ofmoney that we do in California, to such little
effect. To deal with this unusual state of affairs, unusual measures will be required.

The idea of iinposing a statewide “citizen impact” requirement is, in any event, in accord with
what courts do all the time in the context of change of venue motions, where the problem of
media saturation is frequently litigated, without difficulty. The same or similar forensic
techniques formarshalling' 'pIo'of‘in‘ changeofvenue‘motions (‘e.'g‘.' “use of'deir'ib'gr'aphic surveys)

'

could certainly be used. In fact, in most cases Where change of venuemotions are granted, the
level ofmedia saturation that is proved would probably meet the kind of statewide “citizen
impact” requirement that Commissioner Streeter has proposed, since those cases often involve
the kinds of crimes that are notorious for the widespread fear and anxiety that they engender.

The bottom line is that some guidelines must be put in place to create statewide accountability,
and the “citizen impact” concept is as good a way as any. It is understandable that a county
prosecutorwould view the proposed “citizen- impact” requirement as “totally unworkable.” This
new hurdle would constrain his power to bring capital charges for crimes of great local concern.
But that is the whole point of it. We mustmove away from a system in which local prosecutors
are free to make capital charging decisions based on considerations ofpurely local concern. The
grisly crimes such as those described by Commissioner Totten’s dissent are unimaginably .

10 We’will not reiterate here the mechanics by which the death penalty law may be narrowed.
r

That topic is covered thoroughly in the body ofour Report.
l l See Commission Report at 67 — 68.
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honible. But every rst degree murder, by denition, involves some sort ofheinous outrage.
Hundreds of these cases are charged statewide every year. The combined effect ofmaking 87%
of them automatically eligible for the death penalty in all 58 counties without some mechanism
to force consideration ofbroader statewide interests, naturally, is going to result in runaway
costs. Which is exactly what has happened.

C. Geographic Disparity and Racial Discrimination

Although signicantly reducing the sheer number of capital cases coming into the criminal
justice system every year is, by itself, a compelling justication for narrowing death penalty
eligibility, we find one other consideration signicant. The overbreadth of the death penalty law
is closely related to issues‘of geographic disparity and racial discrimination. Addressing
overbreadth in an effective way Will help put to rest concerns in these related areas as well.

The Commission’s Report covers geographic variation thoroughly. We will make only brief
additional comment. The scope of the current law permits broad variation in capital charging
among the individual counties. Although some degree ofunpredictability and randomness may
be perfectly acceptable as a general matter in a criminal justice system that consists of 58
separate counties, it is deeply troubling in death penalty administration. 12 Direct oversight from
the state level may not be feasible given the decentralized structure of state and county
governments, but some indirect means of enforcing uniformity is desirable. We commented
above on one possible mechanism. Adopting specic measures designed to ensure nancial

accountability -— through one of the many scal tools the state has at its disposal vis-a-vi‘s' county r

governments -- might be another approach. We do not suggest shifting the costs of these cases
entirely to the counties. But some means can surely be devised by which the treasuries of
counties who use the death penalty most frequentlywill feel the budgetary effects of their capital
charging decisions.

The issue'ofracial discrimination is an“ entirely‘different‘rnatte‘r: and asis'so oen’tlie'case‘, it‘is‘
rife with misunderstanding. It may be, as Commissioner Totten suggests in his dissent, that only
a small fraction ofthe 87% of rst degree murders meeting the criteria for capital eligibility is
actually 'charged capitally, butwhat that necessarily means is that broad discretion is being used
to screen out hundreds of individuals frOm the death penalty each year. Each of those decisions is
momentous for the people involved, perhaps more momentous than any other decision that
prosecutors make. In any situation Where there is such vast discretion and the stakes are so high
for the affected individuals, Special care must be taken to ensure that every aspect of the
decision-making process is not only carried out in manner that is objective and even—handed, but
that it carries the appearance of fair and even-handed treatment.

Commissioner Totten’s dissent suggests that some members of the Commission came to their
task with the pre-existing belief that capital charging is infected with racial discrimination. That

u Cf Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at 288 (death penalty imposed so “wantonishly and
freakishly” is cruel and unusual for the same reason that “being hit by lightning” is cruel and
unusual) (Stewart, J. concurring in the judgment).

‘

_ 6 _
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is an inaccurate and unfortunate charge. For our part, we do not doubt in the least the good faith
and integrity shOWn by the prosecutors on this Commission, as well as by those who testied
before it; we believe that their views are generally reective‘ ofviews that are held widely by
prosecutors in this state; and we accept that, save for rare situations in which misconduct
surfaces and a prosecutor violates his or her oath, prosecutors take no account ofrace when they
decide who merits the death penalty. But nevertheless, there are troubling indications in the
aggregate statistics presented by professors Pierce and Radelet that this Commission revieWed.
Those statistics clearly suggest that race plays a part in the selection ofwho must face the death
penalty.

There may be many innocent explanations for any particular type ofdifferential treatment, but it
is critical not to be dismissive of the concerns raised here. In communities of color, condence in
prosecuting agencies can easily erode when members of those communities come to suspect
improper racial motivations by law enforcement; that, in turn, can hinder the effectiveness of
these very agencies in serving all of their constituents. We do not take the Pierce and Radelet
study as proofof discrimination on the part of any individual decision maker, but the empirical
methods used by these two expert statisticians are reliable enough to raise questions that require
serious further attention. In fact, the study raises exactly the kind of questions, Whether
ultimately proved to be legitimate or not, that can destroy the trust and condence thatmembers
of communities of color are entitled to have in prosecuting agencies. For this reason, we are
disappointed thatWe did not see a greater receptiveness to the need for transparency in the
capital charging process among the prosecution and law enforcementmembers of this
Commission. In no way, however, does that disappointment amount to some kind of
predisposition by any member of this Commission to assume improper racialmotivations in
capital charging. -

IV.
_

DOING NOTHING

Chief Justice George did not elaborate on what he meant when he testied that the continued
growth in the capital case backlog, ifunchecked, will at some point cause the system to ,

“collapse[] of its own weight.” But if the delays in our system continue to grow, it is not hard to
envision, in legal terms, what could happen: The wholesale invalidation of capital punishment in
California. It happened once before, following the United States Supreme Court’s decision in
Furman v Georgia in 1972 when the death penalty statutes ofGeorgia and Texas were declared

'3 As explained by Justice Brennan’s dissent inMcCleskey v. Kemp, 481 U.S. at 327, Where a
study very similar to that done by Pierce and Radelet was presented:

[The] statistics have particular force because most of them are the product of
sophisticated multiple—regression analysis. Such analysis is designed precisely to
identify patterns in the aggregate, even though we may not be able to reconstitute with
certainty any individual decision that goes to make up that pattern. . .[A] a multiple—
regression analysis need not include every conceivable variable to establish a party’s case,
as long as it includes those variables that account for the major factors that are likely to
inuence decisions.
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unconstitutional in its application under the cruel and unusual punishment clause of the Eighth
Amendment.

The key votes in Furman were by Justices William O. Douglas, Potter Stewart and ByronWhite,
each ofWhom voted to strike down capital punishment in Georgia and Texas as applied. In
effect, these Justices hit the constitutional equivalent of a computer “re-set” button, invalidating
all convictions under the challenged statutes —- and under similar statutes across the country,

r including California — but allowing state legislators to write new death penalty legislation
designed to cure the defects that they found. The practical result was that death rows in all of
these states were cleared out; formerly condemned inmates received life sentences; and whatever
backlogs existed on the death rows of these states prior to Furman suddenly disappeared.

JusticeWhite’s rationale for nding the Georgia and Texas death penalty statutes
unconstitutional has particular resonance in the context of the situation We face now in
California. As he explained it,

[T]he [death] penalty has not been considered cruel and unusual punishment in the
constitutional sense because itwas thought justied by the social ends it was. deemed to
serve. At the moment that it ceases realistically to further thesepurposes, however, the
emerging question is whether its imposition in such circumstances would violate the Eighth
Amendment. It is my view that it would, for its imposition would then be the pointless and
needless extinction of life with onlymarginal contributions to any discernible social or public
purposes. A penalty with such negligible returns to the State would be patently excessive
and cruel and unusual punishment violative of the Eighth Amendment.

Itis also my judgment that this point has been reached with respect to capital punishment as
it is presently administered under the statutes involved1n these cases. Concededly, it is
difcult to prove as a general proposition that capital punishment, however administered,
more effectively serves the ends of the criminal_law _tl_1_a1_1_ does imprisonmentBut however
that may be, I "cannot avoid the conclusion that as the statutes before us are now
administered, the penalty is so inequently imposed that the threat of

execution
is too

attenuated to be of substantial service to criminal justice.

Furman v. Georgia, 408 U.S. at'312 (emphasis added) (White, .l., concurring in the judgment).

Given the lengthy and growing delays documented by the Commission in its Report, the
rationale applied by Justice White in his Furman opinion ought to be kept inmind. Even ifwe
were to accept as'true the theoretical arguments that capital punishment can deter crime and
serve as a force for community retribution, our Report casts serious doubt on whether the death
penalty in this State carries out either objective, effectively or at all. Whatever the academics say,
no one can credibly suggest that the death penalty deters anything or expresses any clear sense of
community outrage when the time from conviction to execution averages over two decades.
Under these circumstances, the death penalty, as it is currently administered in California, is now
at or near the pointWhere it has effectively ceased to carry out the purposes for which it was
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designed.
H

A declaration that California’s death penalty is unconstitutional as applied would render invalid
the sentences of all of those who are currently 0n death row, resulting in the waste ofwhat is
now well over a billion dollars in taxpayer dollars that has so far been spent litigating these
cases, and forcing either de facto abolition or adoption of a new, narrower death penalty law. In
order to avoid this train—wreck scenario, something must be done to repair the death penalty
system. Doing nothing is not a viable option. We do not predict a wholesale constitutional attack
on California’s death penalty system or comment on the correctness of any such attack, if it were
ever made. We simply raise the question in order to illustrate that the consequences of leaving
things as they are could conceivably lead to an unplanned result that may be as unwelcome in
some quarters as it is avoidable. The ipside of this point is equally valid. For those who may
View wholesale invalidation as a welcome result, the uncertainty that successful legal resort
could eventually be had in the courts is reason enough to accept something less thanmight
justiably be demanded, purely in the interest of ensuring that something meaningll is done.

V. CONCLUSION

We believe that the alternative ofnarrowing the death penalty has great merit. This approach to
death penalty reform is attractive to us because it is the most practical and perhaps the most
achievable alternative.

The death penalty is obviously a controversial topic, bound to stir up strong views on both sides.
ofany policy discussion. Certainly, in the course of our deliberations we had many spirited
discussions about the best approach to death penalty reform. Forceful and respectful contentions

- were advanced from-many perspectives: 'The‘discussions involved a degree'ofc‘olle‘ctive‘
'

problem-solving among highly skilled and experienced professionals that was truly inspiring. If
the Commission’s recommendations are not adopted, we would like to see the spirit of
accommodation and mutual respect that characterized our deliberations continued. That is a

signicant reason why we propose narrowing the death penalty. Even the most basic and
fundamental policy choices to be made here need not involve a zero sum game in which one

point of view “wins” and one point of view “loses.”

For us, narrowing is a second-best policy solution, but it is one that the evidence before the
Commission illy supports. The Commissioners who took a pro-death penalty stance on the
Commission have genuine and strongly—held convictions about capital punishment. The same
may be said for Commissioners who question the Wisdom ofthe death penalty. Undoubtedly,
both views are broadly reective of the opinions ofmillions ofCalifornia voters. We believe that
narrowing the death penalty represents an effort to reconcile these contending points of view, at
least at some level. Not everyone on either side would be satised llly with a substantially

M See Gomez v. Fierro, 5 l9 U.S. 91 8 (1996) (delays in implementation of the death penalty can
be so substantial as to eviscerate the only justication under the Eighth Amendment for that kind
ofpunishment) (Stevens, J., dissenting from the granting of certiorari) ; see also Lackey v. Texas,
514 U.S. 1045 (1995) (same) (Stevens, J., respecting the denial of certiorari).
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narrowed death penalty. Far from it. Formany on both sides, the issue is deeply infused with
moral considerations and cannot b'e compromised. But the Commission as a whole decided early
on that it wo'uld not attempt to weigh themorality of the death penalty; Rather, the Commission
decided that itwould seek practical solutions. In our view, the option ofnarrowing the death

penalty is just such a solution.
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EXHIBIT 43

Amnesty International's 2014 Death Sentences and Executions
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2 Death sentenCBS and EXECUUOHS m ZONI-

Note on Amnesty International figures on the use of the death penalty

This report covers the judicial use of the death penalty for the period January to December
2014. As in previous years, information is collected from a variety of sources, including:
ofcial figures; information from individuals sentenced to death and their families and

representatives; reporting by other civil society organizations; and media reports. Amnesty
International reports only on executions. death sentences and other aspects of the use of

the death penalty, such as commutations and exonerations, where there is reasonable
confirmation. ln many countries governments do not publish information on their use of the
death penalty, making confirmation of the use challenging. In Belarus, China and Viet Nam,
data on the use of the death penalty is classified as a state secret. During 2014 little or no

information was available on some countries - in particular Eritrea, Malaysia, North Korea and

Syria, due to restrictive state practice and/or political instability.

Therefore, with only a few exceptions, Amnesty lnternational’s figures on the use of the death

penalty are minimum figures. Where we obtain fuller information on a specific country in a

given year this is noted in the report.

In 2009 Amnesty International stopped publishing its estimated figures on the use Of the
death penalty in China; this decision reflected concerns about how the Chinese authorities
misrepresented Amnesty lnternational's estimated numbers. ln stopping publishing estimates
on China the organization challenged China to publish information on the use of the death

penalty. China has yet to publish any figures on the deathjpenalty. However, available _

information indicates that thousands of people are executed and sentenced to death in China
each year.

Where Amnesty international receives and is-able to verify new information after publication
of this report, it updates itsfigures onifne at www.amnesty.org[dea‘thpenaity~

Where “+" appears after a figure next to the name of a country — for instance, Yemen (22+) —

it means that this is the minimum figure calculated by Amnesty International. Where “+"
appears after a country name without a figure — for instance, death sentences in South
Sudan (+) — it means that there were executions or death sentences (more than one) in that

country but insufficient information to provide a credible minimum figure. When calculating
global and regional totals, “+” has been counted as 2, including for China.

Amnesty International opposes the death penalty in all cases without exception regardless
of the nature or circumstances of the crime; guilt, innocence or other characteristics of the

individual; or the method used by the state to carry out the execution. The organization
campaigns for total abolition of capital punishment.

index: ACT 50/001/2015 Amnesty International April 2015
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Death Sentences and eXeCUtlonS In 2014 3

SUMMARY

“There are too many flaws in the system. And
when the ultimate decision is death there is too
much at stake to accept an imperfect system”
Jay inslee, Governor ofWashington State. USA. 11 Febiuary 2014

Amnesty International recorded executions in 22 countries in 2014, the same number as in
2013.1 At least 607 executions werecarried out worldwide. a decrease of almost 22%
compared with 2013. As in previous years, this figure does not include the number of people
executed in China, where data on the death penalty istreated as a state secret. At least
2,466 people are known to have been sentenced to death in 2014, an increase of 28%
compared with 2013. This increase was largely due to Sharp'spikes in death sentences in

Egypt and Nigeria, where courts imposed mass sentences against scores of people in some
cases.

An alarming number of countries thatzused the death penalty in-2014 did so in response to
real or perceived threats to state security and public safety. p'osed by terrorism, crime or

internal instability. For example, Pakistan lifted a six-year-long moratorium on the execution
of civilians in the wake of the horrific Peshawar school attack. The government also pledged
to execute hundreds of people on death row who had been convicted? on terrorism-related
charges. China made use of the death penalty as a tool in the “Strike Hard" campaign, which
the authorities characterized as a response to-te'rrorism and violent crime in the Xinjiang
Uighur Autonomous Region.

There is no evidence that the death penalty has a greater deterrent effect on crime than
terms of imprisonment. Where governments present the death penalty as a solution to crime

1 In 2013 and in 2014 Amnesty International was unable to confirm whether executions were carried out
in Syria.

Amnesty International April 2015 Index: ACT 50/00-1/2015
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4 Death sentences and EXECUtIOHS In 2014

or insecurity they are not only misleading the public but — in many cases — failing to take

steps to realize the goal of abolition recognized in international law?

“Mani/”of tho'éé'ét‘ate‘s‘lh'at’ietain"thé"d’e’ath 'péhaltY‘éon'tin‘Ued to use it'in 'contravention‘of
'”' ”

international law and standards. Unfair‘trials. “confessions" extracted through torture or

other ill-treatment, the use of the death penalty against juveniles and 'peopie with mental or

intellectual disabilities, and for crimes otherthan “intentional killing” continued to be

concerning features of the use of the death penalty in 2014.

Despite these concerns, the world' continues to make progress towards abolitiont»

With the exception of Europe and Central Asia region, where Belarus - the only country in the

region that executes— resumed executions after a 24-month hiatus, Amnesty International
documented positive developments in all regions ot the world. lz'he Sub-Saharan Atrica region
saw particular progress, with 46 executions recorded in three countries, compared to 64
executions in five countries in 2013 - a 28% reduction. The number of executions recorded
in the Middle East and North Africa region decreased by approximately. 23% - from 638 in

2013 to 491 in 2014. in the Americas, the USA is the only country that executes, but
executions dropped from 39 in 2013 to 35 in 2014, reflecting a steady decline in executions
over recent years. The state of Washington imposed a moratorium on executions.

Fewer executions were recorded in' the Asia-Pacific region, excluding China, and debates on

aholitinn began in Fiji, South Korea and Thailand.

2 Article 6(6) of the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights stateslclearly that provisions in

the same Article allowing for the use of the death penalty under certain circumstances ”shall not be

invoked to delay or to prevent the abolition of capital punishment". In its General Comment no.6, the UN?

Human Rights Committee has stated that Article 6 “refers generally to abolition in terms which strongly

suggest [...] that abolition is desirable. The Committee concludes that all measures of abolition should

be considered as progress in the enjoyment of the right to life". Human Rights Committee, General

Comment No.6. Article 6 (Sixteenth session, 1982), Compilation of general comments and general
recommendations adopted by human rights treaty bodies, UN doc. HRI/GEN/l/Rev.9, May 2008.

Index: ACT 50/001/2015 Amnesty International April 2015
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Death sentences and executlons In 2014 5

THE USE 0F THE DEATH PENALTY
I‘N 2014

“We must continue to argue strongly that the
death penalty is unjust and incompatible with
fundamental human rights”
UN Secretary-General Ban lli-moan, 10 October 2014

GLOBAL FIGURES

EXECUTIONS

Amnesty international recorded executions in 22 countries in r2014, the same number of
countriesras in 201-3. Althdugh the number remained constant, there weresome changes in
the countries carrying out executions. Seven countries that executed in 2013 did not do so in
201.4 (Bangladesh,'Botswana, Indonesia, India, Kuwait, Nigeria and South Sudan) while
seven others resumed executions (Belarus. Egypt, Equatorial Guinea, Jordan, Pakistan,
Singapore and the United Arab Emirates lUAEl). Amnesty international was unable to
confirm whether judicial executions took place in Syria.

At least 607 exec'Utions were carried out worldwide, a decrease of almost 22% compared to
the figures recorded for 2013. This figure does not include the number of people who were
believed to have been executed, in China. in 2009 Amnesty international stopped publishing
the organization's estimated figures'on the use of the death penalty in China, where data on

capital punishment is considered a state secret. Instead the organization has challenged the
Chinese authorities to prove their claims that they are achieving their goal of reducing the
application of the death penalty by publishing the figures themselves. (see page 26).

»

REPiJRTED
EXECUTIONS IN 2014

Afghanistan (6i, Belarus (3+)China i+i,Egyptl15+iEquatorialGuinea(9
V,

lran:(289+), iraq (61‘

lapan (3) Jordan (11), Maiaysio (2i) North Korca’ (+), Pakistanm,Palestine (State of) (2+, Hamas
authoritiesGaza),SaudiArabiai90+), Singapore(2),Somaila(l4+l Sudani23+);IaiwaniS) UAE(I);
sUSAt35), VietNam(3+)andYemen(22+). M u , ,

Amnesty International April 2015 index: ACT 50/001/2015
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6 Death sentences and exeCUtIOHS In 2014

Three countries — Iran Iraq and Saudi Arabia — were responsible for 72% of the 607
recorded executions. In lran the authorities officially announced 289 executions, but
hundreds more were carried out which were not officially acknowledged.

DEATH SENTENCES

At least 2,466 people in 55 countries are known to have been sentenced to death in 2014.
This represents an increase of 28% compared with 2013, when 1,925 death sentences were
recorded in 57 countries. This increase was largely due to sharp spikes in death sentences in

Egypt (from 109 in 2013 to 509 in 214) and Nigeria (from 141 in 2013 to 659 in 2014).
both countries in which courts imposed mass sentences in some cases.

newmsunmnsrmaas9mm

For some countries, such as Nigeria and Tanzania, the rise in the number of recorded death
sentences is also partly due to the authorities providing more complete data to Amnesty
International.

At least 19,094 people Were believed to be under sentence of death worldwide at the end of

201.4.

COMMUTATIONS, PARDONS AND EXONERATIONS

Commutations or pardons of death sentences were recorded in 28 countries: Antigua and

Barbuda, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Egypt. Ghana. India, Iran, Iraq. Jamaica, Jordan,
Kuwait, Malaysia, Mali, Myanmar, Nigeria, Saudi Arabia, Sierra Leone, Singapore, South
Korea, Sri Lanka, Sudan, Tunisia, Trinidad and Tobago, UAE, USA, Viet Nam and Zimbabwe.

Amnesty International recorded 112 exonerations of death row prisoners in nine countries:

Bangladesh (4), China (2), Jordan (1), Nigeria (32), Sudan (4), Tanzania (59), USA (7), Viet
Nam (2) and Zimbabwe (1).3 The release of prisoners from death row on the grounds of

3 Exoneration is the process where, after sentencing and the conclusion of the appeals process, the

convicted person is later freed from blame or acquitted of the criminal charge, and therefore is regarded
as innocent in the eyes of the law. lwao Hakamada was temporarily released in Japan pending retrial and

therefore his case is not included in this list.

index: ACT 50/001/2015 Amnesty International April 2015
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Death sentences and executJOns In 2014 7

innocence exposes the fallibility of human justice and sparked debates on the death penalty
in several countries, including countries where support for capital punishment has
traditionally been strong, such as China, Japan, Viet Nam and the USA.

HOW THE DEATH PENALTY WAS USED IN 2014

The following methods of executions were used: beheading (Saudi Arabia), hanging
(Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, Japan, Jordan, Malaysia, Pakistan, Palestine,
Singapore, Sudan), lethal injection (China, USA, Viet Nam) and shooting (Belarus, China,
Equatorial Guinea, North Korea, Palestine, Saudi Arabia, Somalia, Taiwan, UAE, Yemen).

As in previous years, there were no reports of judicial executions carried out by stoning. ln
UAE one woman was sentenced to death by stoning for committing "adultery" while married):
Public executions were carried out in lran and Saudi Arabia.

Amnesty International has received reports indicating that at least l4 people were executed
in Iran for crimes they allegedly committed when they were under 18 years of age. Egypt,
lran and Sri Lanka sentenced juvenile offenders to death in 2014. The imposition and
execution of the death penalty against people aged under 18 when the crime was committed
is a violation of international law. Often the actual age of the offender is in dispute because
no clear proof of age, such as a certificate of registration at birth, exists.“ Amnesty
International remained concerned that in lran, Maldives, Nigeria, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia, Sri
Lanka and Yemen, people who were juveniles at the time of their alleged crimes were under
sentence of death during 2014.

People with mental or intellectual disabilities were under sentence of death in several
countries including lndonesia, Japan, Malaysia. Pakistan, Trinidad and Tobago and the USAK

In the majority of countries where people were sentenced to death or executed, the death
penalty was imposed after proceedings that did not meet international fair trial standards. ln
2014 Amnesty International raised particular concerns in relation to court proceedings in

Afghanistan, Bangladesh, China, Egypt, Iran, Iraq, North Korea, Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and
Sri Lanka. In several countries — including Afghanistan, Bahrain, China. Iran, Iraq, North
Korea and Saudi Arabia — sentences were based on “confessions" that may have been
extracted through torture or other ill-treatment. In Iran some of these "confessions" were
broadcast on television before the trial took place, further breaching the defendants' right to
presumption of innocence.

4 Governments should apply a full range of appropriate criteria in cases where age is in dispute. Good

practice in assessing age includes drawing on knowledge of physical, psychological and social

development. Each of these criteria should be applied in a way that gives the benefit of doubt in

disputed cases so that the individual is treated as a juvenile offender, and accordingly should ensure that
the death penalty is not applied. Such an approach is consistent with the principle that the best interests
ui the child shall be a primary consideration in all actions concerning children, as required by Article
3(1) of the UN Convention on the Rights of the Child.

Amnesty International April 2015 Index: ACT 50/001/2015
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8 Death Sentences and executions In 2014

Mandatory death sentences continued to be imposed in Barbados, Iran, Malaysia, Pakigtan,
”iSis’z’gaij‘mfeadiTrjniéd‘n’dtgcs‘ M,aziato;yeath segiigxyejéSiaYe:incensiaent‘wi‘m human

‘ ’

rign’ts protections because they de not allow any possibility of taking into account the
defendant’s personal circumstances or the circumstances of the particular offence.

People continued to be sentenced to death or executed for crimes that did not involve
intentional killing, and therefore did not meet the threshold of "most serious crimes”, as
prescribed by Article 6 of the international Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR).
The death penalty was imposed or implemented for drug-related offences in a number of

countries, including China, lndonesia, Iran, Malaysia. Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sri Lanka,
Thailand, UAE and Vlet Nam.

2t
xi
:
e

u"

Other capital crimes which did not meet the standard of "most serious crimes" but for which
the death penalty was imposed in 2014 included: economic crimes such as corruption
(China, North Korea and Viet Nam); armed robbery (DRC); committing “adultery“ while
married (UAE); rape that resulted in death (Afghanistan); rape committed by repeat rape
offenders (India), rape (Saudi Arabia, UAE); kidnapping (Saudi Arabia); torture (Saudi
Arabia); “insulting the prophet of Islam" (lran); blasphemy (Pakistan); “witchcraft" and

“sorcery" (Saudi Arabia).

Finally, different forms nf “treason", “acts against national security", ”collaboration" with a

foreign entity,‘ 'espionage", participation in ‘insurrectional movement and terroriSm" and
other “crimes against the state", whether or not they led to a loss of life, were punished with
death sentences in Lebanon, North Korea, Palestine (in the West Bank and in Gaza), Qatar
and Saudi Arabia.

Ilireeinlthetomemberstatea‘bf tiresoéfatwn ol’Suulliea‘st‘A‘sianNations arelirmwntotiara:carried
texemtiansMa'ia‘ys’iaangarmrea‘hd lertMain

_
g

threeof tlie‘S3:diatribe ,"t‘atééat{hisCommonwealthwere known‘le lieu}:{Earned611i exeeutmnsl
~

,
Malaysragr’akastanzaydSmeanomr

~

, , , a e v
I

I . . . , . . i

5 Syria's membership was suspended because of the violence used to suppress uprisings. Due to the

ongoing conflict, Amnesty International could not confirm any information on the use of the death

penalty in Syria in 2014. .
~
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Death sentences and executlons In 2014 9

Threeof themember and observer states ofthe Organisation international de la Francophonre areknown

1to have carried out executions- Egypt United Arab Emirates and Viet Nam. r

‘

apangnqxgh‘eim weretiie nnlycnuntries inineastnlcarry out exergutiiorét K

x

3v, 7 ;
7

123 otthe 1937memberrstaj§§pf the UN;werg_;e_xecution-free in 29151;:
'

POSITIVE DEVELOPMENTS

The number of executions recorded in 2014 decreased by 22% compared with 2013. In

Sub—Saharan Africa, 46 executions Were recorded in three countries compared to 64
executions in five countries in 2013 — a 28% drop. Only Equatorial Guinea, Somalia and
Sudan are known to have carried out executions. The number of executions recorded by
Amnesty international in the Middle East and North Africa decreased by approximately 23%,
from 638 in 2013 to 491 in 2014. in the Americas, the USA continued to be the only
country to implement death sentences — but executions dropped from 39 in 2013 to 3‘5 in

2014, reflecting a steady decline in executions.

A number of positive legislative developments were also recorded. In December the National

Assembly of Madagascar adopted legislation to abolish the death penalty. Similar bills
remained pending before legislative bodies in Benin, Chad, Fiji, Mongolia and Suriname
The Parliament of Barbados began considering draft legislation aimed at abolishing the

mandatory death penalty. ln February, the US state of Washington imposed a moratorium on

executions.

El Salvador, Gabon and Poland became state parties to the Second Optional Protocol to the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at the abolition of the death

penalty, on 8 April, 2 April and 24 April respectively, 0n 23 May, Poland also ratified
Protocol No. 13 to the (European) Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms, concerning the abolition of the death penalty in all circumstances.

in December the UN General Assembly adopted its fifth resolution on a moratorium on the
use of the death penalty. The number of votes in favour of resolution 69/186 increased by
six, from 111 in 2012 to 117 in 2014, while 38 voted against and 34 abstained.7 Six more
countries supported the resolution compared to last time a similar vote took place in 2012.3
New votes in favour of the 2014 resOiution came from Equatorial Guinea, Eritrea, Fiji, Niger
and Suriname. in a further positive sign, Bahrain. Myanmar, Tonga and Uganda moved from

opposition to abstention. Regrettabiy, Papua New Guinea moved from abstention to a vote

against the resolution.

5 The bills were adopted in Fiji and Suriname in February and March 2015 respectively.

7 The USA voted against the resolution but its vote was not captured in the official voting sheet.

3 0n 20 December 2012, 111 states voted in favour, 41 against and 34 abstained in the vote on the UN

General Assembly resolution 67/176. The full list of co—sponsors 0f and voting on the 2014 resolution

can be found in Annex iV of this document.
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10 Death sentences and executions m 2014

New additions to the text of the 2014 resolution included calls on all states to comply with
"'the'ir‘ Obligatiéhé' Uh'de‘r th‘eml 963' Viéhé‘Cbn‘Ve‘tib‘riwoh“Co‘h'é‘lllaf R‘élétibrié éh‘dépéotte
right of foreign nationals to receive information on consular assistance when legal proceeding
are initiated against them; make available relevant information on the countries’ use of the
death penalty ”disaggregated by sex, age and other criteria" as well as on the number of

oommutations, acquittals and pardon granted; and tovnot expand the scope of the death

penalty.

CAMPAIGNING AGAINST THE DEATH PENALTY: AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL'SCONTRIBUTIONS

Throughout2014 togetherwith other members o‘fcivil society and stakehotdersiir alt regionsAmnesty s

international activists hétped to 'stop executionsand secure positive actionon the death penaltyin anumber
of states. For example

« , , _

:0n 2? March lwaoHaltamadawas temporarily released fromdeathrow in Japan pendl , ‘ y

spent 45years atthé Tokyo Detention Centre undersentenceof deathand devetupeda severe mentalérllness
g

during his timeondeath row Amnesty Internationals
members

had
been campaigning

on his behalffor =

1 sf»

{nearlya decade.
. r

v

‘ A

Chandran slo Faskaranwasspared executionIn MalaySia on7 February after an ontcry from
human

rights
V‘groups inclndingAmnestylnternatinnal , , .m

.5,“
insariakhiErnest byanghon, a Nigerian national was clue to beexecutedin Malaysre nn l4 March 2314He

‘

had not received afairtrial and had been diagnosedashavingschizophrenia;forwhich he hadbeen.receiving
jtreatment before his appeal‘in 2007. Amnesty international was notified at the imminentexecution 36 hours

before itwas dub to be carried out and issuedUrgent appealstotheMalaysian authoritiesAfter Osariakhi ‘

Ernest Obyangbons executionwas stayedhis brotherWrote 'gAninesty international; saying: "I am profoundly
rgratefuiwt you and your. entirete‘amforsaymgnay brot r‘ a _ st‘nrioute My brotherwasalready]
:moved from his room to the executio oom and given'drfferent clothes towear torthe execu “nbefore you
saved hislite: We, the members ofhis family;will foreveraooreciate yourmaghammrtytowardshim.

”
Both

Chandran s/o
Paskaran

and Osarialihi
Ernest Obyangbonremainondeath ro’vvf'j

'
v

?
i
i

i
t

Thankod Ebhos was sentencedto deathIn NigeriaIn 1995 0n 23 June 2013hewas takentothe gaiiovisz’ r

with tour other men all of whom were hangedInfront oi himAiéthe iastminute the prisonauthorities i 7

realized that ThankGod Ebhos's death sentencereuniteda firing squad and he was returned to his cell 0n24r

October following campaigns against
his execution ThankGodEbhos was releasedfromdeath row

éMeriam Yehya Ibrahim was released from prisonin Sudan; on 23 June Her death sentence forapostasy, ,

imposed by a Khartodm Court on 15 May,was overturned by an appeals court Mariam Yeh'ya lbrahirn’s case I

Eattracted widespread international attention with Over
one

million
pepple reSponding to Amnesty

, j ‘f

Ilnte’rnationai'
s appeal for herreiease We It A

. W
0n 3Decem ber the Court ofAppeals for the Fifth Circuit stayed the executiIIn ofScott PanettiIn Tenas, USA
less than eight hours before it was due to be carriedout Hismental illness which included

schizophrenia;
predated, and apparently contributed to the murder forwhich he was

sentenced
to

death Amnesty
international began campaigning on his behalfIn 20Gb;
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THE USE OF THE DEATH PENALTY T0 COMBAT CRIME AND INSECURITY

Many countries that imposed or implemented death sentences in 2014 did so in response to
real or perceived threats to state security and public safety posed by terrorism, crime or

internai instability.

o Pakistan lifted a six-year long moratorium on the execution of civilians in the wake
of the horrific Peshawar school attack. Seven people were executed in less than two
weeks at the end of 2014. The government also pledged to execute hundreds of

people on death row who had been convicted on terrorism-related charges.

o China made use of the death penalty as a tool in the "Strike Hard” campaign, which
the authorities characterized as a response to terrorism and violent crime in the
Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. Three people were sentenced to death in a
mass sentencing rally involving 55 people convicted of terrorism, separatism and
murder. Between June and August, 21 people were executed in the Xinjiang Uighur
Autonomous Region in relation- to separate terrorist attacks.

o Both Cameroon and the UAE expanded the scope of the death penalty to include
"terrorism"—related crimes.

- Jordan resumed executions in DeCember after an eight-year hiatus, executing ll
men convicted on murder charges. The authorities clearly stated that the move was
in response to increasing murder rates.

o ln December, Indonesia announced the resumption of executions for drug-related
offencesto confront “a national emergency”.

The argument in support of use of the death penalty to combat crime ignores the fact that
there is no convincing evidence that the death penalty works as a particular deterrent to
crime. or that it is more effective than terms of imprisonment. This has been confirmed in

many studies carried out by the UN and across different countriesand regions?

9 Amnesty International, Not making us safer: Crime, public safety and the death penalty (ACT
51/002/2013), 10 October 2013, available at www.amnestv.org/en/documents/acts1/002/2013/en/

Amnesty International April 2015 Index: ACT 50/001/2015
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12 Death sentences and Executions In 2014

REGIONAL UVERVIEWS

AMERICAS

REGIONAL TRENDS

- The USA remained the only country to carry out executions in the Americas region‘
Fewer executions were recorded and fewer states executed.

o The use of the death penalty in the region continued to decline, with an overall
decrease in the number of death sentences imposed (from at least 95 death
sentences in 2013 to 77 in 2014).

c The US state of Washington imposed an official moratorium on executions on 11

February.
o The government of Suriname introduced draft legislation to remove the death

penalty from the Criminal Code. El Salvador ratified an international treaty on the
abolition of the death penalty.”

I

a Barbados began legislative processes to remove the mandatory death penalty.

3;635cantatawereirrideisentenceofde‘ath‘a'sn‘tOctoberimmimcldmg 745 in
33130:”

I

‘0 El Salvador ratified on 8 April the Second Optional Protocol to the international Covenant on Civil and

Political Rights. aiming at the abolition of the death penalty. The National Assembly of Suriname
adopted changes to the Criminal Code abolishing the death penalty for all crimes in March 2015.

‘1 For more information see Death Penalty Information Centre, "The Death Penalty in 2014} Year End

Report", available at: www.deathpenaltyinfo.org[documents/2014YrEnd.pdt (accessed on 5 March

2015).
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Death sentences and executions m 2014 13

18 states have abolished the death penalty‘ 32 retain it. 0f these Colorado Kansas. Nebraska,New

Hampshire, OregonPennsylvania and Wyoming have not conducted anyexecutions for at least lilyears‘.
The

governors oi Oregon andWashington states have established official moratoriuInson executi I

federal authorities
have not carried out any executions since 2003 and the

military
authoritiessince 1961.

Seven people wereexonerated ofthe crime forwhich they had been sentenced to death, brIngIng the totalof

suchexonerations since 1973 to15Q.At leasttwopeoplehadtheirdeathsentencescommuted bythe courts

Four fewer people were executed in the USA than in 2013 and three states ~ Texas, Missouri
and Florida — accounted for 80% of all executions. 65% of executions were carried out in
southern states. Alabama and Virginia, states that executed in 2013, did not carry out
executions in 2014. The number of executions in Texas declined from 16 in 2013 to 10 in

2014 and in Oklahoma from six to three. The number of executions in Missouri increased
sharply, from two in 2013 to 10 in 2014.

The overall number of death sentences ~ at least 72 — decreased by eight compared to
2013.14 The total number of new death sentences recorded in 2014 was half the number
recorded 10 years ago (140 in 2005).

Excluding the USA, five new death sentences were imposed in 2014 in three countries and
65 people were under sentence of death. Nearly half of those under sentence of death were
in Trinidad and Tobago. Amnesty international did not record any new death sentences in the
following countries: Antigua and Barbuda, the Bahamas, Belize, Cuba, Dominica, Grenada,
Guatemala, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines
and Suriname.

No one was under sentence of death in Cuba, Dominica, Guatemala, Saint Lucia and
Suriname.

On 27 March, at the request of nine member states of the Organization of American States,“
the inter-American Commission on Human Rights (IACHR) held a hearing on the death
penalty in the Americas. States expressed an interest in working towards abolition and the

lz'ln addition, the District of Columbia has also abolished the death penalty.

13 The governor of Pennsylvania established a moratorium on executions on 13 February 2015.

14 Death Penalty Information Centre, "The Death Penalty in 2014: Year End Report", available at:

www.deathp_enaltyinfo.org/documents/2014YrEnd.pdf (accessed on 5 March 2015). This is a projected
figure.

15 Argentina, Brazil, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Honduras, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay and

Uruguay.
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Commissioners challenged the failure of
states

to highlIght
the need

to identify strategles

The authorities in several Caribbean countries continued to present the death penalty as a

solution to high crime rates and called for the resumption of executions. The number of

recorded murders remained high, particularly in the Bahamas and Trinidad and Tobago.
Detection and conviction rates remained extremely low. Trinidad and Tobago recorded 451
murders in 2014 and the police service classified only 63 as detected, representing just
14.19% of all cases.” In Guyana the Director of Public Prosecutions announced in 2014
that in 2013 the courts had heard 83 cases of murder and 12 for other serious offences. out
of a total oi 109 cases. Ol these. only 36 had resulted in actual convictions.“

COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

Five people remained 0n death row in Antigua and Barbuda, after the authorities pardoned
two prisoners during the year.

One man, Kofhe Goodman. remained under sentence of death at the end of the year in the
Bahamas. where no new death sentences were recorded. Mario Flowers and Anthony Clarke
had their death sentences commuted by the Court of Appeal in May and November

respectively.” Of particular relevance was the judgment in Mario Flowers' case, in which the

judges not only ordered that the case be remitted to the Supreme Court for resentencing, but
also found that the murder of a police officer is not in itself a sufficient element to classify
the act as the "worst of the worst" and attract the death penalty. By placing the emphasis on

the circumstances of the murder rather than on the identity otthe victim, this decision calls

15 For more information, visit inter—American Commission on Human Rights. “Human Rights Situation
and the Death Penalty in the Americas", 27 March 2014, available at http://hrbrieforglZO14/03_/human-
rights-situation-and-the-death—pena|tv~in-the-americas/ (accessed on 5 March 2015).

17 Trinidad and Tobago Police Service, Police Service Serious Crime Statistics, available at

www.ttgs.gov.tt/Statistics.aspx (accessed on 5 March 2015).

‘8

wGuyana
Times, “DPP disposes of 109 cases in 2013", 17 January 2014, available at

wwguyanaatimes igqgllgo algli{dpaidposes-o '9»cases-In42 31 (accessed on 5 March

2015).

19 Case no. 174 of 2010 and 178 of 2010 SylvesterAritis v5. Regina and Mario A. Flowers vs. Regina,
delivered on 30 April; and 287 of 2013 and 291 of 2013 Anthony Clarke vs. Regina, delivered on 26
November.
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into question the categorization of murders adopted by the Parliament in 2011, which made
the murder of a police officer or prison guard punishable by death.”

On 9 January the Leader of the Opposition in the Bahamas, Hubert Minnis. published a draft
Constitutional (Amendment) (Capital Offences) Bill. The draft Bill — which was not formally
introduced in Parliament for procedural reasons — removed the possibility of appeals against
death sentences upheld by the Bahamas Court of Appeal to any other court "anywhere else in
the World”, on any grounds.21 This move appeared to aim at preventing appeals to the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, a UK-based court which has jurisdiction as the final
appellate court for the Bahamas and several other Caribbean countries, and to the inter—

American Commission on Human Rights.” lt would have also removed delays in the
execution of a death sentence or detention conditions as grounds for commutations; and it

would have set time limits for mercy petitions and appeals to international bodies, after
which a death sentence could have been implemented even if these appeals were pending.

Two new death sentences were imposed in Barbados, bringing to ll the number of people
held under sentence of death at the end of the year. ln November, the government
introduced in Parliament a series of bills aimed at bringing national legislation in line with

regional human rights law, including as established by the inter-American Court of Human

Rights.”

The Penal System Reform (Amendment) Bill, 2014 aims at improving guidelines for courts
on the factors and mitigating circumstances which judges should consider in sentencing.“
The Prisons (Amendment) Bill. 2014 would abolish corporal punishment in prisons, establish
a prisoners release board and allow for the early release of prisoners.” The Criminal
Procedure (Amendment) Bill, 2014 seeks to amend the Criminal Procedure Act to include
mandatory psychiatric evaluations for all those appearing before-the High Court in murder

2° Penal Code (Amendment) Act, 2011, Art.290. The Act also made the following offences punishable
either by death or life without the possibility of parole: murder of a judicial officer, including judges,
registrars and prosecutors; murder of a witness or juror; murder of more than one person; murder

committed by a defendant who has a prior murder conviction; and murder in exchange for value. Any
other type of murder is punishable by a term of imprisonment of 30 to 60 years.

2‘ Paragraph 4,2(a) of the Bill. The Bill is available from the government website: www.bahamas.gov.bsl

22 Other independent Commonwealth countries that recognize the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council as their final court of appeal are Antigua and Barbuda, Grenada, Jamaica, Saint Kitts and Nevis,
Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the Grenadines and Trinidad and Tobago.

23 All bills were being considered by the Parliament as of 4 February 2015.

2“ Available at: www.barbadosgarliament.com/bills/details/SO (accessed on 5 March 2015).

25 Available at: www.barbadosparliament.com/bills/details/56 (accessed on 5 March 2015).
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cases, in order to determine whether the defendant is fit to stand triat, as well as to aHow

judges to raise the defence of "insanity“ and diminished responsibility should it be a

concern.“ The Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 2014 proposes amending the Constitution of

“Barbados to introduce discretion in the sentencing of people convicted ot murder, which
'

presently carries the mandatory death penalty.”

While these bills include some positive steps, Amnesty international is concerned that the
Constitution (Amendment) Bill, 2014 also seeks to prevent prisoners under sentence of death

appealing against their sentences on the basis that the imposition or implementation of a

death sentence violates their fundamental right not to be subjected to torture or to cruel,
inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment.

No new death sentences were imposed in Belize, where one person remained under sentence
of death.

The Parliament of Dominica, where no new death sentences were imposed and where no one
was under sentence of death, adopted new legislation in July renouncing the authority of the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council and recognizing the Caribbean Court of Justice as its
final appellate court. The human rights record of Dominica was reviewed at the Universal
Periodic Review before the UN Human Rights Council on 1 May. The authorities of Dominica

rejected recommendations to abolish the death penalty.“

No new death sentences were imposed in Grenada. One man, Kyron McFarlane remained
under sentence of death.”

In October Robert Browne was sentenced to death for murder in Guyana. The Ministry of

Foreign Affairs publically stated that, following the commutation of the death sentences of

15 prisoners in recent years, 13 men were on death row at the end of 2014.3° However,
infnrmation received hy Amnpstv lntnrnatinnal frnmatheOfflr‘r‘e Qf the Director Qf Public;
Prosecutions indicated that 26 men were under sentence of death as of 31 December 2014.

25 Available at: www.barbadosnarliament.com/bills/detaiIs/51 (accessed on 5 March 2015).

27 Available at: www.barbadosparliament.com/bills/detaiIs/52 (accessed on 5 March 2015).

28 Amnesty International, Dominica still falling down on the death penalty and the rights of LGBTI

persons (AMR 26/001/2014), 19 September 2014, available at

www.amnesm.org[en/|ibram/asset/AM R26/00 1/2014/en/639f9570-83e3-{tbc3-b1db-
199o4drbe495/amr260012014en.ndr

" "

29 Information provided by the authorities to Amnesty International in 2014 indicated that no one was

under sentence of death at the end of the year. Subsequent information received by the organization
indicated that Kyron McFarlane is still under sentence of death but he is no longer held on death row.

3° UN Human Rights Council, National report submitted in accordance with paragraph 5 of the annex to

Human Rights Council resolution 16/21-Guyana, UN doc. A/HRCANG.6/21/GUY/l, 19 January 2015.
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The national consultation on the abolition of the death penalty, which the government
committed to put in place by 2015 through the Parliamentary Special Select Committee,
had not begun by the end of 2014. The President suspended the Parliament on 10
November and elections are expected in May 2015.

No new death sentences were imposed in Jamaica during 2014, while one man, Leslie
Moodie, had his death sentence commuted. Another man. Separus Lee. remained under
sentence of death at the end of the year.

No new death sentences where recorded in Saint Kitts and Nevis, where one person, Everson
Mitcham, remained under sentence of death at the end of the year.

Patrick Lovelace remained the only person under sentence of death in Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines, where no new death sentences were imposed.

ln June the government of Suriname introduced draft legislation to amend the Criminal Code
and abolish the death penalty for all crimes, while increasing maximum terms tor life
sentences from 20 to 30 years.” No new death sentences were recorded and no one was
under sentence of death at the end of the year.

At least two new death sentences were imposed in Trinidad and Tobago in 2014. Ronald
Bisnath was sentenced to death on 26 March and Shawn Marceline on 17 June, both having
been convicted of murder. Richard Anthony Daniel and Julia Ramdeen, the only woman
under sentence of death, had their death sentences commuted on appeal by the Judicial
Committee of the Privy Council in February and March respectively.”

Two prisoners, Garvin Sookram and Keron Lopez, had their death sentences confirmed by the
Privy Council and appealed to the IACH‘R. On 19 May the IACHR asked the government of
Trinidad and Tobago to refrain from executing the two men until it had ruled on the merits of
their individual appeals.“ With at least 30 people under sentence of death at the end of the
year, Trinidad and Tobago holds the second largest death row population in the Americas
region, after the USA. The consultation on the new Constitution initiated by the Ministry of

Legal Affairs in 2013, including on the retention or abolition of the death penalty, continued
in 2014.

3‘ The National Assembly adopted the Bill on 3 March 2015.

32 Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, Richard Anthony Daniel v. The State. Appeal No.48 of 2012,
[2014] UKPC 3, delivered on 13 February 2014; and Judicial Committee of the Privy Council, Ramdeen
v. The State, Appeal no. 77 of 2012, [2014] UKPC 7, delivered on 27 March 2014.

33 See also: www.0as.orglen/iachr/decisions/precautiona.asp
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The USA continued to use the death penalty in contravention of international law and

standards. On 22 January Edgar Arias Tamayo was executed in Texas in violation of a. binding
judgment by a 2-004 international Court of Justice (lCJ), which ordered the USA to provide

'judiciai “review and reconsideration””of the convictions and sentences“‘imposed against 51’

Mexican nationals, including Edgar Tamayo.“ Nine US states had denied the 51 individuals
their right to seek consular assistance without delay after the arrest, as required by the
Vienna Convention on Consular Relations. The Inter-American Commission on Human Rights
stated that the USA had deprived Edgar Arias Tamayo of a criminal process that satisfied the
minimum standards of due process and a tair trial as required under the American
Declaration of the Rights and Duties of Man.“ On 9 April the US authorities once again
violated the lCJ judgment by executing Ramiro Hernandez Llanas, who was also part of the

group of 51 Mexican nationals covered by the iCJ ruling. Ramiro Hernandez Llanas had an

intellectual disability which, his lawyers argued, made his execution unconstitutional.35

xi
at
:

I.
'.

Amnesty International recorded several cases in which the death penalty was used against
people with mental and intellectual disabilities‘in contravention of international law and

standards. Askari Abdullah Muhammad was exeCuted in Florida on 7 January for a murder

committed in prison in 1980. He had a long history of serious mental illness, including a

diagnosis of paranoid schizophrenia.” Paul Goodwin was executed in Missouri on 10
December. His lawyers had sought clemency on thegrounds that his intellectual disability,

combined with other mental deficits, rendered his execution unconstitutional.”

34 International Court of Justice, Avena and'Other Mex/can Nationals {Mexico v. United States. of

America).
Judgment,

31
March 2004. available at www. ici—

(accessed ooh-SMarch 2015). Among the 51 Mexican nationals, Jose ErnestoMedellin and Humberto

Leal Garcia were executed in 2008 and 2011 respectivelyg

35 inter-American Commission on Human Rights, "lACHR Concludes that the United States Violated

Tamayo's Fundamental Rights and Requests that his Execution be Suspended", 17 January 2014,
available at wwwoas.org/en/iachr/media genter/PReleaseglZQlAiOO0.2asp_

35 Amnesty international, Texas execution set despite mental disability, Urgent Action 71/14 of 24

March 2014, available at: www.amnesm.orglen/Iibrarv/info/AMR51/019/2014/en

37 Amnesty International, Execution looms after decades on death row, Urgent Action 321/13 of 27

November 2013, www.amnestv.org/en/librarv/info/AMR51/080/2013/en

38 Amnesty International, Missouri execution set for human rights day, Urgent Action 302/14 of 3

December 2014, www.amnesty.oren/ library/into/AMR51/057/2014/en
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"INT LEBTUAL DISABILITY IS A CONDITION NDI' A NUMBER"39
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Robert Campbell had his execution stayed just two and a half hours before it was due to be
carried out in Texas on 13 May. The stay was granted to allow his lawyers'to pursue an
appeal based on new evidence that he has an intellectual disability that would render his
execution unconstitutional.“

On 3 December the Court of Appeals for the Fifth Circuit issued a stay of execution for Scott
Panettl, less than eight hours before it was due to be carried out. His mental illness, which
includes schizophrenia, predates, and apparently contributed to, the murder for which he was
sentenced to death. He was nonetheless found competent to stand trial and was allowed to
represent himself in proceedings that were described by people who were present as a
"mockery”.44

39 Hall v. Florida, 572 U. S. (2014), delivered on 27 May 2014.

4° Hall v. Florida, 572 U. S. (2014), delivered 0n 27 May 2014.

41 Atkins v. Virginia. 536 U.S. 304 (2002), delivered on 2O June 2002.

42 Amnesty international, The Nation we aspire to be: Revisiting intellectual disability and the death
penalty, 29 May 2014, available at www.amnesty.org/en/library/info/AMRS1/034/2014/en

43 Amnesty international. Mental disability claim as execution nears. further information on Urgent
Action 90/14, 6 May 2014, available at www.amnesty.org/en/librarv/info/AMR51/029/2014/en

44 Amnesty International, USA: Texas set to execute severely mentally ill man, Urgent Action 292/14, 18
November 2014, available at www.amnestv.org/en/librarwnfo/AMR51/053/2014/en
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Frank Walls, who was 19 at the time of the murder of two people for which he was sentenced
to death, was assessed as functioning at the level of a 12-year-old and as suffering from
brain damage. brain dysfunction and major psychiatric disorders.“

Michael Zack suffered severe physical, sexual and psychological abuse as a child and

teenager. Mental health experts present at his trial tesifie that in their opinion he suffered
from post-traumatic stress disorder. chronic depression and possible brain damage, that he

had the mental and emotional age of a young child and that his ability to appreciate the

criminality of his conduct had been substantially impaired.“

Both Frank Walls and Michael Zack sought clemency from the Governor of Florida in 2014s
No decision on their clemency applications had been made by the end of the year.

Concerns about racial discrimination continued to mark the use of the death penalty in the
USA. Within a few weeks in 2014, Texas executed tWo individuals w‘horwere just above 18 at

the time of the crimes for which they were convicted. Both were African American: Ray
Jasper was tried for the murder of a wh'ite man in front of all-white juries. Earl Ringo was
executed on 10 September in Missouri for the murder of two white people. He was tried in

front of an all-white jury. In April the UN Human Rights Committee expressed concern
"about the continuing use of the death penalty and. in particular, racial disparities in its

imposition that disproportionately affects African Americans, exacerbated by the rule that
discrimination has to be proven on a case-by—case basis." The Committee recommended that
the USA take measures to effectively ensure that the death penalty is not imposed as a result
of racial bias and "considerestablishing a moratorium on the death penalty at the federal
level and engage with retentionist states with a view to achieving a nationwide
moratorium?“

A similar recommendation was made by the UN Committee against Torture, which examined
Han nnvinri vnnnrt nf the IIQA in Nnunmhar Thn Pnmmittnn nvnmcnnd “rnhr‘nvn at fhn Qfafcx

v. ... ..... ...-

party’s admission that it is not currently considering abolishing the death penalty at the
federal level." The Committee also expressed concern "at reported cases of excruciating pain;

45 Amnesty international, "USA: Florida death row prisoner seeks clemency: Frank Walls”, Urgent Action

appeal 319/13, AMR 51/079/2013, available at: www.amnestv.org/en/librarv/info/AMR51/079/2013/en

45 Amnesty international, "USA: Death row inmate seeks commutation to life”, Urgent Action appeal

140/14, (AMR 51/033/2014), available at:

www.amnestv.org/arllibrary/asset/AMR51/03312014/en/f6b9fd4c-b5de-40f7—899f—
mega§9385lamr510332014enpdf
47 UN Human Rights Committee, Concluding observations on the fourth periodic report of the United

States of America, UN doc. CCPR/C/USA/CO/4, 23 April 2014, para8.
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and prolonged suffering that procedural irregularities have caused condemned prisoners in
the course of their execution!“

.iRY'lilE'T'OflX'Tili'il'ilFlXAB”L”E?:A"§6LNItlii:Tl‘s'ifé
ONt'Yis'oLull‘ON

""7"

:ln recent years executing statesm the USA i1ave been cenfmnted by liniite'd availabilityof substances usedIn
lethal injection protocols; thisIs due both ta changesIn the domestic productionofthese drugs asLweli as
tighter regulationsIn

the European Union onthe export ofsubstanoes
which

could
be used'In executiOns or

torture
49

. - r

Several states have taken steps to amend theirle'gislation to either introduce alternative lethal injection?
protocols orto allow the use of substances produced by compounding pharmacies which are not certifiedby
the US Food and Drug Administration. 5° Some states have also attempted to conceal thesource of the

drugs
they use in tethai injectionBills to enable this

were introducedIn
Alabarna,

Georgia and OhioI},

in 2014 three more US executions were added tothe lIst of those thathavebeen described as "botched"5‘ in 2

gianuary, Dennis McGuireIn Ohio appeared to gasp s’eyer'al times and snort loudly afterthe lethalinjection with
'

midazolam, one of’the "new" drugs,began52 lttookmorethan20 minutes before hewas pronounéed dead
53

::in AprilClayton Lockettdied'In Oklahoma approXImately4D minutes atterthe lethal injection beganduring
which perIodhe

gasped writhed and
mumbled5“AnInvestIgatIon by the OklatfmaDepartmentofPublic

48 UN Committee against Torture, Concluding observations on the combined third to fifth periodic reports
of the United States of America, UN doc. CAT/C/USA/CO/3-5, 19 December 2014, para25.
49 Together with other NGOs, such as Reprieve and Omega. since 2010 Amnesty international has been

advocating for tighter regulations in the trade from Europe, and in particular that Council of the

European Union Regulation (EC) No 1236/2005 of 27 June 2005 concerning trade in certain goods
which could be used for capital punishment,‘torture or other cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or

punishment is amended, including to add in its Annex IilVsubstances such as hydromorphone,
midazolam, pancuronium bromide, rocuronium bromide and vecuroniurn bromide.

5° The U.S. Food and Drug Administration defines compoundmg pharmacies as practices "in which a

licensed pharmacist, a licensed physician, or, in the case of an outsourcing facility, a person under the

supervision of a licensed pharmacist, combines. mixes, or alters ingredients of a drug to create a

medication tailored to the needs of an individual patient.
" For more information. visitwjdg.gov/DruggGuIdanceCom '

llanceRe"ulatoI‘ inter etlinlpharu
‘

5] Death Penalty [Hfolmation CentrE.
”ExamplesofPost—Furman Botched Executions",

available at

iwwwadeathpengggrglg01ng mg"
.. .. . I

52 Amnesty International, "USA: Another killing in a long-since failed experiment". 17 January 2014,
available at www.amnesty.org[en/library/info/AMRS1/005/2014/en,
53 He was executed with the “new" drugs midazolame and hydromorphone, No further executions have
been carried out in Ohio since.

5" Amnesty international, USA: Time to do something, MI President: After Oklahoma's 'botched'

execution, a call for human rights leadership, 2 May 2014, available at

wwwamnestyorglen/libram/info/AMRS1/028/2014/en‘n
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Safety foundthai a parameouc anda physicianhac spent50rmmutes trymgtoplace1he needletoadmxmstnr
theiethai injection drugsIn different parts 5fClaytonLockett‘sh5dy

55The inyesgagn found anelevated
cdncentratiun of midazplamIn the tissuenear has right grainindicated thatthe drug had not been
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During 2014, Alabama, California. Kansas, Louisianaand Missouri considered draft

Iegislation to expedite executions through the streamlining of appeais and/or scheduling of

executions. In Colorado a bill was Introduced to limit the power of the Governor to grant
clemency. On l4 May the Governor nf I onisiana signed Into law a bill expanding the scope of

the death penalty and making the murder of a prison worker a capital crime.

The states of Maryland. South Dakota and West Virginia considered bills to reinstate the
death penalty, while Arizona, Delaware. Florida, Kansas, Nebraska, New Hampshire and

Washington debated draft legislation tor Its abolition. ln Washington, the Governor
established a moratorium on all executions.

Charges were dropped in six cases where Individuals had been sentenced to death and one
man was acquitted of the crime for which a death sentence had been Imposed. These seven
cases In 2014 bring the number of former death row Inmates exonerated Since 13/3 to

150.59 Carl Dausch was acquitted in Florida. while Glenn Ford was exonerated in Louisiana;

55 Oklahoma Department of Public safety, The Execution of Clayton D. Lockett-Case Number 1401898l.
available at hgg~mgajtrpcnait Into or "do mutants/Locke Invegtgati ”Itp) (accessed on 5 March

2015). In January 2015 the US Supreme Court agreed to review the lethal injection procedure of

Oklahoma and halted scheduled executions pending Its review.

56 Amnesty International, USA: ‘He Is still alive', 24 July 2014, AMR 51/042/2014, available at:

www.amnestv.org/en/librarv/info/AMR51/042/2014/en.

57 “Holder. DOJ needs Congress' support to
reduce Immigration backlog",

PBS, 31 July 2014, available

attwww‘; beaor newnhourirbfhbidhrvddh H _ I
(accessed

on 5 March 2015).

53 A good summary of legislation proposed and passed can be found at Death Penalty Information Centre,
2014 legislation, available at: www.deathpenaltvinfoorg/ZOI4legislation. (accessed on 5 March 2014).

59 For the full list, visit Death Penalty Information Centre at www.deathpenaltyinfo.org/innocence-list-
those-freed-death-row?scid=6&did=l 10
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Henry McCollum and Leon Brown in North Carolina; and Ricky Jackson, Wiley Bridgeman
and Kwame Ajamu in Ohio.

Pre-trial military commission proceedings continued against six detainees at the US naval
base in Guantanamo. Cuba. The US government intends to seek the death penalty in all
cases if the individuals are convicted. The military commissions do not meet international
fair trial standards. Any imposition of the death penalty after such a trial would violate
international law.

ASIA-PACIFIC

REGIONAL TRENDS

o Pakistan and Singapore resumed executions in 2014.
- China, Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (North Korea) and Viet Nam

continued to classify data on the death penalty as a state secret.
o The number of executing countries decreased from 10 in 2013 to 9 in 2014.

«.a- A bill to abolish the death penalty remained pending in Mongolia. Legislators in

Fiji, Republic of Korea (South Korea) and Thailand began debates on abolition
of the death penalty.“

o China, Japan and Viet Nam exonerated people who had been sentenced to
death.

gaumneslntiringregion; g
r s

V

Maiaysra{38%

Amnesty recorded 32 executions in the Asia-Pacific region — these figures do not include
China, which executed thousands. While the number of recorded executions remained
essentially the same as in 2013 (37), the number of death sentences recorded in 2014
decreased by 335 compared to 2013, excluding China.

ln China, data on the number of executions and- death sentences remained a state secret in
2014. Amnesty international stopped publishing figures on China in 2009 and instead

5° Fiii abolished the death penalty for all crimes in February 2015.
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challenged the Chinese government to release the numbers themselves in line with
international standards and to prove their claims that they are achieving their goal of
reducing the application of the death penalty.

The decrease in death sentences in the region is partly attributable to a decrease in the
number of death sentences in Bangladesh, which in 2013 recorded the exceptionally high
figure of 220 new death sentences because of the mass sentencing of 152 people for

mutiny. lt is also partly due to the difficulty of obtaining figures for countries such as Viet
Nam.

In a landmark judgment in January the Supreme Court of lndia put executions in that country
on hold. Doubts surrounding the safety of the conviction in several cases sparked debates on

the death penalty in countries such as China, Ja‘pan and Viet Nam.

However, several other countries took action to resume executions. Following a terrorist
attack that killed more than 140 people in December, Pakistan lifted its moratorium on

executions of civilians. Papua New Guinea continued to take steps towards resuming
executions.

Countries in the region continued to use the death penalty in contravention of international
law and standards. The Trincomalee High Court of Sri Lanka sentenced a man to death for a
crime committed when he was 12 years old. Juvenile offenders remained under sentence of

death in Maldives, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. People with mental or intellectual disabilities
remained on death row in several countries, including Indonesia. Japan. Malaysia and
Pakistan.

The death penalty was imposed after unfair trials in Afghanistan, Bangladesh, China. NOrth

Korea, Pakistan and Sri Lanka. ln China and North Korea, forced “confessions" extracted

thmugh torture gr other iii—treatment warn ndmittnrl a: mlidnnnn at trial: Qpnrial Pnurt:

imposed the death penaltyin Bangladesh. lndia and Pakistan.

The courts of Malaysia, Singapore and Pakistan imposed the mandatory death penalty, and
for crimes‘that do not meet the threshold of the “most serious crimes" under the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (lCCPR), such as blasphemy (Pakistan),
economic crimes (China, North Korea, Viet Nam), and rape that resulted in death

(Afghanistan) and rape committed by repeat rape offenders (India). China, indonesia,
Malaysia, Singapore, Sri Lanka, Thailand and Viet Nam continued to sentence people to
death for drug trafficking. Executions for drug trafficking were recorded in China, Malaysia,
Singapore and Viet Nam.

COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

At least 12 men were sentenced to death in Afghanistan, where six people were executed on
8 October. Five of them — Samimullah, Azizullah, Nazar Mohammad. Qaisullah and
Habibullah —were sentenced to death after unfair trials for armed robbery, kidnapping and

the rape of at least four women. One woman died as a result of her injuries.
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In October officials at the Presidential Palace stated that the government would review the
cases of 400 people who had been sentenced to death. approximately 100 of whom had their
death sentence finalized by the Supreme Court.“

Afghanistan was reviewed under the UN Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review
(UPR) on 27 January. The Afghan authorities rejected recommendations to establish a

moratorium on executions and abolish the death penalty.”

In 2014 Amnesty International did not record any executions in Bangladesh, where at least
141 men and one woman were sentenced to death. The NGO Odhikar reported that a further
33 death sentences were imposed, for an overall total of at least 175. At least 1.235 people
were under sentence of death at the end of the year.

The international Crimes Tribunal (ICT), a Bangladeshi court established to investigate
the events of Bangladesh's 1971 independence war, sentenced six senior officials of the
opposition party Jamaat-e-lslami to death - Ameer Motiur Nizami in October; Mir Qasim Ali,
M.A. Zahid Hossain Khokon and Mobarak Hossein in November; Syed Mohammad Qaisar and
Azharul lslam in December. The Supreme Court commuted the death sentence of Delwar
Hossain Sayedee in September and upheld the sentence of Muhammad Kamaruzzaman in
November.“

The proceedings before the ICT did not meet international fair trial standards. The ICT is not
an impartial court and all the sentences it imposed were against opposition party members,
the majority of them against leaders of the Jamaat-e-lslami party.

No executions and no new death sentences were recorded in Brunei Darussaiam. On 1 May a

new Penal Code came into force in Brunei Darussaiam, retaining the death penalty for a

range of offences which do not meet the threshold of the ”most serious crimes" under
international law, including robbery. Defendants who were under 18 when crimes were
committed can also'be sentenced to death and acts that should not be considered crimes,
such as consensual sex between unmarried adults or adults of the same gender, also attract
the death penalty under the new Penal Code. Brunei Darussaiam was reviewed under the

‘1 “Afghanistan to review cases of 400 convicts sentenced to death", Khaama Press, 14 October 2014,

(accessed on 4 March 2015).

52 UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review.
Afghanistan, UN doc. All-lRC/26/4, 4 April 2014.

63The full verdict of the decision in the Muhammad Kamaruzzaman case waspubiished in February
2015. Another review is still available to him before the Supreme Court. A new death sentence was

imposed by the ICT on 18 February 2015 against Abdus Subhan.
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UPR on 2 May. The state rejected recommendations to amend the Penal Code to bring it
into

Amnesty International monitors the use of the death penalty in China through available, but

limited, sources, including media reports. On the bais of these sources, the organization
estimates that in 2014 China continued to execute more than the rest of the world

combined, and sentenced thousands to death.

Death sentences continued to be imposed after unfair trials and for non—lethal acts.

Approximately 8% of all recorded executions in China, were carried out for drug—related
crimes. Economic crimes, including embezzlement, counterfeiting and taking bribes
accounted for approximately 15% of all executions. In some instances family members only
found out about the executions of their relatives on the same day the death sentences were

implemented.

Amnesty International was particularly concerned by the use of the death penalty as a tool in

the “Strike Hard" campaign, which the authorities characterized as a response to terrorism
and religious extremism in the north-western Xinjiang Uighur Autonomous Region. ln one

instance, three people were sentenced to death in a stadium in front of-more than 7,000
people as part of a mass sentencing event involving 55 defendants. The death sentences
were imposed for intentional homicide in connection with the murder of four people,
including a three-year—old girl.“

On 16 June, 13Apeop|e involved in seven separate cases were executed. They had been
convicted of various offences including organizing. leading and participating in terrorist

groups; murder; arson- theft, and illegal manufacture, storage and transportation of

evnlnsiims_ 56 Eight pennle nf | lighur ethnicihr werenvnmlfnd an 23 AugustIrI mlafIan tn‘W Iv- um

separate terrorist attacks.“

Several cases of wrongful convictions and exeCutions emerged in 2014, sparking debate on

the death penalty. Nian Bin was released in August after the Fujian Provincial Higher
People’s Court acquitted him of murder due to insufficient evidence. He had filed three

appeals in six years and the Supreme People‘s Court had overturned his death sentence and

54 Amnesty international, Brunei's revised Penal Code a dangerous step backwards for human rights (ASA
15/002/2014), 19 September 2014, available at www.amnestv.org/en/librarv/info/ASAl5/002/2014/en.

55 “Xinjiang's Yili hold Mass Sentencing Rally: 55 Terrorist are Charged". Xinhua, 27 May 2014,
available at http://news.oo.com/a/20140527/044951.htm (accessed 5 March 2015).

55 “13 executed over terror attacks, violent crimes in Xinjiang" Xinhua, 16 June 2014, available at

[marlin ts .inh tans; omenglismelm r mmbilie 1334119116mm (accessed 5 March 2015)
57 “8 terrorists executed in Northwest China", Xinhua, 24 August 2014, available at

httprflnews'mnhuenntcorrdenglishlvrdedmm44381241c 13):
i

79992htm (accessed 5 March 2015).m-...‘.....s....
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ordered a retrial in 2010. Nian Bin had maintained that he was forced to "confess" to the
crime during police interrogation. Reports in November indicated that the police had begun a

new investigation into the same crime for which Nian Bin was acquitted and listed him as
one of the suspects.“

In December, the Inner Mongolia Higher People’s Court exonerated Hugjiltu (also known as

Qoysiletu) of intentional homicide due to insufficient evidence.“ Hugjiltu was executed in

1996; and he had maintained that he was ill-treated and forced to "confess" to the crime
while in police custody. In 2005 another man confessed to the crime.

Also in December. the Shandong Provincial Higher People's Court announced a review of the
case of Nie Shubin who was executed in 1995 at the age of 21 for an alleged rape and
intentional homicide in Shijiazhuang city, Hebei province. Another man was arrested in 2005
for three other unconnected rape and murder cases and claimed that he was also responsible
for the murder for which Nie Shubin was convicted.”

Another case that provoked considerable debate was that of Li Yan. On 24 June the Supreme
People’s Court overturned her death sentence. She had been convicted of killing her
husband. Prior to the murder, Li Yan had contacted the police on several occasions to seek
protection from physical violence. On one occasion, following a physical assault by her
husband she required hospital treatment. This information was not taken into account during
her first trial. At the end of the year Li Yan was still awaiting a verdict.

Legal academics were among the concerned voices that called for reforms in the
administration of justice, urging the Supreme People's Court to issue a notice to all courts to
provide legal aid to defendants charged with offences that are punishable by death.“

The process of reforming the administration of justice continued in 2014.The Decision from
the Fourth Plenum of the 18m Party Congress indicated that steps would be taken to ensure

59 "Chinese police again probe acquitted death row prisoner. lawyer", Reuters. 25 November 2015.
available at :wwmreugersmgmfartic121201411ugjg‘waltfLws-QLLSKCNOJEQSIZOI4L19,5 (accessed
5 March 2015). On 15 February 2015, Fuzhou City Intermediate People's Court ruled that Nian Bin

should receive state compensation of more than 1.13 million yuan (US$180,622).
59 "Courts find executed Chinese teenager 'not guilty'", BBC News, 15 December 2014, available at

www.bbc.com/news/world-asia-china-30474691 (accessed 5 March 2015).

7°
"China reviews another execution after miscarriage ruling", Reuters 23 December 2014, available at

r inf/ti ii f IMI QIPSIuschmamrmglIdUSKBN I K3095?0M1223' (accessed 5 March

é'o'iéi.
"

71 Liu Renwen, "Defendants Facing Death Penalty Review Should Have Right to Legal Aid", Legal Daily,
26 March 2014.
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[n November the National People’s Congress began consideration of the People's Republic of

China Criminal Law Amendment (9) (Draft)which, if adopted, would remove the possibility of

imposing the death penalty for nine crimes and reduce the overall number of capital offences
from 55 to 46.73 The authorities noted that since the last amendment to the list of capital
offences in 2011, the abolition of the death penalty for the 13 crimes "has not had a

negative impact on public order" and that society has ”expressed positive opinion in favour of

reducing the number of crimes for which the death penalty is used".74 While a welcome step,
Amnesty International remained concerned that these proposed amendments will have a

limited effect in reducing its use in practice. The authorities havethemselves acknowledged
that the death penalty is "seldom used” tor the nine crimes tor which its abolition is

proposed. Furthermore, several of the remaining 46 capital offences, which include economic
crimes such as embezzlement and taking bribes, as well as non—lethal crimes such as rape,

trafficking of women and children, sabotaging communications or communication

equipment, and drug-related crimes,‘d'o not meet the threshold of the "most serious crimes"
for which the death penalty can be imposed under international law.

The practice of harvestingorgans from executed prisoners for transplants continued

throughout 2014, despite the 2013 announcement by former Vice-Minister of Health Huang
Jiefu that organs would only be sourced from voluntary donation schemes as of mid-2014.75

Huang then later announced that using organs from prisoners will be phased out starting
from 1 January 2015.75

72 Chinese Communist Party, "CCP Central Committee Decision concerning Some Major Questions in

Comprehensively ll/loving Governing
the
Country According to

the law Forward",available
at

‘ ' '

Ion-conremlng,
GS

(accessed 5 ll/larch 2015)
73 The nine crimes were smuggling weapons or ammunition, smuggling nuclear materials, smuggling
counterfeit currency; counterfeiting currency; fraudulent fundraising, organizing prostitution, forcing
others into prostitution; obstructing the performance of military duties; and spreading rumours during a

state of war.

74 National People's Congress, "Xingfa Xiuzheng'an (9) (Caoan) Tiaowen" (Criminal Law Amendment (9)
Provisions) , 13 November 2014, available at www.npc.@.cn/noc/xinwen/lfgflca/QOI4-
11/03/content 1885029.htm (accessed 5 March 2015);

75 Amnesty International, Death sentences and executions in 2013 (ACT 50/001/2014), p.21.

75 For example, "China to stop harvesting executed prisoners' organs”, BBC News, 4 December 2014,
www.bbc.com/news/worldaasia—china-30324440c (accessed 5 March 2015).
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On 29 October the government of Fiji, where the last execution was carried out in 1964,
announced during its UPR that, at the following session of Parliament, the Military Code
would be amended to remove any references to the death penalty." Fiji supported UPR
recommendations to ratify the Second Optional Protocol to ICCPR and abolish the death
penalty for all crimes.

While the government of India scheduled several executions in 2014. none were carried out.
Amnesty international recorded that at least 64 new death sentences were imposed for
murder and, for the first time since the Criminal Law (Amendment Act) of 2013 came into
force, rape by repeat offenders. information reported by the Death Penalty Research Project
of the National Law University in Delhi indicated that 270 people were under the sentence of
death and that eight people had their mercy petitions rejected in 2014.75

ln a landmark judgment on 21 January the Supreme Court commuted the death sentences of
15 people.” Thirteen of them (Suresh, Ramji, Bilavendran, Simon. Gnanprakasham,
Meesekar Madaiah, Praveen Kumar, Gurmeet Singh, Sanjeev Chaudhury, Jafar Ali, Shivu,
Jadeswamy and one woman, Sonia Chaudhury), on the grounds that there was a delay in the
disposal of their mercy petitions by the President. The delays in question ranged from five
to 12 years. The Court also commuted the death sentences of Sundar Singh and Magan Lal
Barela on the ground that they suffer from mental illness.

In its judgment, the Supreme Court ruled that “undue, inordinate and unreasonable delay in
execution of death sentence [amounted to] torture" and was a ground for commutation of
sentence. importantly, the Court also ruled as "bad law" a previous decision in the case
of Devender Pal Singh Bhullar, which stated that prisoners convicted of terrorism-related
offences cannot appeal for commutation on grounds of inordinate delay.

Quoting extensively from international treaties and standards, the Supreme Court stated
that the execution of people suffering from mental illness was unconstitutional and ruled that
mental disability would be a factor that warranted commutation of a death sentence. The
Court also reiterated that solitary confinement of a prisoner on death row was
unconstitutional and set guidelines on the treatment of people under sentence of death.
According to the guidelines, prisoners on death row should receive legal aid; be informed in
writing about the rejection of their mercy petitions; have their mental and physical conditions
regularly checked; and be allowed to meet their family members before execution.

77 The Bill to this aim was adopted and signed into law in February 2015.

73 For more information visit Death Penalty Research Project at www.deathnenaltyindiacom/
79 Supreme Court of India, Shatrughan Chauhan & /lnr Vs. Union of India & Ors, Writ Petition (Criminal)
No. 55 of 2013, delivered on 21 January 2014.
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Among those whose death sentences were commuted in 2014 following this judgment was
Devender Pal Singh Bhullar.“ Devender Pal Singh Bhullar was sentenced to death in August
2001 for his involvement in a bomb attack in New Delhi in 1993 that killed nine people. He

law that subsequently lapsed and contained provisions incompatible with international
human rights law, including the right to a fair trial.

In 2014 the President rejected the mercy petitions of Holiram Bordoioi, Jagdish, Surendra
Koli. Yakum Memon, Sonu Sardar, Rajendra Wasnik, and two women, Renukabai and Seema.
putting them at risk of imminent execution,“

On 2 September the Supreme Court established that it should continue to hear appeals for
reviews (review petitions) of death sentences imposed by High Courts with benches of three
judges, but with the new possibility of oral hearings of 30 minutes to allow lawyers to present
arguments in person, as opposed to written documentation alone, which had been the

previous procedure.82 People on death row who had been denied this in previous review
petitions could have the oral hearing in a new review petition. The judgment allowed C.
Muniappan and Others, B.A. Umesh, Sundar @ Sundarrajan, Yakub Abdul Razak Memon and
Sonu Sardar and other prisoners whose review petitions were pending, to benefit from a

further review of their cases. However, this benefit did not extend to cases — like Arif‘and
other cases — where appeals issued after the ordinary review petitions (curative petitions)
had already been dismissed by the Supreme Court. All these executions were stayed by the
Supreme Court or High Courts to allow for the consideration of further appeals.83

ln March the government replaced the mandatory death-penalty in the Narcotic Drugs and

Psychotropic Substances Act with an optional death sentence.“

ln May the Law Commission of India began a study on the death penalty "to make the public
debate on this much contested theme more informed, robust and reasonable’{.35 On 5 August

5° Santhan, Murugan and Perarivalan had their death sentences commuted on 18 February, while Ajay
Kumar Pal on 12 December.

1“ Santhan, Murugan and Perarivalan’s mercy petitions were also rejected, but their death sentences
were commuted on 18 February by the Supreme Court.

52 Supreme Court of India, Mohd. Arif@ Ashfaq vs. The Registrar, Supreme Court of India, Writ Petition

(Criminal) No.77 of 2014, delivered on 2 September 2014. Mohd.Arif@A5hfaq had already had his

curative petition rejected and therefore could not benefit from this new review.

33 The death sentence of Surendra Koli was stayed by the Allahabad High‘Court and commuted in 2015,

34 The Gazette of India, 10 March 2014, available at

j www.indiacode.nic.in/actsZOl4/J6%200f.%202014.9df (accessed on 5 March 2015).

35 Law Commission of India. “Consultation paper on capital punishment", May 2014.
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the Union Minister of State for Home Affairs Shri Kiren Rijiju clarified in response to a

parliamentary question that there was no proposal from the government to abolish the death

penalty.

Six new death sentences were imposed in lndonesia in 2014. At least 130 people remained
under sentence of death at the end of the year, 64 of whom had been convicted of drug
trafficking.

On 28 November the Deputy Attorney General for General Crimes, Basyuni Masyarif,
announced that the government was planning to execute five people before the end of the
year. He also stated that another 20 executions had been scheduled for 2015. On 3
December Vice—President Jusf Kalla stated that the President would not grant clemency to at
least 64 individuals who had been sentenced to death for drug-related offences and that their
executions would be carried out.“

The Ministry of Foreign Affairs continued to proactively seek the commutation of death
sentences imposed against Indonesians abroad. Figurestreleased in February 2015 indicated
that between 201 1 and 2014. when a special task force was established within the Ministry,
240 lndonesians who faced executions abroad had their death sentences commuted and that
46 of these were commuted in 201.4 alone.” Some 229 other Indonesian nationals were still
facing execution abroad, including 15 in China for drug trafficking, 168 in Malaysia (1 12 for
drug trafficking and 56 for murder), 38 in Saudi Arabia, four in Singapore (including one for

drug trafficking). one in Laos and one in Viet Nam, both for drug trafficking.“

lwao Hakamada who, at 78, was the longest serving death row prisoner in the world, was
temporarily released 0n 27 March pending retrial in Japan. He had spent 45 years and six
months at the Tokyo Detention Centre under'sentence of death. While on death row he

developed a severe mental illness. The-prosecution unsuccessfullyopposed his release and
on 31 March filed a second appeal against the decision to grant him a retrial.”

86 The executions of six prisoners wentahead in January 2015. See also Amnesty International,
"lndonesia: First executions under new president retrograde step for rights", 17 January 2015.

37 Antara News, "Government save 190 lndonesians from death sentence: President", 16 August 2014,
available at www.antaranews.com/en/newsl95328/government-saves90-indonesiansjfrom-death-
sentence-yudhoyono (accessed on 5 March 2015)

“5 “229 citizen threatened with the death penalty", Harian Nasional, 12 February 2015, available at

www.harnas.co/2015/02/12/229—wni-terancam-hukuman-mati (accessed on 5 March 2015).

See also “Death penalty is a form of sovereignty", Media lndonesia, 22 June 2014, available at

www.mediaindonesia.com/migagi/read/74_8_.1_[_l—_ly_kun_1arkMathmentukelSedaulatanngLS/01/22 (accessed
5 March 2015).

89 The court has still to decide on this matter.
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The release of Iwao Hakamada sparked debate on fair trial safeguards and flaws in the
administration of justice. Despite this, three executions were carried out during the year
Masanori Kawasaki was hanged on 26 June at Osaka detention centre. Mitsuhiro Kobayashi

" andTsutrimuTakamrzawaWere hanged:on29Augustat Sendai detenhenCentre andTokyo
detention centre respectively. All three had been convicted of murder. Executions continued
to be shrouded in secrecy and were carried out without prior announcements to the prisoners’
relatives and lawyers. In February 2014, a group of former lay judges had urged the Minister
of Justice to halt executions until there is greater transparency in the use of capital
punishment in Japan.”

Two new death sentences were imposed in Japan, both for murder. At the end of the year,
128 people including six foreign nationals, were on death row. 91 Ninety-three of them were

appealing for retrials.” Prisoners continued to be detained in solitary confinement and were

prohibited from talking to other prisoners. Contact with the outside world was limited to

infrequent and supervised visits from family, lawyers or other approved visitors.

- n ,. ‘~~.W\
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In May the Nagoya High Court rejected the eighth request for retrial submitted by Masaru

Okunishi, who was sentenced to death in 1969. He remained detained in the medical prison

9°
"Lay

judges' moral dilemma", The Japan Times, 21 May 2014, available at

NM ntlmesco23mm?"r112934/0313Mediterialslza'fr ‘e» 'o‘ald'le"mar 5»

(accessed on 5March 2015).

9‘ This figure does not include Iwao Hakamada.

92 As'ahi Shimbun, "Decrease of execution to three, possible effect of Hakamada’s retrial", 31 December

2014, available at http://digital.asahi.com/articles/ASGDSSCHYGDSUTIL02D.htm| (accessed on 5 March

2015).
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in Hachioji, unable to speak, but fully conscious. On 2 June his lawyers submitted an

objection to the High Court following the latest decision not to grant a retrial.”

The UN Human Rights Committee reviewed Japan's compliance with the lCCPR in 2014 and

expressed concern that "several of the 19 capital offences do not comply with the [ICCPRJ's
requirement of limiting capital punishment to the ‘most serious crimes', that death row
inmates are still kept in solitary confinement for periods of up to 40 years before

execution, and that neither the inmates nor their families are given prior notice of the day of
execution?“

Following the murder of five women in what appeared to be cases of domestic violence, on
2 September the Parliament of Kiribati adopted at its first reading a Bill to amend the Penal
Code and introduce the death penalty for murder. In October the President established a

Commission of inquiry tasked with carrying out a national consultation on the proposed
amendmentsgs On l December the Commission reported to the Parliament that 99.5%
of the population was against the introduction of the death penalty and the second reading of
the Bill was postponed.95

No executions were recorded in Laos in 2014 and no information was available on the
number of death sentences imposed.

Amnesty International received credible information that at least two executions were
carried out in Malaysia. One of the two, Alaggandiran A/L Vellu (also known as Chellah), was
executed in March 2014 for murder. The name of the other prisoner is unknown.

At least 38 new death sentences were imposed in 2014, 16 of which were for drug
trafficking. ln November, Home Minister Datuk Seri Dr Ahmad Zahid Hamidi informed the
Lower l-louse of Malaysia that 975 prisoners were under sentence of death in the country

93 Maseru Okunishi's objection against the latest decision not to grant him a retrial was rejected by the

high court on 9 January 2015. His lawyers have appealed against the decision to the Supreme Court on
14 January 2015.

94 UN. Human Rights Committee, Concluding observations on the sixth periodic report of Japan, UN doc.

CCPR/C/JPN/CO/6, 20 August 2014, para13.
95 Republic of Kiribati-Presidential Web Portal, "Public consultation gets underway on the Amendment to
the Penal Code Bill advocating the Death Penalty", 23 October 2014. available at

wwwgreStdentggmjgirty/“Illi'vnu li-~ " etgugdemme n

c‘ode-bill-advocating—the-death——Qenalty/ (accessed on 5March2015).
95 Radio New Zealand international. "Public against introduction of death penalty in Kiribati",
l
December

2014,
available

at

281715-,
introduction-ofdeath-penalty- in-kiribaitiaccessedon 5 March).
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appealing against their sentences. During the same Parliamentary interrogation, the Minister
also stated that “only two Malaysians and a foreigner have been sentenced to death in

2012 and 2013" (the information refers toexecutions)
97 Amnesty International recorded no

“"pxemtmnsin-;?012and twoin9913

IhiQ EXEBUTtNSTAYE

'hadsmhauxtadzalltheirzlega}rememj‘gsn’3”, 24:,

Despite the announcement by‘the authorities in 2012 of a review of mandatory death penalty
laws for drug trafficking, the government did not introduce amendments to national

legislation du‘ring‘2014; Du‘ring th’e-UNHuman Rights Council UPR in March Malaysia
rejected recommendations to take steps towards-abblition, as recommended during the U PR
in October 2013.99 The'Attorney-*Gen'eral's‘Cha‘mbers informed Amnesty International that
the study of the death penalty laws and practices was still ongoing at the end of 2014.

Two new death sentences were imposed in Maldives,_ where the iast execution was carried out
in 1954. Twelve people remained under sentence of death at theend of the year. On 23
January Minister of Home Affairs Umar Naseer ordered the prisons officials in the country
to start making “all necessary arrangements" fer the implementation of all death sentences
through lethal injection.

97 “975 prisoners on death row awaiting appeals", New Straits Times, 13 November 2014, available at

www.nst.com.my/node/5249I?d=1 (accessed on 5 March 2015)

99 Amnesty International, Update to Urgent Action 22/14 (ASA 28/002/2014), 9 February 2014,
available at www.amnesty.org1enllibram/asSet/ASAZBlOOgLgO14/en/c8560edb-be2,c_;4e43=ba53=

230f652e8ae1lasa280022014en.pdf

99 UN Human Rights Council, Report of‘the Working Group on the Universal Period Review, Views on

conclusions and/or recommendations, voluntary commitments and replies presented by the State under

review, Malaysia, UN doc. AlHRC/25/10/Add.l, 4 March 2014.
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»As of the end of 2014, 98 countries in the
worlcl had abolished the death penalty in

law for all crimes.

A ~20 years ago, in 1995, this figure stood
at 59.

in total, 140 countries have abolished the
death penalty in law or practice.

‘ In 2014 Amnesty International recorded
executions in 22 countries, the same
as in 2013.

h

~ 20 years ago, in 1995, this figure stood
at 41.

This reflects the continued overall decline
in the use of the death penalty.
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In April, the government introduced “Procedural Regulations on Investigating and Penaiising
the Crime of Murder" under the Poiice Act and Clemency Act. clearing the way for executions
to be carried out. The new regulations contained new procedures relating to the execution of

individuals who were below 18 when the crime was committed, allowing for them to be
executed once they turned 18. Two people were sentenced to death by the Juvenile Court for
crimes committed when they were under 18. The new Penal Code. adopted in April, retained
the death penalty.“

The authorities of Mongolia confirmed that no executions were carried out nor new death
sentences imposed in 2014. The Bill to reform the Criminal Code, including to abolish the
death penalty, remained pending before a committee of the Parliament during the year.

On 2 January President Thein Sein of Myanmar commuted all death sentences to life

imprisonment. At least one new death sentence was imposed in Myanmar in 2014. where the
last execution wascarried out in 1988.

The extremely limited information available on North Korea did not allow for an adequate
assessment of the country’s use of the death penalty. While reports could not be

independently verified, on the basis of the analysis of the more credible sources, Amnesty
international believes that at least 50 executions were carried out in 2014. This figure likely
represents a gross underestimate and the true number is believed to be much higher.

According to these reports, those executed were likely convicted of offences ranging from

watching banned foreign shows and films, to corruption and sexual relations deemed

inappropriate (”womanizing"). They included senior officials of the Central Administrative
Department of the Workers' Party of Korea.

Death sentences continued to be handed down after unfair trials, including for offences that
do not meet the threshold of the “most serious crimes" for which the death penalty can be

imposed under international law and for crimes that do not carry the death penalty under the
law of North Korea. in 2014 the authorities were reported to have amended the Criminal
Code to expand the scope of the death penalty and make acts such as illegal phone contact
with foreigners, drug use or drug dealings, and transnational human trafficking punishable by
death?“

The UN commission of inquiry on human rights in the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea
relea'sed a report in February 2014. It stated: "[A]s a matter of State policy, the authorities

carry out executions, with or without trial, publicly or secretly, in response to political and
other crimes that are often not among the most serious crimes. The policy of regularly

«momma

1°° The new Penal Code will come into force in April 2015.

1‘” “Criminal Code Inciting Border Fears", Daily NK, 21 May 2014, available at:

http://wwwdailynkcom/english/read.php'2catald=nk01500&num=11885 (accessed 5 March 2015).
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carrying out public executions serves to instil fear in the general population. Public
executions [. .] continue to be carried out today. "1‘32 North Korea was reviewed under the
UPR at the Human Rights Council on 1 May. ln Septemberthe authorities rejected

“recommendations to:ratify theSecond OptionalErotocoi;to:U3216C???orestablish a
moratorium on executions with a view to its abolition.”

Prime Minister of Pakistan Nawaz Sharif lifted a six-year moratorium on civilian executions
for terrorism-related offences on 17 December.“ The decision was in response to an attack
the day before on a school in Peshawar that left more than 149 people dead, including 132
children. Seven people were executed in less than two weeks: Aqeel and Arshad Meherban
were executed on 19 December; lkhlad Ahmed, Ghulam Sarwar, Rashid Mehmood
and Zubair Ahmed were executed on 21 December; Nias Mohammad was executed on 31
December. All had been convicted under the Anti—Terrorism Act.

The government had previously attempted to lift the moratorium on executions by scheduling
the execution of Shoaib SanNar, who had been convicted of murder-in 1998, for 18

September 2014. The execution was stayed two days before it was due to' be carried out.1°5

DEM}!FDRBLASPHEW

pin?t‘ti ta'hmimlii L‘TBIGJ";:jit: f’éhiitar‘i{3min ttfmdaxhasWiafamnué
tingetheirBatu:mite ’a‘ridn‘fthe

yearmtttulxammad;

1°? UN Human Rights Council, Report of the detailed findings of the commission of inquiry on human

rights in the Democratic People's Republic of Korea, UN doc. A/HRC/25/CRP.1, 7 February 2014,
par3845.

103 UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review-Democratic

People's Republic of Korea, Addendum 1. UN doc. A/HRC/27/10/Add.1, 12 September 2014.

1°“ The military authorities executed a soldier in 2012.

“’5 Shoaib Sarwar's execution was scheduled for 3 February 2015 but was not carried out.

105 Amnesty International, Pakistan: Further information: Guard shoots mentally ill prisoner. update to

Urgent Action appeal 23/14 (ASA 33/014/2014), available at

www.amnesty.org[en/libram/info/ASABS/O 14/2014/en,
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attempted murder and suspended eight other prison guards Mohammad Asghars laWyer believesthathis
client'is at risk of being killed if returned to prison beoause

of the blasphemy charge. (”i
‘

:On 16October the Lahore High Court rejected an appeal against the death sentence of AsiaBibi a Christian

jwoman convicted on blasphemy charges She was initially found guiltyof
‘

phernyon8NOvember 2010and

ésentenoed to death forallegedly insulting the ProphetMuhamInadduringan’ umentwith aMuslim woman.

:AsiaBibi claimed thattheevidence of her allegedéblasphemy,whichhadDoen depted bysucceSsivecourts;
lwas fabricated, and that sh‘e did not have access toa lawyer duringherdetention>or on the tir’I'alday of her

l

trialIn 2010. Asia Bibi was heldIn almost total isolation for heroWn pIotectionsince herarrestIn 2009 Her

Ementaland physical healthreportedly deteriorated
during herdetentionf

herg'f'mlly andlawyerscontinued
to 3t

I
Efearforhersafety‘” 5,1 ,

. F w
,. , I

g

According to the Human Rights‘Commission of Pakistan. 23,1 people-were sentencesto
death in 2014 and at least 8.200 people remained. under sentenced of death at the endpf
'th'e year.” Approximately 500 prisoners had exhausted allJe‘gal appeals with mercy petitions
pending before the 'President.

At least six men were under sentence of death for crimes committed when they were below
18 years of age, but the number is likely to be higher. Figures released by the National

Assembly in March indicated that of those under sentence to death at least 444 people had
been convicted of drug-related offences.”

No new death sentences were recorded in Papua New Guinea, where 13 people remained on

death row at the end of the year. ln January members of the Constitutional Law Reform
Commission returned from visits to Malaysia, Singapore, Thailand and the USA to study how
to implement the death penalty.“° Following amendments to the Criminal Code in 2013 that
expanded the scope of the death penalty to include "wilful murder of'a person on account
of accusation of sorcery" and for "aggravated rape" and introduced changes to the list of
possible methods of execution.“1 ln a seriously regressive move, in April the National
Executive Council confirmed that lethal injection'was the chosen method of execution and

~~

V V I

107 Amnesty International, Pakistan: Woman sentenced to death for blasphemy: Asia Bibi. Urgent Action

appeal 266/14 (ASA 33/015/2014), available at www.amnesty.org[enllibrarylinfo/ASA33/O15/2014/en

‘08 "8,261 prIsonersHanging'In the balance", Express Tribune, 18 December 2014 available at
’ U 8727 6261a‘ri H t 4 V

thee-ha ance'l (accessed on 5 March

.redio‘nawww:co.IIzltnternationai/hprogwnIrnesldatelinaautIIJaudI 2583109] ‘g-sgysI‘executtons-wilhgo»
ahead-IIJis-ygar (accessed on 5 March 2015)

‘” Under Section 299A and 347 C of the Criminal Code.
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that a death chamber would be built at the maximum security prison.“ The last execution
was carried out in 1954.

‘
Singapore”carried out two"’executions on 18 July 2014, ending’a moratorium established in

2012 to aHow the Parliament to review the mandatory death penalty laws. Tang Hai Liang
and Foong Chee Peng had been convicted and mandatorily sentenced to death under the
Misuse of Drugs Act for the trafficking of 89.55g and 40.23g respectively of diamorphine.
Three new death sentences were imposed during the year; all were mandatory sentences for

drug trafficking: Devendran was sentenced to death on 14 July; Prabagarana on 3 November;
and Mohd Jeefrey bin Jamil on 28 November.“

Amnesty International recorded five commutations of death sentences in 2014.- among them
was Dinesh Pillai Raja Retnam whose sentence was commuted on account of his mental
disability.““ It was the first time since sentencing discretion was introduced in 2012 that
a case was commuted after taking into consideration the mental disability of the convicted
prisoner. Twenty—two people were believed to be on death row at the end of the year.

One new death sentence was imposed in South Korea, where at least 61 people remained
under sentence of death at the end of the year. The last execution was carried out in 1997‘
In December an opposition MP. Yoo lnatae, announced a plan to introduce a bill to abolish
the death penalty.

At least 61 people, including two women. were sentenced to death in Sri Lanka, mostly for
murder. At least 10 sentences were imposed for drug trafficking. One man was sentenced to
death in his absence. On 7 February the Trincomalee High Court sentenced Thangarajah
Sivakantharajah' to death for a 1990 murder. He was 14 years old when he was arrested in

1992 and 25 when he was released on bail in 2003, while still waiting for his trial to

“2 pngedge.corn,
"Death

hpenalty
by lethal injection given go-ahead"

9
April 2014available from

Death

bv.html? sm au_iVVZi2r5NqTf3JHq(accessed on 5 March)
M

“3 Public Prosecutor v Prabagarana/I Srivijayan [2014] SGHC 222, Criminal Case No 20 of 2014, 3
November 2014.

Public Prosecutor v Devendran A/L Supramaniam [2014] SGHC 140, Criminal Case No 4 of 2014, 14

July 2014.

Public Prosecutor v Mohd Jeefrey bin Jamil [2014] SGHC 255. Criminal Case No 31 of 2014, 28
November 2014.

“4 Attorney General's Chambers, "First Person to qualify for re-sentencing under the diminished

responsibility limb", 3 March 2014, available at

www.ggc.20Vsg/DATA/O/Docs/NewsFiles/AGC%20MEDIA%ZOSTATEMENT FIRST%20PERSON%20TO

%ZOQUALlFY%20FOB%ZORE_—
SENTENCING%20UNDER%20DIMINISHED%20RESPONSIBlLITY 3%20MARCH%202014.pdf
‘(accessed on 5 March 2015).
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begin.“ International law prohibits the imposition of the death penalty against people below
the age of 18 when the crime was committed.

Five out of eight people sentenced to death for drug trafficking in the same case on 30
October were pardoned and returned to their country of origin, india. The other three, all Sri
Lankan nationals, remained under sentence of death. The Human Rights Commission of

Sri Lanka reported in July that 529 people were under sentence of death, 451 of whom still
appealing against the sentence.”

Taiwan carried out five executions and imposed one new death sentence in 2014,- all cases
involved people convicted of murder. The five men executed by shooting on 29 April were:

Deng Kuo-Iiang executed at the Taipei Prison; Liu Yan-kuo, Tu Ming-tang and his brother
Tu Ming-hsiung at the Tainan Prison; and Dai Wen-ching at the Hualien Prison. At the end of

the year, 48 people were held on death row with their sentences finalized.

0n 30 May the Legislative Yuan, the legislative body of Taiwan, adopted legislation to amend
Article 347 of‘the Criminal Code to remove the death penalty as a punishment for the
offence of kidnapping for ransom, except in cases in which the kidnapping leads to death.
The amendment became effective on 20 June.“7 Several other offences for which the death

penalty remained a possible punishment, such as drug trafficking or sexual offences, do not
meet the threshold of the “most serious crimes".

Amnesty international calculated that at least 55 new death sentences were imposed in

Thailand between June and December 2014, for drug-related offences and murder. The
actual figure is believed to be much higher. The Department of Corrections indicated
that 645 people, including 54 women. were under sentence of death as of 31 Decemberg
Approximately 47% (302 people) had been convicted of drug trafficking.

On 19 September the government introduced a Bill in the National Legislative Assembly to

expand-the scope of the death penalty to include destroying an aircraft in service; damaging
an aircraft to make it no longer operational; placing any material in an aircraft to cause

“5 "Tamil man from Trincomalee sentenced to death", Tamil Net, 12 February 2014, available at

www.tami|net.com/art.html?catid=13&artid=37045 (accessed on 5 March 2015).

“6 "Lanka rights body recommends abolition of capital punishment", South Asian Media, 11 July 2014,
available at wwwsggmasianmgdia.net/stories/southeasia/lanka-rights-body-recommends-abolition-of-
capital-punishment—story (accessed on 5 March 2015).

“7
Global Legal information Network Legislative Yuan, available at:

meetit:momma? ,
rt"

“
am‘-‘~*ai:a§a§~entna§eezseamagmas:amzassaaaaetétwaeje;

=|egalHistory (accessed 4 March 2015)
'

Seealso: y

ggggjy "'1" Wfl’d a W ‘898201’42‘75‘33dféi‘ ssibnitl‘él33E?0'5C7FE55A5289880357783036§
.3:
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damage; forcing the closure of an airport; and damaging airport facilities.“ The Bil! had not

been adopted before the end of the year.

‘Or'f 22 Dece'fnbér'thébept'y Perm‘anent‘Secretar’onf the Ministry/“bf JustiéChanchad’“
‘

Chaiyanukit announced that the abolition of the death penalty was part of the Third National
Human Rights Action, Plan adopted by the authorities on 12 November.”

Figures on the use of the death penalty continued to be classified as a state secret in Viet
Nam. where media reported at least three executions. The real figure is believed to be much

higher. Amnesty international recorded that the courts imposed at least 72 new death

sentences, 80% of which were for drug trafficking, and that at least 700 people remained
under sentence of death at the end of the year. The death penalty continued to be imposed
and implemented for drug—related offences and economic crimes such as embezzlement.
Trials fell short of international standards of fairness, including in cases where the death

penalty was imposed. Three cases in particular sparked debate in the country regarding the
risk of executions on the basis of wrongful convictions: in December the Supreme Court
authorized the stay of execution of Ho Duy Hai one day before it was due to go ahead and
ordered a review of his case because of doubts surrounded his convictionm ln the same

month, the National Assembly ordered the review of Nguyen Van Chuong's case. He was
sentenced to death for murder in 2008 and his family had submitted numerous appeals
to the courts. Earlier in the year. the Supreme People's Court declared Nguyen Thanh Chan
innocent of a 2004 murder to which another man had confessed in October 2013.121

Viet Nam was considered under the UN UPR on 5 February. lt stated that it was working to
further reduce the number 0f crimes punishable by death as part of reforms to the Penal
Code scheduled to be enacted by 2016.122 Viet Nam accepted recommendations to consider

“a "Thai parliament pmposes death pena'ty f°' causmg airport closure". Asia One. 19 September 2014.
available at “mm 'etigec..1itamwaaar-1Mnaameemmeammeme.e.
closure#sthash.33§1iCW.dWuf (accessed on 5 March)

‘ ' f

”9 “Thai Govt 'willing' to abolish death penalty: official", Khaosod, 22 December 2014, available at

www.khaosodenglish.com/detail.php?newsid=1419229703 (accessed on 5 March).

12° "Vietnam court halts execution of murder convict amid allegation of miscarriage of justice", Thanh

Nien News, 4 December 2013, available at www.thanhniennews.com/societv/vietnam-court—halts-

efgg"titicr'iéflmutaigdhiétéamidéaiie‘g'atiiifiwéI-‘misitia‘ge1g“f~’iilstice‘ABSSEirjtg. (accessed 5 MarCh

2015).

121 “Vietnam court halts execution of murder convict amid allegation of miscarriage of justice", Thanh

Nien News, 4 December 2013, available at http://www.thanhniennews.com/societv/vietnam-court—halts—

execution-of—murder-convict-amid-alleeation-of~miscarriage-of-iustice-34885.html (accessed 5 March

2015)

122 UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review, Viet Nam,

A/HRC/26/6, 2 April 2014.
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ratifying the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR but rejected recommendations to
establish a moratorium on the death penalty with a view to its eventual abolition!”

EUROPE AND CENTRAL ASIA

REGIONAL TRENDS

- Belarus resumed executions in April, ending a 24-month hiatus that made the

Europe and Central Asia region an execution-free zone.
a Poland ratified the Second Optional Protocol to the lntemational Covenant on Civil

and Political Rights (ICCPR), aiming at the abolition of the death penalty, and
Protocol No. 13 to the Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights)

n Kazakhstan, Russia and Tajikistan continued to observe their formal moratoriums on

the death penalty.
o Kazakhstan adopted a new Criminal Code reducing the scope of the death penalty.

In July the European Court of Human Rights of the Council .of Etrrope heard the case of AI
Nash/'ri v. Poland regarding Poland's alleged complicity in Abd al-Rahim al—Nashiri's secret
detention and transfer to the US naval base at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, despite the risk of
him being subjected to the death penalty in a trial by military commission.“ The Court
found that “at the time of [Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri's] transfer from Poland there was a

substantial and foreseeable risk that he could be subjected to the death penalty following his
trial before the military commission" and consequently found that Poland had violated Article
2 (right to life) of the European Convention on Human Rights and Article 1 of Protocol No. 6

(abolition of the death penalty) to the European Convention on Human Rights.“ The Court

required Poland to seek to remove the risk that Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri could be subjected
to the death penalty by seeking assurances that the US authorities would not impose such

penalty on him.“

123 UN Human Rights Council, Views on conclusions and/or recommendations, voluntary commitments
and replies presented by the State under review, Viet Nam, UN Doc. AlHRC/26/6/Add.1, 20 June 2014.

12“ European Court of Human Rights, “Secret rendition and detention by the CIA in Poland of two men

suspected of terrorist acts", 24 July 2014, available at hudoc.echr.coe.int/webservices/content/pdf/OOS-
48322056894802 (accessed on 5 March 2015).

125 European Court of Human Rights, Case of/l/ Nashiri v. Poland, (Application no 28761/11), 24 July
2014, para578 available athtipJihutte’m'ae r;

' "

(accessed on 5 March 2015).

126 European Court of Human Rights, Case ofAl Nashiri v. Poland, (Application no. 28761/11), 24 July
2014, para589, available at2ma;~*i/h1mokz;'e‘hrda;ig'l‘fesldn" ’a‘siséalgjigg‘jt'égélimm
(accessed on 5 March 2015).
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COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

In April 2014 Belarus secretly executed Pavel Selyun, sentenced to death in June 2013 for a

‘double‘murder'bommitted in“2012.127”The UN Human'Rights'Committee,'the body
W ‘”" ‘“

overseeing the implementation of the ICCPR to which Belarus is a state party, was

considering Pavel Selyun's case and had requested a stay of execution pending the
conclusion of this process.” Such requests are binding on state parties to the First Optional
Protocol to the ICCPR. which Belarus acceded to in 1992.

The UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in Belarus. Miklés Haraszti,
condemned the execution and urged Belarus to establish a moratorium on the death

penalty!” He further condemned the fact that the date of Pavel Selyun’s execution was not

made known, and that his mother only learned of the death of her son from his lawyer.

In May the Mogilev Regional Court confirmed that Rygor Yuzepchuk had been executed. He

was sentenced to death in 2013 for a murder committed in 2012. The authorities have not

made public the date of his execution or the location of his gravem

Alyaksandr Haryunou was executed in October. He had been sentenced to death in 2013 for
a murder committed in 2012.131 After the Supreme Court confirmed his death sentence,
Alyaksandr Haryunou appealed to the UN Human Rights Committee in April. arguing that his
trial had been unfair” The Committee asked the Belarusian authorities to stay his execution
until it had considered the case. Alyaksandr Haryunou's relatives and lawyer were not

127 “Belarus executes convicted murderer: rights group", Death Penalty News, 18 April 2014, available
at htt :l/death enal news.blo s ot.co.uk/:2'Om1{1‘/04/belarus—execvutgjsfonvigtedj
murdererhtml? sm au =iVV6iTrtbrMLLS7N (accessed on 5 March 2015).

128 Amnesty International, Belarus: Death row prisoner executed in secret, 23 April 2014, available at

www.arnnesyorgzen/documents/EygN/AQQBQO14/en/

129 UN News Centre, "UN rights expert calls on Belarus to impose death penalty moratorium. halt

executions", 25 April 2014, available at

www.un.org/apps/news/storyaspmewsl0:47653&Kw_1;Belaru_s&Kw2=ex_ecutions&Kw3_=m_oratorium#.\_/_l::

ppguquO (accessed on 5 March 2015).
‘ V

13° Amnesty International, Belarus executes second prisoner this year, 14 May 2014, available at

www.amnestv.org/en/library/info/EUR49/005/20 1‘4/en.‘

151 Amnesty International, Belarus executes third prisoner this year, 6 November 2014, available at

www.amnesty.org[en/documents/EURfQtQQS/gql4/en[

132 UN High Commissioner for‘Human Rights "UN Human Rights Committee deplores Belarus

execution", 14 November 2014, available at
‘ Mahatma!EmaiiijfQ‘tS’lBdgleszisp' iatrt‘téuisgasxzrileWS'l05515301‘3étaoe’la (accessed on 5

March‘2015).
V ' '

Viasna Human Rights Centre, “Death convict Aliaksandr Hrunou files supervisory appeal and petition for

clemency", 17 April 2014, available at http://spring96.org[en/news/70§p,1 (accessed on 5 March 2015).
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informed of the date of the execution, nor were they given the opportunity to have a final

meeting with him.133

In October the UN Human Rights Committee considered the case of Vasil Yuzepchuk,
executed in 2010. The Committee found violations of a number of rights recognized in the

iCCPR, including the right to life and the right to a fair trial. The Committee concludedthat
Vasil Yuzepchuk’s trial did not meet the criteria of independence and impartiality and that he
had been tortured to extract a confession.l34

Ednard tykau remained on death row He was sentenced to death 0n 26 NoVemher 2011 by the Minsk Regronal‘
Court after

heingconvicted
of five

murders
Committedin

2902
2004 and 2011 ’35

:9?i

fin January 2014 fdur UN Special Rapporteurs Special Rapporteur an the independence of judges and é
lawyers Special Rapporteur onextrajudicial summary orarbitrary executions; Special Rapporteur on torture

‘

and other cruel inhuman and degrading treatment prpunishment- and:SpecralRapporteuron the situation otj
human rightsin Belarus— noted the lack of information regardingthetrial and conviction of Eduard Lyisau

'

;
‘
Eand the secrecy of thelegal proceedings against him. They expressedconcernthat the deathpehattymay

,éhave
been

imposed
aftera trial that did not conform to themost stringent fairtrial and dueprocess guarantees

m
p

r
Eln April 2014 followingasupreme Court ruling upholdingthe death sentenceofEduard tykau the Special
f:Rappo’rtedr on the situation of human rightsIn Belarus urged the Belarusian’:authorities toImposean

Elmmedlate moratorium on death sentences andtorefrain from carrying outfurther executions
‘37In June 2014<

ithe Special Rapporteurgim extrajudicial summary or arbitraryexecutionsexpressed concernabout the riskof
Eduard Lyka’u'sex‘ecdtion following

proceedings
marred by

secrecy,
and called on the

authoritiesto commute gihis sentence”3 r , w ~ u

:‘i.
a g:

133 Amnesty international, Belarus executes third prisoner this year. 6 November 2014, available at

www.amnestv.org[en/documents/EUR49/009/2014/en/

‘34 UN Human Rights Committee, Communication No. 1906/2009. UN doc. CCPR/C/l 12/0/1906/2009.
17 November 2014 available at www.ccprcentreorg/doc/ZO14/11/1906-2009-Yuzenchuk-v:
Belaruslpdf (accessed on 5 March 2015).

‘35 Amnesty International, Belarus must stop imminent execution: Eduard Lykau. 11 November 2014,
available at www.amnesty.org[en/documents/EUR49/OlO/2014/enl

135 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, (2012) G/SO 214 (3—3-16) G/SO 214 (33-27) G/SO 214
(53—24) BLR 1/2014, 8 January 2014, available at https:/lspdb.0hchr.org/hrdb/25th/Dublic -

it
UA Belaruspg‘l‘lll $.71:2014l.~gdf;(accessed on 5 March 2015).:

137 UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, “Halt further executions — UN expert calls on Belarus for

an immediate death sentence moratorium", 25 April 2014 available at

3WwwwgghghrorggEMegsventslPagesiDIsplayNewmsx4NeWSlbzld
. 2&2

March 201 5).
'
l eséjaccessed on 5

‘35 UN General Assembly, Report of the Special Rapporteur on extrajudicial, summary or arbitrary
executions, Christof lrleyns, UN doc. A/HRC/26/3G/Add.2, 2 June 2014, available at

www.0hchr.or2/EN/lssues/Executlons/PageslAnnuaIReports.asox (accessed on 5 March 20 Lb).
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Kazakhstan continued to observe the official moratorium on executions established in

December 2003.139 In 2014 the Parliament adopted a new Criminal Code; the Code’s reform
has introduced the death penalty for violation of the laws of war (Article 164.2) and removed

powers in war time (Article 380-14). The new Criminal Code also reduced from 18 to 17 the
number of articles providing for the death penalty. These amendments entered into force on

1 January 2015. 14°

At the UN Universal Periodic Review in October the government of Kazakhstan accepted
recommendations to maintain the moratorium on the death penalty and to proceed with the
abolition of the death penalty. Nevertheless, it did not support recommendations to ratify
the Second Optional Protocol to the lCCPR and to abolish the death penalty for all crimes.“

1:
(it

;
a:

i-

ln Russia. throughout the year, various politicians and law enforcement officials called for the
reintroduction of the death penalty. in January, four political parties introduced a draft law in

the Duma (lower house of parliament) aimed at suspending Russia's moratorium on the death

penalty in cases where the crimes involved terrorism and murder?” In May, Aleksandr
Bastrykin, head of the Investigative Committee of Russia, asked members of parliament to
vote‘to restore the death penalty as a way to deter potential criminals. Other influential
politicians such as Sergey Naryshkin, speaker of the Duma. and Pavel Krasheninnikov,
chairman of the State Duma's. Legislation Committee, dismissed these calls. in May a

spokesperson for President Vladimir Putin confirmed the President’s opposition to the death

penalty.“

, Death sentences and Executions 2013 (ACT 50’“01/2014).

14° Criminal Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, adopted on 16 June 1997 and entered into force on 1

January 1998, including amendments as of 10 June 2014, repealed on 1 January 2015; and Criminal

Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan, adopted on 3 July 2014, with further amendments of 7 November

2014, and entered into force on 1 January 2015, available at http://online.zakon.kz/ (accessed on 5

March 2015) ,

1‘“ UN Human Rights Council, Report of the Working Group on the Universal Periodic Review,
Kazakhstan, UN doc. A/HRC/28/10, 10 December 2014, available at www.upr-

«

llif‘iririgéléi{$781351}ltlfiiéaidéuniehi'léiélitétiis'e-‘féiitl 2C? ,w cloiié.20wlaititc-228 IiGi‘eiriéif’

(accessed on 5 March 2015).

”2 “Russia‘s war on terror to remain within constitutional framework", RT, 3O December 2013, available
at httpirtcom/golitics/russia-death-genalty—terrorism-982/ (accessed on 5 March 2015).

"Russian communists call for death penalty for terrorists", Rapsi, 4 February 2014, available at

http://rapsinews.com/iegislation news/201.402041270633214.html (accessed on 5 March 2015).

145 “Top investigator wants to restore death penalty 'as preventive measure’," RT, 30 May 2014,
available at http://rtsomzpolitics/l6246_4_-[u5§ia-death-genalty-return (accessed on 5 March 2015),
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MIDDLE EAST AND NORTH AFRICA

REGIONAL TRENDS

ln 2014, eight countries carried out executions, two more than in 2013.
Egypt, Jordan and the United Arab Emirates (UAE) resumed executions in 2014.
Sixteen countries handed down death sentences.
The total number of death sentences imposed increased significantly in comparison
to 2013.

Yetpeneizey}.. -

Asin previous years, the use of the death penalty in the Middle East and North Africa region
continued to be of grave concern in 2014. The number of executions recorded by Amnesty
International in the region in 2014 decreased by approximately 23% compared t0'2013. ln
2013 at least 638 executions were recorded while in 2014 the figure was at least 491. Iran,
Iraq and Saudi Arabia continue to carry out the greatest number of executions in the region,
accounting for 90% of all those confirmed in 2014. While the number of confirmed
executions in Saudi Arabia increased by almost 14% compared with 2013, the numbers
recorded for Iran and Iraq decreased sharply, by 22% and 64% respectively“ in contrast,
executions recorded by Amnesty International in Yemen increased by 69%.

The number of confirmed death sentences imposed in 2014 — at least 785 — represented an
increase of over 100%, compared to 2013 (when Amnesty International recorded 373
sentences). The mass death sentences imposed in Egypt contributed significantly to this
increase, with the country accounting for 65% of all the death sentences imposed in the

W This assessment is based on a decrease in the number of executions that Amnesty International was
able to confirm. The assessment for Iran is based on officially acknowledged figures although reliable
sources reported that more executions were carried out. ln Iraq, due to the internal armed conflict that
escalated during the year, access to information on the use of the death penalty has been limited.
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region in 2014. While the number of death sentences imposed in Algeria Iran and Tunisia
‘,decreased thenumber increased in Iraq, Saudi Arabia’; UAE and Yemen.

Obtaining complete and reliable data on the use of the death penalty in the region is

particularly difficult, especially on countries such as Iran, Iraq, Saudi Arabia and Yemen. The
internal armed conflict in Syria meant that information on the use of the death penalty could
not be confirmed.

Algeria, Bahrain. Kuwait. Lebanon, Libya, Morocco/Western Sahara, Qatar and Tunisia
imposed death sentences; however, they did not carry out executions.

Across the regIon. executIons contInued to be carried out for crimes not involving intentional

killings and therefore not meeting the threshold for the use of the death penalty under
international human rights standards. Death sentences were imposed for crimes such as

"insulting the prophet of Islam” (lr'an) and “disobeying and breaking allegiance to the ruler"
(Saudi Arabia), which are not recognizably criminal offences under-international human
rights law. ln addition, death sentences were imposed in countries including Egypt, lran, lraq
and Saudi Arabia after unfair trials.

Following the UN Human RightsCbuncil Universal Periodic Review (UPR), Qatar and Saudi
Arabia rejected recommendations on the use of the death penalty.

COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

In Algeriaat feast 16 death sentences were imposed; no executions were known to have been
carried out in 2014.

No executions were carried out in Bahrain. Five death sentences were imposed on five men,
four Bahraini nationals and one Yemeni national, while one commutation was granted. During
the year the Court of Appeal upheld the death sent'ende of Maher Abbas Ahmad (also known
as Maher al—Khabbaz). His lawyer had stated that the court accepted his'‘confession' which
was obtained under torture, as evidence against him.145 Bahrain took a positive step when it

moved its vote from "opposition" to “abstention" during the UN General Assembly vote on a

resolution on the use of the death penalty.

At least 15 executions were carried out in Egypt in 2014. At least 509 death sentences were

imposed; this figure includes death sentences imposed after grossly unfair trials.

During the year Egyptian courts handed down mass death sentences after mass trials that
were grossly unfair. The Minya criminal court imposed mass death sentences on 37 people in

April and 183 people in June. The death sentences followed referrals made by the court to

”5 Amnesty International, Death Sentence for Flare Fatality, 7 October 2014, available at

www.amnestvorg/en/documents/M DEI l/O34(H20 TAN/em?
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the Grand Mufti, Egypt's highest religious official.“ Egyptian criminal courts must refer a

case to the Grand Mufti for review, before handing down a death sentence; however, the
opinion of the Grand Mufti is only advisory and not binding on the courts. In December,
the Giza criminal court recommended death sentences against 188 people for involvement in
the killing of 11 police officers in Giza in August 2013. The court referred the 188 people to
the Grand Mufti, but final verdicts‘had not been handed down at the end of 2014.147

Two commutations were granted in September when a court sentenced two men to life
imprisonment after re-trying them on charges of inciting violence and blocking access to a

public highway in 2013. A court in July had sentenced them to death in their absence on

the same charges. Under Egyptian law, defendants tried in their absence have the right to a

re-trial in person.

During the year Egypt's highest court overturned at least two death sentences passed by the
lower courts, ordering that the defendants be re—tried.

lran carried out the most executions in the region in 2014. Iranian authorities or state—

controlled or state-sanctioned media officially announced 289 executions (278 men and 11
women). However, reliable sources reported at least 454 more executions in addition to those
officially announced, bringing the total number of executions in 2014 to at least 743. Of
those officially announced, 122 involved individuals convicted of drug-related offences and
29 were carried out in public. At least 81 death sentences were imposed. This figure
included those that were officially announced and those that were not. In addition, at least
22 commutations were granted while at least 81 people were on death row at the end of the
yeah

During the year, the UN Special Rapporteur on the situation of human rights in the Islamic
Republic of Iran expressed concern about the continued high rate of executions and use of
the death penalty against juvenile offenders in Iran!“

Amnesty International received reports that Iran executed at least l4 people who were under
18a't the lime of the crime. In December, the Supreme Court issued a "pilot judgment"
rulingthat all individuals currently on death row f'or crimes committed while they were under
the age of 18 can submit judicial review requests to the Supreme Court pursuant to Article
91 of the revised Islamic Penal Code. The revised Penal Code allows the execution of juvenile
offenders under qesas (retribution-in-kind) and hodoud (offences and punishments for which
there are fixed penalties under Islamic law) crimes, unless the juvenile offender is found to

”6 Following the mass trials in March and April, the Minya criminal court recommended death sentences
for 528 people and 683 people respectively. However, after the opinion of the Grand Mufti was received
the court only imposed death sentences on 37 and 183 people respectively.

”7 On 2 February 2015 the final verdict sentencing 183 people to death was issued by the court after
the opinion of the Grand Mufti was received.

‘4“ UN General Assembly, Situation of human rights in the lslamic Republic oi Iran. UN doc. A/69/356,
27 August 7014, para7.
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have not understood the nature of the crime or its consequences, or if there are doubts about
the offender's mental capacity. The use of the death penalty against juvenile offenders is

strictly prohibited under the international Covenant on Clviland Political Rights (iCCPR) and
" ‘the‘UN Convention on the Rights of the Child;”|ran"is a party to bo‘th'internationai human"“"

rights treaties.

iran continued to carry out executions in secret. Hadi Rashedi and Hashem Sh‘a’bani Nejad,
of the Ahwazi Arab minority, were executed in secret in January 20111, following an unfair
trial in 2012 which resulted in them being convicted of "enmity against God“ and

"corruption on earth.’ The authorities did not tell their families when
they

were executed and
refused to hand over their bodies for burial ”9

Death sentences were generally imposed following trials that feii short of international fair
trial standards. Defendants often had no access to lawyers during pre-triai investigations,
and courts generally dismissed allegations of torture and admitted as evidence “confessions"
obtained under torture.

eyhanehia’btiari wasarrested
i

7d actedin selfdefence,after:
he

‘E‘
in 2007 and admitted the stabbingimmediatelyafterarrest Sh’é said she

=:tIait tried
ti)
sexually abuse her Following her arrest shewas held;

In s‘olit

. m . ..,

underqésa‘s byacriminal courtIn Tehran,"In 2009 Tile death sentencewas upheld by the SupIem’e CourttlIe
t

same year;Seats s’ofnesasarenotopentopardon qramneSty bytheSupreme Learjet ~
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lranian courts continued to sentence people to death for crimes that did not meet the
threshold of the "most serious crimes"and crImes not recognizabiy criminal offences under
international human. rights law.

Soheii Arabi was sentenced to death on 30 August byra criminal court in’Tehran for

“insulting the Prophet of islam" (sabbo al—nabbI). The charge was based on postings he
made on eight Facebook accounts, which the authorities said belonged to him. The Supreme
Court upheld the sentence on 24 November. Soheii Arabi had been arrested in November
2013 by the isiamic Revolutionary Guard Corps (iRGC) and spent tWomonthsIn solitary
confinementIn section 2A.of Tehran’ s Evin Prison, which.Is under the control of the iRGC ,

During interrogation, he was pressured into making a “confession”.

Earlier in February 2014, the Supreme Court upheld the death sentence (If another

man, Rouhoilah Tavana, for “insulting the Prophet of Islam" in a video clip; He had been
sentenced to death on 3 August 2013 by a criminal court in Khorasan.

In December, the threat of execution was used to punish some death row inmates. The
authorities threatened to expedite the execution of 10 men, including a juvenile offender, for

going on hunger strike. The men were among 24 prisoners from iran's Kurdish minority who

”9 Amnesty international, Two Ahwazi Arab Men Executed Three at Risk, l4 February 2014, available at

www.amnesty.orglen/documents/MDE13/008/2014/en/
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started a hunger strike on 20 November in protest at the conditions of Ward 12 of Oroumieh
Central Prison, West Azerbaijan Province, where political prisoners are held. The juvenile
offender, Saman Naseem, was sentenced to death following an unfair trial in 2013 on the

charges of “enmity against God" and "corruption on earth" for his alleged membership of

the armed opposition group. Party For Free Life of Kurdistan, and engaging in armed
activities against the state. Saman Naseem was 17 at the time of the alleged offences.

In Iraq executions were carried out and death sentences imposed for offences that included
terrorism, murder and kidnapping. Since 2005 the vast majority of those executed have been
sentenced to death for terrorism-related offences, in most cases after unfair trials. At least
61 executions were known to have been carried out in 2014, a reduction from the 2013 of at
least 169 executions.15° At least 38 death sentences were imposed and at least one
commutation was granted. Although the majority of those sentenced to death and executed
were Iraqi nationals, nationals from Libya. Saudi Arabia and other countries were also
sentenced to death and executed. No executions took place in the Kurdistan Region of Iraq.

Ahmed al-‘Alwani, a former,memberof lraqs Councilof-Representatrves and aprominentmemberofthe t
;se'cularpolitical partya]; lraqiya Blnc, wassentenced to death qn23November;by the CentralCriminalCourtg

of lraqinBaghdadforkillingtwo soldiersHe had been chargedwith"assaultmgmilitaryassets and killiogw r
gandInjuriog securityforces forterrorist ends" under Article 4 oi the 2005 Anti~Terrorism LawAhmedell
é'Alwaniwasdenied accesstohis lawyer and:family in court,his Iaviyerwas notgallowed tocrossexamine thee
prosecution witnessesgo slequestions as these were deemed 'fnot productIIIej'é/ythe

court The court refused E

to record his question 3 II the minutesof theheanng Ahmedat ’Alwarii's
laIiryér’iIIas intimidated

onseveral
:occasionshy secunty forces untilhewithdrew from the ease: ,5

'
, , , , _,

vi

On 21 January the Iraqi Ministry of Justice issued a statement confirming that the authorities
had executed 26 men on 19 January. Amnesty International was able to confirm'that at least
12 more men were also executed. The organization also learned that on the same day the
presidency's office ratified around 200 death sentences.

In 2014, a number of ministers in Israel called for the resumption of the death penalty,
which was abolished for ordinary crimes in 1954. In May, Minister of Transportation Yisrael
Katz called for the death penalty to be reinstated as a deterrent for Palestinian prisonersm
In June, Housing Minister Uri Ariel called for the use of the death penalty for “terrorists",
following the kidnapping and murder of three Jewish teenagersm

15° More executions may have been carried out in Iraq in 2014; however, Amnesty International was only
ableto confirm 61 executions.

151 "Israeli minister demands death sentences for Palestinian prisoners", Middle East Monitor, 12 May
2014, www.middleeastmonitorcom/news/middle-east/l1411- israeli-mInIsterecalls-for-deathsentences—

for—galestinian-prisoners (accessed on 5 February2015).

152 "Minister Ariel Calling for the Death Penalty for Terrorists" The
Yeshiva

World, 17June 2014,mmtheyesuuawod competes/beamInes-”Imaging-ston .

penalty-for—-terrorists‘._h.tr_n_l (accessed on 8 February 2015).
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Jordan resumed executions on 21 December after an eight-year hiatus. On that day 11 men
were executed at short notice at Swaqa Correctional and Rehabilitation Centre. All'had been “ ‘ ‘ ~

convicted and sentenced to death for murder prior to 2006; their sentences had been upheld
by the Court of Cessation. The Jordanian media outlet Ammon News quoted a government
source as saying that the final decision to execute the ll men was made by the authorities
only on the night before. This raises serious concerns about whether the authorities adhered
to international human rights standards which require that individuals on death row and their
families be given advance notice of their execution. The executions followed the
establishment, in November, of a special committee of the Cabinet to look into lifting
the suspension on executions, as a deterrent to murder and in response to public demand.
The authorities did not make any public announcement about the formation of the special
committee until the executions were carried out.

t‘i
iii
?!
f

z,

At least 113 people were under sentence of death in Jordan at the end of the year. According e

to government information, five death'sentences were imposed, all on men, during 2014.
Three were Jordanian nationals, the fourth was a Syrian national and the fifth was a

Palestinian national. Three men, two Egyptians and one Jordanian, had their death sentences

commuted to 20 years' imprisonment.

No executions were carried out in Kuwait. Seven death sentences were imposed; at least

eight peOple were under sentence of death and four commutations were granted.

Noexecutions were carried out in Lebanon. At least ll people were sentenced to death and
five commutations were granted in 2014.153

ln Libya at least one death sentence was imposed; no executions were recorded. Former al-

Qadwdaftofgial granting: togface trials that may lead to the use ot- the deathpenatty.

According to government information. nine death sentences were imposed in

Morocco/Western Sahara in 2014; 117 people — 114 men and three women —were on death
row at the end of the year. No executions were carried out.

Amnesty international has been unable to confirm figures on the use of the death penalty in r
Oman.

‘53 Five out of the 11 death sentences were imposed in the defendants’ absence. The five people whose

sentences were commuted were initially sentenced to death in 2014 but had their death sentences
reduced to life imprisonment with hard labour.

q.
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At least two executions were carried out and four death sentences were imposed in Palestine
(State of). The executions were carried out and the death sentences were imposed by the
Hamas authorities in Gaza.154 in the West Bank no executions took place and no death
sentences were imposed by Palestine.

No executions were recorded in Qatar. At least two death sentences were imposed, on a

Qatari national and a Philippine national. During the UN UPR in March, Qatar rejected
recommendations to commute all death sentences, declare a moratorium on executions and
abolish the death penalty.

At least 90 executions were recorded in Saudi Arabia. This figure is a slight increase from

previous years (2013: 79+; 2012: 79+; 2011: 82+). Two of those executed were women, an

Ethiopian national and a Nepali national. The 88 men comprised: 53 Saudi Arabians, seven

Syrians, one Iranian, 21 Pakistanis, one Philippine national, two Yemenis, one Indian. one
Turkish and one iraqi.

Close to half of the executions were carried out for crimes involving killings. The others
were carried out for non—lethal crimes: 42 for drug-related offences; and the remainder for

kidnapping, torture, rape, and witchcraft and sorcery.

Amnesty international recorded the imposition of at least 44 death sentences in Saudi
Arabia, all against men. The real number is likely to be much higher. At least six
commutations and six pardons were granted. Scores of people remain on death row but the
exact number cannot be confirmed.

Court proceedings in Saudi Arabia fail far short of international standards for fair trial. Trials
in death penalty cases are often held in secret. Defendants are rarely allowed formal

representation by lawyers, and in many cases are not informed of the progress of legal
proceedings against them. They may be convicted solely on the basis of "confessions"
obtained under duress or involving deception.

On 18 August, four members of one family were executed in the south-eastern city of Nairan
for “receiving large quantities of hashish". The four men had been sentenced to death on the
basis of "confessions" they claimed were extracted under torture.

15“ In addition to the judicial executions that were carried out, Hamas forces in Gaza extraiudicially
and/or summarily executed at least 22 people they accused of “collaborating" with lsrael, in the context
of the July-August 2014 conflict between Israel and Gaza known as Operation Protective Edge. The
executions were carried out by members of Hamas' armed wing and the Internal Security Force. Some
of those killed were prisoners who were appealing against death sentences passed by military courts in

Gaza.
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Hairas al--0urey was executed on 22 September for drug trafficking, despite maintaining that hewastortured
into 'canfess'rngf' to thecrime and the factthat he was convicted afteran unfairtrial He had beensentenced
t0death 0n 16 January2013 bythe GeneralCourtIn

Najran
The sentenpe was‘ Iaterupheld

b'y both anappeaI
court and the Supreme Coijrt

HarrasaI-Qurey and his sbn Muhammad al-Qurey. were arrested on 7 January2012 atthe aiKhadracrossing
with Yemen, when customs officers suspected them of carryingdnigs.‘rn their earAecording t0 thec0irrt
documents Hajras

a‘I-Qurey tried to drive away at speed to escape from the harder police, which gavechase
and caught them. According to his family HajrasaiQurey suffered from psychological problemsaridhadbeen:
known to lose control oI him‘seltwhen under pressure. Both men were téken torinterrogation and elaimed they
were tortured to extract “oonfessious Muhammad 'aI--Qurey‘confessed to the crime and testied that his m

:tath‘er had not knownthathe,’Muhammad was smuggling drugsBothmen were denied access to lawyers
during Interrogatio .The Gen at COurtIn Najran ignoredevidencefrom an assessmentit hadcommissIoned

g

Which. found thatHajrasalQurey,had amental condition that mighthaveimpairedhis judgment:Nor
I r‘

é
Investigation are knownto havebeen carried

out
into

the aliegatrons
that

the men weretortured an ec’eirredE

fanunfairtrial
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The Saudi Arabian authorities’have responded with repressive measures, including the use of
the death penalty, against those suspected of taking part in or supporting protests or

expressing views critical of the state. At least 20 people connected with protests in the
Eastern Province have been executed since 201 1. In early and mid-2014, at least seven
Shi'a activists detained in connection with protests were sentenced to death on vaguely
worded security charges related to their activism. One of the seven, Ali ai-Nimr, was 17 at
the time of his arrest and was tortured to extract a "confession".

:S‘heikhHimrBaqiral-Himraprominent Saudi Arabian ShiaMuslim clerrc 'was sentenced to'deathby theEg
SpecrairzedcriminalCourtIii Riyadh on 15 October for various oriencesrnciuorngdisobeying andbreaking it

ll ll AI H ll 2%

Eallegianc'e to the ruler calling t0 overthrow th‘e regime- calling for demonstratrons incitingsectarian
'

E

E

strife", i‘questioningthe integrity ofthe judiciary”, "meetingwith and supporting wanted suspect “fend f2

"

j"interteringIn a neighbouring state's affairsff(in reference to Bahrain). “Evidence" torthe'chargescamefrom

:reiigious sermons and interviews attributed to the cleric Amnesty International's review otthc'sc texts A

‘ ‘ “ ‘

confirms
that

Sheiirh“ nrrBa‘oir
ai

Nimr'
swas exeICIsing his

right
totreeexpressron and was not incitingE‘vrolence

‘Anumberof charges, including "disobeying the ruler' are not recognizablycriminaloffencesunder

International human rights law Sheikh Nimr Baqir alNimr's trial was also flawed. Thecleric was denied the
mostbasic requirements to prepare adefence including regular access tohis lawyer andwritingmateriais.

:Key eyewitnesseswere not allowed totestify‘In 'cou‘rtIn violation of
Saudi Arabian

iaWs,
and

his l’aviryerwas not

Einforrned 0fthe
dates oi a number 0t court hearings.

‘
2 2 ~

2
2

E

;Sheikh Nimr Baqir al—Nimr' s, whoIs theIInaIn of al-Awanriyya mosque in aiQatif,eastern SaudiArabiawas
arrested without a warrant onsiuly 2012 When security officers forced his carto stop and shot himwhenhe
refused to accompa ny them. He spent most of his detention'In solitary confinementIn

military hosDitals
andIn

,aI--_Ha'Ir prison in_ Riyadh. HeIs paralyzedIn one leg as a result of beingshot
' " '

‘2
1s
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In February, in its response to recommendations made during the UN UPR, Saudi Arabia
rejected the following recommendations: to declare a moratorium on the death penalty;
abolish the death penalty; and accede to the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR.
However, Saudi Arabia accepted the recommendation to make further efforts to increase the

transparency and openness of legal proceedings contemplating death sentences.

The death penalty remained in force in Syria. However, due to the internal armed conflict
involving government forces and non-state armed groups it was not possible to confirm
whether any death sentences were imposed, nor whether any judicial executions were carried
out by the state.“

According to media reports, at least two death sentences were imposed in Tunisia and three
commutations were granted. No executions were carried out.

One. execution was carried out in the United Arab Emirates (UAE) in 2014.155 Twenty-five
death sentences were imposed; this is an increase compared to the figure recorded for 2013.
One woman was sentenced to death by stoning for "adultery".157 The other sentences were

imposed on men for crimes including murder, drugs offences and rape. Foreign nationals
constituted the largest number of people who received death sentence during the year. They
included nationals of Afghanistan, Bangladesh, Egypt, India, Kuwait, Pakistan and Saudi
Arabia. Twelve commutations were granted. At least 25 people were under sentence of death
at
the end of 2014. A new anti-terror law introduced during the year widened the scope of the
death penalty.“

ln Yemen, at least 22 executions were carried out in 2014, all for murder. At least 26 new
death sentences were imposed, an increase compared to 2013, when at least three were
recorded.159

155 This does not include reports of extrajudicial executions and other unlawful killings by both
government forces and non-state armed groups during the armed conflict, or deaths in custody following
torture or other ill—treatment.

155 A Sri Lankan migrant worker, Ravindra Krishna Pillai, was executed by firing squad on 21 January
2014 in Sharjah Central prison, Sharjah Emirate.

157 The usual method of execution in the UAE is by firing squad.

‘59 "Sheikh Khalifa approves anti—terrorism law", The National, August 2014,
www.thenational.ae/uae/government/sheikh-khalifa-approves-anti-terrorism—law (accessed on 13 March

2015).

‘59 The Ministry of interior officially recorded the imposition of five death sentences but 21 more were

reported in the media, making a total of 26 in 2014.
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SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA

R'E‘cé‘iéfé?
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o There was a 28% reduction in the number of known executions, compared with
2013.

o Fewer countries carried out executions and imposed death sentences: in 2014,
three countries carried out executions, while in 2013 five countries carried out
executions.

o The overall number of death sentences imposed in the Sub-Saharan Africa region
increased significantly, largely due to high numbers in Nigeria.

o The National Assembly in Madagascar adopted a bill abolishing the death penalty.
o Gabon became a state party to the Second Optional Protocol to the International

Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR). aiming at the abolition of the death

penalty, on 2 April.
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There were both positive and negative developments'In the use of the death penalty'in Sub-
Saharan Africa during the year. Fewer countries carried out executions and fewer people
were executed. A total of 46 executions were recorded for 2014, compared to 64 in 2013,
representing a drop of 28%.

. y
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Despite a reduction in the number of countries that imposed death sentences — from 19 in
2013 to 18 in 2014 — the number of death sentences imposed rose sharply. Amnesty
International recorded 423 sentences in 2013 and 907 in 2014, an increase of 114%. This
increase was largely due to the high number of death sentences recorded in Nigeria during
2014.

Progress towards the abolition of the death penalty in the region was slow, with some
setbacks recorded. Countries that had appeared to be moving towards abolition in 2013
did not make anticipated progress during 2014. However, on 10 December Madagascar’s
National Assembly adopted a bill abolishing the death penalty.

While calls were made by members of parliament in Kenya to widen the scope of the death
penalty. the National Assembly in Cameroon adopted a bill applying the punishment to acts
of terrorism. Government ministers in Chad and Sierra Leone announced their countries'
intentions to introduce legislation abolishing the penalty. Malawi declared it had no such
plans.
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In July. the Working Group on Death Penalty and Extra—Judicial, Summary or Arbitrary
Killings in Africa of the African Commission on Human and Peoples' Rights and the

government of Benin jointly organized in Benin's capital Cotonou, a continental conference
on the Abolition of the Death Penalty in Africa. Participants included representatives from
African Union Member States, parliamentarians, national human rights institutions and civil
society organizations. The main objectives were to finalize the draft Additional Protocol to
the African Charter on Human and Peoples' Rights on the Abolition of the Death Penalty;
issue a Declaration for African Union Member States to support the adoption of the draft
Protocol and the UN Resolution on a moratorium on the use of the death penalty; and launch
an advocacy and awareness campaign.

COUNTRY DEVELOPMENTS

No death sentences were imposed in Benin for the fourth year running. Thirteen people
remained under sentence of death at the end of 2014. The last known executions in Benin
were carried out in 1987.

According to government information, no executions were carried out in Botswana in 2014.
One person was sentenced to death on 3 July; three men were under sentence of death at the
end of the year. The death penalty continues to be applicable in law and is mandatory for
murder unless there are extenuating circumstances.

No executions were carried out and no death sentences imposed in Burkina Faso during the

year. On 15 October, before the start of mass protests that led to the resignation of President
Blaise Compaoré, the Council of Ministers discussed a bill on the abolition of the death

penalty. This would bring the laws in line with Burkina Faso's international commitments to
human rights. The Council agreed to transmit the bill to the National Assembly but its status
was unclear at the end of the year.

No executionswere carried out in Cameroon in 2014. However, in December the parliament
voted in favour of a bill which provides for the death penalty for acts of terrorism.

At the end of 2014, the Central African Republic (CAR) was yet to abolish the death penalty
and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR, despite accepting recommendations to
do so during the UN Human Rights Council Universal Periodic Review (UPR) in 2013. Armed
conflict continued in CAR during 2014. Amnesty International did not record any judicial
executions in 2014.

The last known executions in Chad took place in 2003. Following the UN UPR in 2013,
Chad accepted, in March 2014. the recommendation to abolish the death penalty. ln

September, Minister of Communication and government spokesperson Hassan Sylla Bakari
announced that a penal code aimed at abolishing the death penalty had been adopted by the

government.
15°

According to the Minister,
the death penalty will be replaced with life

‘February2615).
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imprisonment with no possibility of conditional release. At the end of the year parliament was
yet to adopt the penal code.

‘
No executions were carried out in‘Congo‘lRepublic of) in"2014.““*At least three death "

sentences were imposed, all for murder. At the end of the year Congo was yet to ratify the
Second Optional Protocol to the ICCPR and abolish the death penalty, despite accepting
recommendations to do so during the UN UPR in 2013.

g
,

The last known execution in Comoros was carried out in 1997. No known death sentences
were imposed in 2014; at least six people were on death row.15‘ During the UN UPR in

2014, Comoros accepted recommendations to: speed up the process of adopting the new
Penal Code that foresees the abolition of the death penalty; ratify the Second Optional
Protocol to the lCCPR; and proceed with formal abolition of the death penalty.

:t
’1
3

5
a.
"

In the Democratic Republic of the Congo (DRC) the last known execution took place in

January 2003. ln 2014, at least 14 death sentences were imposed, mostly on civilians, by
military courts. for crimes including murder, armed robbery; conspiracy, participation in an -

insurrectional movement, and terrorism. ln November, two men were sentenced to death by
the Operational Military Court of North Kivu province sitting in Beni; one was a member of
the DRC military and the other belonged to an armed group. The latter was sentenced in his
absence. Neither man has a right of appeal as there is no remedy against any decision made
by the Operational Military Court. As part of the outcome of the UN UPR in April, the DRC
rejected recommendations to abolish the death penalty and ratify the Second Optional
Protocol to the lCCPR.

in January, nine people — one Mali national and eight Equatorial Guinea nationals —were
executed by firing squad in Equatorial Guinea; all had been convicted of murder. On 13

February the government adopted a temporary moratorium on the use of death penalty to
enable Equatorial Guinea in jnin rho. Cnmrmmity of Bortuguese-Speaking Countriesin July.
No new death‘sentences were handed down. During the UN UPR in May, Equatorial Guinea
committed to consider the possibility of ratifying the-Second Optional Protocol to the lCCPRa

Eritrea was examined. during the UN UPR in February. As part of its reply to
recommendations made, Eritrea rejected the following: to abolish the death penalty and ratify
the Second Optional Protocol to lCCPR. The justice system in Eritrea is not transparent and
official information on the use of the death penalty is very difficult to obtain. Therefore, no

’

executions or death sentences could be confirmed.

During the year Ethiopia rejected recommendations made during the UN UPR to abolish the
death penalty and ratify the Second Optional Protocol to the lCCPR. Amnesty international
did not record any executions during 2014.

‘51 "Comoros: Radicals and HOC delegation meets Minister of Justice on voting for the UN resolution",
Hands Off Cain, 18 November 2014, available at

www.handsoffcain.info/news/index.php?iddocumento=18309593 (accessed on 13 February 2015).
"x
2
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At least one death sentence was imposed in Gambia in 2014. In November, Gambia's

Supreme Court commuted seven death sentences to life imprisonment. A conditional
moratorium on executions, which was announced by President Yahya Jammeh in 2012 and
which he said would be "automatically lifted" if crime rates increased, remained in place in

2014. In November, the President announced that the death penalty would be applied for

anyone convicted of raping a chiid.152 In October, during the UN UPR Gambia promised to
examine recommendations to abolish the death penalty for all crimes and ratify the Second

Optional Protocol to the lCCPR, with a view to providing responses no later than the 28th
session of the Human Rights Council in March 2015.

No executions were carried out in Ghana; nine death sentences were imposed. President
John Mahama commuted 21 death sentences to life imprisonment in commemoration of

Ghana’s 54‘“ Republic Day Anniversary.153 The government's plans to put to a referendum
recommendations of the Constitutional Review Commission that require changes to the

Constitution, including the removal of the death penalty, were not implemented in 2014.

No executions Were recorded in Guinea. Amnesty international was unable to confirm any
death sentences.

Kenya has an established practice of not carrying out executions although it continues to

impose death sentences. According to media reports, at least 26 death sentences were

imposed in 2014. During the year calls were made by some members of parliament to

impose the death penalty for terrorism. homosexuality. corruption and economic crimes. ln

June. following the deaths of more than 80 people who drank illegally made alcohdl, the
Chair of the National Authority for the Campaign Against Alcohol and Drug Abuse proposed
an amendment to the Alcohol Drink Control Act 2010 to include death sentences for people
found dealing in illegal and inferior quality brews.“ ln August, Kenya’s National Assembly.
as part of amendments to the Anti-Corruption and Economic Crimes Act, rejected the
inclusion of the death penalty as a punishment under the Act.

152 "Gambia: Jammeh declares tougher punishment for child abusers", Daily Observer, 24 November

2014. available at http://allafrica.com/stories/201411242256.html (accessed on 13 Februaw 2015).

153 The commutations were granted to 21 death row prisoners who had been on death row for at least 10

years. President Mahama had acted on the advice of the Council of State and the‘iecommendation oi the
Ghana Prison Services.

154 “Mututho seeks death penalty for killer brew peddlers". Capital News, 24 June 2014, available at

www.capitalfm.co.kc/news/2014/06/mututho-seeks-death—penalty-for-kiIler-brew-peddlers/ (accessed on

13 February 2015).
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No executions were recorded in Lesotho; at least one death sentence was imposed. In August
the High Court sentenced Makhotso Molise to death by hanging for murder.“

No executions or death‘sentences were recorded in Liberia;‘0ne pardon was granted:
”

Following the acceptance by Madagascar of the recommendation to abolish the death penalty
during the UN UPR in November, on 10 December the NatiOnal Assembly adopted a bill

replacing the punishment with life imprisonment with hard labour. The bill requires signing
into law by the President of Madagascar.

The death penalty is applicable in Malawi for crimes including treason, murder and

aggravated robbery; it is no longer mandatory in murder cases. The last known execution was
carried out in 1992.

During the year Malawi informed the UN Human Rights Committee that it has no plans to
abolish the death penalty.165 The Committee expressed concern that death sentences are still
imposed and that the punishment is not reserved, forethegmost serious crimes!“ it also
expressed concern that the right to seek a pardon is not effectively ensured. The Committee
recommended that Malawi should consider abolishing the death penalty and acteding to the
Second Optional Protocol of the ICPPR; review its Penal Code and ensure that the death

penalty, if imposed at all, is applicable only to the most serious crimes; provide adequate
funds tor a prompt process for resentencing prisoners who have received a mandatory death

penalty; and ensure the right to seekpardon or commutation of the death sentence.

Although the death penalty is provided for under the law in Mali, death sentences are

systematically commuted to terms of imprisonment. The last execution took place in 1981.
At least six people were sentenced to death and at least six death sentences were commuted
in 2014.

Three men were sentenced to death in Mauritania, one for apostasy and the other two for
murder. In December, Mohamed Chelkh ould Mohamed Mkha‘r’tir, was sentenced to death for

writing an article deemed blasphemous against Islam. This was believed to be the first death
sentence for apostasy since Mauritania’s independence in 1960.

155 "Woman gets death sentence for murder", Lesotho News Agency, 21 August 2014, available at

www.lena.gov.ls/index.php?model=headline&function=display&text_id=44403 (accessed on 13 February
2015).

156 "Malawi will not abolish the death penalty, UN told", Nyasa Times, 11 July 2014, available at

www.nyasatimes.com/2014/07/1 1/malawi-will—not-abolish-the-death-penalty-un—told/ (accessed on 13

February 2015).

‘67 UN Human Rights Committee, Concluding observations on the initial periodic report of Malawi;
111th session 7~25 July 2014, UN doc CCPR/C/MWI/CO/l/Add.1, 19 August 2014, parall.
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The last execution in Niger took place in 1976 and no death sentences were imposed in
2014.

No executions were carried out in Nigeria in 2014. According to information received from
the Nigerian Prisons Service: 589 people were sentenced to death; 49 death sentences were
commuted; 69 pardons were granted; 32 death row prisoners were exonerated; and five
foreign nationas were on death row in 2014. The number of death sentences reported by the
Nigerian Prisons Service does not include those imposed on 7O soldiers by military courts
during the year.158 Therefore, inclusive of the soldiers, a total of 659 people were sentenced
to death in 2014. At least 1,484 people were under sentence of death at the end of the
'year.169 Most death sentences imposed are for murder and armed robbery.

During theyearNigerianmilitary courts Imposed inass death sentences in September 12 soldiers were

isentén’ced to deathtdrmutiny andattemptedmurder after ring shuts at their commandingofficerinthe _

ndrtti—eastern city of MardugunIn May The convicted soldiers halnnged to the Nigerian
Army

s Seventh i
’
ivision whichrs attire forefront ofthe ght

against the armed
group

Boho
Haramzr~

* *

I conspIracyto mutinyandmutinyfor refusing toIain operations to retake three townsIn BorneStatethat hadbeen captured by BakeHaremAccording to testimony given by thesoldiers duringthe trial, they had
complained to their

superinrsabout
net

having
the weaponry needed to

complete
theirmission agaIns‘tBoko

that theywere improperly equippedHalfwaythrough the trial journalists were prevented fromCoveringme
{proceedings Amnesty internationalIs concerned thatthe trial

may not nave complred with InternatIonally
:grecngmzed standards for. tairtrial

. . , ~ . ,,

7 "
hicn NigeriaIs 'aparty, stiputates that‘sentence of deathmay be imposedonly

VV‘Und’er international human
rights standards,

“most
serious crimes" has been

ifaiied to meetthe thresholdot"mostV'serious primes" the death
sentences should not have

heenimposed andg:

retainviolation otInternatjoVnVachumanrightslaw ; ~

On 29 May, the Governor of Ogun State commuted nine death sentences to life
imprisonment. This was done to commemorate Democracy Day and followed the advice of the
Commission on the Prerogative of Mercy. 0n 1 October. during Independence Day
celebrations and following the advice of the State Advisory Council on the Prerogative of

‘58 Reliable sources have also informed Amnesty international that, as at the time the organization
received the statistics from the Nigerian Prisons Service, the 70 soldiers were not in the custody of the
Nigerian Prisons Service hut still in the custody of the Nigerian Army.

169 The figure stated is for death row inmates in Nigerian prisons as at 30 June'2014. However, the
2014 statistics in comparison with those of 2013 indicate that the real figure as at 31 December is
likely to be higher than 1,484.
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Mercy, the Governor of Delta State announced that he had pardoned three death row

prisoners and commuted the death sentences of nine others to terms of imprisonment.

{iiigaie‘aa‘éjihagngs released in 24 estateattain;"gee“aii‘aieiinamiunig Maggie s‘ iniapeaae‘hce ~~ -- 7-
~ -

Day celebrations on 1 October the Governor of Kaduna Stateannounced that hewas usinghis poweroi
:Preiogativeof Mercy under

section
212of

the Nigerian Constitution
tosign a release order fur ThankGod

EEbhos

'

. i, t . 3

As part of the outcome of the UN UPR in 2013, on 20 March 2014;Nigerila rejected
recommendations relating to abolition of the deathtpenalty.

In Sierra Leone no executions were carried out, three death sentenceswe're impos‘ed. The‘
death penaltyIs still retained for treason and aggravated robbery and is mandatory for
murder, although there have been no executions since 1998. According to -go\iernment
information, on 27 April President Ernest Bai Koroma commutedto life:imprisonment the. -

death sentences of five death row prisoners.

In March, the UN Human Rights Committee'expressed regret at~Sierra Leone's slow progress
towards abolition and requested that the country expedite effoirt'stoabdiish' th'e deathapenalty
and'ratify the Second Optionai Protocol to the iCCPR.17"

In May, the Attorney—General and Minister of‘Justice, Franklyn BailK‘fa‘rgbo, told§the‘UNg .

Committee against Torture that Sierra Leone would abolish the death penalty‘in- a matter of -

weeks. He stated: “The President has at the same time directed my'office, as almatterof
'

urgency, to draft legislation removing the death penalty from ourtlaws and making itla thing-
of the past in Sierra Leone. We anticipate completing the task in the space of a'few weeks."
At the end of 2014 Sierra Leone was yet to abolish the death penalty.

At least 14 people were executed and at least 52 sentenced to death in Sornalia.171 At least
l3 executions were carried out under the authority of the Somali Federal .Governmen't, and at
least 31 death sentences were imposed, despite the government's vot'e in favour of the UN
General Assembly resolution on a moratorium on the'use of the death penalty in 2012.and

17° UN Human Rights Committee, Concluding observations on the initial report of Sierra Leone, 110th
session 10-28 March 2014, UN doc CCPR/C/SLE/CO/l, 17 April 2014, para18.
17‘ These figures do not include reports of public unlawful killings by Somali armed opposition groups
such as al—Shabab.
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2014. One more execution was recorded in the Jubaland region. Executions by the Somali
Federal Government are usually carried out by firing squad.

At least 11 death sentences were imposed in the semi-autonomous region of Puntland in

northern Somalia, and at least 10 in the self—declared Republic of Somaliland.

No executions were recorded in South Sudan. While it is believed that death sentences were

imposed, numbers could not be confirmed.

At least 23 executions were recorded in Sudan and at least 14 death sentences were

imposed. At least 215 people were on death row at the end of the year, and at least four

people were exonerated in 2014.

.jiQn 23 JuneMariam Yehyalhrallirn was released from prison afteran appealcourt overturned tiersentence
5'

She’ had been sentenced todeathbyhanging fo‘rapostasy,and to flogging tor adulte‘ry Mariam Yeh’ya Ibrahim
.

, had been charged with adulteryIn 2013 allegedly afterrelatives reported herto the authorities fer her _ 1

fm‘arriageto aChristianma’n.Unde'rShari a law aspractisedIn Sudan. a Muslim woman isnotpérniitted to
"

marry a non—Muslim Inan,andany such marriage is considered adulterous Mariam YehyaibrahimWas
e

5detainedIIIFebruary 2014afterthecourt added the charge 0tapostasywhen she informedthe éouthat
liar mother had raisedhéras‘ ’an Orthod ox Christian. On “11May the court gave herthree days to renounce
h'er Christian faith or be sentenced to death an option that she rejected At thetime of her trialMariam ;
.EYehyalbrahirn

waseight months pregnant 0n27 May she gave birth to hersecond childInthe clinic of
' ‘

’Ltlniddr

manWorn‘eh's Prison. Her 20-month-old son
had been

detained withher
Thecase ofMariam Yehya

I

.

_mappealforherreleasegm; _ g .,, W
No'executions were'recorded in Swaziland. Amnesty International was unable to confirm any
death sentences.

According to government information no executionswere carried out in Tanzania; 91 people
were sentenced to death; six death sentences were commuted; an'd 59 people were
exonerated. As of 31 December, 410 people were underthe Sentence oi death, this included
eight foreign nationals (four Kenyans, two Burundians, one lvorian, and one lndian).

No executions were carried out in Uganda; one death sentence was imposed.

At least 13 death sentences were imposed in Zambia, all for murder. Among them were three
men sentenced to death by the Mansa High Court in November.172

According to government information no executions were carried out in Zimbabwe in 2014.
Ten death sentences were imposed; 95 people were on death row; four people had their
death sentences commuted to life imprisonment; and one person was exonerated. At the end
of the year. one .foreign national — a Mozambican — was on death row.

‘72 "Three sentenced to death by hanging", Lusaka Voice, 28 November 2014,
http://lusakavoice.com/2014/1 1/28/three—sentenced-to-death-by-hanging/ (accessed on 13 February
2015).
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ANNEX l: DEATH SENTENCES AND

'E‘XECUTIUNS IN 2014*

This report only covers the judicial use of the death penalty. The figures presented are those that
can safely be drawn from Amnesty lnternational's research, although the true figures for some
countries are significantly higher. Some states intentionally conceal death penalty proceedings;
others do not keep or make available data on the numbers of death sentences and executions.

Where “+" appears after a figure next to the name of a country — for instance, Yemen (22+) — it

means that Amnesty International confirmed 22 incidents but has reason to believe that the true

number is greater. Therefore 22+ means at least 22. Where “+" appears after a country name

without a figure — for instance, death sentences in South Sudan (+) — it means that there were

executions or death sentences (more than one) in that country but insufficient information to

provide a credible minimum figure. When calculating global and regional totals. "+" has been

counted as 2, including for China.
"

REPORTED EXECUTIONS IN 2014

China +

lran 289+

Saudi Arabia 90+

lraq 61+

USA 35

Sudan 23+

Yemen 22+

Egypt 15+

Somalia 14+

Jordan ll

Equatorial Guinea 9

index: ACT 50/00 1/201 5

Pakistan 7

Afghanistan 6

Taiwan 5

Belarus 3+

Viet Nam

Japan 3

Malaysia

Palestine

3i

2+

(State of) (in Gaza) 2+

Singapore 2

United Arab Emirates 1

North Ko

HOP-000873

rea +
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REPORTED DEATH SENTENCES IN 2014

China +

Nigeria 659

Egypt 509+

Pakistan 231

Bangladesh 142+

Tanzania 91

iran 81+

USA 72+

Viet Nam 72+

India 64+

Sri Lanka 61+

Thailand 55+

Somalia 52+ (31+ by the
SOmaIi Federal

Government; 11+ in

Puntland; 10+ in

Somaliland)

Saudi Arabia 44+

Iraq 38+

Malaysia 38+

Kenya 26+

Yemen 26+

Amnesty International April 2015

United Arab Emirates 25

Algeria 16+

Democratic Republic of

the Congo 14+

Sudan 14+

Zambia 13+

Afghanistan 12+

Lebanon 11+

Zimbabwe 10

Ghana 9

Morocco/Western
Sahara 9

Kuwait 7

Mali 6+

Indonesia 6

Bahrain 5

Jordan 5

Palestine (State of)
(Gaza) 4+

Congo (Republic of) 3+

Mauritania 3

Sierra Leone 3

Singapore 3

Qatar 2+

Trinidad and Tobago 2+

Tunisia 2+

Barbados 2

Japan 2

Maldives 2

Gambia 1+

Lesotho 1+

Libya 1+

Myanmar 1+

Botswana 1

Guyana 1

South Korea 1

Taiwan 1

Uganda 1

North Korea +

South Sudan +
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ANNEX ll: ABDLITIONIST AND

‘RETENT’IUNIST“CUUNTRIES“‘ “‘ “‘ “ ”

AS 0F 31 DECEMBER 2014

More than two-thirds of the countries in the world have now abolished tho death penalty in law or

practice. As of 31 December 2014 the numbers were as follows:

Abolitionist for all crimes: 98

Abolitionist for ordinary crimes only: 7

Abolitionist in practice: 35

Total abolitionist in law or practice: 140

Retentionist: 58

The following are lists of countries in the four categories: abolitionist for all crimes, abolitionist for
ordinary crimes only, abolitionist in practice and retentionist.

1. ABOLlTIONlST FOR ALL CRIMES

Countries whose laws do not provide for the death penalty for any crime:

Albania, Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bhutan,
Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Burundi, Cambodia, Canada, Cabo Verde, Colombia,
Cook Islands, Costa Rica, Gate d’lvoire, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Djibouti,
Dominican Republic, Ecuador, Estonia, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece,
Guinea-Bissau, Halli, Holy See, Honduras, Hungary, lceland, Ireland, Italy, Kiribati, Kyrgyzstan,
Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mauritius,
Mexico, Micronesia, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Mozambique, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Niue, Norway, Palau, Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal,
Romania, Rwanda, Samoa, San Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Senegal, Serbia (including
Kosovo). Seychelles, Slovakia, Slovenia, Solomon Islands, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Timor-Leste, Togo, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Ukraine, UK, Uruguay, Uzbekistan,
Vanuatu, Venezuela.
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2. ABOLITIONIST FOR ORDINARY CRIMES ONLY

Countries whose laws provide for the death penalty only for exceptional crimes such as crimes
under military law or crimes committed in exceptional circumstances:

Brazil, Chile, El Salvador. Fiji, Israel, Kazakhstan, Peru.

3. ABOLITIONIST IN PRACTICE

Countries which retain the death penalty for ordinary crimes such as murder but can be considered
abolitionist in practice in that they have not executed anyone during the last 10 years and are
believed to have a policy 0r established practice of not carrying out executions:

Algeria, Benin, Brunei Darussalam, Burkina Faso, Cameroon, Central African Republic, Congo
(Republic of), Eritrea, Ghana, Grenada, Kenya, Laos, Liberia, Madagascar, Malawi, Maldives, Mali,
Mauritania, Mongolia, Morocco, Myanmar, Nauru, Niger, Papua New Guinea, Russian
Federation,‘73 Sierra Leone, South Korea, Sri Lanka, Suriname, Swaziland, Tajikistan, Tanzania,
Tonga, Tunisia, Zambia.

4. RETENTIONIST

Countries that retain the death penalty for ordinary crimes:

Afghanistan, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Bahrain, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belarus, Belize,
Botswana, Chad, China, Comoros, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Cuba, Dominica, Egypt.
Equatorial Guinea, Ethiopia, Gambia, Guatemala, Guinea, Guyana, lndia, Indonesia, lran, Iraq,
Jamaica, Japan, Jordan, Kuwait, Lebanon, Lesotho, Libya, Malaysia, Nigeria, North Korea, Oman,
Pakistan, Palestine (State of), Qatar, Saint Kitts and Nevis, Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and the
Grenadines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Somalia, South Sudan, Sudan, Syria, Taiwan, Thailand,
Trinidad and Tobago, ,Uganda, United Arab Emirates, USA, Viet Nam, Yemen, Zimbabwe.

‘73 The Russian Federation introduced a moratorium on executions in August 1996. However, executions
were carried out between 1996 and 1999 in the Chechen Republic.
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ANNEX III: RATIHCATIUN IF
"INTE‘RNAT!DNAI.‘"“‘TREATIES"

‘ ‘ “ ‘

AS 0F 31 DECEMIER 2014

ll

The community of nati'ons has adopted four international treaties providing for the abolition of the
death penalty. One is of worldwide scope; the other three are regional.

Below are short descriptions of the four treaties, lists of states parties and of countries which have

signed but not ratified the treaties. as of 31 December 2014. (States may become parties to
international treaties either by acceding to them or by ratifying them. Signature indicates an

intention to become a party at a later date through ratification. States are bound under
international law to respect the provisions of treaties to which they are parties, and to do nothing
to defeat the object and purpose of treaties which they have signed.)

SECOND OPTIONAL PROTOCOL TO THE INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON CIVIL AND POLITICAL
RIGHTS

The Second Optional Protocol to the international Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, aiming at
the abolition of the death penalty, adopted by the UN General Assembly in 1989, is of worldwide

scope; lt provides for‘the total abolition of the death penalty but allows states parties to retain the
death penalty in time of war if they make a reservation to that effect at the time of ratifying or

acceding to the Protocol. Any state which is a party to the International Covenant on Civil and
Political Rightscan become a party to the Protocol.

States parties: Albania, Andorra. Argentina. Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Benin, Bolivia,
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Canada, Cabo Verde, Chile, Colombia, Costa Rica,
Croatia, CyprUs, Czech Republic, Denmark, Djibouti, Ecuador, El Salvador, Estonia, Finland,
France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guinea-Bissau, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland,

Italy, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia, Liberia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta,
Mexico, Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Montenegro, Mozambique, Namibia, Nepal, Netherlands,
New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania,
Rwanda, San Marino, Serbia, Seychelles, Slovakia, Slovenia, South Africa, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, Timor—Leste, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Ukraine, UK, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, Venezuela
(total: 81)

Signed but not ratified: Angola, Madagascar, Sao Tome and Principe (total: 3)

*3
?
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PROTOCOL TO THE AMERICAN CONVENTION 0N HUMAN RIGHTS ON THE ABOLlTlON OF THE
DEATH PENALTY

The Protocol to the American Convention on Human Rights to Abolish the Death Penalty, adopted
by the General Assembly of the Organization of American States in 1990, provides for the total
abolition of the death penalty but allows states parties to retain the death penalty in wartime if

they make a reservation to that effect at the time of ratifying or acceding to the Protocol. Any state
party to the American Convention on Human Rights can become a party to the Protocol.

States parties: Argentina, Brazil, Chile, Costa Rica, Dominican Republic, Ecuador. Honduras,
Mexico, Nicaragua, Panama, Paraguay, Uruguay, Venezuela (total: 13)

PROTOCOL NO. 6 T0 THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION ON HUMAN RIGHTS

Protocol No. 6 to the (European) Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental
Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights) concerning the abolition of the death penalty,
adopted by the Council of Europe in 1982, provides for the abolition of the death penalty in

peacetime; states parties may retain the death penalty for crimes “in time of war or of imminent
threat of war". Any state party to the European Convention on Human Rights can become a party
to the Protocol.

States parties: Albania, Andorra, Armenia, Austria, Azerbaijan, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark. Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany,
Greece, Hungary, lceland, Ireland, ltaly, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia,
Malta, Moldova, Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, ,San
Marino, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, UK (total: 46)

Signed but not ratified: Russian Federation (total: l)

PROTOCOL NO. 13 TO THE EUROPEAN CONVENTION 0N HUMAN RIGHTS

Protocol No. 13 to the (European) Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and
Fundamental Freedoms (European Convention on Human Rights) concerning the abolition of the
death penalty in all circumstances, adopted by the Council of Europe in 2002, provides for the

abolition of the death penalty in all circumstances, including time of war or of imminent threat of
war. Any state party to the European Convention on Human Rights can become a party to the
Protocol.

States parties: Albania, Andorra, Austria, Belgium, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia,
Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Estonia, Finland, France, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Hungary,
lceland, Ireland, ltaly, Latvia, Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Malta, Moldova,
Monaco, Montenegro, Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Portugal, Romania, San Marino, Serbia,
Slovakia, Slovenia, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, Turkey, Ukraine, UK (total: 44)

Signed but not ratified: Armenia (total: 1)
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ANNEX IV: VOTING RESULTS 0F UN

”'“GENE”RAL”ASSEM

ADOPTED UN 18 IECEMBER 2014
Co-sponsors of UN General Assembly resolution 69/186, adopted on 18 December 2014

Albania, Algeria. Andorra. Angola. Argentina, Armenia, Australia. Austria, Belgium, Benin, Bolivia, Bosnia and

Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burundi, Cambodia, Cabo Verde, Chile. Colombia, Congo (Republic of),'Costa
Rica. Céte d’lvoire, Ecuador, El Salvador, Estonia, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece,

Guinea-Bissau, Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, lreland, Israel, llaly, Kyrgyzslan, Lalvia, Lieulilenslein,
Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Madagascar, Malia, Marshall islands, Mexico, Micronesia, Moldova,

Mona'co, Mongolia, Montenegro, Mozambique, Netherlands, New Zealand, Nicaragua, Norway, Palau,
Panama, Paraguay, Philippines, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russian Federation, Rwanda, Samoa, San

Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Serbia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Slovakia, Slovenia, Somalia, Spain,
Sweden, Switzerland, Timor-Leste, Togo, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Ukraine, UK, Uruguay, Vanuatu,
Venezuela (total: 95)

Votes in favour - Albania, Algeria, Andorra, Angola, Argentina, Armenia, Australia, Austria, Azerbaijan,
Belgium, Benin, Bhutan, Bolivia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Brazil, Bulgaria, Burkina Faso, Burundi, .Cambodia,
Canada, Cabo Verde, Central African Republic, Chad, Chile, Colombia, Congo (Republic of), Costa Rica, Cte

d'lvoire, Croatia, Cyprus, Czech Republic, Denmark, Dominican Republic, Ecuador, El Salvador, Equatorial
Guinea, Eritrea, Estonia, Fiji, Finland, France, Gabon, Georgia, Germany, Greece, Guatemala, Guinea-Bissau,
Haiti, Honduras, Hungary, Iceland, Ireland, israel, Italy, Kazakhstan, Kiribati, Kyrgyzstan, Latvia,
Liechtenstein, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Macedonia, Madagascar, Mall, Malta, Marshall Islands, Mexico,
Micronesia, Moldova, Monaco, Mongolia, Montenegro, Mozambique, Nepal, Netherlands, New Zealand,
Nicaragua, Niger, Norway, Palau, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Phi‘iippines, Poland, Portugai, Romania, Russian

Federation, Rwanda, Samoa, San Marino, Sao Tome and Principe, Serbia, Seychelles, Sierra Leone, Slovakia,
Slovenia, Somalia, South Africa, South Sudan, Spain, Suriname, Sweden, Switzerland, Tajikistan, Timor-

Leste, Togo, Tunisia, Turkey, Turkmenistan, Tuvalu, Ukraine, UK, Uruguay, Uzbekistan, VanuatuPVenezuela
(total: 117)

Votes against —Afghanistan, Antigua and Barbuda, Bahamas, Bangladesh, Barbados, Belize, Botswana,
Brunei Darussalam, China, Dominica, Egypt, Ethiopia, Grenada, Guyana, lndia, lran, Iraq, Jamaica, Japan,
Kuwait, Libya, Malaysia, North Korea, Oman, Pakistan, Papua New Guinea, Qatar, Saint Kitts and Nevis,
Saint Lucia, Saint Vincent and Grenadines, Saudi Arabia, Singapore, Sudan, Syria, Trinidad and Tobago,
USA, Yemen, Zimbabwe (total: 38) 174

Abstentions - Bahrain, Belarus, Cameroon, Comoros, Cuba, Democratic Republic of the Congo, Djibouti,
Gambia, Ghana, Guinea, lndonesia, Jordan, Kenya, Laos, Lebanon, Liberia, Malawi, Maldives, Mauritania,
Morocco/Western Sahara, Myanmar, Namibia, Nigeria, Senegal, Solomon islands, South Korea, Sri Lanka,
Tanzania, Thailand, Tonga, Uganda, United Arab Emirates, Viet Nam, Zambia (total: 34)

Not present - Lesotho, Mauritius, Nauru, Swaziland (total: 4)

”4 The USA voted against the resolution but its vote was not captured in the official voting sheet.
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Amnesty International recorded fewen executions globally in 2014,
compared to 2013 — a year in which the organization recorded a spike
in executions. ln 2014, executions were recorded in 22 countries, the
same number of countries as in 2013. Although this number remained
constant, some countries resumed executions while others — which had

exequtesi in 2913: slid not carry 9Utwes>secuti90§in 201.4,:

In the Middle East and North Africa, the resumption of executions in

Egypt, Jordan and the United Arab Emirates led to an increase in the
number "of executing countries in the region in 2014. In Europe and
Central Asia, Belarus resumed executions after two execution-free years.
Belarus remains the only country in the region to use the death penalty.

Although the USA remained the only country in the Americas to impose
"“de'athisentéricésiah‘d carry otit"e'3'<ecUtions, humbers for both“d‘e"clinedw

‘ " ” ” ”

in 2014. Seven US states carried out executions, two fewer than the
previous year. The state of Washington imposed an official moratorium
on executions in February 2014.

The overall number of executions recorded in Asia-Pacific decreased
slightly, despite resumptions in Pakistan and Singapore. In sub—Saharan
"Africa, executions wererecorded in"three“countries;'two tewerthan
in 2013.

This report analyzes some of the key elements in the worldwide application
of the death penalty in 2014.

Amnesty International opposes the death penalty in all cases without
exception, regardless of the nature or the circumstances of the crime;
guilt, innocence or other characteristics of the individual; or the method
used by the state to carry out the execution.

April 2015
Index: ACT 50/001/2015
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EXHIBIT 44

Juror Questionnaire for Richelle Nice
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PLEASENOTE THAT TIERE IS A BLANK PAGE AT THE END OF THIS
QUESTIONNAIRE THATWILL GIVE YOU ROOM TO FULLY ANSWER ALL
QUESTIONS ASKED BELOW. PLEASE RECALL THAT IF YOU REQUEST
CONFIDENTIALITY AS TO ANY ANSWER, YOUMUST SO INDICATE.

.10.

Juror Nmber: 0@7gb
Gender;

__
Male $_ Female

with
I

Place ofbirth. §WH@T& ear

Where did you grow up (City, State, Cquntry)? E0;Sj‘ Paco A“m
I
84 -

Race or ethnic background you most'identify with: (Check one)

African American Native American
Caucasian . Asian (specify: },
Pacic Islander Hispanic (specify: I

Other (specify:
'

)

Where were your parents born? (City, State, Country)Father:

Mother: .0

If they were not born in the United States, when did they come to this country?

Mother: Father:

Do you have a e 'gious preference?
' YES NO -

Ifyes, please n me
Are you active?

Would your religious or philosophical beliefs interferewith your ability to serve as a

juror in this case?
YES 'No

Ifyes, please e plain:

HCP-o-oo883
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11. In terms of your religious beliefs, do you think of yourself as:
'

Very religious Somewhat religious
Moderately religious Not very religious

'

Not religious at all

RESIDENCE

12. How long have you lived in San Mateo County? b’i In Californiaé
Mia

l (g

13. What is your current area (i.e. city) of residence?
I

»

~ - ee %to Ally
14. How long you have you lived at your current residence? S,

g/fzz
r S

15. Do you: own

719mm
- neither (Check one)

FAMILY

16. Marital Status:

,- Single Married
Separated Divorced
Widowed % Living with signicant other

How many times have you been married? 6/
How many times have you been divorced? “6/

l7. Ifmarried, how long have you been married?
,If living with a signicant other, how long have you lived with this person?

Syur S

'18. Ifmarried or living with another erson, what is your spouse’s or signicant other’sv
job or occupation? may I 0(Jf\6r'

a) Job Description m C(L\ (DUI/“QM

b) Educations Background
‘47?th

Scwl
4
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19. If he or she is retired or unemployed, what was his 0r_her occupation before retiring
or being unemployed?

' '

20. If previously married, what was your former spouse’s occupation:

21. Do you have children?

Yes, and at least one-lives at home
Yes, but none live at home
No

22. ' Please list the age, sex, occupation (or area of study), and marital status of each of
your children or stepchildren: ~

Age Male/Female Occupation (or area of study) Marital Status
[é Male; Hi AM Sobwo \
LL mA‘: a Vade SWO?
1/. mace U ' ‘

23. Have you or any relative or close friend ever lost a child? (Miscarriage, accident,
crime, etc.)

YES NO

24‘. ”What
are/wereiyourp

rents’occupations? mH’ke/r -’ DMZ COU‘nSaty/

®G&—’\%6€e Ara/0A -Ma«(mor\ U

25. If anyone else is living in your home, what is their relationship to you, age and

occupation?

m¥
mW

I
(p I

26.
'

Do you have a y opinions about people involved in extramarital affairs?
YES NO

Ifyes, please e Iain

HCP—oo0885-
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EDUCATION

27. What is your highest level of education completed?
__

Less Than High Sch 001 _ Tech School Degree
Some High School

'

College Degree
___ High School Degree __

Some Graduate School
Some College or Tech School

____
Post—Graduate Degree

Please list all degrees, certicates, licenses, and major areas of study, telling when
and from what institution W {ll/bk Aisj' 17) ll}

28. ‘Have you ever studied or received training in medicine, psychology, psychiatry,
social work, sociology, or counseling? .

YES g NO

If yes, please explain

29. Do you have any friends who are physicians, psychiatrists or psychologists?
_YES NO

30. If yes, do you discuss theirworkwith them? YES NO

31. Have you received any training in law, law enforcement or criminology?
YES p NO

Ifyes, please explain.

. 32. . Have you ever had any training, education or jobs or have you ever done any
volunteer work in any of the following areas? (Check each one that applies to you.)

Akin/Finance __
Correctional/Jail/Prison _Counseling

Aug/alcohol __
Firearms/Guns .

t
_Forensic

.

'

Science -

_ Genetics/DNA
___ Handwriting analysis __Investigations

'

__
J tice systems/courts __ Laboratory

' __Law
g4 Medicine/nursing __

Local/state government __Police procedures
Mental Health

___
Pathology __Law enforcement

___ Psychology ___
Science or biology ___ Security

__Telecommnnications __
TV/radio

y 4 _____
Statistics

__Victims of crimes

IfYES to any of these, please
explain:

E DOG/k a‘i’ g‘ml’lwmg Md? Una 0 Vl
. A- _ .
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_33. Are you related to or close friends with anyone who works or has special training in
any 0f the following areas? Check each on that applies to them.

/ Banking/Finance __
Correconal/Jail/Prison ”Counseling

Drugs/alcohol ____
Firearms/Guns __Forensic

'

.
Scien ce

_____
Genetics/DNA

_____ Handwring analysis ‘____Investigations _

__ Justice systems/courts ___ Laboratory ____Law r
,1 {medicine/nursing ___

Local/state government _'___Police procedures
‘

___
Mental Health __ Pathology ___Law enforcement

__ Psychology ____
Science or biology __'__ Security

___Telecommunications __
TV/radio

h
__

Statistics
___Victims of crimes

' f
IfYES to any of these, please explain: M la.0W l ”b a J—NAZMMMine W

34. D0 you have further education plans for the future? S NO
IfYES, please explain: C761- Md

“0%‘m6-
[AW

EMPLOYMENT

35. What is your present job or occupation? r) LWlW r

hull Time Part Time
Unemployed

‘ Disabled
Retired Homemaker
Student

Ifyou are retired, what was your last job or occupation?

If you are currently unemployed, what is your customary work?

36. By whom are/were you last employed? 6&3Hp)» $fw€ &@&+ W lOI/l

Length .of employment:
' \ \/W.

-

/(JLWMYIH‘Q\
7 ' /

37.
.What

are
we? your

dut sand responsibilities? lam
\A\ Eff’p

l 13144,.
db l u
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.

3‘ 330'?

38. H0“; long Have yqu worked at your present employment or last employment? Z
y'/

39. Do/did you supervise others? YES é) NO

If so, how many?

40. How do/did you feel abodt- supervising others? NQ MIR/R4. ,
I

. .

I,u
41. Do/did you make policy decisions? YES

\r

NO
I

Ifyes, how do you feel about this respbnsihility?

42. Do/did You have authority to hire and re employees? YES
#NO

I

43.
~ Number of people who work for your employer:

Large business (employing over 250 people)
Medium-sized business (employing 50—249 people)

“Small business (employing fewer than 50
people)UFederal Government

State Gcwernmeut
Local Goverument

l

44. Have you ever considered or pmsued a. career in law enforcement?
YES ______NO

Ifyes, please xplain:LOXDAA T \AXLS \MlWM MEI/Way ft)
bf Q law AC look. é dx+r22m5lkfm9a amaomn

(”J/mus»

PERSONAL

45. Do you have a bumper sticker on your ear? YES
%NOHyes, please describe:

'

\

'

46. In terms ofyour political outlook, do you usually think ofyourself as.
very conservative

'
' somewhat liberal

somewhat conservative . . very liberal
middle of road

8
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.~ 47.

4's.

.49.

50.

51.

52.

53.

What
would

you

wafer-in
as
y/Er

hobbies‘%1 aided/MA 329%;ko
A)
"h Me.

LDH’M Mm!1U 3
Have y'ou ever or do you currently parficipate in any of the following recreational
activities? (Check each one that applies to you.)

a) Hiking '___ YES, currently ____YES, past XNO
b) Golf ____ YES, currently __YES, past
c) Fishing (Ocean)

'

_YES,'currently ___YES, 'past iNO
d) Fishing (Freshwater) ___YES, currently ”YES, past NO
e) Boating ._YES, currently ___YES, past NO

Ifyes to any of the above, please describe your involvement in the activity/ms:

Do youhave any knowledge of boats? . YES g N0
IfYES,.please describe your experience with boa s:

Do you currently own a gun? _
YES >4 NO

IfYES, forWhat reason (Le. hunting, protectijorr)?

To what clubs or organizations do you belong? U0&0

.
.

.

Have you ever held a leadership position in these organization‘s?
'

Have you ever belonged to o1 attended a grief/loss counseling group or

organization?
I' YES - N0

IfYES, please describe:

HaVe you ever been involved1n a lawsnit (othe1 than diVOrce p1oceedings)?
__YEs

‘}D_No
.

HCP-000889
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'
54b.

55.

56.

57.

. 58.

59a.

59c.

If yés,were y‘dui The plaintiff . The'defendant . Both ‘ -

Ple'ase explain:

- What is your-main source of neivs? (Check only one)

Television ' “Radio
“Newspapers ‘

"
”Internet

____Fl‘iends
I

'
I :I D0 NOT FOLLOW TEENEWS

What kind of bbol do you _regulafly read?‘ ND“ mm! w!
I

Ifyou read magazines, which ones do you prefer to read? (Check each one that
' ‘

applies to you .)

_ Architectural Digest __
Car & Driver

’
, ____

Business Week
_____

Consumer Reports
_/Cosmopolitan -Field & Stream

___
Forbes

__
Ladies Home Journal

_____
National Enquirer ____

Newsweek
___ People __ PopularMechanics
____

Reader’s Digest Sports Illustrated
Martha Stewart _-__ U.S. News and-World Reports
GolfDigest GolfMagazine
American ‘Angler _ California Game & Fish
Good Housekeeping ”Money Magazine
Others (Please List Ha—

'

jimhljdH
W *06k10.

MQCA)
w

What television and radio programs do you view or listen to on a regular basis?
Gin CLmMi 2-

.. Doyou useaeomputer?
1Q

YES
‘

NO

- .595. How often do you access the Internet?
_____Multip1e times a day
____Once or twice a day
“Once or twice a weelc'

___‘_Monthly -
'

I only use the Internet for e-mail
do NOT use

the
Internet

Ifyouaccess the Internet,
whatweb sites do you typically visit?

.

10
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5603.
I

61h.

62a.

62b.

62c.

59d- Do you log-bu t6 internet chat rooms?
-

YES #NO
I

EYES,what‘ To'pics? .

' ‘

How often' do you read a newspaper?

”Daily.
____Sever'al times a week

S'éldom or liever
______Only on Sundays

Which section of'the newspaper do you typically read rst?

“Front Section Sports Section
“Calendar/Events Section Business Section

Other

How often, if at all, do you tune in to cablenews programs on TV?
___Daily
”Seven! times a week
__

Seldom
'

_7_f,
Never

Have you seen any movies in the last six (6) months depicting the law or legal
system, excluding this case?

YES N0

If yes, please list:

Do you, or anyone. in your household, watch such television shows as Larry King,
Greta Van Susteren, or Geraldo Rivera? .

‘Yes (sem' - Yes(other) . Yes (both)
7 No

If yes, about how often? Daily
Several times a week
A few times a menth
A few times a year

,—._
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'

63. Do you currény or hvb you in the past owned any pets? '.

Yes, currently
___Yes,.in the past _

.

”No .

'

f
Ifyes, please note wha'j: kind ofpet: CQ‘JS' f D036

M I LITARY

64. Were you ever in the military?
' MYES'

I

NO
Ifyes, answer the following. If no skip to question #62 Pr

~ a. What branch?
, b. Date of service?
c. "Rate or rank? '

d. Where were you stationed?
e. Character of discharge (honorable, general, etc)?
f. Reasfm for discharge?
g. Reason for discharge?

65. Were yon ever- involved1n any way with military law enforcem ent, non-judicial
punishment, courts martial, or administrative boards or hearings?
___.YES ¥ N0

66. Were you ever in combat? YES jg2
NO

IfYES, whenand where were you in comb t?

LAW ENFORCEMENT AND JUDICIAL CONTACTS

67a. Have you, any friends or relatives ever been involved in law enforcement (for‘

example, F.B1.,DE.A., Sheriff’s Department, County Prosecutor’s Ofce, .

California State Police, Attorney General’s Ofce, Unit fates Attorneys Ofce).
or been employed by any such agency? __YES

EéNO. If yes, please explain. \-

12
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312.
'

67b. Have you, anyofyourfamily members or clpse.friendsever been .emplbyed by or
volunteeredn1anyaspectQ criminal-defense work, includingahy...Public Defender’s

,uelatedsupportor.advocacygrouphavingio—dowith...
the rights of.people chargedwith crimes?

m YES ‘NQ

If yes, who (relationship to you):l‘
Ifyes, please explain:

57c. Have you, a familymember or close friendever belonged to, donated money to,"
signed a petition for, or otherwise supported an advocacy group(s) for people
accused of crimes or people who are in prison? _

AZEFNO‘
If'yes; who (relationship to you):
Which group(s)?

'

I

68. Have you, any relatives, or friends'ever been arrested, charged xvith a criniina‘l
‘ offense (other than minor trafc violations), or convicted of a crime?

YES ____N0'

If so, explain who,when, the chaiges and the outcome. (g! 'UUtrS 'I (A

(3%
mm» ? 113m

0Q!
69. Il'you answered yes to the previous question, please explain how you feel about the -

way‘each matterwas handled by the pblice, prosecution, defense attorney, court,
probation department a d others-involved inthe law- enforcement and judicial

'

systems: .VM D {gag/iimi
1 4s; ”Horus Tina

rmness
-

. U i

70. Are you personally acquainted with any judges, prosecuting attorneys, or criminal
defen'seattorneys? MYES NO

Ifyes, please give the name and positibn of the person(s), how you came
to

know
them, and the extent ofyour relationship with them:

7'1. Are you a member of a Neighborhood Watch, M.A.D1)., or any other program
devoted to crime pievention or victims’ rights? “YES >1 NO '

If yes, please explain.

13
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72.

73.’

74.

75.

76.

77.

How di you fed aboutWhat happened?

‘ Ifyes, how do you feel about theway the police hindled the case?

Please' explain:

Have you ever participated'1n a trial as a party, witness, or interested observer? '

___YES NO
Ifyes, please xaplin:

hat"1s your attitude, in general, toward law enforcement ofcers?
m3?

iQ1 IDHim. (Few
'Have you, or any member ofyour family, or, close friends; ever been' the VICTIM or
WI'INESS to any crime? YES,

>42NOIf yes, please explain. ‘

Ifyou 'answered yes to the previous question, was the crime reported to the police?
____YES I

’”NO

CRIMINAL JUSTICE SYSTEM

Do you have any, for whatever reason, negative feelings toward any law
enforcement or prosecution agency including but not limited to San Mateoor
Stanislaus Coun ? .

YES N0 ' '

If yes, please n me the agency and explain Why you feel this
way:

Do you have any feelings/opinions about the effectiveness of law enforcement1n
California?

YES NO

Please explain: ij
‘

Would your attitudes on our criminal justice system inuence you to favor the
prosecution or t e defense before hearing all of the evidence?

__.YE.S Ale

14
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‘ 79.

80.

81.

82.

83.

If selected as a juror in this case, will you be able to follow the Court’s instruction
tha a defendant arrested for any offense is presumed innocent?

YES NO

If selected as a juror in this , will ou be able to follow the ort instruction
that such a defendant is innocent untilthe State proves guilt beyond a reasonable
dou t?

'

f
YES NO

Police ofcers are more likely to tell the truth than other witnesses.
'

A Strongly Agree .
- ~ - e Slightly Disagree

- Agree Disagree
Slightly Agree

'

Strongly Disagree

The police are too quick to arrest a suspect in cases where there is a signicant
amount of publicity or pressure to nd a perpetrator?

Strongly agree Somewhat disagree
'

Somewhat agree Q Strongly disagree

How much confidence do you have in the following types of evidence? f
A lot Some Not much

~

Undecided
V

Eyewitness testimony >é
'

DNA §
'

____'
Forensic evidence

I ___ ____ ____ __ (4

Chemical residue /Z .__ __

Fibers
Hairs ¥ ‘

Fingerprints )2 _..._‘
Circumstantial evidence

I

5:
_.

;
r

Documentary evidence '=

__ ____

a,

Originals ._ ___

Photocopies
I

Expert witness testimony E -

Photographs 4 _

If you checked “Some” or “Notmuch,” please explain'why: S. UOOA§ MeoQ R

4MP 35a bate/w a w cn‘x.

f

1 5
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JURY SERVICE-

84. Have you ever served on a jury or a grand jury? YES
gNO

85. Ifyou have served on a jury before, please answer the following: .

Criminal
‘

Charge Were you W'as verdict
Year or Civil or Issue Foreperson

t

reached Y/N

86. How did your jury service aect your opinions about the jury system?

87. Do you know or recognize the defendant, Scott Peterson, the prosecutors, the
de euse attorneys, the judge or any other court personnel involved iu this case?

YES NO
' ’ '“ '7

Ifyes, please explain. Nd“ DOM) {085 Y‘CT

MISCELLANEOUS

‘ 88. There are two types of evidence: direct evidence and circumstantial evidence. Do
you have any attitudes or beliefs that would prevent you from relying o_n
circumstantial evidence in a murder case?

YES ‘

O

89. The judge will instruct you that both direct and circumstantial evidence are entitled
to equalweight. Will you follow the court’s instruction1n that regard?

¥YES _No

PUBLICITY

90. Do you know, or have you read, seen, or heard anything about this case?
~

‘

T‘
YES NO

16‘
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91.

92.

Please explain:
.

93.

94.

95.

96.

97a.

"Please explain.

Ifyes, what have you read, seen or heard abo‘ut this case? jut-9r 06d. b4 836‘s,
w{(i‘k it 9

.._ ‘

Ifyes, when did you rst hear, see or read an thin about this case? :2 lg dig?“171/ um: bun/n)”. abw+ W
M45333UV

Ifyes, pleaSe indicate where you have heard something about this case: I

TV: -
- - Whichstations: AH

Radio News:
I

Which stations:
Radio Talk Shows: Which ones:

Newspaper: Which ones:
12.34

0&4 l%v
Magazines: Which ones: .

Internet Chat Rooms: Which ones:
Conversations with others: Who:
Other:

U
Who:

l

If you have been exposed to pre-trial publicity about this case, it would be natural to -

'
Iform some opinions about what you have hea . Have you formed any preliminary
opinions about this case? ZYES . NO '

Ifyou answered yes to the previous questio' s, please explain what they are.

Have you formed or expre8sed any'opinions about the guilt or innocence of the
defendant, Scott Peterson?

~

YES, guilt YES, innocence ‘ Not enough information to decide
Please explain:

a :Has anyone expressed any opinion as to his guilt or innocence to you?w
% YES, guilt

VPYESJnnocen‘ce
v

N0

The jurors that sit on this case will be instructed that they must base their decision
entirely on the evidence produced in court,m from any outside source or pre-
existing opinion or attitudes. Can you do that, despite what you have read, heard,
or seen about this case? ~

YES "' NO

17
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97b.

RV
,

98.

100.

101..

102.

103.

104.

‘

105.

106.

. avoid any news coverage about this case beginning today?

Do you think the news media always presents the story accurately?
YES

7Q
N0

Ifyou have already formed opinions about this case, can you set them aside and
base your decision entirely on the evidence presented in this courtroom, even if it

- conicts with what you have previously heard? YES ' NO

Despite anything you may have heard, read or seen about this case, can you stillbe
fair to the prosecution and the defense? Z” YES NO

If selected as a juror in this case, will you be able to follow t e ourt's instruction to
YES NO

Is there anything else that you feel the court should know about your qualications
‘

as a juror? YES /No
Ifyes, please explain.

Is there any reason you would not be a fair juror in this case?
YES NO

Ifyes, please explain.

a. Ifafter hearing all of the evidence in this case you are convinced beyond a
reasonable doubt that the defendant'is guilty of one or more of the counts of the
Inf mation, would you be able to return a verdict ofguilty on that count or counts?

S
‘ _NO

b. If after hearing all of the evidence in this case you are not convinced beyond a
reasonable doubt that the defendant is guilty of one or more of the counts ofthe
Information, would you be able to return a verdict ofnot guilty on that count or
counts?

YES NO

During the trial you may become aware that members of the defendant’s family
and/or members of the victim’s family will generally be present in the courtroom
during the proceedings. Will you be able to ignore their presence and

consider onlyt e evidence'1n determining the defendant’s"1nnocence or guilt?
YES. _____NO

Have you seen the movie “The Perfect Husbandi The Laci Peterson Story”?
YES NO

'

-

If so, how has it affected your views and/or opinions about the case, if at all?

18
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VIEWS ON TIE DEATH PENALTY AND THE PENALTY OF LIFE IN PRISON
WITHOUT THE POSSIBILITY OF PAROLE

The court is asking the following questions regarding your feelings about the death penalty
because one of the possible sentences for a person convicted of the charges the
prosecution has led is the death penalty. Therefore, the court must know whether
you could be fair to both the prosecution and the defense on the issue of punishment.
ifyou reach that issue. By asking these questions, the court is not suggesting that
you will ever need to decide this question because the court has no way of knowing

4

what the evidence in this casewill be, or whether or not you will nd the defendant
guilty of anything at all. In other words, the only way the issue of punishmentwill
be decided by the jury is if it should nd the defendant guilty beyond a reasonable
doubt ofrst degree murder of at least one count, and guilty of rst or second

'

degree murder on the other count, and the alleged special circumstance true beyond
a reasonable doubt.

' '

By asking about your views on penalty now, the court isMsuggesting that the jury
in this case will nd the defendant guilty.

_
A. Will asking questions concerning your views about the death penalty and the

penalty of life in prison without possibility of parolesuggest to you that the
- defendant must be guilty?

A10
' '

,

B. Do you understand that the only task jurors are asked to perform during the
rst phase of trial is .to judge guilt‘or innocence? \[d Q

l

Do you understand that if there is a penalty trial, the'only two possible sentences
will be the death penalty and life in prison without the possibility of parole?

I

107. What are your feelings regardi g the death penalty; )" WMOWF a.
I

doom» Wm. My? Some/‘24}m W+ bad 4w
amid. (AJR<’ W Pk ‘7’14 '7‘ l5 91‘:—

ydepLH. mg; fol a Rev-LI \i/I—w-t- gem-Pa“,
108. What are your feelings regarding life in prison without the possibility of parole?34w 0:3 45am. "VIZ" wIJABu-tr 4: eta/b7“ 0//

.15, W _

_

109. How would you rate your attitude towards the death penalty?
Strongly Oppose Weakly Support
Oppose upport
Weakly Oppose Strongly Support

19
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110.

111.

112.

113.

114.

115.

-~116

Would it be difcult for you to vote for the death penalty if the crime was the guilty
party’s rst offense?

YES NO epends on the Evidence

Briey describe any articl ,,book or news rograms that inuenced your feelings
about the death penalty: MIL)?

the death penalty? YES NO
Have you ever been involved in

mg,
such as circulating a petition, in support of

Ifyes, please explain: \

Have you ever been involved in an w , such as circulating a petition in opposition
to the death penalty? YES

wNO
Over the last ten years, have your views on the death penalty changed?
__YES NO

Ifyes, please e plain:

Do you have any moral, religious, or philosophical opposition to the death penalty
- so strong that you would be unable to impose the death penalty regardless of the
”facts? YES NO
Ifyes, please explain:

Do you have anymoral, religious, or philosophical-beliefs in favor of the death
penalty so strong that you would be unable to im_ o e life without possibility of
parole regardless of the facts?_ YES NO
Ifyes, pleas explain: r

I declare under penalty of perjury that the answers set forth on this Jury Questionnaire
are true and correct to the best ofmy knowledge, information, and belief.

‘

Executed on Thanh 9% 2/994 , 2004, in San Mateo County, California.

pKa7SCJ
‘

Prospective Juror Number
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DECLARATION UNDER PENALTY OF PERJURY

REGARDING REQUEST FOR HARDSHIP DISQUALIFICATION

~ T0: Judge Alfred A. Delucchi

JUROR ID NUMBER:

REQUEST FORHARDSHIP DISQUALIFICATION

*REASON:

21'
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v EXPLANATION SHEET .

- Ifyou feel that ii] the spaces provided, you were unable to sufciently answer any
particular question, pleaSe use this area to provide that information. That you very much
for your Cooperation.

-I certify, under penalty of perjury, that the foregoing is true and correct, and that I have
received no assistance from any other person in completing this questionnaire.

Executed in the County of San Mateo on
Date

JUROR 1]) and INITIALS
(Do NOTWrite your name)

23
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EXHIBIT 45

Richelle Nice v. Marcella Kinsey, San Mateo County
Superior Court Case No. 415040, led November 27, 2000



K.
)

CH-120
ATTORNEY OR PARTY WITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name. sfam cart-lumbar, andaddress;
ADDRESSWHERE YOU WANT MAIL SENT:

TELEPHONEN0;
ATTORNEY FOR (Name):

FAX NO.:

SUPERIOR COURT OF CALIFORNIA, COUNTY OF
5mEE'r Aoonsss:
MAIUNG ADDRESS:

CITY AND ZIP CODE:

BRANCH NAME:

pLAINTIFF: mmvwm
DEFENDANT; W gage/SR

FOR COURT USE ONLY

FILED
SAN MATEO COUNTY

ORDER TO:SHOW CALIgE (Harassment) CASE NUMBER:
'

and Temporary Restraining Order (CLETS)
' 415040

1. To detendant (name): [Ynwdm Icige
2. A court hearing has been set at the time and p e‘lndlcated below:

Date: \Z! \3 00 Time: qah Dept: [‘1 Room:

3. You have the right to attend the court hearing, with or without an attorhey, to give any legal reason why the orders
requested in the attachedpetition should not be granted. NOTICE: if you do hot attend the hearing, the courtmay grant
the requested orders without further notice to you. Restraining Orders may last up to

three _(3)jyear's. _

_THE COURT FINDS
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

4. a. The defendantis (name); Wrcwa Kj‘nW

'a

Sex: CI M _$ F Htsg-Wt; @Haircolor:§E—Eye color:MRace: g AgezagaDate oi birth:M7
b. The protected person(s) are (list names of allpersons, including yourself, il applicable, to be protected by this order):

-UNTIL THE TIME OF HEARING, IT IS ORDERED
5. The restrained person

a. shall not contact, molest, harass, attack, strike. threaten, sexually assault, batter. telephone, send any messages to,
follow stalk, destroy the personal property of disturb the peace of, keep under surveillance, or block movements'In public
places or thoroughfares.

b. shall stay at least (Specify): [M yards away from the following protected persons and places:
(The addresses of these places are optional and you do not have to provide them.)
(1)

(3)
(4)

'

(5)

Person seeking the order
(2) - The other plaintiffs listed in item 4b

Residence of person seeking the order
Place oi work of person seeking the order
The children's schoolor place of child care

(6) Other (specify):

Form Approved ior Opiionel Use
Judicial Council oi Caiiiomia
CH-tzo [Hem My 1. 2000]

(Temporary Restraining Order continued on reverse)
ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND

TEMPORARY aesrnAmING oaoen‘ (CLETS)
'

(Harassment)

HCP-000903

Code oi Civil Procedure.
§ 527.6: Penal Coda.

§ 273.6(3)



_ PLAINTlFH/varhe): Qua-Mile 0’83 cAsENuMeen:

DEFENDANT(~ame}-”maa
[Cu/356%;

6. E OTHER ORDERS (specify). I.

7. By the lose of business on. the date o! this order. a copy of this order and any proof of sen/ice shall be given to the law
_
enforcement agencies listed below as follows:
a. w plalntlff shall dellver.
b. E plaintiff's attomey shall deliver.
c. E the clerk of the court shalldeliver.
Wmg

p. 3a
halal/all

Q_

paémg‘LO
8. a. Application tor an order shortening time is granted and the lollowing documents shall be personally served on the

defendant no fewer than (specify number): ____.,____ days before the time set for hearing.
b. The following documents shall be personally served on defendant within five days from the date the THOis issued. or two

days before the hearing, whichever is earlier.
(1) Order to Show Cause (Harassment) and Temporary Restraining Order
(2) Petition for Injunction Prohibiting Harassment (form CH-t 00)
(3) Blank Response to Peflon for Injunction Prohibiting Harassment (form CH-1 10)
(4) Other (specify):

9. E Filing fees for the filing of this action are duly waived.

din/«v
This order ls effectlve whenmade It ls enforceable In all 50 states, the District of Columbia, all tribal lands, and all U.s. .

territories, a‘nd shall be enforced as if it were an order of that/udsdlction by any law enforcement agency that has received
the order, Is shown a copy of the order, or has verlfled its exiétence on the California Law Enforcement
Telecommunications System (CLETS). Ifproofofservice on the restrainedperson has not been received, and the
restrainedperson was notpresent at the court hearing, the law enforcement agency shall advise the restrained person of
the terms of the order and then shall enforce It. Violations of this restraining order are subject to federal and state criminal
penalties. By California state law, violation of this temporary restraining orderIs a misdemeanor, punishable by one year
in jail, a $1,000 fine, or both, ormay be punishable as a felony. Any person subject to a restrainingorde'nlsprohibited from
purchasing orattempting to purchase, receiving or attempting to receive, or othemlse obtaining afirearm. Such conduct
is subject to a $1.000 fine and Imprisonment. Ifa final order is entered against the restrainedperson after the hearing, even
if the restrainedperson did not attend, he or she may be prohibited from possessing, transporting, 'oraccepting, a firearm
under the 1994 amendments to the Gun Control Act, 18 U.S.c. § 922(g)(8). A violation ofvthis

prohibition
ls a separateoffense. ..I ti ili'v‘ int -"

.IuoidIAL/OFFICER

155’“ CLERK'S CERTIFICATE .I. .

I

l certify that the foregoing Order to Show Cause and Temporary Restraining Order (CLETS)Is a
true and correct copy of the original on file'In the court. I'

.-."I l I
'I- _I'I 'I {I '

.

' ‘i.r;""i':‘.3

Date:
I

Clerk. by , Deputy

°“"2°lR°V-Julvi~2°°°i ORDER TO SHOW CAUSE AND ' “9°m
TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER

(0%?)(Harassment)

HCP-ooogo4‘



‘ ..

CH-1 00
I MROF PARTY ORATTORNEY (and state barnumber”at” w mg counruse aNLY

A‘Das‘sswene You WANT MAIL slam:

-

KELEPAONE NUMBE.R (Optional):
F I L E D

ATTORNEY FOR (Name):
' SAN MATEO COUNW

SUPERIOR COURT 0F CALIFORNIA, COUNTY 0F San Mateo
smearmoms: 4 o o COUNTY CENTER . NOV 2 7' 2000
MAILINGwoness- REDWOOD CITY .

-

cmmuzwcons.CA 94063- 1655
BVCI

f 09w!
BRANCH NAME. - '

,

pLAINTIFF: DEF
,

"

DEFENDANT:
. CASE NUMBER:

PETITION FOR INJUNCTION PROHIBITING HARASSMENT 4150MD Appllcatlbn for Temporary Restralnln'g Order '

(THIS IS NOTAN ORDER)
Read the Instructions for Lawsuits to Prohibit Harassment (form CH-150) before completing this form.
1. PERSONS TO BE PROTECTED (List names and ages of all personslncludlng yourself, Ifapplicable, to be protected by this order

and their relationship to the party seeking the orders, all named parties must sign this petition) \ Wk A) ‘ca %u t)bim on ‘I
2. a. Defendantmame): WW?” 2 K3

i

E !

Sex:UM $F Ht.: _5___$Wt.t6m Hair color: bm E99 colon”Race gig Age- agate of birth. 0 zz
b. Defendant's residence address (ii known). c. Defendant's work address and name of business (ifknown) :

Z724 XMLM‘ ‘3"-6 QueAim. ca qqem
3. This action is filed in this county because

a. D defendant resides In this county.
b. a defendant has caused physical or emotional Injury to plaintiff ln thls county.
c. a other (specify):

4. Howls itthatyou know defendant(i.e., landlord/tenant, neighbor, etc.)? (Specify).
momma cs

Mae W-ESDMS Waglrl
5. Defendant has

a. threatened to commit acts of vldlence against plaintiff(s). (Specify'In item 19.)
b. committed acts of violence against plaintiff(s). (Specify In item 19.)
c. not threatened to commit and has not committed any acts of violence.

é?"Defendant has committed a series ofacts at
seriously§

lam], nno,armhareswipiaintitf. Specifyin
item 19.) onW?;mIe W

Wnmcgas w suan'tlai mo i n lditxvii?oa‘gtb
resndefengcmagge‘sébelgné

”‘(9 .Iagl%%6fen-
dent's conduct would have caused a reasonable person to suffer substantial emotional distress.

8. Defendant's continuing course of conduct-has been directed specically against plaintiff and ls knowing, willful, not constitutionally
protected, and.wlthout legitimate purpose. *9;

. (COMif‘IUEd 0n reverse) - Page one ct three

Judwqmwmzfdbmh PETITION FOR lNJUNCTlON PROHIBITING HARASSMENT ”
‘CoJeomIvIIProcedura. 55276

00W Januaryi. 1998] . .
Martin Dean'sEsrenUalFonnsTM ClVll

HCP—000905



PLAINTIFF (Name) :
_

CASEMumam

_ ‘ 415040
DEFENDANT (Name):

'

(THIS Is NOTAN ORDER) f"
PLAINTIFF(S) REQUEST THE COURT TO MAKE THE ORDERS INDICATED BY THE CHECK MARKS IN THE BOXES BELOW.
9. PERSONAL CONDUCT ORDERS To be ordered now and effectlve until tho hearing.

Restrained person must not contact molest, harass, attack. s rike. threaten, sexually assault, batter. telephone, send any
messages to, follow, stalk destroy any personal propeny, disturb the peace. keep under surveillance, or block movements in

public places or
thoroughfares.

10. . STAY-AWAYORDERS ’ To be ordered now and effective until the hearing
Defendant must stay at least (specify) : yar away from the following persons and places (the addresses ofthe
places are optional and you do not have to reveal them): -

a. Plaintiff D and the other named plaintiffs (names):

b}? Plaintl’s residence (address opt/anal):

a? Plaintiffs place of work (address optional):

d. D Plaintiff's children's school or place of child care (address optional):

e. D Other (spechy): __
. . V

(address optional): , .
'

11. Will granting of any of the stay-away orders in Item 10 interfere with defendant's access to defendant's residence or place of
employment? D Yes D No
(ifyes, explain) : -

12. D Plaintiff(s) will suffer great and irreparable harm before this petition can be heard in court unless the court makes those orders
requested above effective now and until the hearing. (Specify the harm and why it will occur before the hearing):

13. ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS
Defendant should be ordered to pay plaintiff's attorney fees and costs as follows(specify):

4| é:

14. D OTHER ORDERS (specify other orders you are requesting): g” L ._.

1 x i} ‘.r 3 f r ‘."' ‘
'2’ 'gf. :' '4‘ .3

(Continued on next page)
t

,

WCPMOOIM Januam 1993i
' PETITION FOR INJUNCTION PROHIBITING HARASSMENT

I
Page twoMime

“Mambaun'asmnllar FonnsTM _

'W civil

H‘CP—000906



1

PLgINTIFHName): Rama um
m .4i5040

. EEFE'N‘DANT (Name) : Wtepxm Kim '

(THIS IS NOTAN ORDER)
F

15. Plaintiffs request that copies of orders be glven to the following |aw_enforcement agencies:

AgdLeea'

a. P010 lm I~

’Pcwo #H‘c’ /

Mun/m WK— i

{WWWWMW d
SUN/n Va(.-.Q_

16. a. D Plaintiff has asked f restraining orders against the defendant before. (Speclfy county and case number,- if known.)

b. D Defendant has asked for restraining orders against plaintiff before. (Specify county and case number; if known.)

17. Plaintiff requests additional relief as may be proper.

16. D I request that time for service of the Order to Show Cause and accompanying papers be shortened so that they may
_ be sewed no less than (specify number) : days before the date set forthe hearing. i need to have the order
shortening time because of the facts contained in this application. (Add additional facts ifnecessary):

19. a DESCRIPTION OF CONDUCT S 6?, PDescribe in detail the most recent Incidents of abuse. State what happens hte dates, and who did what to whom. Describe
an injuries.--9n 569‘1'2 2% Zoo?) 0(— aWI' ID-80am W\a QMQ +0 QKGMMd house. an

Shhtm/r
'

&s res Vellgdl anll grew/ml
7E0!“—yXomu? gwmfID/H‘ may\X) W6 ~. MAL , (Km 4”

WK-C&UéIUrxeatS’VO RAMgm p5 Di?“ 9mm W

wheorge,
or, low. 113*”Wm IIIECQto? berm 9W Elf-0%“ Wpoms

Van
«Alan amt pmvrhn

4+ Ml“ 6mm
MC m We Continuedin Attachmenot‘lQ.

P’ '1§\& 51M. by) W3 w -&\ Ltdeg gm5w. I\\ IMAML 5onWWWarts Mmma‘EZelIogas er IQ
20. D PlaintiffIs not required to pa fee for filing this petition because plaintiff'Is seeking er(s) re raining violence or threats of

violence. (Note: If thecourt nds there has been no
violence

orthreats of violence, then you may be ordered to pay the
appropriate fees.)

21. D Number of pages attached: I

l declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the State of California that the foregoing ls true and correct.

Date:
I

QMISSo/alm "rt/M13)
\ Ge" @ggggm

/E30hene, A&%QJ :<f;2y1::f>
(TYPE on PR

' ' WW)Esahshew.,4}m42> > _
(was on PRINT NAME) (SIGNATURE 0F pLAINTIFF)

'CH-wOIRev JanuaryI. 19951 g
_

PETITION FOR INJUNCTION PROHIBITING HARASSMENT _
Panennmonhma
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On September 23, 2000 Marcella Kinsey came to Richelle’s house in Mtn. View, slashed
Richelle’s ex-boyfriends (Eddie Whiteside) tires on his car, came up to Richelle’s front door
where she had a friend knock on her door. Aer Richelle came to the door to see who it was she
realized she did not know this person, she listened to her and then shut the door. Richelles son
looked out the window and saw a woman hiding in the bushes. Marcella then started yelling
and screaming in front ofher house. Telling Richelle and Eddie to come outside. Eddie then told
Richelle to call the police. Eddie went outside to try and tellMarcella and the others to leave, at
that point Marcella tried to spray Eddie with mase, Eddie then ran back into the honse and shut
the door. Marcella continued to scream and yell1n front ofRichelles house. Marcella then kicked
in the ont door to Richelle’s house and then ran and got into her car and le.
As a result of that Richelle and her family were given a 30 day notice. Since then we had to

orange

‘ move to where we could. We found a house in East Palo Alto. Marcella has found outwhere
Richelle lives and has been to her house where she said to Eddie that she saw his car in Richelles
drive way, which she would have had to come down a long driveway to see this. You can not see
it om the street. Marcella has brought people to show them how close Richelle lives to her.
On November 11thMarcella called Richelle’s home and hung up when Richelle answered the
phone. Richelle *69 the person calling until 'SOmeone answered the phone, Marcella stated that
her name was Kim. Richelle had the new number for only one week , Richelle had thought no
one had the number yet. Richelle was told that Marcella checks the caller ID at Eddies mothers
house. On November 21st on Richelle’ s way back to work she saw a gold colored mini van pull
up behind her. She noticed a lady pointing at her and what looked like saying something to her,
so she looked again and noticed it was Marcella who was in her work van. Marcella continued to"
say things to Richelle, then followed Richelle. Later that day Richelle thought she could call
Marcella and talk to her about this and try to put a stop to it. Marcella told Richelle she knew
where she lives and she would not come there but she would handle it on the streets.
Richelle is about 5 months pregnant and is in fear for her unborn child. In the lastmonth
Marcella has put Richelle and her unborn child through so much stress. As a result in all of this
stressRichelle has had early contraction’s and fears having the baby to early. Richelle’s family
has been under a lot of stress as well. We also fear for our new place of residence. Richelle has
had to take off time from work to deal with matter. Richelle does not want Marcella to be able to
come anywhere near her child alter it is born. Richelle feel’s like Marcella would try to hurt the
baby, with all the hate and anger she has for Richelle.
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13150535 . FO OFFICE uss ONLY
____________ DATE: __________TYPE or ENTRY: _____ c Ts ENTRY By:

______‘ pnooxr or SERVICE ENTRY DATE: MODIFY DATE:

~ COUNTY 0F SANMATEO
‘ RESTRAXNING ORDER INFORMATION FOR LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENCIES- PLELS'E PRINI‘ONLY-

MANDATORY- INFORMATION: (Without this information, the Restraining Order canno: be entered'm the statewide reporting
system which may pr'evenz Restrained Persons from buying or attempting to buy rearms a's iong as the order is'in effect.)

RESTRAINED PE ows DESCRIPTION: EDI/L. WW ~/'
FULL NAME: mstzif WWW sex: V DATE OF BIRTH: (D '97

LAST; i , FIRST
t

MIDDLE M/F/x
_ MM/DDN

RACE: (Check Only One)
‘

_AMERICAN INDIAN m _‘__FILIPINO m _KOREAN (K) __PACIFIC ISLANDER (P)
__ASIAN. omer (A) "GUAMANIAN (G) _LAOTIAN (L). _SAM0AN (5)
ASIAN. INDIAN (.2) __HAWAIIAN w) _I.ATIN AMERICAN (H) . __UNKNOWN (X)
BLACK (a) ”HISPANIC (II) _M:XICAN;_ (H) _VII:TNAM252 (v,
CAMBODIAN (D) JAPANESE (I) _orHER.ALI. (O) ”WHITE (W)

__CHINESE (c; ,

Can Restrained Person eont'aetProtected Person? __YS __NO
Was the Restrained Person present in Court? __YES_ NO

ADDITIONAL USEFUL RESTRAINED PARTY IDENTIFICATION INFORMATION:

HA-iR (Cheek only One)_
‘

__AUBUR\ (RED) _ BLOND (BLN) __RED (RED) _UNKNOWN (XXI
__BALD (XXX)

'

iBROWN (BRO) ___SANDY (SANDY) ___wm'rE (wa
__BLACI< (ELK) __GRAY (CRY) _STRAWBERRY BLONDmLN) r

CAUTION'CO‘DES: (Check IrAppticabIe) t

__A = Armed IS: Dangerous ___E g= Escape Risk _M = Mentally Disturbed v ___S = Suicidal Tendencies
_X == Explain -

ALIAS (Other Names Used) (AKA):

ADDRESSES. (HOME) "2.724 XCNIGX‘ g @lh AVE CR (lg
(WORK)

OTHER IDENTIFICAWON; - -
. ..

SOCIAL SECURITY NUMBER: / " q 1 (é DRIVER'S LICENSE NUMBER:202% I 2 2; STATE:m
OTHER PHYSICAL DESCRIPTION:
HEIGHT: 5"2— EYE COLOR: _BLACR' . . (ELK) __GRAY (GRY) _MAROON (MAI
WEIGHT: [Ea .__DLUE (3w) __GREEN (GRN) _MUI:rI (MUI

BROWN (BRO __;HA2EI. (HAz) -

___PINI< (PNK
IL .

I __UNI<NOWN (XXX

PROTECTED PERSON’S INFORMATION: “"' CONFIDENTIAL’" FOR OFFICE USE ONLY *"*

FULLNAME: Mle,
(Amp/“gue-

'
-

(Ems sex: I" DATE
OEEIRTH%M7%IQY$b

ADDRESS- aggi m C11 %%% “we. .___.__

NO. STREET ~ STATE - ZIP CODE

lI-‘NOT SERVED. PLEASE

PROVI2TO::TH

ACw/“PROOF OF SERVICE” WHEN SERV D.
'

>IGNATURE OF PLAINTIFF/RP: DATE: u L7 00 REC‘D BY: _'_____._...___._

ROSFORMFOR
3:24-96

HCP-000910
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982.2(b)(1)

MTORNEY 0R PARTYWITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name.QM number. and address): $0
FOR COURT USE ONLYr

ewe,
N\wQn“0%1"" M V

SAlymgTIEJoEouDiilwTELEPHONE No.1 (I, FAX N0.:

ATtORNEY F0Rr~amer O&mm 0vINSERT NAME OF COURT. JUDICIAL DISTRICT, AND BRANCH COURT. IF ANY: 2 7 00
SUPERIOR COURT
SAN MATEO COUNTY

By
c 'k ° u"

CASE NAME:
. > DEW"GEEK

Complex Case Designation CASE NUMBER:CIVIL CASE COVER SHEET D counter D Jolnder 4&5040a Limited D Unlimited Filed with rst appearance by defendant AssisNEDJuoee: ‘ ‘—

(Cal. Rules of Court, rule 181 1)
Please complete all ve (5) items below.

Auto Tort
D Auto (22)
Other PIIPDIWD (Personal Injury/Property
Damageerongful Death) TortD Asbestos (04)D Productnabmty (24)D Medical malpractice (45)D OtherPI/po/wo (23)
Non-Pl/PDMID (Other) TortD Business tort/unfair business practice (07)D Civil rights (e.g., discrimination,

false arrest) (08)D Defamation (e.g., slander, libel) (13)D Fraud (16)
D Intellectual property (19)D Professional negligence (a9., legal

malpractice) (25)D Other non-PIIPDIWD tort (35)
Employment
D Wrongful termination (36)

1. Check one box below for the case type that best describes this case:
D Otheremployment (15)
Contract
D Breach of contract/warranty (06)D Collections (e.g., money owed,

open book accounts) (09)D Insurance coverage (18)a other contract (37)
'Real Property
D Eminentdomain/lnverse

condemnatlOn (14)
D Wrongful eviction (33)D Other real property (e.g., quiet

title) (26)
Unlawful Detainer
D Commercial (at)
D Residentlal (32)D Dmgs (38)
Judicial ReviewQ Asset forfeiture (05)
D Petition re: arbitration award (1 1)

D Writetmanaete (02)D Other judicial review (39)
Provisionally Complex Civil Litigation
(Cal. Rules of Court. rules 1800-1812)D Antitrust/Trade regulation (03)D Construction defect (10)D Claims involving mass tort (40)D Securities litigation (28)D Toxic tort/Environmental (30)a insurance coverage claims arising from the

above listed provisionally complex case

E types
(41)nforcemen of JudgmentD Enforcement of judgment (e.g., sister stale,

foreign, out—of-county abstracts) (20)
Miscellaneous Civil ComplaintD Rico (27)a Other complaint (not specied above) (42)
Miscellaneous Civil Petition
D Partnership and corporate governance (21)D Otherpetition (not specied above) (43)

2. This case D is D is not
requiring exceptional judicial management.
a. D Large number of separately represented parties
b. D Extensive motion practice raising difcult or novel

issues that will be time-consuming to resolve
c. D Substantial amount of documentary evidence f.

3. Type of remedies sought (check all that apply)
b. D nonmonetary: declaratory or injunctive reliefa'. a monetary

4. Number of causes
of

action (spa lfy).
5.

Thisaa gs not
Date: ‘

\ottellé/ /lce/
(rvpe on PRINT NAME)

a class action suit.

complex under rule 1800 of the California Rules ofCourt. if case is complex, mark the factors
'

d. D Large number of witnesses
e. D Coordination and related actions pending in one or more courts

in other counties. states or countries, or in a federal court
D Substantial post-disposition judicial disposition

c. a punitive

(SIGNATURE OF PARTY OR ATTORNEY FOR PARTY)

other parties to the action or proceeding.

NOTICE
O Plaintiffmust le this cover sheet with the rst paper filed in the action or proceeding (except small claims cases or cases led

under the Probate. Family. orWelfare and Institutions Code). (Cal. Rules of Court. rule 982.2. )
0 File this cover sheet'in addition to any cover sheet required by local court rule.
O If this case is complex under rule 1800 et seq. of the California Rules of Court. you must serve a copy of this cover sheet'on all

O Unless this a complex case. this cover sheet shall be used for statistical purposes only.

Form Adopted for
Mandatory

Use
Judicial Council o1 Califtornla

982.2(b)(1) [Rev January1. 2o
0101aMartin Dean's Essential Forms

olvrL'CAse COVER SHEET

HOP-“000911
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ATTORNEY OR PARTYWITHOUT ATTORNEY (Name s.... v v... number, andaddre)!

_ADDHESS

WHERE VOUWANT MAIL SENT:

72466! vie/mgéfam W70, 04 74%
TELEPHO 5N0 Optional). FAX Mo. (Optima:
m'oaNEV FOR (Nana;

SUPERIOR COURToWsmmoa
smear ADDRESS: County 01 SanMam
MNLING ADDRESS: 40000umy061W
cm mo ZIP cone: W WIm

BRANCH NAME;

PLAINTIFF: {\cmuq’ (U104/
DEFENDANT:

Marcy/“ tin5”

CH-14%
FOR COURTUSE ONLY

FEED
SAN MATEO COUNTY

ORDER AFTER HEARING ON PETITI FOR
INJUNCTION PROHIBITING HARASSME (CLETS) EASE

NUMBER:
~ 415040

1. THIS ORDE. CEPT FOR AWARD OF ATTORNEY FEES AND COSTS. SHALL EXPIRE AT MIDNIGHT ON

(date): / Ag/g§
2. This proceeding came on for hearing as follows:

Date: /Z_. /§_a) Time: 9:20“m Dept: /4 Room:

I
3.

JudicialoIcer (name): E Temporaryjudge

4. a’I- Plaintiff present E Attorney present (name):bE Deiendantpresem D Attorney present (name):

THE COURT FINDS
5. a. The defendant is (naITIe). “Aura/u KtAW

LI
Sex:D M g F Ht.:JWt 1.1? Haircolor:ELK Eye colond Race:é. Age: .3}.- Date ofbirth:

.b. T e protected perspn(s) are (name(s)):

ION/IQ, M160 fumolrn 0h}

6. After the hearing on the petition, IT IS ORDERED THAT DEFENDANT
a. shall not contact. molest. harass. attack. strike. threaten, sexually assault, batter. telephone, send any messages to, follow.

stalk. destroy the personal property ot. disturb the peace of. keep under surveillance, or block movementsIn public places or
thoroughfares of '\..

E the person seeking the order E the other protected person(s) listed in Item 5b.

mg shall stay at least (speclfyx g QZC 2 yards away from the following protected persons and places: i r
(1) Person seeking the order .

I

(2) The other protected persons listed in item 5b
(3) Residence of person seeking the order

‘

(4) Place of work of person seeking the order

(5) The chlldren's school or‘place of child care
(6)a Other (specify).

(Continued on reverse)
Form Approves lorOplionel Use . ORDER AFrER HEARING ON PETITION FDR Code olCiyli Fir-lacedure.
Jéfiioéifit'y‘ii’é'‘o‘? INJuNCTION PROHIBITING HARASSMENT (CLETS) “”“Pegé'fs’féiii

HCP——000912



_ PWNTIFF (Name): CASE NUMBER:

DEFENDANT (Name):

7. E Other orders (specify):

8. By the close of business on the date of this order. a copy of this order and any proof of service shall be given to the law
enforcement agencies listed below as follows.
a E plaintiff shall deliver.
b D plaintiff's attorney shall deliver.CC: the clerk of the court shall deliver.

Lamenforsemenmgem , Asides:

025/04
. .

' m
JUDICIAL emcees

srrfuns
V

CERTIFICATION OF COMPLIANCE WITH VAWA This order meets all Full Faith and Credit requlrements of the Violence Against
Women Act. 18 U.S.C. § 2265 (1994) (VAWA). This court has jurisdiction over the parties and the subject matter; the defendant has
been afforded notice and a timely opportunity to be heard as provided by the laws of this jurisdiction. This order is valid and entitled to
enforcement in this and all other jurisdictions.

17119 order Is'effective when made. It is enforceable In all 50 slates, the Dlstrlct of Columbia, all tribal lands, and all U.s.
territorles, and shall be enforced as ll if were an orderof that jurisdiction by any law enforcement agency that has received
the order, Is shown a' copy of the order, orhas verified its existence an the California Law Enforcement
Telecommunications System (CLETS). Ifproofofservice on the restrainedperson has not been received, and the"
restrainedperson was notpresent at the court hearing, the law enforcement agency shall advise the;restrained peneon of
the terms oi the order and then shell enforce It. Violations of this restraining order are subject to federal and state criminal
penalties. By California state law, violation of this temporary restraining order is amisdemeanor, punishable by one year
in jail, a $1,000 fine, or both ormay be punishable as a felony. Anyperson subject to a restrainingorder is prohibited from
purchasing or attempting to purchase, receiving or attempting to receive, or otherwise obtaining a firearm. Such' conductis subject to a $1,000 fine and Imprisonment.

I- I
I ._ ,t- ..Isa»: ~

f i ,. -.

V a" 1%va CLERK'S CERTIFICATE
l certify that the foregoing OrderAfter Hearing on Petition for Injunction Prohibiting Harassment
(CLETSLiIs a true and c'orrect copy-of the original on file in the court.

Date:
'

Clerk. by
_

. Deputy

CH-t‘olRM-Julvt-ZWW ER AFTER HEARING ON PETITION '
‘

Paeatwo

IN TION PROHIBITING HARASSMENT S)
t l" '

'

HC?-000913



gagerior COurt.of California**
County of San Mateo

Minute Order

Case No.:
4

415040 Date: 12/13/00 Dept.:PJLM
Case Name: RICHELLE NICE v MARCELLA KINSEY
Case Category: HARASSMENT
Hearing: HEARING: ORDER TO SHOWrCAUSE RE: TEMPORARY RESTRAINING ORDER (

HARASSMENT) FILED BY RICHELLE NICE AND SIGNED BY JUDGE PF
***********************w**********************************************
Honorable Rosemary Pfeiffer, Judge presiding. Clerk: Donna Carter.Court Reporter: Loretta Duran.

RICHELLE NICE present in pro per.
MARCELLA KINSEY‘present in pro per.
Richell Nice and Marcella Kinsey were each sworn and testified.
Petition granted.
Defendant to stay 100 yards away and haye no contact in person, by
phone or mail.
Entered by Donna on 12/13/00.

-

HCP—000914
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FILE PREPARATION
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December 9, 2001

Dear Judge Rosemary Pfeiffer:
IMarcella Kinsey am

wt_ing to you regarding the res

placed against me because ofan incident that oec
Eddie Whiteside at Ms. Nices ‘home last year.

‘ ’
and my ex-boyfriend Eddie

Whiteside met at Stanford Hospital where they were both employed at the time, they
dev logedwa sexual relationship“while he and I were boyfriend and girlfriend and while he
was With me in my home. Ms. Nice knew Eddie and I were living together and whenI
came to know of their relationship I threatened to break things offwith Eddie. I asked him
to return my house keys and to stay away from my home. Eddie continued to ask for us to
stay together but continued to lie and cheat on me with Ms. Nice. In addition to thebetrayal
thatl learned of, a few weeks later I learned that Ms. Nice was now pregnant. Finally I got
tired of it and went over to her house to obtain my house key from Mr. Whiteside got into a
verbal heated argument with him which resulted in my doing some things to Mr. Whitesides
vehicle that I am not proud of. As a result ofmy actions I was punished for vandalism and
served one week in the Elmwood facility at Santa Clara County Jail. I am 34 years old andI
have never gone to jail before. That experience was humiliating and degrading and I was
ashamed that I allowedmyself to get into a situation thatwe cause me to serve time in jail.

Judge Pfeiffer since those incidents occurred I have moved on and began to heal myself
from the pain and suffering that I experienced from that incident; however, Ms. Nice
continues to harass me. Iam no longer involved with Mr. Whiteside on a romantic level but
we have remained 'iends. Ms. Nice has felt threatened by this and feared that Mr.
Whiteside would come back to me. As a result she has continued to harass me. Ms. Nice
continuously plays on my telephone to the point where I recently got a new phone number
that has ultimately caused a loss in contact with my clients. Iam a well known hair braider
and have built up a high clientel and now my clients have a hard time contacting me for
appointments. Ms. Nice has falsely obtained my social security number. Iam currently on
housing and lMs. Nice has contacted the housing authority and made false accusations that
Mr. Whiteside was living in my home. Your honor those lies could have caused myself and
my children to become homeless. I have recently learned thatMr. Whiteside and Ms. Nice
are no longer together. Ms. Nice assumed he was living here so she contacted the San
Mateo County District Attomey’s Ofce Family Support Division and advised them that he
was residing at my address so they have begun sending his mail to my home. Judge, Ms.
Nice has become quite annoying and I feel that it is her ultimate goal to sec me suffer. I was
assigned a probation ofcer Mr. Robert Wells as a result of the vandalism charge that was
brought against me, and I have reported the harassment to him. I learned at that time that
Ms. Nice had been harassing as well, and was advised by him at that time to get a
restraining order against her or my protection. I attempted to have this done but was
denied. Your honor, I dont feel I should have to continue to walk on eggshells not
knowing what this woman is going to do next. I have no control over Mr. Whiteside or his
actions. He chose to cheat on me with her and now he has chosen to leave her for whatever

HCP—000916



$3 ~'$®
reason and I should not have to be harassed just because she does not know of his
whereabouts.

Last, Ms Nice blames me for being evicted from her home and shels attempting to seek
relief from the courts Ihave attachedlrietter from hermanager ofher previous residence who
acknowledges that I was not the reason for the eviction. If you Would kindly consider over
turning the restraining order, or yet allowing me to place one against her. As I do not feel
that it is fair for her to have all of this access to me and continuously make e‘orts to ruin my
life, and have no means of protection from the law.

If you need to verify my reports of herassment to my probation officer Robert Wells his
phone number'is 6503246514.

Sincerely Yours

Marcella Kinsey

H-CP—o0-0917



7 FAMRY I NISION
San Mateo County omce of the District Attorney

555 County Center, second Floor ~ Redwood City ~ California 94063
From California, call: (866)366-8221 ~ Outside CA, call: (650)366—8221 ~ FAX: (650)366-4711

MARCELA KINSEY - December 12, 2001
2724 XAVIER STREET
EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303

Re: EDDIE WHITESIDE . DA# 054197*3

DEAR MS. KINSEY,

THIS LETTER ISTO VERIFY THAT YOUR HOME ADDRESS:
. 2724 XAVIER STREET, EAST PALO ALTO, CA 94303
WAS LISTED AS AN ADDRESS FOR MR. EDDIE WHITESIDEI

THIS ADDRESS IS NOW LISTED AS A NOT VALID ADDRESS ON

MR. WHITESIDE’S CASE.

SINCERELY,

SONIA MARTINEZ
Fam'il'y Support Division

FVIO58J SXM 0541 97’3 PY4 GEN ADDRESSEE LTR 06/98

H7CP-000918
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DON RYAN ?R0PERTIES

2310 ROCK ST. #37, MOUNTAIN VIEW, CA 94043 ~

(650) 961-1366
‘

9/14/01

To Whom ItMay Concern,

This letter is in reference tqthe eviction ofthe tenants in our apartment #29
at 23 1 0 Rock Street, Rachel Cosio and Richelle Nice. They were given a 30.

day notice to move after an incident involving Marcella Kinsey in which
damage was done to the unit and disturbance was caused to others who live
in the complex. This was not the sole reason for their eviction. This
incident was one in a long series ofproblems with that unit and its
occupants, which caused the managers to take this action and follow
through with it. The tenants had been given a 30 daynotice once before,
but was rescinded by the managers after assurances by the tenants that the
problems'would stop. Unfortunately, when one problem stopped, others
would arise, causing much time to be spent by management dealing with
issues with apartment #29 and its occupants, Rachel Cosio, Richelle Nice,
Richelle’s children, their pets, and other adults that visited.

The incident involving Marcella Kinsey at 23 l 0 Rock Street was the nal,
but not the sole incident which caused management to serve a 30 day notice
to Rachel Cosio and Richelle Nice.

,.

'
1

Paul Ryan
Manager

HCP—000919
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EXHIBIT 46

Voir Dire of Richelle Nice
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evidence there was, you know.

Q. Well, that's ~— I don‘t understand your answer.

You said: Personally I could not take another's life.

Does that mean that you could.never select the death

penalty because you have some moral ——

A. I wouldn't —— I wouldn't, no.

Q. You would not select ——

A. No.

Q. Okay. We'll excuse you. Thank you.

A. Thank you.

(Prospective Juror 7041 exits the courtroom)

THE COURT: Okay. So the only one left is 6756,

and that juror is scheduled at 2:30.
2

MR. GERAGOS: Could I —— the last juror was over

defense objection.
THE COURT: Yes.

MR. GERAGOS: And, for the record, I'd like to_

note that she indicated she could base her decision on the

evidence, but she was not prejudging guilt, and that she

appeared to not have formedtan opinion at this point.
THE COURT: Okay. When 7O —— when 6756 gets

here, would you let us know? Because that's the only
one —— she's scheduled for 2:30.

THE BAILIFF: Yes.

4597
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THE COURT: So whenever she gets here.

Can you guys hear me now?

MR. GERAGos:' Loud and clear.

THE COURT: All right. So we‘re down to one this

afternoon.

(DRecess)

THE COURT} All right. This is People vs.

Peterson. The record should reflect the defendant is

present with counsel. And juror number 6756 has, in fact,
arrived so we can start with her right off.

(DProspective Juror 6756 enters courtroom)

PROSPECTIVE JUROR 6756

having been previously sworn, was examined as follows:

EXAMINATION BY THE COURT

THE COURT: Q. Hi. Good afternoon.

A. H'i.

Q. . The first thing I want to ask you, will they pay

you if you‘re here for five months?

A. No.

Q. I didn't‘think so. How long will they pay you

for?

4598
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A. Two weeks.

Q. Two weeks. Then you wouldn't make it. Okay.

You're excused.

A. That's it?

Q. That's it. We can't expect you to be here and

not earn a living.
A. Thank you.

MR. GERAGOS: Did you ask her if it was a

hardship?

THE COURT: What?

MR.'GERAGOS: Did you ask her if it was a

hardship?
~

THE COURT: Only gets paid for two weeks. I take

judicial notice it's a hardship.
That's right; you can't sit here for five months

without getting'paid, right?
PROSPECTIVE JUROR: Okay.

MR. GERAGOS: I think she's willing to ——

THE COURT: You want to sit here for five months

without getting paid? If you want to, that's fine. I'll

go.through the process.
PROSPECTIVE JUROR: 'I mean I'm willing to, you

know ——

‘

THE COURT: Okay. Sit down.

PROSPECTIVE.JUROR: Okay.

THE COURT: I'll withdraw my judicial notice.

4599
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MR. GERAGOS: I was going to say you're not being

so welcoming.

THE COURT: Well, only tWo Weeks, most people

would say...so the problem is after a month or two they say

MR._GERAGOS: Yeah, but we've‘got a couple of

others who have said the same thing.
THE COURT: I know. It creates issues down the

line.

Q. You understand now if you get selected on this

-jury you'd be here for five months or more; you understand

that?

A. (Nods head)

Q. And I can't let you go if something develops or

you say Gee, Judge, I need the money. You're here for the

duration; do you understand that?

A. Yeah. We've talked about it.

Q. Okay.

A. My family and I.

Q. Good. Okay. Okay.

Now, I'll take you through this. Do you remember

when you were here last time I explained to you that when

you came back today we were going to ask you some questions

about the two possible penalties, the death penalty and

life without parole?
I want to remind you today this is not a test and

4600
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there's no right or wrong answers end nobody's going to

argue with you about the way you fee}; okay?

A.. (Nods head)

Q. We're not trying to get you to tell us today how

you-would vote in this case because we know you haven't

heard the evidence, so that would really be premature.

Just trying to find out how you would feel about these two

penalties as possible penalties; all right?
i

A. (Nods head)‘

Q. First thing I want you to do is forget about Mr.

Peterson, forget about this trial, just as if I and I were

talking somewhere.

And the question is you, knowing the type of

person you are, do you think you could ever vote to execute

another human being? 'Is that something you think you could

ever do?

A. Yes.

Q. I assume -—

A. With all the evidence there.

Q. .Right. Right. And I assume it would depend on

what happened?

A. (Nods head)

Q. That's part of it; you're not going to pick the

death penalty in every case, right?
A. No.

Q. All right. Now, remember I told you that there's

4601
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the possibility of two trials in this case, the first one

is called the guilt phase,'and that's like any other murder

case.

Butlif the jury finds the defendant guilty of one

count of first degree murder
—~ don't have to‘worry about

that, I'll explain to you.what that is —— and a second

count of'first or second degree murder, and if they find

the special circumstance true that this was a.multiple
murderv then that would make Mr. Peterson eligible for

either the death penalty or life without parole, which

means the very same jury that found him guilty would be

called upon to decide the penalty; all right?
A. (Nods head)

Q. Now, for our.purposes you have to accept the fact

that, if this jury returns a verdict of death, that in due

course he will be executed. Whether it takes 20 years,

it's going to happen.

Life without the possibility of parole means he‘s

going spend the rest of his life in prison, never get out.

Because it's without the possibility of parole, right?
A. (Nods head)

Q. So we‘re going to'spend some time today talking
to you about the penalties in this'case.

And I don't mean to suggest to you that I'm

expressing my personal opinion that the jury's-going to

find him guilty, because I don't know, and I don‘t even

4602
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know if we're going to get to penalty phase, either. So

this is all sort of make believe and we're putting the cart

before the horse, because I don't know if we're ever going

to get there.

But that's why you're here so we can talk to you

about it, so we're going to ask you about it today; all

right?
A. (Nods head)

Q. Let's pretend then that you have been selected on

this jury and let's pretend then that the jury does, in

fact, find him guilty of those offenses that make him

eligible for the death penalty or life without parole.
So that puts us into the penalty phase. Now, the

penalty'phase is different from the guilt phase now because

now the emphasis sort of shifts to who this person is, and

the evidence is going to be different.

So you're going to be sitting there like a judge,

now, listening to the evidence in the penalty phase to help

you decide which of these two penalties you think is

appropriate; okay?

Now, the first thing you're going to hear from me:

is that you can take into account and consider anything you

heard in the first trial in deciding the penalty in the

second trial. .So the nature and circumstances around any

crimes that he’s been committed ~~ that he's been convicted

of committing, can be considered by you in deciding the

4603
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penalty; all right? That's the first thing.
Also, the district attorney's entitled to present

to you what are known as aggravating factors in the penalty

phase. These are things you‘never would have'heard about

in the guilt phase, because they don't apply then. But if

we get to a penalty phase, the district attorney can

present what they call aggravating factors.

'An aggravating factor is a fact, condition or

event attending the commission of a crime which increases

its gravity. Something.that makes it worse; okay?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Now, there is only two things that the district

attorney —— that the law permits the district attorney to

present. Number one, if the defendant has any prior felony

convictions, you'd hear about those in the penalty phase;

or if the defendant's responsible for any other acts

involving violence or threats of violence, you would hear

about that in the penalty phase. That's about it.
Now, the defense attorneys are entitled to

present to you what are known as mitigating factors. This

mitigating factor can be a fact, condition, anything about

the defendant, his background, which would be offered to

you not as an excuse for the crime, because you would have

already found him guilty, so that part of the trial is

over, right?
A. (Nods head)

4604
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Q. But it's being offered to you as extenuating
circumstances in an attempt to'persuade you that the

aperopriate penalty should be life without parole, not the

death penalty, okay?

A. (Nods head)

Q. And almost anything out there can be a mitigating
factor, things like what.kind of a family does he come

from, how was he raised, is this the first time he's ever

been in‘trouble with the law, was he active in his

community; you know, how far did he.go in school. Almost

anything like that can be a mitigating factor.

What we ask you then to do is listen to these

aggravating and mitigating factors and to weigh them out.in

your mind.

And it's not a numerical weighing. In other

words, supposing the prosecutor presents three aggravating
factors and the defense has only one mitigating factor -— I
like to'use something as simple as this, like he was kind

to animals; that could be a mitigating factor -—‘it doesn't

necessarily mean that these three aggravating factors

outweigh the one mitigating factor, because that one

mitigating factor, whatever it is, could be so important to

you that, in your mind, it outweighs all the bad things
that you heard about him.

And that's perfectly okay. You can do that

because there aren't any guidelines. You as a juror are

4605
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free to attach whatever moral or sympathetic value you feel

any of these aggravating or mitigating circumstances.are
entitled to; That's up to you, okay?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Also, in the penalty phase only, you can consider

sympathy for the defendant. If you have any sympathy for

the situation he's in, that can be a mitigating factor, but

only in a penalty phase. In the guilt phase you cannot

consider any sympathy; okay?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Now, as you sit there now, do you have any

feelings about either the death penalty or life without the

possibility of parole that you think might prevent you from

making a choice between those two penalties in-this case,

if you were selected as a trial juror?
A. No.

Q. Okay. So they're both on the table for you,

right?
/

A. (Nods head) ‘

Q. Okay. Now, I'm going to take you into this case

just a little deeper.
r

And, again, I want to emphasize this is just a

hypothetical question-here.
Let's assume now we're in the guilt phase; you

know, just what happened. You're sitting there and you

hear the evidence, and you and your other eleven jurors are

4606
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convinced beyond a reasonable doubt that this is what he

did:
I

That he murdered his wiferLaci Peterson, who was

eight months pregnant at the time, that resulted in the

death of the fetus, which would have been his son, Conner

Peterson; then he took the body of his wife, drove her to

Berkeley, down to the Berkeley Marina, put her in a boat,
took her out into the middle of the Bay,and dumped her body

into the Bay in order to cover up his crime.

Let's assume you find him guilty of that type of

misconduct.

The question is without hearing anything else

about him, is that crime so inflammatory to you and so

heinous to you that in your mind you've eliminated life

without parole, that you always would pick the death'

penalty?
A. No.

Q. Okay.

A. No.

Q. Some people have said, Look, if that's what he

did, as far as I'm concerned that cuts it for me, Ilm

picking the death penalty'every time, I couldn't care less

about what kind of a family does he come from, has he ever

been in trouble, I couldn't care less about that.

Other people have said, Well, that's an extremely
serious offense,.but the State of California is going to be

4607
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asking me as a jror to execute that person over there;

before I make a decision like that I want to know

everything I can about him to help me decide which of these

two penalties is the just one in this case.
2

Is that the way you feel?

A. Uh—huh, yes.

Q. Good. Okay.

Now, let's assume for a second you haVe been

selected and say.we do get to the penalty phase, right?
And you hear these aggravating and mitigating factors and

now you're ready to go with your fellow jurors and see if

you can all agree on a penalty.
In order to return a verdict on a penalty in this

case, that has had been unanimous also, has to be twelve

zero on the penalty, too.

There's going to be some instructions I'm going

to give you. One of the instructions I‘m going to give you

goes like this, and this is about all the direction you're

going get from me.

It goes like this: That before the jury in this
case can return a verdict of death, the jury must be

persuaded that the factors in aggravation, the bad stuff,
is so substantial, when compared to the factors in

mitigation, that the jury feels that death is warranted in

this Case and not life without the possibility of parole,

okay?

4608
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Now, that phrase, "so substantial," I can't

define that for you because you have to decide that. And

that depends on, you know, how yon were raised, what kind

of a family you come from, what you think is important.
This is when we ask you to go-through this

weighing process. And the defendant is entitled to the

individua1 judgment of each juror, okay?

A... (Nods-head)

Q. Now, one last thing. I will never, ever tell your

that you must return a verdict of death in this case.

Thatts never going to happen because only the jury can

decide that; do you understand that?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Okay. This is Mr. Harris from the DA's office.

He's going to ask you some questions. Then Mr. Geragos

will have some questions for you.

MR. HARRIS: Thank you, Judge.

EXAMINATION BY THE PROSECUTION

MR. DAVID HARRIS: Q. Good afternoon.

A. Hi.

Q. I start.off telling everybody it's a little bit

awkward because we only get to refer to you by number, so I

can’t call you by name. So like I say, if I call you 6756,

don't hold it against me.

4609
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A. Okay.

Q. Now, Iive got to start right from the beginning

and kind of follow—up on'the question that the judge was

asking about this hardship.. You said that you discussed

it. From looking at the questionnaire, you currently live

with a significant other?

A. (Nods head)

Q. So you had a discussion with that person ——

A. (Nods head)

Q. —— about the finance on you sitting on this case?

A. Uh—huh.

Q. And at this point in time you can work that out

as a family?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Okay.

A. He'll just have to carry the load.

Q. Okay. And that person‘s okay with it?

A. Yeah.

Q.‘ Okay. Now, going through this what I'm going to

do is the judge spent in time with you on the penalty.and

punishment aspect. I just-want to kind of go through the

rest of the questionnaire and start, like, right from the

employment aspect.
The other thing that we'll do is, just to let you

know that, I do kind of know what's in there, but we refer

to stuff generically so we don't give away too much.

4610
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information. So if I'm talking about something and you're
not quite sure what the answer is, just let me know and I
can show you the questionnaire and you can look at it in

specifics.
A. Okay.

Q. I notice in there you are currently working in

the banking field?

A. Uh—‘huh.

Q. But you had training in the medical field

previously?
A. Uh—huh. That's my background, the medical field.

Q. Was there a reason for the switch? Or you just
got tired of it?

A. Well, I was in the medical field and I decided to

go to a law firm that went under. Go figure. And I was

laid off for a year, and I bank at that bank, and I walked

in one day and they said "now hiring" and I thought —— I

don't know, I just-thought I'd give it a try. I didn't
think they'd hire me.

Q. Okay.

A. And here I am a yearllater.
Q. Following up on that, you also mention in your

questionnaire at one point in time thinking about being a
'

lawyer. Did working at the law firm change that position?
A. Huh—uh. No, that was when I was growing up as a

kid. And they joke about it at work, too.

4611
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Q. So when you're at work there's jokes about you

beihg a lawyer?
A. (Nods head)

Q. Acting like a lawyer, or what?

A. I guess I like to debate.

Q. Okay. What do you hormally debate about?

A. Give me a good topic. That's honest; give me a

good topic and l'll debate'you.

Q. Okay. One of‘the things that we're looking for,
because I also notice that you don't have any prior jury

experience, so this is kind of the first time you're here

going through this particular process.

As the judge told you last time that you-were

here, there are certain rules and procedures and things
like that; the presumption of innocence is where we start

from.

When you're —— you're talking about having these

debates, I also noticed in the questionnaire —— kind of

jumping around on the questionnaire a bit —— that there

isn't anything in terms of your opinion. Have you debated

about this case at all with anyone?

A.‘ No, not really. I haven't.

Q. Okay. Now, you say "not really." Have there

been discussions about this case?

A. Well, who hasn't discussed it, but, I mean,

people comment, and to me —— I haven't got into a

4612
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discussion where I've had to debate it, I guess.

Q. Okay. Now, it does mention —— in fact, I think

-that was pretty close to the quote that you put in there ~—

do you know anything about this case, and I think your

response was who doesn't?

A. (Nods head)

Q. So you recognize the defendant?

A. (Nods head)

Q. And when you came into pourt you realized this

was the Scott Peterson case?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Okay. You indicated that some people have

expressed opinions to you about both the guilt and

innocence in this particular case.

A. (Nods head)

Q. So I want to talk about that for a second.

Who —— who is it that's expressed guilt to you?

A. Co—workers, friends.

Q. And do you recall who it is that's expressed
innocence towards you?

A. We haven't really discussed innocence, to be

honest with you. Most people that talk to me about it, you

know, or discuss it with me, it's mainly of guilt.
Q. Discuss this with your significant other at all?

A. No, he's not into this kind of stuff, to be

honest with you.

4613
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Q. He's got other things to do?

A. If it was sports, yeah, we would be probably

discussing it, but he's not into this kind of stuff.

Q. 'Now, do you debate with him about sports?
A. Yeah,lbecause I like sports.
Q. Okay. Now, in terms of going back to the people

that have expressed_guilt to you, I want to talk about

that.

A. (Nods head)

Q. So this —— it's not really a debate, more a

discussion?

A.. Yeah,_it's not really a debate.

Q. And these individuals, they just come outVand say

T think he's guilty?
A. (Nods head)

~

Q. And do you respond back to them?

A. No, because that's their opinion.

Q. Okay. So you don't have an opinion at this point
in time?

A. Not really, no. I mean I would —— being on this

jury, like one of the questions that the judge had really
made me think of the day I was sitting here, and in all

honesty, you have to in order to give anyone a fair trial,
whatever you feel, since I.came that day I haven't read any

newspapers, and I haven't watched any TV because I don't

want to hear anything. I want to be able to come clean

4614
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minded, pretty much.

Q. Okay. Now, let's go back to that first time that

you came, so when you —— you didn't know it was going to be

the Scott Peterson case ~—

A. No.

Q. —— until you got here?

A. (Nods headf

Q. So prior to that time —— I guess, from what

you're saying, you‘ve stopped reading things now, that

would‘kind of imply that you had read things previously.
A. I watched more of the TV, if anything, the news

before work; but, no, I didn't read the newspaper. I'm not

a big reader of the newspaper.

Q. And from what you‘ve seen on the TV, do you

remember any of that ~—

A. Just when it first started, when it first came'

out, and then after a while it just died off because you

hear the same thing day after day.

Q. Is that when you'd have the discussions with

those co—workers?

A. When it first came out, when it very first

happened.

Q. And did you have —— as you're sitting here now in

the courtroom with the defendant, do you have any suspicion
about why he's here?

A. 'No.

4615
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Q. No?

A. No.

Q. Okay. Now, I want‘to go through some other parts
in the questionnaire. And'we're looking for jurorS’that
Can be fair'and impartial to both sides. So anything that

could be perceiVed one way or the other we kind of have to

ask questions, Don'txmean to put you on the spot.
'A. That's okay.

i

Q. Warn everybody in advance we only get a feW'

minutes to talk to you, so we have‘to ask.

There's one question in there, I won't mention

the person's name or even association, but a relative of

yours ended up going prison?
A. Uh—huh.

Q. So I want to talk about that. What was the case

about; do you remember?

A. Drugs.

Q. You indicated you were young, but how old were

you?

A. It was actually growing up all my life. He was

my older brother, so, just up until recently.
Q. He's been in and out of prison?
A. Uh—huh.

Q. Did you ever go visit him in prison?
A. We used to go to San Quentin all the time and go

visit him.
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Q. Now, there's also a note in there that someone

else in your family is —— has been a counselor, and looks

like a drug counselor?

A;

Q.

A.

Uh—huh.

Are they kind of related?

Oh, yeah. Can I answer these questions? Because

I know you're trying to, like, not mention names, but can I

say yeah,

Q.

A.

Q.

A.

brother.

Q.

counselor?

A.

that's my mom and my brother?

Sure.

Okay.

Like I said ——

They're related. That’s my mom, that's my

Now, the —~ was your mom always working

No. She wasn't. She actually got into

my brother started going to prison.

Q.

A.

o.

A.

Q.

express my ignorance here.

as a drug

it when

Again, that's back when you were pretty young?

Uh—huh.

Is she still doing that?

Yeah. She's been doing it for l6 years.
Did —— have you ever —— I'm not sure —— I'll

Is that kind of one of those

jobs that your mom can take you with her to the office?

Did you ever go with her to ——

A. Yeah. Yeah. I've even brought my kids.
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Q. Okay.

A. Uh—huh.

Q. And when you —— when you go there, does —— is<she

dealing with patients? Is this kind of an institutional

setting?
A. It's an outpatient nethadone clinic for heroin

addicts.
I

Q. Under those circumstances, does she ever deal

with law enforcement?

A. -I'm sure she does.

Q. And there's a question in there about your

general attitudes towards law enforcement,rand trying to

remember what the answer for that one was.

A. I don't remember either.

Q. Nothing real negative, nothing real positive?
A. No.

Q. Just middle of the road?

A. Yeah.

Q. They're there to do their job?

A. Yeah.

Q. Now, you had indicated —— there's a couple other

questions, which is police officers are more likely to tell

the truth than other witnesses, and the police are too

quick to arrest a suspect in cases where there's

significant publicity. So i want to show you those

questions real quick. Kind of jump around. I'll show them
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to you make it easier.

81, the first one, police officers are more

likely to tell the truth, you put disagree, and 82, police
are too quick to airest when there's a significant amount

of publicity, you put strongly disagree.
And we've heard from a lot of jurors these are

lawyer questions, they're not the best questions in the

world. Can you explain to me what you meant by that?

A. Well, I —— in that questionnaire a lot of

things —— I ——:you know, I try to look at —— police are

human beings, so police are going to make mistakes, police
are not going to make mistakes. Police —— I mean in every
field there's good and there's bad.

And so, no, I don't believe just because he's an

officer.he's going to the tell the truth or just because

he's an officer he's going to lie. I mean there's good and

there's bad, and that‘s where you have to listen and have

an open mind to everything.
Q. Now, one of therthings we're looking for in kind

of asking those questions, and the defense has asked this

type of question before, is we don't want people that are

going to come in and prejudge anything. We want you to sit

and listen to the facts.
So the fact that your brother may have gone to

prison off and on, you're not going to'hold that against
any police officers if they come in and testify?
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A. No. If my brother's wrong, he's wrong, whether

he's my brother or not. If you're wrong, you're wrong.‘

Q. Again, I'm going to kind of put you on the spot.

A. That's okay.
t

Q. I don't mean‘to.

A. That's okay.

Q. But, again, trying to find out everything I can

about you.

I have to say I notice that you have a tattoo on

your arm.

A. I have nine.

Q. Do people tend to see you for your tattoos?

A. Some.

Q. And is.that something that affects you in how you

relate with people?

A. No.

Q. Okay. So you understand about why it's important

not to prejudge ——

A. Yeah.

Q. —~ and get past that?

A. Yeah.

Q. Okay. What were —— the other thing in.terms of

circumstantial evidence, you seemed to be accepting of

that. So if I were to tell you that there's going to be

potentially a lot of circumstantial evidence in this case,

do you think you're the kind of individual that can sit
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there, listen to the evidence and evaluate it and then come

to a decision when it's all said and done?

A. I would like to think I'm that type of person.

Q. Okay.

Now, in terms of —— go back to your debating, as

part of the —— being selected on the jury, you have to

reach your own individual opinion, but you also have to

work with eleven others. So you go back and you

deliberate, and the whole process by its own definition

means you go back and discuss the case with the other

eleven people.

A. (Nods head)

Q. Can you do that?

A. Yeah.
‘

Q. Okay.

A. I'm always up for a good discussion.

Q. So even if you debate with them, can you listen

to other people's ideas?

A. Yeah.

Q. And do you find yourself the kind of person if

you do hear somebody else's idea and they point something

out to you.that maybe you hadn't thought about or

considered, can you change your position?
A. Yeah. I try to be —— I try to be as open minded

as possible. I'm not perfect, but I do.

Q. Okay. To use a question that I've heard asked
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before, we're looking for people that are fair. And do you

consider yourself to be a fair person?

A. Yeah, I try to be.

Q. Okay. Can you explain to me why you believe

yourself to be a fair person?

A. Because I know what it's like to be judged, and I

know what it’s like to be prejudged before somebody

actually, you know —— how many times have you walked in a

room and someone has automatically pinned you for a certain

type of person and that's completely opposite of how you

are. So...

Q. Okay.

A. I try.
Q. All right. I have no other questions.

THE COURT: Thank you; Mr. Harris.

Mr. Geragos?

PROSPECTIVE JUROR: Thank you.

MR. GERAGOS: Thanks, Judge.

EXAMINATION BY TEE DEFENSE

MR. GERAGOS: Q. Good afternoon.

A. Hi.

Q. How are you?

A. Gobd.

Q. Good. The.—— I notice you've got four boys?

A. - Yeah.
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Q. Okay. So I would assume that you spend a lot of

time sorting out between them who's —— who's telling the

truth, who‘s not telling the truth?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Pretty good at that?

A. Yeah. If I don't see it, I don‘t ~~ whoever

comes running in, tells me first, if I don't see it, I

don't go with that, no.

Q. You know sometimes what they tell you may be

colored a little hit by their own motivation?

A. (Nods head)

Q.
_

Do you have the —— I want to go back to the

publicity questions, because that's really what I'm

concerned about.

The —— you've heard a lot of people —— in fact, I

was curious on your questionnaire you checked both —— have

.people expressed an opinion, put guilty and innocent, and I

was going to say you were the first person who's heard

somebody express an opinion of his innocence, then you

corrected it, said no, not really.
Part of the problem with this case, and the

reason it's taking a while to pick jurors, is that there's

been so much publicity. I assume you've heard guite a bit

about this case.

A. (Nods head)

Q. Where —— mostly from TV?‘
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A. Yeah. I like I said, I'm not a big reader, so I

don't pick up a newspaper and just -— has to be really good

for me to read it.

Q. Okay. What about the —— at work? Have you

talked about it at lot at work, or at least at some point?
A. No, because, you khow, when I started this new

job, I started last April and it was pretty much already
out there and old. And so it's not like I started going,

Hey, have you heard about the Scott~Peterson'trial?

Q. Yeah. Now, when the people would express,their
opinions to you, kind of what I'm getting at, is did you ——

I mean did you express any kind of an opinion back? Did

you say Yeah, that looks bad, or he was cheating on.his

wife, or anything along those lines?

.A. Yeah, I mean, I —— yeah, it does look bad. If

anything I said it's not looking good.

Q. Okay. Now, when you come in here, do you think

that you —— I know that we asked those questions, and who

knows, I mean, you know, you've never been through this.

A. Right.
Q. I've never been'through this; the judge has never

been through a case like this. But do you think that you

'can set that kind of —— the fact that you have expressed an

opinion aside?

A. I think I can.

Q. Okay.
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A. I mean ~~

Q. Because as he sits here, when you look at Scott

sitting there, can you —— are you open to the possibility
he could be falsely accused in this case?

A. Yeah; I'm open to hear anything. Like I said,
there's —— it's very out there, this case is very out

there, and, you know, that's —— everybody's very aware of

that} But like I said, you know, I have to be able to

listen to.everything. And that's, you know, as hard as it

may be for everyone to do, you have to, you have to —— I

mean this is somebody's life.

Q. Do you have the —— do you have any problems -—

another question I've been asking some of the jurors

recently. It's so out there, this assumption that he's

guilty and this presumption —- almost instead of being

presumed innocent, he's almost presumed guilty out in the

community.

Do you have any fear that if you were to sit here

for five months, listen to all the evidence —— say they

didn't prove this case beyond a reasonable doubt, he's not

guilty, do you have any fear that if you go back, you know,

either to work or to the house or, you know, people you

hang out with, the people are going to in some way

istigmatize you or ~—

A. Do I have fear of that?

Q. Yeah. Is it ~—
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A. No.

Q. —~ something that would ever~cross Yeur mind?

A. No.

Q. Okay. The
—— do you have ~— as you sit here —— I

asked another one of the jurors this morning, and she

actually quantified it, she said that she believed kind

of —— that she had a suspicion that he was guilty as he

sits here. Do you have that, do you think? Do you walk in

here with a suspicion that he's guilty?
A. A suspicion that he's guilty?
Q. Yeah.

A. No, because I don't know, I wasn't there.

Q. Okay. Do you think you can keep an open mind

when —— are you the kind of person —— you gave a nice

_explanation to the prosecutor about prejudging and being

prejudged.
Do you think that because of that experience that

your —~ whatever it is that people prejudge you on, that

you can —— you've got a unique ability to not prejudge

people? Or at least fight against the urge?

A. I wouldn't say unique, but I would say I try my

hardest to really look at things from all areas. I mean,

like I said to the prosecutor, I'm not perfect but I

really ——.I really try.
Q. And I take it.that you —— it's obviously'a

financial hardship of some kind, I mean not working,_but
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the bank ob§iously can't fire you for that because it’s

against the law; but I assume you take this seriously
because you believe it's a civic duty? I mean the idea of

serving on a jury?
A. Serving, yeah.

Q. Okay. And you talked that over with your

significant other? I love that term.

A. Yes.

Q. Yes. And he's willing to shoulder that?

A. (Nodsihead) He's going to have to.‘

Q. Okay. The idea of the presumption of

innocence —— which is also tied in with that they have the

burden of proof, they've got to prove this case -— do you

have any problem with the idea that they haVe to prove it,
that it isn't one of these things where they —4 they may

present something, and then you feel like the defense has

got to counter, they do something,-the defense has got to

counter? That's not really what's going on here. Do you

have any problem with that?

A. (Shakes head)

Q. Do you have any problem with the idea —— given
this example; it's never going happen —— that I could just
sit there and not do a thing during this entire case, and

if they don't prove their case, you've got to vote not

guilty?-
A. Do —— wait, I didn't ——
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Q. I could actually sit and not —~

A. Right.
Q. —— ask a single question of a witness, not make

any argument to you —— in fact, I wouldn't even question

you; just get up here, say That's fine, Judge, whatever you

want to do,.and Scott doesn't have to get on the stand,

doesnPt have to do a thing, and that at the end of the day,

when you go back into the deliberation room, that you can't

say Well, the defense didn't prove this or the defense

didn't do that and Scott didn't testify?
The judge tells you you can't do any of that; do

you understand that?

A. Uh—huh.

Q. Do you have any problem with that?

A. No.

Q. There's a couple of jurors have said Well, if you

didn't do anything, I would fire you if you were my lawyer.
‘

So you have the —— I mean it's not going to

happen that I'm not going to do anything, but you

understand that that‘s the prosecution's hurden?

A. (Nods headj

Q. Okay. What about the —— the reverse of that,
which is we have officers on the stand, and I think you

went to —— did you go to the academy, Citizen Academy?

A. Yeah.

Q. Do you think you're going to unduly identify with
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the —— with the police because you had gone to the academy?

A. No.

Q. The —— end the corollary to that, I guess, is I

get up here ——’I can tell you rightynow there's a lot of

officers going to be up there.

A. I saw.r

Q. And I'm going to be extremely aggressive with

some of those officers. And do you understand that that's

why we have cross~examination and that's how we ferret out

whether somebody's telling the truth or not?

A. (Nods head)

Q. Do you have any problem with that whatsoever?

A. (Shakes head)

Q. You could be a fair juror in this case?

A. I would hope so.

Q. Okay. Thank you.

I have no further questions, Judge.
THE COURT: Thank you.

‘PROSPECTIVE JUROR: Thahksh

THE COURT: Okay. Based on your answers I'm

satisfied you‘ve qualified yourself to‘serve on this jury.
A lot of jurors don't make it through, but you have, okay?

PROSPECTIVE JUROR: Okay.

THE COURT: So let me ask you a couple questions.
Number one, did you recognize anybody's name in these

potential witness lists?
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PROSPECTIVE JURORE (Shakes head)

THE COURT: You already followed this and I'm

glad you said that, but since now you're really in the mix,

because you could really make the cut and be one of the

jurors here, I want to readmonish you again.

You're notlto discuss this case with any other

potential jurors or any other person, or form or express

any opinion about this case. You're not listen to, read,

or watch any media reports of this trial, nor discuss it

with any representatives of the media or their agents,

okay?

And I.want to hold you to that, and I'm sure you

will.
.

Okay. So let me tell you the next thing that's

going to happen. We're going to order you back today on

May 13th. When you leave Jenn, will give you a reminder to

come back. So you come back Mayil3th, that's a Thursday,‘
at 9:30 in the morning. There will be about 7O people in

here out of over 300 that we've talked to that have

qualified.
We're going to put twelve in the box off a random

jury list. We don't know who those people are. Just the

way it comes out of the computer, that's the way you're

going to go in the box.

At the last minute the attorneys for either side

can excuse the juror without having to give me a reason.
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The point is in about an hour, hour and a half

you're going to know whether you're going be on this jury.
If you're selected, May 17th, the following Monday, at 9:30

we start out with opening statements, okay?

PROSPECTIVE JUROR: Okay.

THE COURT: If you're excused you don't have to

worry about it anymore, but if you get selected you're

going to be here five months approximately.

Okay. I want to thank you very much also for

stepping up and practically volunteering to serve. We

appreciate that and we really appreciate your time, too.

So we'll see you back here May 13th at 9:30. Right back

here.
i

BROSPECTIVE JURORi Thank you.

THE COURT: Thank you very much.

(DProspective Juror 5766 exits courtroom)

THE COURT: Okay. iJust to recap for today for

the interested parties, we've qualified three jurors today.
That gives us 32. Ready to go. And we'll start up

tomorrow morning at 9:30, okay?

MR. DISTASO:‘ That's fine.

THE COURT: You know we're going to be next door

tomorrow.

(Evening recess)
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Mbdesto Police Department PAGE 1 OP 2 02-142591
Investigative Supplemental Report
MISSING PERSON

SUMMARY:

The following will be a supplemental report to case number 02-142591.

packs INTERVIEW or DIANA Mos:
POS, Diana

WFA, 10-15-56
1900 Larksberg Lane
Ceres, CA
Home phone: 581-9429
Work phone: 558—7545
Stanislaus County Hospital

NARRATIVE:

On Friday, 12—27-02, at approximately 1015 hrs., I contacted CAMPOS
via phone. CAMPOS identified herself verbally to me. I confirmed that
she had left a tip regarding missing person, Laci Denise PETERSON. The
interview was tape-recorded. The following will be a summary of that
conversation.

CAMPOS reports she is employed by Stanislaus County Hospital as a
custodian. She had worked there for the past 9 years.

On Tuesday, 12-24—02, at approximately 1045 hrs., CAMPOS said she was
taking a smoke break prior to going to work. She was at a location
next to her office where they take smoke breaks that over looks Moose
Park. From that location she saw three subjects walking together in a
westbound direction. One of the subjects was a pregnant WFA with a dog
on a leash. The other two were WMATS. The dog was barking loudly.

CAMPOS watched the three subjects for approximately 5 udnutes while
they walked approximately the distance of a football field, a hundred
yards. During this time, they walking the WFA was holding onto the
Golden Retriever via a leash. The dog was constantly barking and the
WEA had to pull at the dog with the leash. The male subject, who was
wearing a beanie cap said, -“Shut the fucking dog up”. She watched them
for approximately 5 minutes. CAMPOS said she did not think there was
any kind of conflict going on between the three.

CAMPOS did not think anything of the incident until Thursday, 12-26—
02. At that time she saw a flyer of Laci PETERSON. When she looked at
the flyer she said to herself that she knew the girl. She then
realized she was the same subject she saw walking through the Moose
Park Area. She said she was sure, otherwise she would not have called
the police. CAMPOS said she was not positive it was PETERSON, however
she was pretty sure. CAMPOS said she is real good with faces. CAMPOS
said at the time she did not feel anything unusual was going on

A
12-27- 02 RD DET. OWEN 10500
C: \Documents and Settings\owenphil\Local

SetMS\Temp\02142591.
..po daenQP
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Modesto Police Department PAGE 2 OF 2 02-142591
Investigative Supplemental Report
MISSING PERSON

between the three subjects as they walked through the park, so she had
no reason to call 911.

DESCRIPTION :

CAMPOS described the female as wearing, a white top, and sweat pants
unknown color. She described the hair as worn short down to about the
shoulders, and was dark in color. She said the hair was straight and.
the subject looked 6 to 7 months pregnant.

CAMPUS described the dug as a Golden Retriever, medium-size. The fur
was brown, and closer to red. The dog had on an unknown color leash._

CAMPOS described the first male as a WMA in his late 30$, 5—7, medium
build, wearing a dark beanie, dirty dark shirt and dirty blue jeans.
She told me the jeans were dirty as if he had been sitting in the
dirt. CAMPOS did not know if the subject had any facial hair, because
the beanie was in the way. CAMPOS cannot identify the WMA with the
beanie.

The second subject she identified as a WMA, late 30$, 5-7, medium
build, brown hair that was short, wearing a blue Levi jacket with a
tear and blue jeans. Unknown further description. CAMPOS said she
could identify the second male if she saw him at a later date.

I asked CAMPOS to describe the distance between her and the three
subjects. CAMPOS was unsure of the distance. I ask her to use car
lengths to describe the distance. She told me there were two car
lengths between her and the river. The river was approximately two
car lengths wide. It was approximately one car length beyond the
river where the subjects were. I asked her if she felt that would
represent about 50 yards and she stated yes.

I advised CAMPOS to call me if she thought of any additional
information. The‘phone interview with CAMPOS concluded at 1045.

12—27—02 Rn Dar. OWEN 10500 ’1 8 U U
C:\Documents and Settings\owenpbil\Local Settings\Temp\02142591.po.doc
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SUPPLEMENTAL DECLARATION OFMARK GERAGOS

I, Mark Geragos, declare as follows:

l. I was lead counsel for defendant Scott Lee Peterson in the criminal

case, People v. Scott Lee Peterson, San Mateo Superior Court No. SC55500A.

2. I conducted the jury selection in Mr. Peterson’s case. For that purpose,
I reviewed the jury questionnaires submitted by potential jurors.

3. One ofmy biggest concerns, ifnot the biggest concern, in jury selection

was to ferret out and challenge for cause jurors whom I believed had

prejudged the case and wanted to get on the jury in order punish Mr. Peterson

for the alleged crimes of killing his wife and unborn child. Ireferred to such

jurors as “stealth jurors” and repeatedly expressed my concern to the court

about such jurors.

4. During jury selection, I reviewed juror Richelle Nice’s jury

questionnaire. I remember this because she was ultimately selected as an

alternate, and then took a seat on the jury.

5. While I do not independently recall the specics of her answers, Ihave

recently reviewed her questionnaire again. This refreshes my recollection that

Ms. Nice indicated on the questionnaire that she had never been a victim of a

crime (Question 74), that she had never been involved in a lawsuit (Question

54) and that she had never participated in a trial as a party or as a witness

(Question 72).

6. Habeas counsel, Lawrence Gibbs, has provided me with a copy of a

1
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case le from San Mateo County, in the case ofRichelle Nice v. Marcella

Kinsey. I have been advised that this case le will appear in Exhibit 45 to the

Petition for Writ ofHabeas Corpus. I have read that case le.

7. That case le discloses that, contrary to her answers in the jury

questionnaire, Ms. Nice had in fact been a victim of a crime. She had in fact

been a party in a lawsuit. She was the plaintiff. She alleged the defendant in

that case, Marcella Kinsey, had kicked in her front door and thereby assaulted

her, and threatened harm to her, and to her unborn child. She alleged that the

Kinsey had stalked her. Ms. Nice participated in an evidentiary hearing on her

allegations. The judge apparently credited Ms. Nice’s allegations and granted
‘
her a restraining order against the defendant to protect her and her unborn

child from the malicious acts ofMs. Kinsey.

8. Had I known about Ms. Nice’s lawsuit, and that she had been the victim

of threats of violence against her life and the life of her unborn child from

malicious acts of another, I would absolutely have challenged her for cause.

The state was alleging that Mr. Peterson had harmed his unborn child. There
is no way in the world I would have wanted a juror to sit in judgment ofMr.

Peterson, when that juror had been a victim of the very crime for which Mr.

Peterson was on trial.

9. I believe the challenge for cause would have been sustained. Even if it
had not, I would have exercised a peremptory challenge to remove Ms. Nice

from the jury.

I declare under enalty of erj ryt =

Executed in Los Angefjes, Califorlrjlidgrx'
I .', re

oing
is true and correct.i, 2 15.
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